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1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Report

1.1

This Connection Options Report follows a number of earlier studies (see Table 2.1 in
Chapter 2) for the Richborough Connection project (the Project) which reported on
why the Project is needed, what strategic options were available, the route corridors
that have been considered, and the preferred connection option and route corridor for
the connection which is an overhead line connection between Richborough and
Canterbury.

1.2

In November 2013, National Grid Electricity Transmission plc. (“National Grid”)
announced its Preferred Connection Option and Route Corridor for the proposed
400kV connection between Richborough and Canterbury in Kent (the Richborough
Connection project). The preferred corridor (North Corridor including Sub-option B)
incorporates the majority of the route of a 132kV overhead line comprising part of the
electricity distribution system under the control of the Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) UK Power Networks. Approximately 2km of the 132kV overhead line (the PX
route) north of Sturry lies outside the route corridor. The 132kV (PX) overhead line
runs from Richborough to Canterbury and would be removed following the
construction of the new 400kV connection.

1.3

This report considers the options to use the traditional steel lattice pylon and the Tpylon for the overhead line sections of the connection. In accordance with the
National Policy Statement (NPS) for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5) it also
considers whether it is appropriate to use an underground solution for any parts of
the connection based on landscape and visual considerations, undergrounding costs,
and the environmental consequences of undergrounding. This report demonstrates
how statutory duties, policy considerations and environmental issues have been
considered and makes recommendations for an alignment option, and whether the
use of undergrounding is appropriate, which National Grid will take forward for the
Richborough Connection project.

1.4

Following formal consultation under the Planning Act 2008 proposed for early 2015,
the scheme, having regard to the consultation feedback, will be further refined and an
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application for an Order granting Development Consent will be finalised and
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate1 in 2015.
Structure of Report
1.5

The report is structured as follows:
•

Chapter 2 - sets out how National Grid approaches the design and routeing of
new electricity transmission lines, summarises the development of the
Richborough Connection project and explains why consideration is being given to
the use of T-pylons and to undergrounding sections of the connection;

•

Chapter 3 – provides the planning policy background (at national, regional and
local level) which sets the context for the development;

•

Chapter 4 – explains how the preferred route corridor was sub-divided into
Sections (A-D), based on landscape character assessment. The appraisal has
then be completed on a section by section basis;

•

Chapter 5 – outlines the key characteristics of the steel lattice pylon and T-pylon
and provides details on their construction, operation and maintenance along with
assumptions for an underground cable option;

•

Chapter 6 – describes the basis of the appraisal, identifying those factors which
have been taken into account in the appraisal process and discussing other
factors which were considered not to help differentiate between alignment options
and pylon type. It also sets out how the topic ‘study areas’ were defined;

•

Chapters 7-10 – presents the findings of the appraisal for individual Sections;

•

Chapter 11 – summarises the findings of Chapters 7-10 and outlines the next
steps in developing the proposed route alignment.
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2

BACKGROUND TO THE PROPOSAL
National Grid and its Duties

2.1

National Grid is the operator of the high-voltage transmission system for the whole of
Great Britain and the owner of the high voltage transmission network in England and
Wales.

2.2

National Grid’s transmission system in England and Wales consists of approximately
7,200km of overhead lines and a further 700km of underground cabling, operating at
400kV and 275kV. The overhead lines and cables connect around 340 substations
to form a highly interconnected network.

2.3

Under Section 9(2) of the Electricity Act 19892, National Grid has a duty:
•

“to develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of
electricity transmission; and

•
2.4

to facilitate competition in the supply and generation of electricity”.

Section 38 and Schedule 9 of the Electricity Act require National Grid, when
formulating proposals for new lines and other works, to “…have regard to the
desirability of preserving natural beauty, of conserving flora, fauna, and geological or
physiographical features of special interest and of protecting sites, buildings and
objects of architectural, historic or archaeological interest; and shall do what [it]
reasonably can to mitigate any effect which the proposals would have on the natural
beauty of the countryside or on any such flora, fauna, features, sites, buildings or
objects”.
National Grid Policy and Approaches

2.5

In its Stakeholder, Community and Amenity policy3, National Grid sets out how the
company will meet the duty placed upon it by the aforementioned legislation. This
includes:
•

only seeking to build new overhead lines and substations where the existing
transmission infrastructure cannot be upgraded to meet transmission security
standards;

2

Electricity Act 1989
National Grid plc. : National Grid's commitments when undertaking works in the UK - our Stakeholder, Community and
Amenity Policy : February 2010
3
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•

seeking to avoid nationally and internationally designated areas where new
infrastructure is required; and

•

minimising the effects of new infrastructure on other sites valued for their
amenity.

2.6

The Stakeholder, Community and Amenity Policy also commits to applying best
practice methods, assessing the environmental impacts of proposals and identifying
appropriate mitigation measures, and to promoting effective stakeholder and
community engagement.

2.7

National Grid’s ‘Approach to the Design and Routeing of New Electricity
Transmission Lines’4 describes the process which National Grid adopts for its project
development. This involves increasing refinement of the design as more information
is gathered about the proposal, its setting and constraints.

The results of this

refinement are normally reported at each stage of the project evaluation and will
inform any subsequent project consultation.
2.8

National Grid’s ‘Our approach to Options Appraisal’ published 5 2012 explains that
options appraisal provides a framework which allows National Grid to identify and
balance technical, socio-economic, environmental and cost considerations in
selecting project options. It also enables the information on which judgements are
based to be documented in a transparent manner.

2.9

The stages of project evolution are as follows:
•

Stage 1 Strategic Options - looks at the range of possible ways that a connection
can be achieved.

•

Stage 2 Outline Routeing and Siting – identifies broad corridors for linear
infrastructure.

•

Stage 3 Detailed Routeing and Siting – looks at a precise alignment for
infrastructure (this is the current stage of work for the Richborough
Connection project and this report is the first phase of that work).

•

Stage 4 The Proposed Application – the stage during which consultation on the
proposed project takes place and an application for development consent is
prepared.

4

National Grid plc. : Our approach to the design and routeing of new electricity transmission lines : 2012
(www.nationalgrid.com/majorprojectdocuments)
5
National Grid plc. : Our approach to Options Appraisal : 2012 (www.nationalgrid.com/majorprojectdocuments)
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•

Stage 5 Application for Development Consent – the application is submitted to
PINS.

•

Stage 6 Consideration and Hearing – the application is examined prior to a
decision being made by the Secretary of State.

Outline of the Proposed Richborough Connection Project
2.10

A high voltage direct current (HVDC) electricity interconnector of approximately
1,000MW (or 1GW) capacity is proposed at Richborough, Kent. The interconnector
project, known as the Nemo Link® joins the UK and Belgium and will allow electricity
to flow in either direction between the two countries via a subsea cable. Nemo Link
is being promoted by National Grid Nemo Link Limited (NGNLL) and Elia the Belgian
transmission system operator.

2.11

The Nemo Link cable will operate at Direct Current (DC) but the transmission system
in each country operates at Alternating Current (AC) and therefore a ‘converter
station’ is required in each country to convert the electricity from DC to AC. In the
UK, the Nemo Link converter station and National Grid substation are proposed at
the former Richborough Power Station site. Nemo Link requires a connection to the
National Grid high-voltage National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) in the
Richborough area and, as there is currently no high-voltage transmission network
close to Richborough, a new connection is required.

2.12

Although the power station at Richborough has been demolished, the three existing
lower voltage 132kV overhead lines running from the existing 132kV substation at
Richborough are still currently energised (see Figure 1). Two of these overhead lines
run in parallel north west of Richborough towards Monkton Marshes before splitting.
One 132kV overhead line continues west and south west towards Canterbury (the
PX route) and the other runs north and eastwards across the Isle of Thanet towards
Broadstairs (the PY route). The third 132kV overhead line (the PHA route) runs
south west from the 132kV substation at Richborough and south towards the A257
and Woodnesborough beyond. These 132kV lines are part of UK Power Network’s
electricity distribution network.

UK Power Networks is the distribution network

operator in this area. The existing distribution network does not have capacity to
carry the additional 1000MW from the interconnector, therefore, new transmission
infrastructure is required.

This is confirmed in National Grid’s identified need to
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extend the existing electricity transmission system in South East England
documented in the Richborough Connection Project Need Case (2013)6.
2.13

The Richborough Connection project has already undergone various stages of
development including consultation. Table 2.1 summarises the relevant National
Grid documents in which the proposals are described and considered in more detail.
All

of

these

documents

are

available

on

the

project

website

at

www.richboroughconnection.co.uk.
Table 2.1: Summary of the Richborough Connection project documentation
Document Reference

Description

Project Need Case (June Sets out why the Project is required.
2013)
Strategic Options Report
(June 2013)

Explains the strategic options that were considered
to provide the additional transmission system
capacity that it needed. This concluded that an
onshore connection between Richborough and
Canterbury was the preferred option for further
consideration.

Route Corridor Study (June This considered potential route corridor options
within Strategic Option 1 (Richborough –
2013)
Canterbury) to accommodate a 400kV overhead line.

2.14

Summer 2013 Consultation
Feedback Report
(November 2013)

This reported on the outcome of consultation
regarding the findings of the Strategic Options
Report and the proposed route corridor options
(identified as the North and South Corridor options).

Preferred Connection
Option and Route Corridor
Study (November 2013)

The North Corridor (with sub-option B which passes
north of Broad Oak before turning south towards
Canterbury substation) was concluded to be the best
option for further consideration, i.e. the preferred
route corridor. In addition this includes the removal
of the existing UK Power Networks 132kV PX
overhead line between Richborough and
Canterbury).

In November 2013, National Grid announced its preferred connection option
(Strategic Option 1a) and route corridor (North Corridor including sub-option B,

6

Richborough Connection Project – Project Need Case, National Grid (June 2013)
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hereafter referred to as the preferred route corridor) for developing a scheme for an
overhead line connection between Richborough and Canterbury. The report also
stated that National Grid would continue to consider whether it was appropriate to
use an underground cable solution for any areas of particular sensitivity.
2.15

The preferred route corridor follows the general route of the existing PX 132kV
overhead line route. This overhead line runs from Richborough Power Station to
Canterbury South Substation and will be removed once the new 400kV connection is
in place.

2.16

Three options at the western end of the preferred route corridor were identified. Suboption A passed between Broad Oak and Sturry before turning south to enter the
substation from the east. Sub-option B passed north of Broad Oak before turning
south towards the substation and Sub-option C followed the route of B before
adopting the route of the existing National Grid 400kV Canterbury North-Kemsley
(ZV) overhead line (close to the Barton Down landfill site).

2.17

The preferred route corridor was defined to encompass land to either side of the
existing 132kV PX overhead line between Richborough and Canterbury.

At the

western end, Sub-option B (north of Broad Oak) was selected as the preferred suboption.

The corridor is relatively narrow as it enters Canterbury due to existing

physical constraints such as residential areas, woodland and a major landfill site and
potential constraints such as proposed residential development at Sturry and a
potential new South East Water reservoir scheme north of Broad Oak. The corridor
broadens as it heads east between Hersden and Sarre and then narrows again
through the Ash Levels where it follows the route of the two existing parallel 132kV
overhead lines (PX and PY) into the former Richborough Power Station.
2.18

The Preferred Connection Option and Route Corridor Study included a commitment
that further investigations will inform decisions on final pylon positions. In addition,
consideration will be given to the requirement for underground cable in areas of
particular sensitivity.

2.19

A further commitment stated that “National Grid will continue to assess the
technology options available as it formulates the next stage of its proposals.”

2.20

The first stage in undertaking these studies was to obtain baseline information. This
was sourced from :
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2.21

•

National Grid data gathering and field studies; and

•

Summer 2013 Consultation activities and associated feedback.

In order to inform its on-going options appraisal (outlined in Chapter 5), National
Grid’s consultants have undertaken additional desk studies and preliminary field
surveys relating to landscape, visual amenity, ecology, the historic environment and
socio-economic factors.

2.22

In addition, a range of engineering studies have been undertaken, also involving
desk studies and field reconnaissance surveys, to identify feasible technical options.
Consultation Activities

2.23

In June 2013, The Strategic Options Report and Route Corridor Study were
published and consultation began on the 25th June 2013 to obtain the views of
stakeholders on the proposed connection. The consultation period concluded on 9th
August 2013 and all comments made through the consultation were reported in the
Summer 2013 Consultation Feedback Report.

2.24

National Grid analysed the responses and took these into account in its decision
making. The comments raised, and National Grid’s response to them can be found in
the Summer 2013 Consultation Feedback Report and where appropriate to this stage
of work are referred to in this report. Comments received relating to the Nemo Link
project have been referred to the promoters of that project, National Grid Nemo Link
Limited (NGNLL) and Elia the Belgian transmission system operator.

2.25

Representations on all of the strategic options put forward by National Grid included
concerns about effects on landscape character, particularly in relation to the Kent
Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), and impacts on coastal
landscapes.

Concerns were also raised regarding ecology and archaeology in

various areas. The potential effect on house prices along onshore strategic routes
was also of concern.
2.26

Representations in support of the North Corridor made reference to this corridor
having the least environmental impact, particularly if the existing 132kV overhead line
was removed. Impact on birds was a specific concern of many of the representations
and continuing surveys will be required to help assess the risk to birds and other
wildlife.

!
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2.27

Consultation responses also showed support for undergrounding of the whole route.
A fully underground solution was not supported at the strategic options stage but the
use of undergrounding in sections of the route has been considered in the Options
Appraisal.

Socio-economic factors, such as impact on farming operations and

tourism, were also raised and have been assessed.
2.28

In its Options Appraisal, National Grid has taken account of work undertaken in
reaching its decision on a preferred route corridor and relevant responses to the
Summer 2013 Consultation.
Consideration of the Type of Pylon
Traditional steel lattice pylon

2.29

The Options Appraisal has considered the use of a traditional steel lattice pylon, used
throughout the United Kingdom. In addition, it has considered an alternative design
known as the T-pylon. A more detailed description of the key characteristics of the Tpylon and the traditional steel lattice pylon is provided in Chapter 5.
The T-pylon

2.30

In May 2011, The Royal Institute of British Architects in partnership with the
Department for Energy and Climate Change, launched an international competition to
design the next generation of electricity pylons. The winning design was the ‘Tpylon’, designed and developed by Danish Architects, Bystrup.

2.31

National Grid has worked closely with Bystrup and other experts on the technical
feasibility of the T-pylon design.

This design offers several key variations to

traditional steel lattice pylon design such as shorter height, a more simplistic
structure but with increased mass, a reduced footprint and different construction
methods.
2.32

The consideration of alternative pylon designs for the connection project is in line
with Supplementary Note C to the Holford Rules7 (provided in Appendix A). This
states that “In addition to adopting appropriate routeing, evaluate where appropriate
the use of alternative tower designs now available where these would be
advantageous visually, and where the extra cost can be justified.”

7

Guidelines on overhead line routeing were first formulated in 1959 by Sir William later Lord, Holford, who was a part-time
member of the CEGB. National Grid has reviewed these guidelines, known as the ‘Holford Rules’, and concluded that they
have stood the test of time. National Grid therefore intends to continue to employ them as a basis of the company’s approach to
overhead line routeing.
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Pylon alignments
2.33

The Richborough Connection project began with the identification and assessment of
strategic options. This assessment concluded that a new overhead line connection
between Richborough and Canterbury was the option most compliant with National
Grid’s statutory duties and environmental obligations. A subsequent route corridor
study was undertaken which considered the Holford Rules (see Appendix A)
together with a range of environmental and routeing constraints and identified two
possible corridors which avoided these constraints as far as reasonably practical.
The two corridors identified at this stage were applicable for the steel lattice pylon or
T-pylon.

2.34

Whilst there are differences between the steel lattice and T-pylon designs, they share
similar technical characteristics. These include:
•

they are above ground structures capable of carrying high voltage electricity;

•

they are both capable of carrying three sets of twin conductor bundles on each
side of the supporting structure;

•

for standard height pylons there is a standard span of 360m between each of the
structures;

2.35

•

both structures would have similar finishes; and

•

both structures are able to maintain statutory safety clearances.

The principal difference between the two pylon designs when considering appropriate
routes is that due to the design characteristics of the T-Pylon, larger angles of
deviation between spans, typically greater than 30°, cannot be achieved.

This

limitation will require more gradual changes of direction along a route alignment, than
would be possible with the traditional steel lattice pylon, which can achieve greater
angles of deviation.

Therefore a greater number of pylons may be required to

achieve an alignment that has significant deviation.
Summary of the Approach to the Appraisal
2.36

The overall approach to the appraisal has been guided by National Policy Statements
EN-1 (Overarching Energy) and EN-5 (Electricity Networks), relevant planning
policies at national and local level and by National Grid’s Approach to the Design and
Routeing of New Electricity Transmission Lines and the Approach to Options
Appraisal which were published in August 2012.

#
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2.37

The appraisal has been co-ordinated by the project team with inputs from National
Grid’s engineers (technical) and environmental consultants (AMEC, TEP and Arup).

2.38

The approach adopted for this appraisal has included a number of elements:
•

appraisal of the most appropriate alignment options and type of pylon (traditional
steel lattice or T-pylon design) in each Section of the proposed route (as defined
in Chapter 4 of this report);

•

consideration of whether the use of underground cable technology would be
appropriate in any Sections of the proposed route based on landscape and visual
considerations, undergrounding costs and the environmental impacts of
undergrounding;

•

comparing the effects arising from the use of steel lattice pylons, T-pylons and
underground cable for the proposed route in each Section;

•

consideration of how these solutions may be assembled to form a proposed
route, i.e. a draft alignment, for the whole connection between Richborough and
Canterbury, should that be required.

Scheme Development and Consultation Process
2.39

The findings of this report will inform the decision on a draft route alignment for the
connection between Richborough and Canterbury. The findings in relation to pylon
design will also be reported for different Sections of the proposed route.

2.40

Any decisions made will be integrated with the results of other studies to inform the
proposed application for an Order granting Development Consent, which will be
subject to formal publicity and consultation under Section 42, Section 47 and Section
48 of the Planning Act 2008. Feedback from that formal consultation will be taken
into account in finalising any proposed application for an Order granting Development
Consent before submission to the Planning Inspectorate.

2.41

The next stages in the refinement of the proposed application will therefore involve:
•

continuing engagement - with statutory and non-statutory bodies, other agencies
and the public;

•

refinement of the proposed route for overhead lines and if appropriate,
underground cables, including the location of pylons, pylon design, cable sealing
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end

compounds, access roads and consideration of appropriate mitigation

techniques; and
•

consultation – in accordance with the Statement of Community Consultation and
Section 42, Section 47 and Section 48 of the Planning Act 2008, on the proposed
application and preliminary environmental information and consideration of
responses to this consultation, and consequential amendments to the proposal,
in accordance with s49 of the Planning Act;

•

submission - submission to the Planning Inspectorate of an application for an
Order granting Development Consent.
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3

POLICY BACKGROUND
National Policy Statements

3.1

The context for any National Grid options appraisal relating to energy infrastructure is
provided by the Overarching National Policy Statement (NPS) for Energy (EN-1).
This states that in considering any proposed development, and in particular when
weighing its adverse impacts against its benefits, the IPC8 should take into account:
•

its potential benefits including its contribution to meeting the need for energy
infrastructure, job creation and any long term or wider benefits; and

•

its potential adverse impacts, including any long term and cumulative adverse
impacts, as well as any measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for any
adverse impacts.

3.2

It goes on to note that, in this context, the IPC (now relevant Secretary of State)
should take into account environmental, social and economic benefits and adverse
impacts, at national, regional and local levels.

The NPS provides guidance on

assessment relevant to all energy projects which is supplemented by guidance
specific to the project type. In the case of the Richborough Connection project, the
relevant guidance is to be found in the National Policy Statement for Electricity
Networks Infrastructure (EN-5). EN-1 recognises that “in most cases, there will be
more than one technological approach by which it is possible to make such a
connection or reinforce the network (for example, by overhead line or underground
cable) and the costs and benefits of these alternatives should be properly considered
as set out in EN-5 (in particular section 2.8) before any overhead line proposal is
consented.” (EN-1 paragraph 3.7.10). Different technological approaches have been
considered in this Options Appraisal.
3.3

Section 4.4 of EN-1 provides guidance on the consideration of alternative options for
infrastructure projects, including the principles that should guide the relevant
Secretary of State when deciding what weight to give to alternative options. This
includes “alternative proposals which mean the necessary development could not
proceed, for example because the alternative proposals are not commercially viable
or alternative sites would not be physically suitable, can be excluded on the grounds
that they are not important and relevant to the IPC’s decision”.

8
In April 2012 the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) was abolished and transferred its property, rights and liabilities to
the Secretary of State. Applications for major Infrastructure Projects were thereafter submitted to The Planning Inspectorate
with a Decision being made by the relevant Secretary of State
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3.4

Paragraph 2.8.2 of EN-5 states that ”Government does not believe that development
of overhead lines is generally incompatible in principle with developers’ statutory duty
under section 9 of the Electricity Act to have regard to amenity and to mitigate
impacts. In practice new above ground electricity lines, whether supported by lattice
steel pylons/pylons or wooden poles, can give rise to adverse landscape and visual
impacts, dependent upon their scale, siting, degree of screening and the nature of
the landscape and local environment through which they are routed. For the most
part these impacts can be mitigated, however at particularly sensitive locations the
potential adverse landscape and visual impacts of an overhead line proposal may
make it unacceptable in planning terms, taking account of the specific local
environment and context.”

3.5

EN-5 goes on to say that although Government expects that overhead lines will often
be appropriate and their effects can often be mitigated, where there are serious
concerns about the potential adverse landscape and visual effects of a proposed
overhead line, “the IPC will have to balance these against other relevant factors,
including the need for the proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of
alternative sites and routes and methods of installation (including undergrounding)”.

3.6

EN-5 states that the main opportunities for mitigating potential adverse landscape
and visual impacts of electricity networks infrastructure includes the “selection of the
most suitable type and design of support structure (i.e. different lattice tower types,
use of wooden poles etc.), in order to minimise the overall visual impact on the
landscape”.

This report presents the consideration of these particular factors in

examining pylon design and the use of undergrounding.
3.7

EN-5 gives its support to the Holford Rules, stating that “The IPC should recognise
that the Holford Rules, and any updates, form the basis for the approach to routeing
new overhead lines and take them into account in any consideration of alternatives
and in considering the need for any additional mitigation measures”. It also states
that the Holford Rules should be followed by developers when designing their
proposals.

3.8

EN-5 states that consent should only be refused for overhead line proposals in favour
of an underground line if “ ....the benefits from the non-overhead line alternative will
clearly outweigh any extra economic, social and environmental impacts and the
technical difficulties are surmountable”. In this context it should consider:
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•

the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular, the impact
on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or historic importance such
as National Parks, AONBs and the Broads);

•

the additional cost of any undergrounding; and

•

the environmental and archaeological consequences of undergrounding.

National Planning Policy Framework
3.9

The National Planning Policy Framework 9 (NPPF) may be considered as an
‘important and relevant’10 matter to be considered in decision making for Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP). Paragraph 6 of the NPPF states that “the
purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development”. It goes on to note that planning has a key role to play in “supporting
the delivery of renewable and low carbon energy and associated infrastructure”. The
Richborough Connection will facilitate the development of the Nemo Link which will
provide greater opportunities for the UK to trade in wider European power markets
and to take advantage of energy generated from renewable sources in Europe. This
will assist the UK to meet its renewable energy targets. While the NPPF does not
include policies specifically related to electricity transmission infrastructure, it does
include policies for conserving and enhancing the natural and historic environment
which have been taken into account in planning and assessing potential alignments.

3.10

Paragraph 56 states that “the Government attaches great importance to the design of
the built environment. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is
indivisible from good planning, and should contribute positively to making places
better for people”. Paragraph 60 also states that “Planning policies and decisions
should not attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and they should
not stifle innovation, originality or initiative through unsubstantiated requirements to
conform to certain development forms or styles. It is, however, proper to seek to
promote or reinforce local distinctiveness”.

3.11

Paragraph 115 states that “great weight should be given to conserving landscape
and scenic beauty in National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which
have the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The

9

Department for Communities and Local Government : National Planning Policy Framework : March 2012
National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 3

10
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conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in all these
areas….”
3.12

Paragraph 118 calls on local planning authorities to aim to conserve and enhance
biodiversity in determining planning applications by protecting nationally and
internationally designated sites from development which would have an adverse
effect upon them and, in all locations, by refusing development which could result in
significant harm to biodiversity and which cannot be avoided or adequately mitigated
or compensated.

Specific mention is made of the need to protect irreplaceable

habitats, including ancient woodland and veteran trees. The potential effects on
biodiversity, including woodland, hedgerows and trees are considered in Chapters 710.
3.13

Paragraph 128 states that in determining applications, local planning authorities
should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets
affected, including any contribution made by their setting. Paragraph 132 states that
“when considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation.
The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be
harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development
within its setting.” Subsequent paragraphs provide for weighing the harm to heritage
assets against the public benefits which would be achieved through the proposed
development. The potential effects on the Historic Environment are considered in
Chapters 7-10.
Development Plans

3.14

Although an application for an Order granting Development Consent is not subject to
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, development
plans are a material planning consideration.

3.15

The majority of the area between Richborough and Canterbury falls under the
jurisdiction of Canterbury City Council (CCC), with the part to the north of the River
Stour within the area of Thanet District Council and the part to the east of the Little
Stour within the area of Dover District Council.

3.16

Kent County Council (KCC) is the Highway Authority for the whole of the area of
interest as well as the authority in charge of minerals and waste planning.
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3.17

The Kent County Council Draft Minerals and Waste Plan 'Pre-submission'
consultation document is currently under review and is scheduled for adoption in
Autumn 201411.

3.18

The current Minerals and Waste Plan (1993) does contain policies of relevance to the
project, specifically in relation to a ‘Possible area of Mining’ in east Kent identified for
limestone. In reviewing these policies it is apparent that the area of search has been
removed from the emerging Minerals and Waste Local Plan and in any case could be
largely avoided through careful routeing.

3.19

Canterbury City Council’s Local Plan was adopted in July 2006. The main saved
policies (2009) relevant to this project relate to the protection of the landscape itself
and features within the landscape, including woodland and ecological and heritage
assets. Other relevant saved policies relate to traffic and transport and the local
economy.

3.20

The Council’s new Draft Local Plan was published in June 2013 and the consultation
ended on 30th August 2013. The publication version of the final draft is likely to take
place in April / May 2014; this will be the final stage of public consultation prior to the
submission of the Plan to the Secretary of State for Examination.

3.21

The consultation document introduces three policies which could affect the preferred
route corridor; Strategic Development Sites have been identified at Sturry/Broad Oak
(SP3b) and Hersden (SP3h) and a relief road through Sturry is also proposed.

3.22

Thanet District Council (TDC) Local Plan was adopted in 2006. The main saved
policies (2009) of relevance within the Thanet District Adopted Local Plan relate to
archaeology, landscape character, transportation and tourism.

3.23

Land at Richborough Power Station has been requested as a site for employment
allocation within the Thanet LDF.

The proposal is for the site to be used for

B1/B2/B3 employment purposes and uses identified within the 2006 Thanet Local
Plan under Policy EP14 (not saved in 2009).
3.24

The Thanet Local Plan Issues and Options document has been published and was
subject to consultation between 4th June and 14th August 2013, the Preferred
Options document is due to be published and subject to consultation in Summer
2014 with Publication and Pre-submission consultation targeted for early 2015.

11

As set out in the Minerals and Waste Local Plan Scheme 2010-2015.
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Dover District Council (DDC) Local Plan consists of saved policies from the 2002
Local Plan and policies within the adopted Core Strategy 2010.
3.25

The main policies of relevance within the Dover Core Strategy (adopted February
2010) and saved policies from the 2002 Local Plan relate to protection of the
landscape, landscape designations and landscape features, the local economy,
travel and transport and land allocations.

3.26

Dover District Council submitted the Land Allocations Local Plan for independent
examination in August 2013, the Hearings for the Examination concluded in February
2014. No date has been set for the publication of the Inspectors’ final report.
Other Local Planning Authorities

3.27

At the strategic options stage, the planning policies of Swale Borough Council and
Shepway District Council were considered (as well as Thanet, Canterbury, Dover and
Kent). None of these policies would affect the alignment options identified in this
report.

!
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4

DEFINITION OF SECTIONS
Relationship to Route Selection

4.1

The preferred route corridor – approximate length 19.57km (measured along the
centre line of the corridor) – is a corridor of land that generally follows the existing
132kV overhead line from Richborough to Canterbury, see Figure 1 (and Figures
1A-D). In developing the preferred route corridor, National Grid has confirmed that
the existing 132kV PX overhead line from Richborough to Canterbury would be
removed following development of a new overhead line within the corridor. (The
existing 132kV PY overhead line from Richborough to the Isle of Thanet would
remain in place).

4.2

For the purposes of the options appraisal the preferred route corridor has been subdivided into four sections in order to split the long linear connection and manage the
presentation of environmental information. To avoid confusion with the term ‘Study
Area’ that will be used in the environmental impact assessment, these have been
named as ‘Sections’ in this report. Organising the options appraisal by sections
allows careful consideration of whether alternative pylon designs might be preferable
in different sections and also, where undergrounding might be considered
appropriate within any part of the preferred corridor.

4.3

For the purposes of this detailed routeing and siting stage of the project, the Sections
have been defined (A-D); with their boundaries and names broadly contiguous with
published Landscape Character Area Assessments, but with their names simplified
for ease of reference. Kent County Council has completed a Landscape Assessment
of Kent (2004) and has now subscribed to the Living Landscapes Project. This is a
character based approach to the development of a GIS based framework that
integrates the natural and cultural aspects of the countryside. The aim of the project
was to identify homogenous landscape description units (LDUs) based on national
datasets which provide a further layer of landscape data complementary to the
landscape character areas. In many instances a character area will be an amalgam
of a number of LDUs, on others the LDUs will be divided into a number of character
areas.

4.4

It is recognised that there may be adverse effects on landscape and views from an
overhead line and so the county-level landscape character assessments, conducted
by Kent County Council; as well as the district landscape character assessments for
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Dover, Thanet and Canterbury were used for defining the Sections. In terms of the
Landscape Assessment of Kent, the preferred route corridor crosses five character
areas from east to west these are: The Wantsum and Lower Stour Marshes, Thanet,
East Kent Horticultural Belt, The Blean and The Stour Valley. In terms of the Dover
Landscape Character Assessment, the preferred route corridor crosses only one
character area – Ash Levels. The preferred route corridor also crosses two character
areas from the Thanet Landscape Character Assessment – Former Wantsum
Channel and the Former Wantsum North Shore.

The Preferred route corridor

crosses seven character areas from the Canterbury Landscape Character
Assessment, these are broadly from east to west: Chislet Arable Belt, Nethergong
Sarre Penn Inlet, Hoath Farmlands, Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere, Broad Oak
Valley, Stour Valley Slopes and Stour Valley (Sturry and Fordwich).
Description of Sections
4.5

The Sections considered in this appraisal are shown on Figure 1 (and Figures 1AD) and are (from west to east):

4.6

•

A – Stour Valley;

•

B – Sarre Penn Valley;

•

C – Chislet Marshes; and

•

D – Ash Levels.

The landscape and other characteristics of each of the Sections are described in
detail in Chapters 7-10 and are summarised below.

4.7

Section A Stour Valley - This Section extends from Canterbury Substation to
Bredlands Lane. The Stour Valley is well contained by steep valley sides and the
river winds through wet, marshy and reed fringed land that has scrub and dense
riparian vegetation along its margins. Section A includes parts of Broad Oak Valley
and the settlements of Broad Oak located at the top of the Stour Valley slopes and
Sturry located on the valley side down to the River Stour. The Section is broadly
contiguous with the Broad Oak Valley, Stour Valley Slopes and Stour Valley
character areas from the Canterbury Landscape Assessment.

4.8

Section B Sarre Penn Valley – This Section commences at Bredlands Lane, near
Tile Lodge Farm and ends at the Wantsum Walk near to Wall End Farm . The
landscape is medium to large scale arable with some areas enclosed by hedgerows

#
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and shelterbelts. It is gradually sloping or flat with some contained, small scale
woodland areas associated with the Sarre Penn and other smaller watercourses.
There are long views from higher ground, for instance from the Roman Road at
Hersden across to Thanet. Section B incorporates the Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet
and the Hoath Farmlands areas from the Canterbury Landscape Assessment. The
name of the Section reflects the name of the watercourse in the valley.
4.9

Section C Chislet Marshes - This Section extends from the Wantsum Walk, near to
Wall End Farm across the Chislet Marshes and ends at a public right of way running
south of Monkton. Section C includes the point at which the 132kV overhead line
serving Thanet (PY route) diverges northwards, just to the east of Gore Street.
Landscape character is typified by the distinctive and often quite steep hill slopes
down from the ‘Central Chalk Plateau’ character area to ‘The Former Wantsum
Channel’. The landscape is noted as being very open with wide and long views.
Section C also covers the Chislet Arable Belt where fields are fairly small and
regular, defined by a network of drainage ditches, dykes and flood control banks and
the main land use is arable. The Section would be broadly contiguous with the
Former Wantsum North Shore from the Thanet Landscape Assessment and The
Chislet Arable Belt from the Canterbury Landscape Assessment.

4.10

Section D Ash Levels - This Section extends from the public right of way south of
Monkton to the proposed Nemo Link interconnector site at Richborough. Landscape
character is typified by marshlands, reclaimed and the silted up course of the
Wantsum Channel and the former mouth of the River Stour. It is a flat large-scale
landscape noted as having very long views but is bordered by the gentle slopes of
the Thanet chalk to the north and east and the horticultural belt to the south and
west. Section D would be broadly contiguous with the Former Wantsum Channel
from the Thanet Landscape Assessment.
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5
5.1

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS
The purpose of this report is to consider alternative alignments for an overhead line
between Richborough and Canterbury within the preferred route corridor. It is also to
consider the most appropriate pylon design (whether steel lattice or T-pylon) for
different Sections of the proposed route and whether any use of underground cable
technology is appropriate.

5.2

The starting point was to consider potential overhead line alignments which lay within
the preferred route corridor as set out in the Preferred Connection Option and Route
Corridor Study. This route corridor can accommodate the installation of an overhead
line close to the route of the existing 132kV overhead line (PX route), which will be
removed following construction of the new connection.

It was recognised that

deviations outside of the route corridor may need to be considered where these
would enable a more acceptable alignment, e.g. avoiding oversailing of residential
properties that could not be resolved within the route corridor.
5.3

Health and safety considerations for construction dictate that there should be a
minimum separation distance between a proposed 400kV overhead line and the
existing 132kV overhead line when routeing in parallel. For the purposes of the
options appraisal it is assumed that the distance between the centre lines of existing
and proposed overhead lines should be at least 85m. This takes into account the
dimensions of the pylons, the likely height of equipment needed to construct the new
line and electrical safety clearances for operation and maintenance. Constructing
lines closer together could be possible but would require specific justification and risk
assessment and possible electrical proximity outages on either overhead lines.

5.4

In visual terms it would be preferable for the remaining 132kV (PY route) and
proposed 400kV overhead lines to run closely in parallel and this has been adopted
where possible in defining indicative alignments.

5.5

In accordance with the Holford Rules, alignments close to residential areas or
individual properties have been avoided as far as possible on the grounds of general
amenity. Within the constraints of the corridor, particular attention has been paid to
situations which could involve lines oversailing properties.

5.6

In accordance with the Holford Rules, the most direct line would generally be
preferred to avoid the need to construct larger, more visually intrusive, angle pylons.
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For the same reason, sharp changes in direction have been avoided wherever
possible.
5.7

In accordance with the Holford Rules, wherever possible, areas of high amenity value
or scientific interest have been avoided and indicative alignments chosen which
minimise effects on the setting of heritage assets.

5.8

In planning indicative alignments, the first step was to consider close parallel
alignment with an offset of 85m to the north and south of the existing 132kV
overhead line where possible. The initial alignments were then examined in terms of
the Holford Rules to determine whether localised adjustments would be beneficial or
where environmental constraints exist. This process enabled optimised alignments
to be identified to the north and south of the existing 132kV overhead line from
Richborough to Canterbury proposed to be removed. The alignment options which
are shown on Figure 1 (and 1A-D) are:
•

Alignment 1 – steel lattice pylon running north of the existing 132kV overhead
line;

•

Alignment 2 - T- pylon running north of the existing 132kV overhead line;

•

Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon running south of the existing 132kV overhead
line;

5.9

•

Alignment 4 – T-pylon running south of the existing 132kV overhead line; and

•

Alignment 5 - an indicative cable alignment.

Alignments 1 and 2 are almost identical; the only differences are where the alignment
changes direction through Section A and near Gore Street in Section C. Where the
direction changes the T-pylon requires a slightly rounder curve than the steel lattice
pylon (see Section 2.35). Other than this, the alignments are the same. To achieve
this more gradual change in direction, the T-pylon alignment is likely to require
several more pylons than the steel lattice alignment.

5.10

For alignments 3 and 4 through Sections B, C and D the alignments are the same.

5.11

For the construction of an overhead line, temporary access roads and working areas
would need to be installed at each pylon location. Each temporary access road may
provide access to one or more pylon locations. Details of lorry movements and
material handling/pylon steelwork deliveries have not yet been confirmed.

The

construction process involves the use of winches to pull through the new conductors
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(wires). These are situated at winching sites, which are usually positioned at either
end of a section of the overhead line that is being installed (a section is normally
around six to eight pylons but this varies depending on local conditions). Temporary
pulley blocks are attached to the pylons, and pilot lines (ropes) are run through these
blocks along the whole of the section and connected to the winches at either end.
The pilot lines are attached to the new conductors (wires) at one end of the section
and are then pulled through from the other end of the section by the winches.
5.12

Normal construction traffic routes will need to be agreed with the highway authorities.
Some minor works to adopted highways may be required to improve the alignment,
clearances and standard of roadbed in order to facilitate access for construction
traffic. This will be further developed once the draft alignment is established and the
detailed design is developed.

5.13

Overhead line alignments are described in Chapters 7-10. It should be noted that
these alignments are indicative and have not yet been designed in detail. Pylon
positions and the precise alignment of the overhead lines cannot be established until
the results of the options appraisal have been reviewed, further surveys and
technical studies undertaken and discussions held with landowners, occupiers and
other parties. Further back-checking and review of the Options Appraisal and
conclusions of this report will be undertaken in light of material changes to the
alignment.

5.14

The height of any pylon is related to the sag (i.e. the amount it curves down between
the pylons) of the conductor (wires) and span (i.e. the distance) between two pylons.
Traditional steel lattice pylons required for this 400kV double circuit overhead line
would have a standard height of 46.5m and would be spaced at approximately 300 –
400m apart (the conductor span for the proposed route is likely to vary between 355380m, depending on ground levels and other constraints which affect span lengths).
The weight of the conductor will also influence the amount of sag. Minimum safety
clearances for all overhead lines are legally prescribed12 and are legally binding. The
statutory safety clearances must be maintained between conductors and the ground,
trees, buildings and any other structure such as street lighting columns.

The

clearance required will depend on the operating voltage of the line, its construction
and design, the topography of the location over which the line passes and the type of
development proposed. Pylons need to be sufficiently tall to ensure that statutory

12

Energy Networks Association – Technical Specification 43-8
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safety clearances are achieved from the overhead line and pylon heights may vary
above and below the standard height noted above depending on the requirements of
a specific location. It is, therefore a recognised trade-off in designing overhead lines
between fewer, taller pylons which result in longer spans, and shorter pylons in
greater numbers but which would result in shorter spans. The number of pylons that
would be required along the proposed route would be very similar for both the steel
lattice and T-pylon options. Where an overhead line changes direction and where
lines terminate at substations, stronger pylons are required. These have heavier
steelwork and larger footprints than more typical suspension pylons. Span lengths
will vary along the route, depending on the obstacles and gradients the route needs
to traverse.
5.15

Figure 2 shows the design (including dimensions) of each of these pylons as well as
the existing UK Power Networks PX 132kV steel lattice pylons that would be
removed along the route as part of the proposals.

5.16

The following sections describe the key characteristics of the pylon designs that have
been considered in this appraisal.
Pylon Options: Design, Construction and Maintenance

5.17

Figure 2 compares the outline and dimensions of the standard steel lattice and Tpylon suspension pylon. For comparison, it also includes the existing 132kV pylons.
Steel Lattice Pylons for this Route

5.18

Standard steel lattice suspension pylons are approximately 46.5m high and 7.5m
wide at the base. The pylons are constructed of steel members forming a vertical
pylon with three cross arms at heights of approximately 24.6m, 32.6m and 42.1m
above the ground. The maximum width of the cross arms is approximately 17m. Two
sets of conductors (wires) would be suspended from each of the cross arms of each
pylon, with a single earth wire strung from the peak of each pylon.

5.19

Standard steel lattice tension / angle pylons are generally used where the overhead
line changes direction, but are also used to maintain the tension of the conductors on
long straight route sections. These pylons are similar in design to the suspension
pylons but have a wider base and are constructed of steel members of thicker gauge.
The size of the pylon, particularly its width, increases as the angle of the overhead
line deviation increases to a maximum of 90 degrees (which would result in a base
width of approximately 16.1m).
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5.20

For the construction of an overhead line, temporary access roads and working areas
would need to be installed at each pylon location. Each temporary access road
(approximately 3m to 4m wide) may provide access to one or more pylon locations.
For access on agricultural land, temporary tracks may be installed using crushed
stone with a reinforcing geotextile membrane to protect soils or by interconnecting
plastic or aluminium trackway panels. The working areas adjacent to each pylon
location would also be comprised of temporary stone pads or trackway panels.
These working areas would vary in size depending on the pylon base and the type of
foundation being installed ranging from 30m x 30m for a standard pylon to 60m x
40m for a 90 degree deviation pylon. The preferred access method for lattice towers
is by the use of trackway panels. Once the overhead line is constructed, the
temporary access tracks and working areas at the pylon sites would be removed and
the ground reinstated.

5.21

Pylon steelwork would be delivered directly to site in numbered parts, lifted into
position using a mobile crane and assembled (bolted together).

Delivery of

conductors (wires) may initially be to a centralised storage facility before being
transported to its installation location on drums, this is yet to be confirmed. Normal
construction traffic routes will need to be agreed with the highway authorities. The
conductors are pulled into position using pilot wires and at selected angle/tension
pylon sites, the conductors would then be tensioned to their design sag. The working
areas at these sites could extend to 70m x 70m.
5.22

To carry out the construction of foundations, erection of the pylon and to undertake
wiring works some specialist equipment is required which is common to both the
steel lattice and the T-pylon designs.

For example, if concrete foundations are

needed or if drainage works are required an excavator will be needed on site. If piled
foundations are needed then a piling rig will be required to drive in the steel or
concrete pile or to drill a hole for a reinforced concrete pile. Wagons will bring
materials and equipment to site and a crane of up to 200 tonnes (T) would be
required to lift the pylon sections into place.
5.23

The type of foundation for steel lattice pylons is very much dependent on the ground
conditions.

Traditionally steel lattice pylons have used ‘standard’ excavated

foundations (also known as pad and chimney foundations) where each pylon leg is
encased in concrete. However, where the ground conditions are poor (not of good
ground bearing capacity) the preferred option is for steel tube piled foundations (with
single or multiple piles per leg) connected via a concrete pile cap.
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5.24

Maintenance for the steel lattice pylon includes replacement of anti–climbing devices
and supports as required. Typically, the steel lattice pylon has a life expectancy of
approximately 80 years, the conductors have a life expectancy of approximately 60
years and the insulators and fittings have a life span of approximately 40 years.
T-pylon

5.25

As with traditional steel lattice pylons, the T-pylon range comprises suspension,
tension and terminal forms. The T-pylon has a standard height of approximately
34.5m, a cross beam width of approximately 22.5m and an overall width of 31m
including the insulators.

The T-pylon height gives a ‘standard span’ of 360m

although the final height of the T-pylon can be altered depending on
topography/features with construction of the single support structure in modular
sections.
5.26

The conductors suspended from the T-pylon are arranged in a compact ‘diamond’
configuration on both sides of the cross beam. The conductor configurations, which
include a separate earth wire for each side of the pylon above the conductors, are
approximately 12m high and 8m wide. These extend beyond the cross beam by
approximately 4m on each side giving the maximum 31m horizontal dimension. The
two earth wires, one for each circuit, shield the phase wires from lightning strikes.
This design helps to keep the overall height down as a single earth wire would have
to be located centrally and high above the ‘T’ cross beam in order to protect the
wires.

5.27

The insulator arrangement of the T-pylon is very different from a steel lattice pylon
with all three phases supported by one diamond insulator array and connected to the
support by a single connection.

5.28

Flying angle pylons are designed in a similar way to a suspension pylon but are able
to take a deviation of up to 10 degrees.

5.29

Tension pylons (where the overhead lines change angle) include deviations up to 30
degrees. For deviations larger than this, multiple tension pylons are used to smooth
out the angle, utilising enough of the 30 degree tension pylons to achieve the angle
required. The ‘flying angle’ and ‘D30’ designs are similar to the suspension T-pylon
design. For terminating the route a T-pylon Double Diamond or Gantry Design can
be used (see Figure 3). The Double Diamond design, however, varies from the
suspension design with a typical height of approximately 27.5m and consists of two
!
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separate solid monopole columns, each approximately 1.6m wide. The cross beam
to each column is a diamond shape that varies between approximately 1.2m and
0.36m in diameter. This design has an arrangement of three conductor bundles
connecting through each of the three lower points of each diamond with a single
earth wire strung from the highest point of the pylons. The Double Diamond’ pylon
design is shown in Figure 3.
5.30

The standard steel lattice pylons are painted light grey. For the purpose of these
principles it has been presumed the T-pylon would be of a similar painted finish.

5.31

As with steel lattice pylons, temporary roads to the pylon location may need to be
constructed.

More construction equipment is required to build a T-pylon so the

preferred method for access and working areas is by the use of crushed stone with a
geotextile membrane rather than trackway panels, as can be used for a steel lattice
pylon. As more equipment is used to construct a T-pylon the construction working
areas are slightly larger than those of the steel lattice design, e.g.55m x 25m for both
suspension and angle pylons and 70m x 70m for pulling positions. The T-pylon is
fabricated from rolled steel and delivered to site in multiple sections.
5.32

Like steel lattice pylons, the type of foundation used to support the T-pylon is
dependent on the ground conditions encountered. Three foundation types are suited
to T-pylons. These are: a single monopile comprising a hollow steel tubular section
approximately 1.8 – 2.3m in diameter and driven to a depth of up to approximately
20m; a minipile group with piles of approximately 300mm in diameter linked with a
single pile concrete cap (raft); and steel tube pile with piles of approximately 700mm
group linked with a single pile concrete cap.

5.33

The T-pylon does not require any anti climbing device as the smooth single support
is considered un-climbable. There are multiple finishes available for the T-pylon,
however for the purpose of this appraisal it has been assumed that the T-pylon would
be finished to the similar specification as the steel lattice pylons. Based on the
information currently available the maintenance regime and lifespan of the T-pylon,
its conductors and fittings are expected to be comparable to that of the steel lattice
option.

5.34

Table 5.1 summarises the pylon design option specifications.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Pylon Comparisons

Steel Lattice
(Standard
Suspension)

T-pylon
(Suspension)

T-pylon
(Standard Double
Diamond –DD)

Approximate
Height (m)
(based on
standard 360m
span)

46.5

34.5

27.5 (terminal)
34.5 (tension)

Approximate
Width (m)

17.0

31.0

Typically 31m (based
on two structures)

Approximate
7.5 x 7.5
Base dimensions (tension pylons can be
(m)
typically 9.6m x 9.6m
for 30 degree angles up
to approximately 16.1m
x16.1m for 90 degree)

2m diameter

2x 1.6m diameter

Foundation type:

Steel tube piling at each
leg with concrete cap;
or excavation at each
leg (pad and chimney)
encased in concrete.

Monopile; and
minipile and single
cap; steel tube pile
and cap.

Monopile; minipile
and single cap; steel
tube pile and cap.

Construction
working area

30m x 30m

55m x 25m

55m x 25m

Cable Option: Principles adopted in defining the underground cable option
5.35

National Grid has undertaken options appraisal to determine the best options to take
forward as set out in the Strategic Options Report and Route Corridor Study. At the
route corridor stage, the detailed make up of the connection in terms of the
technology to be used (lattice pylon, T-pylon and/or part underground) was not
determined. However it was noted that “Areas of particular sensitivity may require an
underground cable solution and these aspects will be addressed in the detailed
design stage of the process.” This report and options appraisal reports on this next
stage of the decision-making process.

5.36

Paragraph 2.8.2 of EN-5 states that for the most part the landscape and visual
impacts of overhead lines can be mitigated, “however at particularly sensitive
locations the potential adverse landscape and visual impacts of an overhead line
proposal may make it unacceptable in planning terms, taking account of the specific
local environment and context.”

#
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5.37

EN-5 does not seek to define “particularly sensitive locations”. In its approach to the
design and routeing of electricity transmission lines, National Grid suggests that
“candidates for undergrounding might include: locations with physical difficulties in
constructing an overhead line (such as in urban areas), wide river or estuary
crossings, the presence of highly valued landscapes (which include National Parks
and AONBs but could also include particularly sensitive landscapes and iconic views
or areas where other potential impacts could only be mitigated by undergrounding).
This is not an exhaustive list and all projects will be considered on a case-by-case
basis”.

5.38

None of the route corridor falls within a nationally designated AONB. There are
known to be local concerns about the impact of overhead lines on residential areas
and these have been reflected in the appraisal of options. It is important to consider
the implications of both overhead and underground alignments across the whole of
the route corridor.

5.39

Paragraph 2.8.8 of EN-5 states that where there are serious concerns about the
potential adverse landscape and visual effects of a proposed overhead line, PINS will
have to balance these against other relevant factors, including the need for the
proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and routes and
methods of installation (including undergrounding). Underground cable options have
therefore been developed to facilitate this process.

5.40

The higher costs of underground cables, as compared to overhead lines, suggests
that the most direct route, which is shortest, should be adopted where possible. The
route corridor defined in the Route Corridor Study had been defined for an overhead
line within a corridor that broadly follows the existing 132 kV PX overhead line
between Richborough and Canterbury.

5.41

Underground cables affect environmental constraints differently, for example there
would be direct effects on hedges, areas of sensitive habitats or areas of high
archaeological potential (that would be oversailed by an overhead line and/or could
be avoided when siting pylons).

5.42

An appropriate cable alignment was selected within the route corridor which avoided
as far as possible physical and environmental constraints to minimise disturbance to
such features and limit environmental effects.
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5.43

As an end to end cable alignment is not proposed, technical constraints such as the
ability of the cable to deviate sharply or potential locations for cable joint bays
(required approximately every 500m - 750m) were not considered. For the purposes
of the appraisal it has been assumed that the cable installation will require one cable
per phase of 2500sq mm cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) cable and that cables
would generally be installed in open trenches which are backfilled on completion.

5.44

The area of land required for the construction of the cables could be up to 45m wide
and this was taken into account in routeing close to environmental constraints.
Wherever possible, efforts would be made to reduce this width to about 35m. It has
been assumed that, exceptionally, horizontal directional drilling (HDD) would be used
for crossing the main river Stour (four times), the railway (three times), Vauxhall
Road, Broad Oak Road, Shalloak Road, Lynne Woods, the A291 (Herne Bay Road),
and A28 Island Road.

5.45

HDD is a steerable trenchless method of installing underground cables in a shallow
arc in a prescribed bore path by using a surface launched drilling rig, with minimal
impact on the surrounding area (allowing vegetation to be retained). For underground
cable installations, a number of pipes are installed using the HDD method and the
cables are then pulled through the pipes during the cable installation phase. Once
the cables have been installed the pipes are filled with bentonite (an inert backfill
material) to maintain the cable rating. In areas where HDD is used the cables are
positioned deeper in the ground. With greater depth, the cables would need to have
greater separation between each phase and as a result the working width of land
required could be greater than 45m.

5.46

Road crossings could also be ducted and ducts are installed where, with the aid of
traffic management, a carriageway may be fully or partially closed to traffic and a
trench excavated to install the ducts. When the ducts have been installed, the
underground cables are pulled through during the installation phase.

5.47

Access to any working sections along the cable route would require specific
temporary site access locations to be established at the ends and along the route to
service the construction programme. They would be chosen on the basis of proximity
to a highway of an appropriate standard. To limit the impact on local transport
infrastructure, it has been assumed that the underground cable route would be
provided with a temporary haul road, which would run along the entire route and
between the two cable circuits and serve as a traffic route for the construction traffic.
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Installation of an underground cable requires the delivery of heavy duty cables on
large cable drums. Access to the construction sites may therefore need to be suitable
for abnormal indivisible loads. There would be a requirement to import construction
and export waste materials using HGVs whose size can be accommodated by local
vehicular routes. Normal construction traffic routes will be agreed with the highway
authority. Some minor works to adopted highways may be required to improve the
alignment, clearances and standard of roadbed in order to facilitate access for
construction traffic.
5.48

Cable sealing end compounds would be required at the interface between overhead
lines and underground cables (if there was to be a combination of these on the
alignment). A sealing end compound comprises an overhead line terminal tower
(pylon) set within a relatively flat area (nominally 100m X 60m) surrounded by
security fencing. The compound will contain cable terminations, electrical equipment,
support structures and a small control building. These would be to a maximum 16m
in height. The overhead line terminal tower acts as a support for the conductor
system and down leads, these down leads feed each circuit into the sealing end
compound. A connection is provided to the electrical equipment via landing
structures designed to take the tension force. A surfaced road would provide access
from the public highway.

5.49

In addition sealing end compounds may be required where permanent diversions of
the 132kV overhead line are required. Designs are yet to be finalised regarding the
132kV works and discussions are ongoing with UK Power Networks. One possible
solution is to use underground cable on the 132kV circuits connected to cable sealing
end pylons, very similar to the arrangement by the landfill site at Canterbury where
the PX 132kV route goes under the Canterbury-Kemsley (ZV 400kV route).

By

utilising this method, the cable sealing end platforms are mounted on the pylons,
which decreases the footprint required on the ground. Once the 132kV cables are
undergrounded, it will safely allow the new 400kV route to be built and operate over
the top of them. The 132kV cable sealing end pylons would be positioned either side
of the new 400kV line at a safe distance away. Another temporary option is to lower
the 132kV conductors (wires) down onto shorter wooden poles, at the point where
the overhead lines cross, in order to reduce their height.

This would allow a

protective scaffold to be built over the top of the 132kV conductors (wires) allowing
the 400kV overhead line to be safely built over the top. This is a temporary measure
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and would only be suitable for the PX route, which will be removed following
energisation of the 400kV route.
5.50

Both solutions mean there would be either new pylons or temporary wooden poles
for any permanent or temporary diversions of the 132kV routes (the PX and PY)
where the new 400kV route crosses them.

5.51

A sealing end compound would also contain other pieces of equipment that remotely
monitor the voltage and current of the route and allow maintenance to be carried out
on the equipment. Routine visits would be required to visually inspect condition of
non-mechanical equipment, structures and buildings. Mechanical (manual operated)
equipment would require inspection and servicing as part of these visits.

5.52

Sealing end compounds need to be positioned on the line of the new overhead route
and be close to the local road network. A permanent tarmac road 3m in width (with
passing places) would be constructed from the local road network into the
compounds to allow for installation and for maintenance purposes.
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6

APPRAISAL TOPICS
Topics to be considered in this Appraisal

6.1

As noted in Chapter 2, National Grid’s approach to the design and routeing of new
electricity transmission lines4 explains that appraisal techniques are used to test
different options.

In National Grid’s approach to Options Appraisal5 reference is

made to a list of topics which could be addressed in such an appraisal.
6.2

Where the consideration of certain topics is not likely to assist in determining which of
the options under consideration should be taken forward, these topics may be
“scoped out”. Justification for the topics to be scoped out of the appraisal is given
later in this Chapter.

6.3

The appraisal is not an Environmental Statement (ES) reporting on an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA). Such an assessment will be undertaken at a later stage in
the process and an ES will be submitted to accompany the application for an Order
granting Development Consent for the Richborough Connection. The scope of the
EIA will be subject to consultation and agreed with the Planning Inspectorate by way
of a Scoping Opinion. The EIA scope may include topics which are not material
differentiators between options in the current appraisal.

6.4

The following topics have been addressed in this appraisal across all Sections of the
proposed route:
Environment
•

Landscape and Visual Amenity;

•

Historic Environment;

•

Ecology; and

•

Socio-economics.

Technical
•

Technical complexity; and

•

Construction/ project delivery issues.

Cost
•

Capital cost; and
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•

Lifetime cost.

Environment
6.5

Effects on both landscape and visual amenity are recognised as important factors
in determining the merits of different options. This was confirmed by representations
received during the consultation to date.

The appraisals do not include highly

subjective criteria such as attractiveness of design but assess the predicted impact of
each option upon landscape and visual amenity. The variation in height, width, mass
and visual appearance between the pylon options has the potential to result in
variation between overhead line options depending on local landscape character and
quality and the relationship with sensitive receptors. The effects of an underground
cable option on landscape and visual amenity is generally considerable less than the
effect of overhead line options. Where existing steel lattice pylons are present the
introduction of a new landscape feature, and consideration of the coherence of pylon
design, can also give rise to variations between overhead line options. Landscape
and Visual Amenity Principles for comparing steel lattice variants with the T-pylon are
presented in Appendix B.
6.6

The presence of individual or groups of features, such as conservation areas, listed
buildings, scheduled monuments, battlefields or historic gardens, are a contributing
factor to the understanding and evaluation of landscape value. As a component of
the landscape (or townscape), the relationship between the feature and the land
immediately adjacent to it, i.e. its setting, is an important consideration when
establishing value and understanding its contribution to the wider landscape
character.

6.7

Furthermore, views of, across or including such features, and views from or through
them are also important considerations when assessing visual amenity from both
public and private viewpoints.

6.8

Whilst these features are historic assets in their own right, and as such they are fully
considered under the heading ‘Historic Environment’, their contribution to landscape
and to visual amenity is also recognised and assessed where appropriate under
those headings.

6.9

Comments gathered as part of the consultation process to date, and as detailed in
the Summer 2013 Consultation Feedback Report, have been considered in the
landscape and visual amenity assessment of alignment options. Specific responses
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from statutory and non statutory consultees are outlined in Paragraphs 6.10 - 6.12
below along with more generic responses.
6.10

Several of the statutory consultees who favoured the preferred route corridor did so,
particularly because it could follow the existing 132kV overhead line and ultimately
replace it. The Options Appraisal considers route options within the preferred route
corridor that broadly follow the route of the existing 132kV PX overhead line where
possible. Kent Downs AONB has specified that they would endorse a combination of
overhead and underground cables and commented that the quality of far-reaching
views from higher land is a key characteristic of the AONB’s designation. Further
consultation has been carried out with Kent Downs AONB in April 2014 to discuss
both overhead and underground cable options and the decision making process for
deciding which option performs best for each section of the route corridor.

6.11

In its Summer 2013 feedback, concern was raised from KCC with regards to the level
of detail on the potential impacts on landscape features and the historic landscape.
Furthermore KCC questioned the impact on the setting of Richborough Fort. English
Heritage commented that the extent of harm to the significance of listed buildings,
scheduled monuments and conservation areas could be mitigated through detailed
route design.

Both the landscape and visual amenity and historic environment

appraisals within this COR appraise the potential effects on such features,
addressing setting and historical integrity and identify general mitigation measures
which could be implemented.
6.12

With regard to the routeing and design, Westbere Parish Council, Wickhambreaux
Parish Council and Fordwich Town Council supported use of the T-pylons on the
Project because their smaller size makes them less visually intrusive. KCC advised
that, should T-pylons be located near existing lines with traditional pylons, National
Grid must avoid adverse visual effects from contrasting styles in close proximity, and
recommended that design parameters are agreed with the Council in this respect.

6.13

The importance of assessing effects on the historic environment is recognised.
Although overhead line design options are likely to have similar effects on as-yet
undiscovered buried archaeology, effects on the setting of a range of heritage assets
may differ as a result of differing height, width, mass and visual appearance as
described above.

Underground cables have the potential for greater effects on

unknown archaeology than overhead line options because of the much greater extent
of ground disturbance.
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6.14

The English Heritage and KCC consultation responses to the Route Corridor Study
noted that, in terms of indirect effects on heritage assets, T-pylons would normally be
preferable where effects arose as a result of the visibility of pylons in longer views.
This would result from the lower height of the pylons reducing the degree to which
they would be visible above the horizon, helping them merge into the background.
This effect could be enhanced in rolling terrain where lower pylons would be seen
against the ground (backgrounding) rather than against the sky.

Lattice pylons

would, however be preferable where effects arose as a result of the visibility of these
pylons in close views as a result of their greater visual permeability.
6.15

The importance of assessing effects on ecology is also recognised and key issues
relating to biodiversity and overhead lines are as follows:
•

the effects of direct habitat loss from land take by pylons, overhead lines, access
and construction areas;

•

the effects of indirect habitat loss / barrier effects, i.e. the displacement of species
from the area of the pylons and overhead lines. Such disturbance may occur as
a consequence of construction work, or due to the presence of the overhead line
close to dwelling places, nest or feeding sites or on habitual flight routes;

•

indirect effects by way of pollution and disturbance to surrounding habitat; and

•

the effects of collision with overhead lines, which is of particular relevance for
sites located in areas known to support raptors or large concentrations of
waterfowl.

6.16

Comments gathered as part of the consultation process to date, and as detailed in
the Summer 2013 Consultation Feedback Report, have been considered in the
ecological assessment of alignment options. Specific responses from statutory and
non statutory consultees are outlined below along with more generic responses.

6.17

Natural England’s primary focus is on national and internationally designated wildlife
sites and the potential direct impacts of an overhead line on the bird assemblages.
They noted that further assessment (including avoidance or mitigation) was required
as National Grid identifies the detailed route to include further surveys to assess the
impacts on bird populations to ensure that the preferred route is unlikely to have any
significant impact before it is taken forward. Natural England noted that all the suboptions will impact ancient woodland, so the detailed design and routeing stage must

!
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include solutions. Natural England noted that removal of the existing 132kV line
provides an opportunity to reinstate woodland at Kemberland and Den Grove Wood.
6.18

The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) commented that while the
preferred route corridor route option will cause the least ecological damage, avian
impacts (particularly bird collision and habitat loss) would occur in nearby designated
sites.

6.19

Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) raised concerns that the construction and operational
phases of the development could impact on the bird population because of
disturbance, habitat loss and collision. They cite habitats at Ash Levels and South
Richborough Pasture Local Wildlife Site (LWS), Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes LWS, all of which contain greater number of bird species, as well
as birds associated with the Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPAs, as well as
noting that further damage could result when dismantling the old network, as habitats
have matured since its installation. They indicated that the preferred route would
also negatively impact on two Biodiversity Opportunity Areas (BOAs) - Lower Stour
Wetlands and The Blean.

However, KWT acknowledged that dismantling the

existing infrastructure would likely reduce the collision risk and recommends that the
new power lines follow the existing route. They are not satisfied that re-planting
woodland within the route of the dismantled power line would be appropriate
mitigation for the loss of ancient woodland, as the trees planted would be young and
the ground flora associated with the route would be lost. For several LWSs, KWT
highlight the importance of adequate assessment and mitigation.
6.20

Kent Ornithological Society (KOS) note that land along the preferred route corridor
(especially Minster Marshes) has seen heavy mortality of large birds especially
swans. Mitigation measures may therefore be necessary to minimise mortality at key
locations along the route corridor.

6.21

The importance of assessing the effects of the scheme on Socio-economic
receptors is highlighted in the most recent consultation feedback report (summer
2013).

The report details concerns in relation to effects on residential amenity,

farming and horticulture, tourism and recreation and traffic. Concerns were also
raised in relation to potential impact on future development proposals. The appraisal
has therefore explored the sub-topic of local economic activity.
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6.22

The potential for local economic effects will vary depending on the proximity of
options to local communities, businesses and tourism facilities and the degree of
potential temporary effects during construction.

6.23

The outline methodologies for the above are set out in Appendix C.
Technical

6.24

The technical topic area covers a range of issues mainly relating to the buildability of
the option, for example its technical complexity, construction/project delivery issues,
suitability of technology, network capacity and network efficiency/benefits (which
includes energy efficiency). While each may vary from option to option, as will ease
of maintenance, these issues will not be a material differentiator in options selection.
Cost

6.25

National Grid has determined, over many years of experience, that the use of capital
cost, which comprises cost of equipment and installation costs, is a reliable basis on
which to make investment decisions. In order to consider the implications of different
potential operational and maintenance cost and the cost arising from losses between
the pylon designs, National Grid has also undertaken a review of lifetime costs.

6.26

The estimated capital and lifetime costs for each Section are presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Summary of Estimated Capital and Lifetime Costs
(Note: In the table below, N = alignments north of the PX 132kV overhead line and
S = alignments to the south of it)

Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

A
(5.6kmoverhead)
(5.4km –
cable)

9.1

10.98

48.03

11.12

13.08

50.8

B
(N4.6km,
S4.5kmoverhead)
(4.8km –
cable)

N 7.47
S 7.31

N 9.02
S 8.82

42.75

N 9.13
S 8.95

N 10.74
S 10.52

44.88

#
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Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

C
(N5.4km,
S5kmoverhead)
(5km –
cable)

N 8.77
S 8.12

N 10.58
S 9.8

44.51

N 10.72
S 9.94

N 12.61
S 11.69

46.66

D
(N5.4km,
S5.5kmoverhead)
(5.3km –
cable)

N 8.77
S 8.94

N 10.58
S 10.78

47.15

N 10.72
S 10.94

N 12.61
S 12.86

49.39

Total
(N21km,
S20.6kmoverhead)
(20.7km cable)

N 34.11
S 33.47

N 41.16
S 40.38

182.67

N 41.70
S 40.96

N 49.05
S 48.17

188.55

Topics to be ‘scoped out’ of this Appraisal
6.27

A number of topics and sub-topics, which are referenced in National Grid’s “Our
Approach to Options Appraisal”, do not help to differentiate between the pylon
options and have been scoped out of the appraisal for the reasons stated below:
Technical

6.28

In defining indicative alignments, issues of buildability were taken into account and
none of the options is considered technically complex in engineering terms.

No

significant issues have been identified relating to future maintenance of any of the
overhead or underground alignments. See Section 6.24 regarding scoping out of
‘Technical’ matters.
6.29

Whilst there may be differences between the steel lattice/T-pylon options with regard
to their use of resources and generation of waste, at this early stage of project design
likely volumes of resources used/waste generated are not known. The main sources
of waste generation would be from earthworks and access road construction which
may need to be removed from the land at the end of the works. It is likely that
temporary access tracks for steel lattice pylons would use trackway (if needed) and
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for T-pylons these would more likely be temporary stone tracks (see Section 5.31).
The potential implications of these differences, which could affect environmental
receptors such as habitats/species or buried archaeology, are considered in the
environmental appraisals. On that basis, waste and resource use has been scoped
out of the appraisal.
6.30

National Grid set out within the Strategic Options Report that it is not proposed to
take forward a cable option for the entire Richborough Connection, so any use of
cabling would be for discrete sections of the alignment if its use could be justified as
a result of the findings from the options appraisal. The amount of resources that
would be required for cabling would depend on the length of section(s) proposed.
Assuming this would be direct buried, there would be a need to import fill material to
create a suitable base layer in the trench and thermal backfill. Once infilled, there
would be an excess of soil material, some of which would be re-profiled within the
working corridor but some may require removal off site.

6.31

It is considered that this topic, in itself, would not help to further differentiate between
the options. Once operational, there would not be significant effects on resources
and waste generation from overhead line or cable options.

6.32

Whilst there are likely to be differences between the overhead line options for some
technical topic areas these would not help to differentiate between the pylon designs.
In addition, initial studies have indicated that there is unlikely to be a significant
difference between identified foundation options to help differentiate between pylons
types. National Grid will back-check and review any decisions made on the pylon
type to be adopted for this scheme in light of new technical information.

6.33

For the majority of the connection, typical arrangements for system access would
enable the construction of an overhead line on either a northern or southern
alignment. The options would be built offline and would only require system access
for commissioning purposes.

The underground cable option would, with the

exception of tie-ins to substations, be installed off-line.
Environment
6.34

During construction, both cable laying and the construction of an overhead line have
the potential to generate dust and emissions from plant and traffic movements which
could affect local air quality. However these effects would be temporary and dust
and other emissions are capable of mitigation using well established techniques.
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Neither the underground cable nor overhead line options would have any effects on
local air quality during the operational phase when there would be very low levels of
traffic associated with routine checks of the infrastructure.

There would not be

significant effects on air quality from operational traffic. There is unlikely to be a
significant difference between the effects of different options on air quality and
therefore this criterion cannot be used to distinguish between options.
6.35

The National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks EN-1 notes that noise from
overhead lines is unlikely to lead the relevant Secretary of State to refuse an
application as a variety of mitigation measures are possible, such as the positioning
of lines and the design and maintenance of conductors. Noise generated during the
operation of an overhead line is largely low level.

Whilst there may be minor

differences in the noise generated during the operation of the overhead line, this is
not considered to be a differentiator between pylon designs. Underground cables
would not give rise to noise and vibration during the operational phase.
6.36

In terms of differentiating between the overhead alignment options, further
consideration has been given to operational noise effects for Section B only. This is
because Alignments 1 and 3 (to the north of the 132kV overhead line) are relatively
remote from residential receptors, while Alignments 2 and 4 are close to residential
areas at Hersden and Upstreet in comparison to any other section. Operational
noise has therefore been considered in the appraisal for this Section.

6.37

Construction activities associated with the erection of an overhead line or installation
of underground cables have the potential to generate noise and vibration from
construction plant and traffic movements.

However these effects would be

temporary, principally during daytime hours only, and are capable of mitigation using
well established techniques. There will not be a significant difference between the
effects of different options on noise and vibration and therefore these criteria cannot
be used to distinguish between options.
6.38

During construction, in order to access the route corridor, all options would entail
some local disturbance to soils and geology associated with gaining access to, and
works at, the various working sites. Due to the size of the working area required for
cable installation, this would be a greater level of effect than the overhead line
options. Effects on agricultural land use and agricultural land quality are considered
as part of the socio-economic appraisal. The land itself would be restored to an
equivalent quality following completion of the works. There are no sites designated
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for their geological/geomorphological interest within the route corridor that would be
affected by the options. Once operational, there would be no effects on soils and
geology. Effects would therefore be similar regardless of the option chosen and so
this sub-topic would not be a differentiator between options.
6.39

During construction there could be effects on the water environment (surface water
[River Stour/floodplain/ditches etc] and groundwater – sediment run-off, pollution
incidents [spillages/leaks etc] direct effects on drainage). However, it is unlikely that
the differences in these effects would be a differentiator between the options. All the
alignment options are in relatively close proximity to the same receptors and the
effects likely to arise can be mitigated during construction through the use of well
established techniques. The underground cable option would likely require greater
construction mitigation than overhead line options due to the additional working areas
involved.

Once operational, there would not be significant effects on the water

environment from overhead line or underground cable options. Effects would
therefore be similar regardless of the option chosen and so this sub-topic would not
be a differentiator between options.
6.40

National Grid considers the siting of installations such as substations and pylons very
carefully in relation to flood risk. It is relatively straightforward to build flood resilience
into overhead lines by addressing safety clearances from anticipated flood levels in
line design. The presence of overheard line pylons in areas of flood risk has
negligible effect on the risk or displacement of water as the lattice steel or T-pylon
construction poses no material change to water flow. Underground cables are not
susceptible to flood risk.

6.41

During construction, in order to access the route corridor, all options would utilise the
existing road network with a combination of cars, light vehicles and HGVs.

In

addition, in order to access work sites (whether pylon positions/sealing end
compounds/cable sections etc) it is likely that new temporary access routes would
need to be created, including sections of haul road alongside any cable trench.
Effects would therefore be similar regardless of the option chosen and so this would
not be a differentiator.
6.42

Once operational, there would be very low levels of traffic associated with routine
checks of the infrastructure and there would not be significant effects from traffic
and transport from overhead line or cable options.
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6.43

Overhead lines have potential to pose risks to aircraft important to aviation and
defence, depending on their siting and orientation. Kent International airport at
Manston is located to the north of the route corridor boundaries. The distance,
coupled with the alignment of the runway and limited extent of obstacle limitation
surfaces 13 , means that a new overhead line would not be constrained by the
presence of the airport. Therefore, aviation has not been considered a factor to
differentiate between alignment options.

6.44

As part of the Summer 2013 consultation National Grid consulted with the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA), National Air Traffic Service (NATS) and Defence
Infrastructure Organisation Safeguarding (MOD) and no issues have been raised.
National Grid will continue to consult with these bodies and any other relevant bodies
in respect of routeing and technology choice.

6.45

National Grid designs its system to be compliant with ICNIRP guidelines 14 on
exposure to electric and magnetic fields.

The detailed design will take these

guidelines fully into account, whichever option is selected. An assessment of the
potential impact of electric and magnetic fields will be included in the environmental
impact assessment but is not included in this appraisal.
Topic Study Areas
6.46

Within each of the Sections the study area for each appraisal topic is based upon the
preferred route corridor. Depending on the topic being considered, the lateral extent
of each topic study area was further varied to ensure that features relevant to the
appraisal of that topic were captured, as set out below. In order to inform this
appraisal National Grid has undertaken additional desk studies and field surveys
relating to landscape, visual amenity, the historic environment, ecology and socioeconomics.
Landscape and Views

6.47

Survey data on landscape and visual amenity to inform this report generally extends
to 3km from the preferred route corridor in order to consider the likely extent of the
greatest scale of effects although effects on views to approximately 10km from the
route have been considered.

Obstacle limitation surfaces - are defined surfaces in the airspace above and adjacent to an aerodrome. These obstacle
limitation surfaces are necessary to enable aircraft to maintain a satisfactory level of safety while manoeuvring at low altitude in
the vicinity of the aerodrome. These surfaces should be free of obstacles and subject to control such as the establishment of
zones, where the erection of buildings, masts and so on, are prohibited.
International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection : Guidelines for limiting exposure to time-varying electric,
magnetic and electromagnetic fields : 1998
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6.48

When considering the potential visual effects of different pylon options the distance of
the proposed overhead line from a receptor is relevant. For the purpose of this
report the following terms are used :

6.49

•

near distance views - typically less than 250m;

•

middle distance views - typically between 250m and 1km; and

•

distant views - typically over 1km.

These typical approximate distances have been used to allow a comparison of the
potential visual effects of different pylon options. Visual effects of each pylon type at
these typical distances are described further in Appendix B Landscape and Visual
Amenity Principles, and are considered alongside landscape type, filtering and
screening of views, and backgrounding.
Historic Environment

6.50

Baseline data relating to all known heritage assets has been collected for a study
area extending to 1km around the preferred route corridor. Additional baseline data
for designated heritage assets was gathered for an area up to 5km either side of the
route corridor to ensure that heritage assets with settings which might be more
sensitive to change arising from visibility of the proposed route in distant views could
be identified. All designated heritage assets identified in consultation responses or
which may be affected by the proposed route alignments have been discussed in the
Appraisal.
Ecology

6.51

The topic study area for ecology covers features within 2km of the preferred route
corridor in respect of terrestrial ecology and 20km in respect of statutory sites of
ornithological interest. The appraisal also takes account of more distant designated
sites whose qualifying species or habitats could potentially be affected by works
along the route corridor.
Socio-economics

6.52

The topic study area for socio-economics recognises the likely localised nature of
many of the potential impacts (e.g. potential disruption or direct effects) and therefore
has utilised the area defined by the preferred route corridor as the likely zone of
impact.

The appraisal has therefore focussed on direct socio-economic impacts
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along the individual route alignments and indirect impacts within the wider route
corridor area.
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7

APPRAISAL SECTION A – STOUR VALLEY
Section Boundaries

7.1

Section A is shown on Figure 1A and extends from National Grid’s existing
Canterbury Substation south of Broad Oak Road, at the western end of the preferred
route corridor, to immediately west of Tile Lodge Farm. The existing 132kV PX
overhead line runs to the north of the proposed alignment options in the first part of
Section A as far as Lynne Wood, before turning north east, close to Den Grove
Wood, as it heads towards Tile Lodge Farm. The 132kV PX overhead line is only
partially within the preferred route corridor within Section A. This 132kV overhead
line would be removed between the UK Power Networks Canterbury South and
Richborough Substations as part of the proposal.
Definition of Proposed Route Options
Overhead Line Options

7.2

Within Section A, the route corridor only partially follows the existing PX 132kV
overhead line which starts further west at UK Power Networks Canterbury South
Substation. This is due to the need to avoid residential areas, both existing and
proposed and other existing environmental and physical constraints.

Therefore,

there is no requirement to show alignment options either to the north or south of the
existing 132kV alignment and both the steel lattice pylon and the T-pylon options
broadly follow the same alignment through this Section as shown on Figure 1A. As
noted in Section 2.35, the T-pylon alignment has slightly rounder curves where the
alignment changes direction and may require several more pylons than the steel
lattice alignment.
7.3

The new overhead line route would terminate at a terminal pylon at Canterbury
Substation. From this pylon the conductors (wires) would then be connected to a
landing gantry at a lower height thus allowing the conductors to be connected to the
substation equipment. The connections from the terminal pylon to the gantry are
called downleads and the connections from the gantry to the substation equipment
are called downdroppers. Should a T-pylon design be used, the terminal pylon would
require the double diamond arrangement as shown on Figure 3.

7.4

At Canterbury the terminal pylon would be located between the two existing terminal
pylons. Due to space constraints, anchor blocks may have to be used instead of
gantries. In this instance the downleads are vertically anchored to the ground rather
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than sloping down to the gantries. Ongoing review of the design by the overhead line
and substation design teams will confirm the arrangement once the draft alignment
and pylon design has been confirmed.
7.5

From Canterbury Substation the overhead alignment route makes two crossings of a
large meander of the River Stour before turning north east to cross the Canterbury to
Ramsgate railway. Turning north west the route crosses Shalloak Road and Lynne
Wood running east of the Barton Down landfill site and west of the residential areas
of Sturry and Broad Oak. To the north of Broad Oak the route turns east crossing
Mayton Lane, Barnet’s Lane, Herne Bay Road and Hoath Road just west of Tile
Lodge Farm.
Underground Cable Option

7.6

The cable alignment through Section A follows a similar route to the overhead
alignments.
Costs of Proposed Route Options

7.7

The estimated capital installation and lifetime costs for the various alignment options
through Section A are as follows:
Table 7.1: Summary of Estimated Capital and Lifetime Costs – Section A

Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

A
(5.6kmoverhead)
(5.4km –
cable)

9.1

10.98

48.03

11.12

13.08

50.8

7.8

In terms of both capital and lifetime costs, an underground option would be
considerably more expensive than the overhead options. Of the overhead options,
the steel lattice pylon technology would impose lower capital and lifetime costs.

#
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Technical
7.9

As discussed in Chapter 6, technical considerations have been scoped out of the
options appraisal.

The following comments are therefore provided as additional

context for the different pylon types.
Steel Lattice Pylons
7.10

There are no substantial issues for steel lattice pylons. Section A, which includes the
north east side of Canterbury, is well served by the local road network which means
access for delivery of materials and equipment would be readily available.
T-pylon

7.11

Comments are as in Paragraph 7.8 above regarding the local road network. Using Tpylons would require more trees/vegetation to be cleared in Section A due to their
greater width (~11m wider). This section has a moderate amount of vegetation and
two ancient woodlands which could be affected.
Underground Cable

7.12

There are a number of obstacles in Section A which the cable route would need to
cross. This would be technically challenging and more time consuming than using
either the steel lattice or T-pylon options. The major crossings are the River Stour in
two locations, the Railway, four UK Power Networks 132kV circuits, which are also
underground cables, and the four main roads. There is also a constraint associated
with South East Water’s proposed reservoir development to the north of Broad Oak.
An underground cable alignment in the vicinity of the proposed reservoir could limit
the tree planting and habitat creation that may be likely to be created as part of the
reservoir scheme.

7.13

The impacts on the reservoir proposals need to be considered in more detail for all
options as the scheme develops.
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Landscape
Baseline Conditions
Designated Landscapes
7.14

There are no Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in the route corridor
within Section A, however at its nearest point the Kent Downs AONB is within 4.7km
at Patrixbourne. The AONB is of national importance and was designated under the
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, the primary purpose of which is to
conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the landscape.

The intervening

landscape between the AONB and the route corridor is gently rolling, intensively
farmed with areas of woodland and intermittent trees to boundaries.
7.15

Canterbury World Heritage Site (WHS) (including Canterbury Cathedral, St
Augustine's Abbey, and St Martin's Church), scheduled monuments and associated
listed buildings lie approximately 2km west from the western end of the route
alignment, and are shown with reference to Figure 4A Landscape Designations,
which illustrates planning policy designations from Thanet District Council,
Canterbury District Council and Dover District Council as well as National
Designations from Natural England across Sections A to D.

7.16

Individual buildings, monuments, gardens and landscapes are designated under the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 and secondly through the UK Spatial
Planning system under the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
National Guidance on protecting the historic environment is given in the NPPF where
consideration of the historic environment and its heritage assets is given as a
principal objective of sustainable development. The Canterbury District Local Plan
includes policies to ensure that the setting of the World Heritage Site is protected.

7.17

Section A partially lies within the Canterbury (the valley of the River Stour around
Canterbury) Area of High Landscape Value (AHLV). The valley of the River Stour
around Canterbury includes areas of high landscape quality and a number of
features of archaeological heritage.

Policy LB2 of the Preferred Option Draft

Consultation (2013) includes in the explanatory text of the policy that AHLVs are to
be retained due to their ‘greater than local’ importance and require particular policy
recognition. The designation also seeks to protect the historic setting of Canterbury
and the WHS. In considering applications for development within these areas the
Council will pay particular attention to the impact of the proposals on the local
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landscape character and/or role and on its historic setting. Development proposals,
which would cause unacceptable harm, will not be permitted.
7.18

Blean Woods Special Landscape Area (SLA) lies to the immediate north of Section A
and comprises open undulating fields, well-managed hedgerow and broadleaved
woodland (including Blean Woods). It is of a high quality and intact condition. The
southern boundary of the designation runs along the Sarre Penn stream. The
designation includes land to the west of the A291 Herne Bay Road and the village of
Calcott is in the SLA. Policy R6 of the Local Plan sets out that the Council will give
priority to the conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty of the landscape
over other planning considerations, whilst having due regard to the economic and
social well-being of the area. Development proposals that would cause unacceptable
harm will not be permitted. The discussion of the policy explains that the Blean
Woods Landscape Appraisal gives detailed analysis and guidance on each of the
character areas.

7.19

Sturry conservation area lies partially within Section A and is partially separated by a
Green Gap designation. A change to the character of the Sturry conservation area is
likely to be a material consideration. The objective of the Green Gaps policy is to
retain separate identities of existing settlements, by preventing development, which
would lead to coalescence between them.

Whilst it is not considered that the

proposals would lead to coalescence, the setting and special character of the village
is acknowledged and augments the sensitivity of the landscape around this area.
National Landscape Character Assessment
7.20

Section A lies within the National Landscape Character Area (NLCA) 113: North Kent
Plain, characterised by the former Countryside Agency (now Natural England) in
2005.

The North Kent Plain (NLCA 113) is described as a landscape open in

character with a high proportion of arable land.

It is characterised by a lack of

hedgerows as field boundaries with only a few trees in the landscape. Limited
shelterbelt planting occurs mainly around small settlements and farmsteads on the
few areas of higher ground. The landform is generally low but undulates and rolls
giving local variations in topography.
7.21

To the north of Canterbury, Blean Woods supports the largest area of continuous
woodland in Kent, with ancient trees found amongst the enclosed pasture and arable
fields. These woodlands are unusual for their proximity to the sea and several are of
high conservation value of soft fruits and other horticultural crops.

A few small
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woodland blocks add variety to the horticultural landscape.

Poplar and alder

shelterbelts are associated with small settlements and farmsteads and are also found
around orchards.
7.22

The built environment also exerts a strong influence on the open farmland character,
with associated infrastructure such as pylons dominating in expansive vistas. More
specifically, the character area assessment describes that ‘lines of pylons dominate
the open and often treeless landscape’. Settlement growth and urbanisation have
been primary influences, which have markedly changed the local landscape
character.

The

development

of

Sandwich,

Canterbury,

Faversham

and

Sittingbourne, plus the sprawl around Dartford in particular, have all impinged on the
character of the area.
Local Landscape Character Assessment
7.23

Canterbury City Council commissioned Jacobs in 2012 to undertake a landscape and
biodiversity appraisal of the Canterbury District. This appraisal forms an update and
extension of previous work prepared by Kent County Council’s Kent Environment
Consultancy on behalf of the City Council, which was commissioned to support the
Canterbury District Local Plan. Reference should be made to Figure 4B Landscape
Character Areas, which illustrates the character areas across Canterbury, Thanet
and Dover across Sections A to D.

7.24

Section A of the route corridor falls within four of the defined Local Landscape
Character Areas (LCA):

7.25

•

Stour Valley Slopes (LCA 28)

•

Stour Valley (Sturry and Fordwich) (LCA 33)

•

Broad Oak Valley (LCA 25)

•

Hoath Farmlands (LCA 38)

The Stour Valley Slopes stretch from Rough Common in the west to beyond Broad
Oak in the east.

Key characteristics include south facing grassed slopes, small

blocks of semi natural broadleaved woodland and complex geology and soils. The
western parts of the Stour Valley Slopes are backed by woodland on the ridgeline
behind Rough Common. The landscape is fragmented and much of the area to the
north east of Canterbury has been disturbed by landfill and quarrying. The overall
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condition is ‘poor’ and throughout the area there are detracting features including
landfill, pylons and telecommunications masts on the ridgeline above Rough
Common. These downgrade local views but are not always apparent in the broader
landscape. The LCA describes that “It has a moderate sense of place and retains
many distinctive features such as the striking views over Canterbury”. Overall the
sensitivity is considered ‘moderate’ with a ‘weak sense of place’ and ‘high’ visibility.
The character assessment provides guidelines for each LCA and suggests that
appropriate actions for the Stour Valley Slopes are those which encourage its
conservation and restoration, including the creation of new woodland and resisting
the introduction of dominant features on the visually sensitive ridgeline.
7.26

Stour Valley (Sturry and Fordwich) lies to the south east of the Stour Valley Slopes
and extends beyond the City to the north east along Sturry Road. The land use is
mainly improved pasture with some amenity grassland. The character area forms a
Green Gap between the periphery of Canterbury and Sturry and Fordwich to the
north east. Key characteristics include flat alluvial floodplain with deep waterlogged
soils divided by river channels and ditches. Dominant commercial and retail units
form the urban edge and block many of the views of the City. Beyond Fordwich to the
north east there are views back towards the City. The LCA describes that whilst
much of the landscape is in poor condition, the visual unity and pattern of elements
around Fordwich are strong and overall the condition of the landscape is ‘moderate’.
The flatness of the valley floor combined with its limited tree cover creates a highly
visible landscape. Overall the LCA is assessed as a ‘highly sensitive landscape’ and
that guidelines should encourage the conservation and restoration of the open valley
landscape.

7.27

The Broad Oak Valley stretches from Tyler Hill in the west, north of Broad Oak and
Sturry and is bounded by West and East Blean Woods to the north. It is described
as a rolling landscape with rounded slopes divided into a series of long valleys
fringed by ancient woodland to the north. There are long views to the east and south
from higher ground across distant farmland and there is a strong hedgerow network
and mature dense tree corridors. There is a strong sense of enclosure due to the
dense mature woodland corridors and rolling topography and the edge of the Blean
Woods to the north. Thus views tend to be restricted. The LCA is a landscape in
‘good’ condition and there are few detracting features in the area. Electricity pylons
are prominently located crossing valleys and ridgelines. The rolling landscape and
enclosure from the hedgerow network restrict views to the higher ground and overall
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the visibility is ‘moderate’. The landscape sensitivity is also classified as ‘moderate’.
Guidelines for the Broad Oak Valley are those that conserve and reinforce the
landscape, which includes avoiding visually dominant elements in the open
landscape and conserve the historic small scale irregular field pattern.
7.28

The Hoath Farmlands stretch from north of Sturry in the west to Upstreet in the east
and encompasses Chislet. The boundary of Section A stops just before Tile Lodge
Farm and only a relatively small section of this LCA falls within the study area. This
is an open arable landscape with medium to large scale fields with small isolated
woodland. The Hoath Farmlands are in ‘poor’ condition and whilst the pattern of the
landscape is coherent there has been extensive loss of hedgerows as a result of
agricultural intensification.

Modern housing, caravan sites and large agricultural

barns detract from the traditional landscape, whilst pylons are sited across the
southern slopes.

The Landscape is described as ‘moderately’ sensitive in

consideration of the isolated woodlands and fragmented hedgerows, which retain the
distinctiveness of the area and are likely to be of historic origin. Intermittent tree
cover and the rolling topography create a ‘moderately’ visible landscape. Guidelines
include avoiding visually dominant elements in the open landscape and conserving
and restoring woodland planting, seeking opportunities to link existing blocks and
hedgerows.
7.29

This Section of the route corridor is broadly contiguous with the Broad Oak Valley,
Stour Valley Slopes and Stour Valley character areas from the Canterbury
Landscape Assessment.
Landscape Features

7.30

As the alignment runs north to Broad Oak it crosses Lynn Wood ancient woodland,
crossing approximately 30m at its narrowest section.

Ancient woodland is more

sensitive to change than non-designated woodland, and the implications of
permanent loss to the woodland would be irreplaceable. Furthermore ancient
woodland contributes to the wider character and integrity of the landscape. The
woodland also falls within the AHLV.
7.31

In addition, the route also extends across Broad Oak Orchard, which is a locally
characteristic feature of the landscape (orchards are in decline in Kent). Orchards
make a contribution to the value of the local landscape and whilst not designated,
they are considered a contributing factor in relation to the landscape capacity of the
area to change. As the route turns in an eastwardly direction, it traverses across a
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unified arable landscape with a good network of mature hedgerow, which is
characteristic to the area with historic origins dating back to medieval times.
7.32

Overall it is considered that the landscape features in Section A are of high
sensitivity to change.
Landscape Value

7.33

There are no national level landscape designations within Section A. The study area
comprises an area of the Canterbury (the valley of the River Stour around
Canterbury) AHLV. The valley of the River Stour around Canterbury includes areas
of high landscape quality, a number of features of archaeological heritage and the
Sturry conservation area. It is, however, considered that the area is of varying quality
and condition. The landscape is heavily influenced by adjacent urban edge activities
including a traveller site, Retail Park, substations and several existing overhead lines.
The landscape is fragmented and has been disturbed by landfill and quarrying. To
the north, Section A lies in close proximity to the Blean Woods SLA, which is of a
high quality and intact condition. Overall it is deemed that the landscape in Section A
is considered to be of medium value.
Landscape Condition

7.34

The condition of the landscape is generally poor around the north east urban edge of
Canterbury, particularly in the vicinity of the existing substation and the character is
already influenced by urbanising elements and a degraded landscape and not
typically representative of the character of the AHLV. There is however a good visual
unity and pattern of elements around Fordwich and the Broad Oak Valley is in good
condition and displays a greater level of unity, scenic beauty and tranquillity. There
is a strong sense of enclosure to the north due to the dense mature woodland
corridors and rolling topography at the edge of Blean Woods. Intermittent tree cover
in the wider study corridor and the rolling topography creates a landscape of
moderate visibility. However from higher points there are long views to the east and
south over farmland.

Overall it is considered that the Landscape condition is

medium.
Landscape Sensitivity
7.35

The landscape has a medium susceptibility to change and has local value. The
Broad Oak Valley LCA is a rolling arable landscape with a strong visual unity with few
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detracting features and a distinct sense of place.

Key characteristics of the

landscape are vulnerable but have some ability to accommodate development
without significant character change, and overhead lines are already part of the
landscape fabric.

The overall sensitivity of the landscape is considered to be

medium.
Landscape Capacity
7.36

There are several existing overhead lines present in the wider study area and route
corridor.

Existing 400kV overhead lines from Kemsley (ZV) and Sellindge (ZY)

connect into the National Grid Canterbury North Substation and the PKC 132kV
overhead line runs from Canterbury South Substation, northwards through the Blean
Woods towards Herne Bay. The 132kV PX overhead line connects into UK Power
Networks Canterbury South Substation.
7.37

The presence of these existing overhead lines in the landscape increases the
capacity to accommodate a further overhead line particularly as the PX overhead line
would be removed as part of all route options. The overall landscape capacity is
considered to be medium.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1 (north of the 132kV overhead line) - steel lattice

7.38

A new 400kV overhead line routeing through Section A would have a direct adverse
effect on the Broad Oak Valley LCA and indirect adverse effects on the Blean Woods
SLA. This adverse effect would result from the increase in the size and scale of the
400kV pylons, and the introduction of a linear development (comprising conductors
suspended from arms on supports at regular distances) into a different part of the
Broad Oak Valley where it deviates from the route of the existing PX line.

7.39

The Kent Downs AONB lies approximately 4.6km between the route alignment and
the designated landscape at its shortest distance.

As part of the Environmental

Impact Assessment of the chosen alignment a detailed landscape and visual
appraisal will be undertaken considering specific views within the AONB.

The

approach and views will be agreed with the Kent Downs AONB as part of the
consultation process.
7.40

It is likely that a pylon would need to be located within the Sturry conservation area
potentially on open land near to Shalloak Road. Views towards the alignment would
!
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be obtained from the southern side of the nearby Fordwich conservation area where
the land rises, however the setting of that conservation area would not be directly
affected in that its relationship with the adjacent open land would not be
compromised. The PX overhead line passes north of Sturry and a Green Gap is
maintained between the edge of Canterbury, Sturry and Fordwich. The route option
would introduce a 400kV overhead line into a different area up to 1.2km distant from
the existing PX overhead line in Section A. The change to the character of the Sturry
conservation area would result in a moderate adverse effect, particularly when
viewed cumulatively with the pylons immediately outside the conservation area. The
removal of the PX overhead line would result in a minor positive effect on the
landscape in the vicinity of the line.
7.41

A new 400kV overhead line would cross a small section of the Broad Oak Valley LCA
in Section A and would introduce a linear overhead line development to a different
part of the LCA to the existing PX overhead line. The steel lattice pylons would
however benefit from backgrounding provided by Blean Woods to the north.

7.42

A new 400kV overhead line would have a moderate adverse effect on the ancient
woodland in the vicinity of Broad Oak and Sturry, the orchard plantation at Broad Oak
and hedgerows crossing field boundaries where part of these would be lost to allow
construction access and removal or lopping to achieve the electricity safety
clearances required.

7.43

Den Grove ancient woodland would have the existing 132kV overhead line removed,
resulting in minor-moderate positive effects.

7.44

At the southern extent of Section A a terminal pylon would be required in the vicinity
of the existing substation. This would be in close proximity to the existing overhead
line and there would be permanent negative effects on the local landscape. The
presence of the existing infrastructure and the degraded nature of the landscape in
the vicinity of the existing substation route would however minimise the magnitude of
effect (scale of change) on the local landscape compared to if there was no existing
infrastructure.
Alignment 2 (north of the 132kV overhead line) – T-pylon

7.45

A new 400kV overhead line in Section A supported by T-pylons would not be totally
uncharacteristic compared to existing overhead lines using steel lattice pylons. The
existing overhead line and the T-pylon overhead line would share similar
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characteristics of being a linear development comprising conductors suspended from
arms on supports. However, a new overhead line using T-pylons in Section A would
introduce a new and different pylon structure in the context of the existing overhead
line, requiring additional pylons to facilitate the required bends in the alignment (see
Section 2.35), which would cause a greater scale of change to the local landscape
(which includes areas of high sensitivity).
7.46

It is considered that effects on landscape features, designations and character areas
would be the same as for Alignment 1- steel lattice, with a slightly greater adverse
effect on Ancient Woodland as the swathe for the T-pylon would be wider than for the
lattice pylon.
Alignment 3 (south of the 132kV overhead line) – steel lattice pylon

7.47

Proposed alignment 3 is the same as alignment 1 -steel lattice and therefore
predicted effects are assessed as the same.
Alignment 4 (south of the 132kV overhead line) – T-pylon

7.48

Proposed alignment 4 is the same as option alignment 2 - T-pylon and therefore
predicted effects are assessed as the same.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

7.49

An underground cable route would not lead to any substantial long term adverse
effects on the landscape character if disturbance to characteristic landscape features
such as hedgerow field boundaries were avoided through routeing. There would be
some loss of hedgerow and hedgerow trees resulting in some localised negative
effects on landscape character in the Broad Oak Valley LCA.

7.50

During construction of an underground cable route in Section A there would be a
moderate negative magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape quality
and value reducing to a low negative magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the
landscape following reinstatement and re-establishment. These adverse effects on
landscape would be short term except where permanent tree loss could not be
avoided.

7.51

The cable routeing would require the permanent loss of a small portion of the ancient
woodland crossing 30m at the smallest point through Lynn Wood, which is a high
sensitivity landscape receptor; therefore the partial loss of a small swathe of
woodland would result in long term moderate adverse residual effects.
#

The
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construction of an underground cable in Section A would have a moderate adverse
magnitude of effect on the existing orchard at Broad Oak, which is a characteristic
feature of the landscape and also in decline in Kent. The cable route runs directly
through the orchard and there would be a resultant loss of a swathe of orchard trees.
It will not be possible to replace these trees in their original location and therefore the
loss is long term moderate adverse.
7.52

The siting of terminal pylon would lead to some localised landscape effects; however
the presence of the existing substation would reduce these effects. A cable sealing
end compound at the south western end of Section A would introduce a permanent
minor adverse local landscape effect.

7.53

Overall an underground cable route would result in a moderate-major adverse effect
on the landscape in Section A with long term moderate adverse localised effects in
the vicinity of Broad Oak. There would be positive effects where the PX line is
removed.
Potential for Mitigation

7.54

General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.

7.55

It is not possible to avoid direct negative effects on the landscape of the Broad Oak
Valley LCA or indirect negative effects on Blean Woods SLA with a new steel lattice
pylon, T-pylon overhead line or underground cable.

7.56

It may be possible in some cases to arrange the spacing of pylons to maximise
screening from existing woodland or to minimise juxtaposition with heritage assets.

7.57

In terms of underground cabling the use of directional drilling techniques to cross
Broad Oak could be used to minimise effects on sensitive features such as the Lynn
Wood ancient woodland, orchard and hedgerow however their loss would be
unavoidable and long term moderate-major adverse effects would remain.
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Summary
7.58

The landscape value, condition and sensitivity have been assessed as ‘medium’ with
an overall ‘medium’ capacity for the proposed type of development. The landscape
is of intermediate vulnerability to change and development of this nature would result
in locally significant adverse impacts on some landscape resources.

7.59

A new steel lattice overhead line in Section A would have a minor-moderate adverse
magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape character of the Broad Oak
Valley LCA, which is generally intact and in good condition and has a medium
landscape sensitivity. A new overhead line using the T-pylon is considered to have a
greater adverse magnitude of effect as introducing a new and different pylon
structure to a landscape affected by the existing overhead lines comprising steel
lattice pylons, is considered to result in a greater change in a relatively small part of
the landscape in Section A compared to introducing a series of similar structures. In
terms of overall performance, steel lattice pylons perform better than T-pylons for
Section A.

7.60

An underground cable route would result in a positive effect on the landscape
resource in Section A with localised negative effects in the vicinity of the orchards
around Broad Oak, Lynn Wood ancient woodland and at sealing end compounds.
The magnitude of effect of the overhead line option would not be such a substantial
change to the significance of these assets that an underground cable should be
considered.

7.61

As the overhead alignment options 1, 2, 3 and 4 follow the same route, there is no
preferable route option.
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Visual Amenity
Baseline Conditions
7.62

Views within Section A are strongly influenced by the landform of the Stour Valley
and Broad Oak Valleys.

Reference should be made to Figure 4C Topography,

which illustrates the elevation of the land across Sections A – D.
7.63

The initial part of Section A crosses the flat alluvial floodplain of the River Stour
where views are heavily influenced by the adjacent urban edge of Canterbury and
the dominant commercial and retail units on the valley floor. To the north, part of the
Stour Valley slopes have been disturbed by landfill and quarrying giving rise to
artificial landforms which degrade the quality of some views particularly from the
settlement edges of Hales Place and Broad Oak.

7.64

North of Broad Oak, valley sides and mature woodland blocks control and limit views
with long views extending to the east across agricultural land with isolated woodlands
and mature hedgerows along lanes. Long views to the south and south east are
available from higher ground at the edge of the Blean Woods.

7.65

The main public views of the route corridor and existing overhead lines in this Section
are experienced by high sensitivity visual receptors using public footpaths. There are
distant views from the Stour Valley Walk, a published long distance walking route
that follows public rights of way along the River Stour from its source at Lenham,
through Canterbury and down to the Straits of Dover near Pegwell Bay. These views
include the north slopes of the Stour valley and the existing overhead line
infrastructure (400kV ZV and 132kV PX and PKC routes) crossing the higher ground
around Broad Oak.

7.66

There are middle distance and distant views of the route corridor from the Big Blean
Walk (south route), a published long distance walking route through the Blean
ancient woodland. These views include the agricultural fields and orchards around
Broad Oak and existing 400kV and 132kV overhead line infrastructure. There are
direct and near views of the PKC132kV overhead line to Herne Bay as it crosses
through the Broad Oak Valley and the Blean Woods on a north south alignment.

7.67

There are near views of the route corridor from a number of public rights of way on
the Stour Valley slopes to the west of Broad Oak. These views include existing
overhead line infrastructure (400kV and 132kV lines) and degraded quarry and
landfill activities. Orchards are also commonplace in these views.
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7.68

There are near and middle distance views of the route corridor from public rights of
way within the Broad Oak Valley. These are long views along the valley, across
agricultural fields with woodland and hedgerows filtering and screening some views.
The existing PX overhead line is partially visible from footpaths at the eastern end of
this Section (between Cadehill Wood and Buckwell Farm).

7.69

There is only limited opportunity to view the route corridor from Canterbury city
centre. There is a long distance viewpoint from the elevated Dane John Mound in
Dane John Gardens where distant and partial views of the 400kV and 132kV
overhead line infrastructure crossing high ground around Broad Oak form a small
component of the view. This is a regionally important viewpoint with Canterbury
Cathedral World Heritage Site (WHS) partially visible in the middle distance.

7.70

There are filtered, middle distance views of the route corridor from the A28, Sturry
Road. The river flood plain and open fields are in the near distance with the rising
ground and woodland at Broad Oak forming the background. The existing overhead
line infrastructure (400kV and the PX overhead line) are partially visible as they pass
around Broad Oak.

7.71

The main private views in Section A are from residential properties in Broad Oak and
from individual properties within the Broad Oak Valley, on Mayton Lane and Barnet’s
Lane. These are open and near views within the valley landscape with existing
400kV and 132kV lines visible in the middle distance. Views from properties on
Herne Bay Road do not include existing overhead line infrastructure.

7.72

Residential properties at Dengrove Park and on the northern edge of Sturry do not
have a view of the route corridor but have near and middle distance views of the PX
overhead line.

7.73

Residential properties on the north eastern edge of Hales Place have distant views of
the route corridor.

These receptors have views of the existing overhead line

infrastructure (400kV and PX overhead line) seen beyond the restored landfill in the
near and middle distance.
7.74

Residential properties on the north east edge of Canterbury, in the vicinity of Broad
Oak Road have oblique and partial views of existing infrastructure including the
Canterbury North Substation, the UK Power Network Canterbury South Substation
and the various overhead lines associated with each. Visual amenity is also heavily
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influenced by large scale commercial buildings and numerous car show rooms and to
a lesser extent the railway line.
7.75

Given the scenic qualities of the landscape and the varied nature of the views, views
within Section A are generally of local value and of moderate importance.
Assessment of Effects

7.76

A new overhead line in Section A would have a negative effect on public and private
visual receptors.

The greatest effects on views would be experienced by high

sensitivity visual receptors located within the route corridor or directly adjacent and
would include users of public rights of way and residential properties. The effect on
views beyond the immediate locality would be reduced due to the presence of other
existing overhead lines in views, the distance of the viewer and the effects of
intervening topography, trees and hedgerows.
Reference should be made to Figure 4D Visual Appraisal which indicates views
within and towards the preferred corridor across Sections A to D.
Alignments 1 and 3 (north and south of the 132kV overhead line) - steel lattice pylon
7.77

The greatest negative magnitude of effect on views from public rights of way would
be from the edge of the Blean Woods where additional overhead line infrastructure
would be evident in near and middle distance views to the south. There would be
increased clustering of infrastructure and wires, however, the closely related
alignment of the lines and the consistent steel lattice appearance of pylons help to
minimise the negative effect on views.

7.78

Views from public rights of way along the Broad Oak Valley to the south east would
have a 400kV overhead line introduced into near and middle distance views where
there is presently no overhead line and users would experience a high negative
magnitude of effect.

7.79

Views from public rights of way on the north slopes of the Broad Oak Valley between
Cadehill Wood and Buckwell Wood would experience low negative effects where the
PX overhead line is removed from the view but replaced by the 400kV line on a
broadly parallel but closer alignment. Although the 400kV pylons would be larger
they would be aligned on a lower contour, benefiting from backgrounding and
reducing the visual effect. A similar view would be experienced by users of the
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angling lakes at Calcott although this receptor is lower lying and views are filtered by
intervening trees.
7.80

Long distance views from the Stour Valley Walk would include a low negative effect
on receptor views where a 400kV line would be more visible for a greater distance
due to increased height.

7.81

From the public viewpoint on Dane John Mound there would be a negligible effect on
receptor views where the 400kV line would be just visible crossing the high ground
around Broad Oak and the PX overhead line is removed from the view.

7.82

There would be negligible effects on views from the North Kent Downs AONB due to
the distance of approximately 4.7km between the route corridor and the designated
landscape.

7.83

The greatest negative magnitude of effect on private views would be from properties
in the Broad Oak Valley and on those on the edge of Broad Oak. Properties at
Calcott, on Herne Bay Road, Mayton Lane and on Barnet’s Lane would have a
400kV overhead line introduced into near and middle distance views where there is
presently no overhead line and residents would experience a moderate to high
negative magnitude of effect.

7.84

Properties west and north west of Broad Oak including Mayton Farm, Langton
Lodge, Greenacres, Nook Farm and Goose Farm would have additional
infrastructure in near and middle distance views.

However, the closely related

alignment of the lines and the consistent steel lattice appearance of pylons both help
to minimise the negative effect on views.
7.85

There would be a moderate to high negative effect on views from Broad Oak Lodge
on Shalloak Road, where a 400kV tension pylon would be introduced to foreground
views on land sloping down and away from the property to the south. An existing
400kV line is visible in the middle distance crossing the southern slopes of the Stour
Valley and the steel lattice structure would be consistent in appearance.

7.86

Residential properties on the edge of Canterbury on Broad Oak Road would observe
additional infrastructure in middle distance views. The context (light industrial, large
retail buildings, railway and substation infrastructure) together with the consistent
steel lattice appearance of pylons both reduce the effect on views from these
properties.
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7.87

A positive magnitude of effect on private views would be experienced from properties
on the northern edge of Sturry (on Popes Lane and Hawcroft Farm, Stonerocks Farm
and Lechlade,) at the eastern end of Sweechgate and at Bluebell Woods (Broad
Oak) where the PX overhead line is removed from view. A positive magnitude of
effect will also be experienced from a small number of properties on Hoath Road
including Hoades Court where the PX overhead line is removed from close proximity
and replaced with a 400kV line further away and following a lower contour in the
valley.

7.88

A positive magnitude of effect would also be experienced from a large number of
residential properties at Hales Place, especially those on Bicknor Close, Headcorn
Drive, Kilndown Gardens, Westerham Close, Sandhurst Close, Ulcombe Gardens
where the PX overhead line is removed from close proximity views and from where
the proposed 400kV line would not be visible.

7.89

Low sensitivity, workplace receptors on Herne Bay Road would experience negative
effects on views where 400kV infrastructure is introduced to near views where
presently there is none.
Alignments 2 and 4 (north of the 132kV overhead line) – T-pylon

7.90

The alignments being broadly the same as 1 and 3, the different magnitude of effects
that arise from Alignments 2 and 4 derive from the use of T-pylons as opposed to the
lattice pylon.

7.91

It is considered that in Section A the greatest negative magnitude of effect on views
will occur at the western end of the section, where a different pylon structure is seen
in the same view as an existing steel lattice pylon. This will give rise to a greater
change than introducing a similar structure and would produce an incoherent
appearance. This option therefore gives rise to a high negative effect on views from
sensitive public rights of way on the edge of the Blean Woods and residential
receptors on Mayton Lane and on the western edge of Broad Oak where both types
of structure appear in near views at the same time. More distant receptors such as
properties on Broad Oak Road will experience low to moderate negative effects on
views arising from contrasting structures viewed in middle and distant views.

7.92

There would be a moderate to high negative effect on views from Broad Oak Lodge
on Shalloak Road, where a tension T-pylon would be introduced to foreground views
on land sloping down and away from the property to the south. The structure would
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contrast with the existing 400kV line visible crossing the southern slopes of the Stour
Valley but the distance between them means that this would not make a substantive
difference to pylon choice.
7.93

Low negative effects on distant views would also be experienced from the Stour
Valley Walk and from the Dane John Mound where contrasting structures would be
seen in the same view.

7.94

From locally important footpaths in the Broad Oak Valley towards the eastern end of
the section, the introduction of a T-pylon and overhead line will have a low to
moderate negative effect on views. The steel lattice pylons of the PX overhead line
are visible in some views at the eastern end of the Section and these would be
removed from the view and replaced with the T-pylon on a nearer but broadly similar
alignment. Although the lower height T-pylon would be visible for a shorter distance
than the steel lattice pylon the monopole structure would not benefit as significantly
from backgrounding when viewed against the valley slopes.

7.95

The positive magnitude of effect on private views on the northern edge of Sturry, at
the eastern end of Sweechgate and at Bluebell Woods (Broad Oak) and at Hales
Place is also experienced with this option where the PX overhead line is removed
from view and the 400kV line is not visible. The positive benefit is also gained from
properties on Hoath Road where the PX overhead line is removed from close
proximity and replaced with a 400kV line further away and following a lower contour
in the valley. The T-pylon, being lower in height than the steel lattice would result in
this option being visible for a shorter distance.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

7.96

An underground cable route would avoid the negative effects on views associated
with an overhead line in Section A. An underground cable route would lead to long
term positive effects on views from all receptors where the PX overhead line is
present in the view. These receptors would have a higher positive magnitude of
effect where the existing overhead line is in foreground views.

These receptors

include public rights of way and residential properties.
7.97

The underground cable route would have permanent negative effects on views from
residential properties to the north west and west of Broad Oak, and from public rights
of way in these areas, where orchards are a component of the view. The cable route
would leave a clear swathe through the orchards where fruit trees would need to be
!
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removed to facilitate cable trenching and which could not subsequently be replanted
in the same location.
7.98

In other areas the cable route would have a localised negative effect on views due to
the permanent loss of trees and hedgerow trees.

7.99

The siting of cable sealing end compounds would lead to some localised negative
effects on visual amenity in Section A The presence of existing 400kV and 132kV
infrastructure at the Canterbury end of Section A would reduce the effect in this area.
Potential for Mitigation

7.100 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
7.101 Planting to property boundaries, subject to landowner agreement, would be in
keeping with the existing local character and could if required assist in reducing
potential effects on views from Broad Oak Lodge.
7.102 During route optimisation, pylons could be sited to maximise backgrounding by
woodland. Aligning the route to the lowest contour possible and crossing slopes
obliquely through the Broad Oak Valley would further reduce visibility.
7.103 Avoiding or minimising sharp changes in direction through the Broad Oak Valley
would also assist in reducing potential negative effects.
7.104 With regard to underground cables, the use of directional drilling techniques to cross
watercourses and Herne Bay Road would minimise effects on these features,
associated trees and hedgerows.
Summary
7.105 With regard to views and visual amenity the assessment concludes that an overhead
line supported on lattice pylons would have the least negative effect on the fewest
sensitive visual receptors and Alignment 1 performs best in Section A. This is due to
its consistent appearance with other overhead lines visible through the first half of the
Section. In the second half of Section A, where no other overhead lines are present,
the performance of lattice over T-pylon is less pronounced.
7.106 In all cases, there would be positive effects where the existing PX overhead line is
removed.
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7.107 An underground cable route would result in a positive effect on visual amenity in
Section A with localised negative effects in the vicinity of the orchards around Broad
Oak and at sealing end compounds.
7.108 As the overhead alignment options 1, 2, 3 and 4 follow the same route, there is no
preferable route option. The overhead line option would not be such a substantial
change to the significance of effects on the visual receptors that an underground
cable should be considered.

#
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Historic Environment
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 5A
7.109 Canterbury World Heritage Site (WHS) is located approximately 2km west of the
western end of the preferred route corridor. The WHS is located within the urban
centre of Canterbury. The WHS includes heritage assets which are also protected
under other designations including listed buildings and scheduled monuments. The
urban centre of Canterbury is also designated as an Area of Archaeological
Importance (AAI) and a conservation area and contains the Dane John Gardens
registered park and garden. These features represent a discrete group of designated
heritage assets of medium to very high significance.
7.110 Following the definition set out in the Glossary to NPPF, the setting of a heritage
asset is understood as the ‘...surroundings in which a heritage asset is
experienced...’ This definition is not restricted to visibility of and from an asset but
relies on the perceptible experience of that asset. Here, the setting of the WHS and
the assets within it are defined by their urban location. Consequently the principal
contribution of the setting of these assets to their significance relates to the
immediate experience of being within the WHS, the progressively revealed
experience of approaching the WHS and longer views in and out of the WHS which
serve to place it into its landscape context. Views which contribute most to the setting
of the WHS are the relatively short-distance views in which the architectural interest
of individual assets and groups of assets can be appreciated and their architectural,
historic and archaeological interests are enhanced by the visible relationships
between these assets and the historic development of the city centre.
7.111 There are no scheduled monuments within the route corridor and none within 1km of
the route corridor in Section A.
7.112 There are no listed buildings within the route corridor in Section A. There are a large
number of listed buildings within 1km of the route corridor, principally located within
the settlements of Sturry, approximately 850m east of the alignment, and Broad Oak,
approximately 450m from the route corridor.

There are also Grade II listed

agricultural buildings at Vale Farm and Stonerocks Farm; these are receptors of high
significance.
7.113 The extreme north west extent of Sturry conservation area is located within Section
A. Sturry conservation area contains two Grade I listed buildings; the Church of St
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Nicholas and the School Hall, and 29 Grade II listed buildings. These are receptors
of high and very high significance.
7.114 There are no registered parks and gardens or historic battlefields in or within 1km of
the route corridor in Section A.
7.115 There are a number of previously identified archaeological features within and
adjacent to the route corridor in Section A.
•

An identified concentration of non-designated heritage assets relating to
prehistoric to Anglo-Saxon riverside settlement at Shelford Farm Estate suggests
the potential for previously unrecorded heritage assets within this part of Section
A. These could represent heritage assets of medium to high significance.
However, the Shelford Farm Quarry and the area around it are intensely
developed or wooded and it is likely that any associated remains represent
disturbed survivals of a previously more extensive group of assets and are
consequently likely to be of low to medium significance.

•

To the north of Beecham Wood there is an undated field system evident as
cropmarks which may be suggestive of the presence of more extensive
archaeological heritage assets. These features are likely to represent a heritage
asset of low to medium significance.

•

A concentration of early-medieval and medieval archaeological remains has been
observed to the west of Vale Farm; while this is located on higher land than the
route corridor, it is possible that related features may be present within the route
corridor which are likely to be of medium significance.

•

Chance finds of archaeological material from the river valley, including
prehistoric, Romano-British and medieval artefacts, are suggestive of the
presence of further previously unrecorded heritage assets within Section A,
although the significance of these finds cannot be definitively established at this
stage.

7.116 The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation notes the presence of a small area of
pre-19th century coppicing at Kemberland Wood.

This asset is of low heritage

significance. Other historic landscape types reflect modern agricultural intensification
and are of negligible heritage significance. The site of Shelford Quarry is noted as
the location of possible early-enclosure period field systems, but this has since been
erased by the quarry development.
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7.117 No non-designated heritage assets have been identified where the potential for
indirect effects is sufficient to give rise to any material consideration in the selection
of a preferred route.
7.118 In summary, whilst the western end of the Section A route corridor adjoins the
historic city; it passes through relatively recent low density suburbs that give way to
countryside. Various classes of heritage asset are present within the corridor that
are broadly rural in character. This includes localised groups and isolated examples
of heritage buildings, which reflect traditional dispersed settlement patterns along the
north edge of the Stour valley. Limited archaeological evidence within the valley
environs allude to preceding or early antecedents for these settlements.
Assessment of Effects
7.119 In Section A, the route options (1 - 4) follow the same alignments. Consequently,
any distinction between the potential effects of the proposed scheme will derive from
choice of technology rather than route alignment.
7.120 Effects of the overhead line options arising from change to the setting of designated
heritage assets will result primarily from the appearance of pylons in views of or from
heritage assets; additional effects arising from construction phase work (e.g. the
construction of temporary access tracks) are unlikely to give rise to any material
consideration in the selection of a preferred route. Other aspects of the proposed
works which may give rise to change in the settings of heritage assets include the
loss of related heritage assets and any perceptual separation of an asset from its
context by the routeing of an overhead line between heritage assets and related
features.
7.121 As noted in Chapter 6, the English Heritage and KCC consultation responses to the
Route Corridor Study were that, in terms of indirect effects on heritage assets, Tpylons would normally be preferable where effects arose as a result of the visibility of
pylons in longer views.

This would result from the lower height of the pylons

reducing the degree to which they would be visible above the horizon, helping them
merge into the background. This effect could be enhanced in rolling terrain where
lower pylons would be seen against the ground (backgrounding) rather than against
the sky.

Despite their greater height, steel lattice pylons would normally be

preferable in situations where adverse effects arose from closer views due to their
increased visual permeability compared to the more solid nature of the T-pylon
structure. In addition, the presence of existing infrastructure may also be a
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consideration, where T-pylons may be seen as more visually discordant in a
landscape where a number of lattice pylons are already visible, or where the two
pylon types are juxtaposed. Cabling is usually regarded as having minimal indirect
effect; this technology tends not to leave substantial visible elements above ground,
but may result in a change in the appearance of hedgerows and woodland which can
give rise to adverse change.
7.122 Direct effects are also likely to vary; for all overhead line options, there is some
potential for negative effects on buried archaeology at pylon locations and ancillary
work locations (for example access tracks and works compounds). The extent of any
disturbance would be limited to the footprint of any intrusive works and consequently
any harm to archaeological heritage assets is likely to be localised and restricted in
extent.
7.123 Cabling options, where carried out by open cut, would normally be considered more
damaging to archaeological heritage assets in that the area of any disturbance is
greater, the potential to micro-site infrastructure is more restricted and that the
continuous nature of the disturbance means that stratigraphic links between different
areas of related sites either side of a cabling route could be severed. Directional
drilling options can be less harmful where cabling is below the anticipated depth of
archaeological deposits, but the scale and location of the launch and receive pits
required can present a potential for extensive disturbance.
Alignment 1 (north of the 132kV overhead line) - steel lattice pylon
7.124 Alignment 1 is unlikely to give rise to any discernible effect on the Canterbury WHS,
associated scheduled monuments, AAI, conservation areas or listed buildings. As
noted above, views of and from these assets are very constrained, and distant
visibility of pylons from a small number of views from elevated viewpoints in which
comparable pylons are already located, would not adversely affect the heritage
significance of those assets. Pylons would also not intervene in views on the
approach to the WHS identified within the WHS Management Plan as contributing
positively to the significance of the WHS.
7.125 Alignment 1 is likely to give rise to an effect of negligible magnitude on the listed
buildings within the Sturry conservation area. Views to the proposed overhead line
from these buildings at ground level are all heavily screened by small belts of
woodland and modern buildings, which would also serve to screen the overhead line
in any views of these assets, although heavily filtered views may be possible from
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upper floors of some buildings. The proposed alignment would also be located in an
area where there are existing overhead lines going into the Canterbury Substation
and where views are into a visibly industrial area of Canterbury. It is unlikely that the
proposed alignment would be perceptible from within the historic core of the town.
The Grade I listed church and tithe barn are screened by the modern school
buildings and shelter planting and consequently no adverse effect would arise.
7.126 Alignment 1 would give rise to a negligible to low effect on listed buildings within
Broad Oak. It is unlikely that Alignment 1 would be perceptible in views of or from
any of the eight Grade II listed buildings within Broad Oak at ground level due to
screening from modern residential buildings and shelter planting. It is possible that
the alignment would be visible in views of the Royal Oak from Sweechgate beyond
the caravan park, as a filtered background element in the agricultural landscape to
the north of the village, and from the barn to the north of Sweech Farm, where the
proposed alignment could be visible from the asset in views which are heavily filtered
by hedgerow planting and the intervening non-designated barn.
7.127 Alignment 1 would not give rise to any adverse effects on Vale Farm or Stonerocks
Farm; views from the assets towards Alignment 1 are very heavily screened by
densely packed mature trees and mature hedgerow field boundaries.
7.128 It is likely that a pylon would be located within the Sturry conservation area. The
presence of a pylon in the conservation area at Sturry is likely to result in an adverse
effect of low to medium magnitude on the conservation area. No built structures
which contribute to the character of the conservation area would be affected, and the
pylon would be located adjacent to Canterbury North Substation, close to existing
overhead line infrastructure and in a part of the conservation area which consists of a
narrow strip of water meadow between the sewage works, modern industrial and
retail buildings to the south and west and the Shelford Quarry landfill and railway to
the north. The emerging proposals for Sturry-Broad Oak as set out in the Canterbury
City Council Draft Local Plan include a strategic road corridor to provide access to
Sturry Road. This road would cut across the water meadows at the western side of
the conservation area, separating the area of land in which the proposed pylon would
be located from the rest of the conservation area.
7.129 It is possible that pylons outside the Sturry conservation area could give rise to a
negative impact where they appear in key views of or from the conservation area, but
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views out of the conservation area towards the alignment would primarily be into the
area of industrial development around Canterbury North Substation.
7.130 Alignment 1 would result in a potential adverse effect on previously unrecorded
heritage assets associated with buried archaeological remains in the vicinity of the
Shelford Farm Quarry.

The route passes through an area of cropmarks of an

undated field system between Beecham Wood and Goose Farm; this type of asset is
characterised by widely dispersed archaeological features and it is likely that effects
would be of negligible to low magnitude.

This alignment may adversely affect

previously unrecorded heritage assets associated with the early-medieval settlement
east of Vale Farm and chance finds of artefactual material in the valley of the
Nethergong Penn.
7.131 Alignment 1 would result in a low magnitude effect on the area of significance for
historic landscape character at Kemberland Woods through the loss of mature trees
and the maintenance of cleared areas below the overhead line.
Alignment 2 (north of the 132kV overhead line) - T-pylon
7.132 T-pylons are likely to have comparable effects to those identified for lattice pylons
although the ground disturbance caused by the construction of T-pylons is likely to be
greater than that of lattice pylons. This is due to the need for additional associated
groundworks required to gain working access for the construction plant and for
maintenance activities. Any localised disturbance is likely to be slightly greater but
still comparable to steel lattice options.
7.133 In Section A, any adverse effects on setting of heritage assets would result from
visibility of pylons in close views. Consequently, it is likely that T-pylons would give
rise to greater adverse effects than lattice pylons as a result of their reduced visual
permeability compared to lattice pylons. In addition, Section A is characterised by
the presence of existing overhead line infrastructure which will be retained after the
construction of the new alignment. There is therefore a potential that T-pylons will
contrast with the existing infrastructure and consequently give rise to increased
adverse change to the settings of heritage assets.
7.134 Direct and indirect effects in Section A arising from the use of T-pylon technology are
likely to be comparable to, but greater than those arising from the use of lattice pylon
technology.
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Alignment 3 (south of the 132kV overhead line) – steel lattice pylon
7.135 Proposed alignment 3 is the same as alignment 1 -steel lattice and therefore
predicted effects are assessed as the same.
Alignment 4 (south of the 132kV overhead line) – T-pylon
7.136 Proposed alignment 4 is the same as alignment 2 - T-pylon and therefore predicted
effects are assessed as the same.
Alignment 5 – underground cable
7.137 Cabling is likely to give rise to a slight positive change in the setting of the listed
buildings at Tile Lodge Farm, though the extent of screening planting south of these
assets means that views to the existing overhead line pylons are limited and any
enhancement from their removal would be restricted. The proposed cable route in
this Section could give rise to indirect effects on heritage assets through the loss of
areas of woodland or orchards, although in this instance, these changes would be
unlikely to give rise to effects of greater than negligible magnitude given the location
of heritage assets in relation to areas of potential loss.
7.138 Cabling is likely to give rise to extensive disturbance of known and as yet unidentified
archaeological heritage assets, where these exist within the cable route.
Potential for Mitigation
7.139 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
7.140 Mitigation of indirect effects can be difficult to achieve, but partial mitigation can be
achieved through detailed design (e.g. by locating and spacing pylons to maximise
the effect of screening) or by measures such as strengthening existing planting.
These measures are rarely sufficient to entirely preclude any effect, but can be used
to minimise any perceptual change to setting.
7.141 Mitigation by archaeological investigation would reduce the magnitude of adverse
direct effects, but cannot entirely mitigate the loss of what are defined in planning
policy as irreplaceable assets. Disturbance of the magnitude caused by overhead
technology options represents partial disruption of heritage assets which can be
mitigated to an acceptable degree by detailed design iterations informed by more
detailed archaeological survey results and by archaeological intervention. Once an
agreed mitigation strategy is in place, residual effects are likely to be of negligible
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magnitude. Mitigation of substantial effects such as those presented by cabling by
open cut technologies is more likely to be partial and would normally be achievable
only by archaeological intervention as the potential for micro-siting to avoid harm is
more constrained. Once an agreed mitigation strategy is in place, residual effects are
likely to be of low magnitude.
Summary
7.142 In terms of potential effects on the historic environment, the option that is considered
to perform best in Section A is for Alignment 1: steel lattice pylons. Lattice pylons
would minimise the potential for indirect adverse effects by virtue of being more
visually permeable in views of and from heritage assets than T-pylons and would
require slightly less ground disturbance than the T-pylon option (alignments 2 and 4)
due to the smaller construction working areas at pylon locations and the potential to
use trackway panels along access routes. The relatively large number of existing
lattice overhead lines in the western end of this Section also means that new Tpylons would present a less coherent appearance to lattice pylons, which would tend
to be perceived as part of the existing infrastructure.
7.143 In both overhead line options, there is potential for adverse effects on the Sturry
conservation area and the Tile Lodge Farm conservation area. The magnitude of
these changes would be slightly greater if T-pylons were used.
7.144 Any adverse direct effects arising from disturbance to archaeological heritage assets
would be comparable for either overhead technology option, though slightly greater
for T-Pylons as a result of the increased need for intrusive associated groundworks
such as temporary access roads, crane and mobile elevated working platform pads.
7.145 The underground cable option (Alignment 5) would also give rise to an increased
potential for harmful effects on buried archaeological heritage assets.
cabling would perform less well than overhead line options.

!

Overall,
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Ecology
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 6A
7.146 Within Section A, one site of national importance, West Blean Wood Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI), is located within the route corridor. The site comprises a
mosaic of ancient semi-natural woodland and conifer plantation within the ancient
Blean Forest complex and includes several rare woodland types. The area is noted
for birds with over 50 species of breeding bird having been recorded including
Schedule 1 species (i.e. hobby). The woodland also supports a diverse invertebrate
fauna including five nationally rare and 13 nationally scarce species.
7.147 Two Kent Local Wildlife Sites (KLWS) (County value) are located within the route
corridor.
•

The River Great Stour, Ashford to Fordwich KLWS is a river corridor with natural
character designated primarily for its vegetation, comprising wet grassland, wet
woodland, swamp, a few areas of unimproved neutral grassland and plants
including shining pondweed, river water dropwort and common meadow rue. The
site supports otters, water voles, white-clawed crayfish, Atlantic salmon, in
addition to a range of invertebrates. The site also supports a wide range of birds
including water rail, reed bunting, Cetti‟s warbler, gadwall and other wildfowl.

•

Little Hall and Kemberland Woods and Pastures KLWS comprises three
predominantly broad-leaved woodlands with a good diversity of ground flora
indicative of ancient woodland (e.g. moschatel, bluebell and dog’s mercury) and a
series of unimproved and species-rich semi-improved neutral pastures to the
north-west of Kemberland Woods, which lie in the Sarre Penn valley. Plants
recorded in the grassland include pepper saxifrage, spiny restharrow and
meadow vetchling and the stream sides support branched bur-reed and water
mint. The citation indicates that it is likely to be good for birds and Schedule 1
species (i.e. kingfisher) have been recorded.

7.148 There are no international sites designated specifically for their biodiversity or
ornithological interest within or immediately adjacent to the Section A route corridor.
However, three sites of international value are located within a potential zone of
influence – for the purposes of this assessment, a 20km buffer for sites of avian
interest has been adopted.
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•

Stodmarsh Special Protection Area (SPA)/Ramsar/Special Area of Conservation
(SAC)/SSSI lies approximately 1.2km from the preferred route corridor: The site
is especially notable in winter for supporting significant numbers of hen harrier
and bittern and provides wintering habitats for wetland bird species. In addition
to which, the site supports six UK Red Data Book wetland invertebrates including
shining ramshorn snail; two nationally rare plants, and five nationally scarce
species, including rootless duckweed and divided sedge.

•

The Swale SPA/Ramsar/SSSI lies approximately 7km north from the preferred
route corridor: The site supports important numbers of waterbirds throughout the
year. In summer, the site is of importance for marsh harrier, breeding waders
and Mediterranean gull. In spring and autumn migration periods, as well as
during winter, the Swale supports very large numbers of geese, ducks and
waders.

•

Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 8km
from the preferred route corridor: The site holds important numbers of turnstone
and is also used by nationally important numbers of golden plover and large
numbers of migratory birds; the SAC component is designated for its dune
systems.

7.149 Section A comprises a variety of habitat types, including the River Great Stour and its
associated steep-sided banks and riparian corridor, which winds through the western
edge of Canterbury, and is valued at a County level. The riparian corridor then
follows the course of the river into a small enclosure of semi-improved wetland
pasture, before sweeping northwards over the railway line and up the slopes of the
Stour Valley, which comprises blocks of woodland (including SSSI components),
orchards and a large landfill site. The alignment then curves eastwards over rolling
arable or fruit plantation farmland, lined with hedgerows, shelter belts and small
woodland blocks. North of the Stour Valley and floodplain, there are relatively few
watercourses or field drains within Section A. Those habitats outside the KLWS and
SSSI are of local value, although if they support protected or notable species, this
value may increase locally.
7.150 Section A is likely to support dormouse within hedgerow and woodland, otter and
water vole along the River Great Stour and great crested newts in suitable terrestrial
habitat and waterbodies; bats are also likely to roost and forage within the vicinity.
Section A also supports breeding bird assemblages associated with woodland,
riparian and farmland habitats, including Cetti’s warbler (Schedule 1 species) and
!#
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farmland specialists such as corn bunting, grey partridge and tree sparrow (all of
which are species of principal importance).
Assessment of Effects
7.151 All overhead alignment options have the potential to directly or indirectly affect a
number of areas of high biodiversity value, including qualifying interest species for
three SPAs located within a potential zone of influence, an SAC, a SSSI designated
for ancient woodland, two Local Wildlife Sites, badgers, bats, great crested newts,
otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, dormouse, breeding birds, priority and
notable habitats and species.
7.152 The key issues relating to protected species (including birds) and overhead lines are
as follows:
•

the effects of temporary and permanent direct habitat loss from land take by
pylons, overhead lines , and access and construction areas;

•

the effects of indirect habitat loss / barrier effects, i.e. the displacement of species
from the area of the pylons and overhead lines. Such disturbance may occur as
a consequence of construction work, or due to the presence of the overhead line
close to dwelling places, nest or feeding sites or on habitual flight routes;

•

indirect effects by way of pollution and disturbance to surrounding habitat; and

•

the effects of collision with overhead lines, which is of particular relevance for
sites located in areas known to support raptors or large concentrations of
waterfowl.

Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line), Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of
the 132kV overhead line)
7.153 In Section A, all overhead alignments options are considered together as the routes
are broadly the same.

Where there are any differences in effect due to the

technology type (T-pylon versus lattice), they are described.
7.154 As the alignment runs north to Broad Oak, it crosses an extension of Lynn Wood
ancient woodland, which is contiguous with West Blean SSSI, for approximately
0.5km on its eastern edge. The overhead line avoids the SSSI; however, there is
potential for tree canopies within the non-SSSI woodland in some limited areas to
infringe the required safety clearances, which may necessitate some lopping. The
!
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implications of both pylon design options would therefore be permanent loss of a
small section of ancient woodland, resulting from land take by pylons, overhead lines,
access and working areas, marginally, but not notably greater for T-pylons. Two
LWSs are directly affected, with ~0.78km of the alignment through the Great Stour,
Ashford to Fordwich LWS and ~0.16km in Little Hall and Kemberland Wood and
pastures LWS. Effects to wetland/riparian habitats would be largely avoided through
sensitive pylon placement; construction would therefore result in direct, negative,
short to medium term, minor to moderate level effects, particularly in respect of
habitat removal and damage, and disturbance to the associated species including
bats, great crested newts, badgers, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish,
breeding birds and dormouse.
7.155 During the construction phase (as well as during maintenance visits in the
operational phase) there is potential for both pylon designs to temporarily impact the
breeding bird population through destruction of nests, eggs or young birds and also
through displacement of breeding territories through disturbance factors (including
Schedule 1 species – hobby and Cetti’s warbler). Prior to completion of detailed bird
surveys, effects cannot be accurately confirmed; however, recent data indicates that
the nearest known breeding site is greater than 2km to the north and therefore the
works are unlikely to result in significant effects. Prior to mitigation, this is likely to
result in a low, negative, short-term magnitude of effect.
7.156 The breeding bird assemblage within the woodland comprises predominantly
woodland song birds, which are agile species and therefore are not generally
susceptible to collision with overhead lines of either design.
7.157 In respect of legally protected and priority habitats and species outside designated
sites, effects are likely to be negative, short term, and low level mostly confined to the
construction periods. Overall effects may be minor or moderate in level depending
on the final locations of pylon and associated working areas.
7.158 The construction method of T-pylons will result in marginally greater construction
effects than the equivalent lattice pylon, and more so in the sensitive wetland habitats
of the Great Stour, Ashford to Fordwich LWS. This is as a result of the need for
additional associated groundworks which are required to gain access for the plant
required to build and maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to be
slightly greater.

!
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7.159 Given the European status of the SAC and SPA sites, it will be necessary to
demonstrate that any scheme does not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the
interest features.
7.160 Indirectly, effects on the Stodmarsh SAC and SSSI could occur through construction
phase pollution entering the River Stour. These effects could be minor to moderate
depending on the nature and extent of spill, and could impact on both habitats and
notable key species, including the Desmoulin’s whorl snail.
7.161 For both pylon design options in Section A, construction phase effects to qualifying
interest species for Stodmarsh SPA are likely to be negligible given the lack of
functionally linked habitat between the SPA and Section A. Whilst hen harrier is a
wide ranging species, they are unlikely to utilise habitats within the route corridor with
any regularity. In addition to which, no suitable breeding or wintering bittern habitat is
present within Section A (this species is confined to reedbed habitats). For both
pylon design options in Section A, operational phase effects to qualifying interest
species would be low given the lack of connectivity between the SPA and Section A.
The risk of collision or barrier effects resulting from the overhead line for both
qualifying species is therefore likely to be negligible.
7.162 For all pylon design options in Section A, construction phase effects to qualifying
interest species for Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SSSI are likely to be
negligible given the lack of suitable golden plover foraging habitat within Section A.
In addition to which, no effects are anticipated for turnstone, which are generally
confined to coastal habitats. For both pylon design options in Section A, operational
phase effects to qualifying interest species would be low given the lack of habitat
utilisation within Section A. The risk of collision with overhead lines for qualifying
species is therefore likely to be negligible. No effects are anticipated to turnstone.
7.163 For all pylon design options in Section A, no construction phase effects are predicted
to qualifying interest species of the Swale SPA, given the distance from site and lack
of suitable habitat. In addition to which, operational phase effects are likely to be
negligible based on the distance between the Swale SPA, Section A and Stodmarsh
SPA.
7.164 Den Grove ancient woodland would have the existing 132kV line removed, resulting
in temporary, negative, negligible – minor effects associated with the disturbance

!
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from dismantling works. Effects in the longer term are likely to be of minor benefit on
re-colonisation with scrub and woodland species.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
7.165 The cable option has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of
high biodiversity value, including qualifying interest species for three SPAs located
within a potential zone of influence, a SAC (indirectly and limited), a SSSI designated
for ancient woodland, bats, badgers, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white
clawed crayfish, breeding birds and dormouse, two Local Wildlife Sites, priority and
notable habitats and species.
7.166 This alignment crosses 30m of ancient woodland, within West Blean SSSI (known as
Lynn Wood) at its thinnest point, which if open trenched would sever the connection
between the northern and southern sections of the woodland, at least for the period
of construction, and short to medium term afterwards as the habitats recover. Two
LWSs are directly affected, with ~0.52km of the alignment through the Great Stour,
Ashford to Fordwich LWS and ~0.03km in Little Hall and Kemberland Woods and
pasture LWS. The latter is through a thin section of the pastures, where open
trenching could result in a severing of movement of species between the northern
and southern sections of the LWS. Construction would result in direct, negative,
short to medium term, minor to moderate level effects, particularly in respect of
habitat removal and damage, and disturbance to the associated species including
bats, great crested newts, badgers, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish,
breeding birds and dormouse. Den Grove ancient woodland would have the existing
132kV line removed, resulting in temporary, negative, negligible –minor effects.
7.167 Indirectly, effects on the Stodmarsh SAC and SSSI could occur through construction
phase pollution entering the River Stour. These effects could be minor to moderate
depending on the nature and extent of spill, and could impact on both habitats and
notable key species, including the Desmoulin’s whorl snail. Given the European
status of the SAC, it will be necessary to demonstrate that any scheme does not
have an adverse effect on the integrity of the interest features.
7.168 In respect of legally protected and priority habitats and species outside designated
sites, effects are likely to be negative, short to medium term and mostly confined to
the construction periods.

Overall effects may be minor or moderate in level

depending on the final locations of associated working areas.

!
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7.169 Construction Phase effects to breeding birds would be similar to those outlined for
the overhead line (See Section 7.155) and also for construction and operational
effects to SPA qualifying interest species (See Section 7.159 - 7.163).
Potential for Mitigation
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line), Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of
the 132kV overhead line)
7.170 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
7.171 Given that the alignment options are routed through designated sites, it will not be
possible to avoid adverse effects.

Overhead lines are recommended over

underground cabling, as, given the nature of the more discrete working areas and
construction sites, less direct effects on habitats and species will occur. Detailed
design, should aim to micro-site working areas and in particular pylon positions,
outside and away from the more sensitive habitat and species receptors, such as
West Blean SSSI, Lynn Wood and Kemberland LWS woodlands (mature ancient
woodland areas) and for the Great Stour LWS, the river and associated wetland and
pastures. This would consequently limit effects on associated species of interest.
Span positions should be selected to coincide with existing gaps in vegetation where
possible, through the consideration of detailed design and micro-siting. Effects would
generally be lower on agricultural areas away from the boundary features. Given the
discrete nature of the pylon sites and the relatively restricted development footprint
associated with overhead lines (including dismantling activity) and both lattice and Tpylons, this would limit these effects to a minor level of effect.
7.172 Remaining effects could be partially offset with appropriate restoration planting of the
new build working areas and 132kV dismantling sites, in particular to ensure that a
network of wildlife corridors are maintained through construction and beyond.
Residual effects would be of low level, temporary to short term, and minor. In the
medium term, residual effects on the woodland areas are expected to be slightly
negative at a minor level, or neutral. There would be a slight, minor to moderate
level benefit in Den Grove woodland over the medium to long term should restoration
planting be undertaken. If breeding habitat or significant populations of species are
affected, localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still occur. For all
overhead line options, T-pylons are expected to result in marginally greater
construction effects than the equivalent lattice pylon. This is as a result of the need
!
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for additional associated groundworks that are required to gain access for the plant
required to build and maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to be
slightly greater.

No significant differences between the four pylon options are

anticipated during the operational period.
7.173 Standard best practice protection measures include maintaining stand-off distances
from watercourses, undertaking construction works outside sensitive season(s) for
wildlife and keeping them to the shortest timescale.

Assuming successful

implementation of the mitigation measures if required, no residual effects to the
integrity of the breeding bird assemblage are predicted.
7.174 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable. A construction works programme should identify all Schedule 1 nests
and avoid or reduce works during sensitive periods i.e. breeding season.
Specifically, construction within 500m of hobby nest sites would if possible be timed
to avoid active nests until young fledge (April-June); and within 50m of kingfisher and
Cetti’s warbler nest sites would be timed to avoid breeding season (March – August).
For all breeding birds, should damage, or in the case of Schedule 1 species only,
disturbance, be unavoidable, it may be necessary to obtain a derogation licence to
proceed. In this instance, phased removal of vegetation would be required prior to
this period, construction works would be carried out under a behavioural method
statement and if necessary, suitable screening around working areas would avoid
significant human disturbance. Through successful implementation of this mitigation,
there would be no contravention of Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) legislation
and no net adverse effect upon nesting birds.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
7.175 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
7.176 Detailed design of the cable route should aim to minimise its extent through the
designated sites, and in particular their more sensitive habitats. If directional drilling
(horizontal or standard) or cable bridges, along with those minor amends to route
alignment and siting of associated works can be employed, given the limited extents
of the cable alignment crossing the ancient woodland and two LWSs, it should be
possible to avoid moderate level ecological effects, leaving a residual minor, short
term effect. If traditional open trenching is undertaken through these, even with the
employment of all remaining mitigation measures, the level of habitat damage and
disturbance to protected and notable species would result in a potential high level
!
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effect in the ancient woodland, and moderate level effects in the LWSs, of short to
medium term given habitat recovery times.
7.177 Outside the designated sites, cabling has the potential to have locally minor to
moderate effects on terrestrial ecology interest. If directional drilling (horizontal or
traditional) or cable bridges, including key boundaries when road ducting, along with
some minor amends to route alignment and siting of associated works can be
employed, it should be possible to reduce effects to some particularly sensitive
sections of the site e.g. hedgerow and watercourse crossings. If breeding habitat or
significant populations of species are affected, localised negative effects of minor to
moderate level may still occur although effects to these sites are more manageable
provided standard protection measures and construction works are undertaken
outside sensitive season(s) and kept to the shortest timescale. Whilst considering
the safety restrictions in planting over active cables, affected areas would be restored
with an appropriate species selection, further reducing any residual effects. Given
the limited value of habitats outside the designated sites, overall effects are likely to
be minor in level depending on the final locations of working areas.
7.178 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable (See Section 7.174).
7.179 In addition to which, effects to nesting birds along the existing 132 kV line are also
expected to be mitigatable, as these dismantling works can be timed to avoid the
breeding bird season or alternative avoidance mitigation employed . Residual effects
from cabling remain greater than those from T-pylon or lattice technologies, at a
minor to locally moderate level over the short to medium term, and would require
proportionately higher mitigation.
Summary
7.180 All overhead alignments (1 – 4) within Section A affect ancient woodland and two
LWSs directly, with minor and locally moderate effects expected following mitigation.
Outside the designated sites, discrete areas of habitat damage and disturbance
would occur, which can largely be mitigated. Where hedgerows or other boundary
features are affected, these can be compensated or fully mitigated in the short to
medium term. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable species is expected
to be limited and minor in effect.

Given the relatively low value of most of the

habitats located in the route corridor outside the designated sites, combined with
micro-siting to avoid interest features (at detailed design stage), overall effects are
!
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likely to be minor in level depending on the final locations of pylons and associated
working areas, with occasional local moderate effects if notable populations are
present.
7.181 The underground cable alignment (5) affects a SSSI and two LWSs directly, with
minor to moderate effects, and possibly a high effect expected following mitigation. It
would result in removal of boundary features at route crossings, which would
fragment the existing network of wildlife corridors in a temporary – short term
timescale, although working methods can be adopted to reduce these effects.
Restoration planting would compensate, and mitigate, at least partially in the medium
term. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable species is expected to be
limited, minor in effect; occasional locally moderate effects may occur if notable
populations are present.
7.182 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity. The overhead alignments (1, 2, 3 and 4) would have lesser effects than
underground cabling, with minor, and locally moderate negative residual effects
following mitigation. Restoration of the 132kV dismantling areas would offset effects
and result in a residual minor negative effect in the short term, and neutral to
beneficial in the medium to longer term. The cabling alignment (5) would have minor
and more frequent locally moderate negative effects following mitigation than the
overhead line alignments, and a possible high effect in respect of the ancient
woodland.
7.183 There is no difference in performance for T-pylon versus steel lattice design in terms
of a reduction of effects, such as collision risk, upon ornithological interests.
However, T-pylons would result in a slightly greater negative impact on habitats and
terrestrial species in the pre-construction and construction phases due to the
potential need for additional associated groundworks, and thus steel lattice would be
considered to perform better for overhead line alignments.
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Socio-Economics
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 7A
7.184 Within Section A, the Stour Valley is predominately rural in nature with some edge of
urban features in the west on approach to Canterbury. Canterbury itself provides the
major concentration of economic activity within the Stour Valley and also contains a
number of tourism resources. Other settlements within the study area include Broad
Oak, Sturry and Westbere.
7.185 The Stour Valley contains a number of business parks, including Canterbury Retail
Park and Vauxhall Industrial Estate, Broad Oak Business Park and Foxhill Garden
Centre. The Shelford Landfill site is also located in the east of the Section. A
potential development site has been identified to the west of Sturry as part of the
Draft Canterbury District Local Plan (2013).
7.186 Agricultural land within the study area is primarily classified as Grade 3 with some
areas classified as Grade 2. The Best and Most Versatile (BMV) agricultural land is
defined as Grades 1, 2 and 3a. The area contains primarily arable farmland as well
as Goose Farm which is higher value horticulture (orchards).
7.187 Figure 7A illustrates Agricultural Land Classification within Section A along with the
potential strategic development site to the west of Sturry.
7.188 The main transport infrastructure within Section A includes the A291 Sturry Hill and
South Eastern Railway’s High Speed and Ashford lines.
7.189 The existing UK Power Networks 132kV PX line currently runs in close proximity to
the settlement of Sturry and passes in close proximity to Dengrove Park residential
homes, located in the south of Broad Oak.
Assessment of Effects
7.190 The Stour Valley is not a particular focus for tourism activity with the majority of
tourism resources located within the settlement of Canterbury and therefore
unaffected by the proposed alignments.
7.191 The Summer 2013 Consultation raised a number of concerns of relevance to Section
A. This mainly related to the potential impact on agricultural land in the area as well
as effects on the village of Broad Oak with requests made that pylons do not run
closer to the settlement that the existing transmission infrastructure.
!
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7.192 The construction phase, for all alignment options would result in short-term socioeconomic benefits to the local economy in terms of potential increased spend by the
construction workforce and therefore potential increased income at local suppliers.
7.193 It would also bring short-term negative socio-economic effects to the local
communities, businesses and visitors with an increase of construction traffic on local
roads and a need to work above the road and rail network in a number of locations.
This is likely to particularly affect business activities at the Broad Oak Business Park.
7.194 In principle, construction access can be achieved to all alignments and the proximity
of the alignments in Section A means that access arrangements are likely to be
similar. Therefore access has not been considered as a differentiating factor.
7.195 The alignment options do not directly affect any regional or national recreational
routes within the Stour Valley. The potential effect of construction activity on these
receptors is therefore considered to be negligible.
7.196 During operation, all overhead line alignment options would be located some
distance from regional and national recreational routes and therefore the potential
effects of open and/or filtered views of surface infrastructure are anticipated to be
negligible for users of the National Cycle Network in this study.
7.197 None of the alignment options within the Stour Valley conflict with local planning
policy and all options include the potential benefit offered through the removal of the
existing 132kV overhead line, particularly where this currently runs in close proximity
to Sturry and the Dengrove Park residential homes, Broad Oak. The removal of the
overhead line within this area also brings potential benefits to the proposed
development site to the west of Sturry, as identified within the Draft Canterbury Local
Plan. The impact of the alignment options on this potential development site were
flagged during the Summer 2013 Consultation.
7.198 The appraisal for Section A has not considered the technology type (steel lattice or Tpylon) to present a differentiator in terms of socio-economic effects beyond that
identified in the landscape and visual appraisal. The appraisal therefore considers
the alignment options without reference to technology type.

#
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Alignments 1, 2, 3 and 4 – All overhead options
7.199 All overhead line options present the potential for localised effects on horticulture and
agricultural land during both construction and operation phases. During construction,
land would be lost temporarily to accommodate the required construction working
area. During operation, land take would be associated with the footprint of the pylons
(steel lattice or T-pylon) and in both cases effects are considered to be minor given
the small quantum of land lost relative to the wider study area. It is considered
therefore that the potential effect on land use does not offer a significant differentiator
between overhead options in Section A.
7.200 Given all four overhead line options follow the same alignment within this Section,
likely impacts on tourism and recreation and local populations are anticipated to be
very similar.

Socio-economic considerations therefore do not offer a significant

differentiator between the overhead options.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
7.201 An underground option for the Stour Valley would lead to greater construction
impacts than the overhead line options due to the necessary construction swathe and
longer duration of construction activities, although these impacts would still be
temporary in nature. As with the overhead line options, the construction impact will
include both negative socio-economic effects associated with construction traffic and
potential for noise and amenity issues, as well as positive socio-economic effects
associated with local construction jobs and supply chain benefits and spend within
the local economy due to construction workforce and material supplies.
7.202 Construction will also lead to potential for temporary impacts on agricultural land due
to the necessary construction swathe required to install the underground cable.
7.203 Where the route crosses existing infrastructure (e.g. road and rail lines) there is also
potential for temporary disruption to users of these networks. National Grid would
work with the local Highway Authority and South Eastern Railway to ensure minimal
disruption to users of the main road network and railway lines and the potential effect
is considered to be minor.
7.204 During operation, any cable sealing end compounds required would result in
permanent loss of agricultural land but this is unlikely to affect the viability of farm
based business. This potential effect would be further reduced where land owners
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would benefit from an increase in working area through the removal of the existing
132kV overhead line.
7.205 The underground cable option would result in minor long-term amenity benefits for
the local population and visitors attracted to the area. However, given the context of
the current environment and the presence of pylons in the landscape this is not
considered to present a differentiator between overhead line and underground
options.
Potential for Mitigation
7.206 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
7.207 Where the works in Section A have the potential to affect Shalloak Road, the A291
Sturry Hill and South Eastern Railway’s High Speed and Ashford lines, measures
would be put in place to ensure safe working over these routes with limited or no
disruption to users. Should an underground option be pursued, works would be
completed in such a way that minimal disruption is caused to users of the road and
rail networks.
Summary
7.208 In Section A all overhead alignment options within the Stour Valley have the potential
to result in minor negative effects on a number of agricultural/horticultural land
holdings in the area. This includes short term, temporary effects on land take
required for construction activities as well as permanent land take requirements
associated with pylon foundations. The significance of land take during operation can
be minimised through mitigation and micro-siting in order to ensure that agricultural
activities can continue around the pylon locations.
7.209 The overall effect of the overhead alignment options on tourism and recreation
resources is considered to be neutral as the economic activity in this area is not
particularly focussed on tourism outside of the main settlement of Canterbury which
has limited views to the route corridor.
7.210 Drawing upon conclusions within the Landscape and Visual Amenity appraisal, it is
considered that the lattice pylon options perform best in Section A when compared to
T-pylon options, offering less visual intrusion to socio-economic receptors.
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7.211 The underground cable alignment would bring greater effect to land uses during
construction due to the necessary construction swathe and longer construction
period. This alignment also brings working restrictions which would impact on
agriculture during operation. While the underground option offers minor long-term
amenity benefits to the local communities of Broad Oak and Sturry during operation,
this is not considered sufficient to differentiate this option from the lattice overhead
line alignments. It is not considered that the underground cable alignment in Section
A offers sufficient socio-economic benefits to outweigh the socio-economic effects of
overhead alignment options.
7.212 All of the overhead alignments and the underground option have the potential to
bring benefit to the local area in terms of amenity and land use through the removal
of the existing 132kV overhead line.
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Section A: Summary of Findings
Landscape and Visual
7.213 The landscape and visual amenity appraisal concludes that a steel lattice pylon
performs best through Section A. This is primarily due to its consistent appearance
with other overhead lines visible through the first half of the Section, which are
already part of the landscape fabric, giving rise to lower adverse effects than those
that would arise from the introduction of the T-pylon. The use of consistent lattice
support structures in this situation is considered to outweigh the benefits associated
with the lower height T-pylon.
7.214 The greatest effects on views are from public rights of way to the edge of Blean
Woods. The closely related alignment of the lines and the consistent steel lattice
appearance of pylons would reduce the effect on these views. In the second half of
the Section, where no other overhead lines are present, the performance of lattice
over T-pylon is less pronounced.
7.215 As the overhead alignment options 1, 2, 3 and 4 follow the same route, there is no
preferable route option through the Stour Valley/Section A.
7.216 It is considered that an underground cable would give rise to beneficial effects on
visual amenity with localised adverse effects on the landscape resource (ancient
woodland and orchards) in Section A.

It is not considered that an overhead

alignment would result in a substantial change to the significance of these assets so
as to necessitate underground cabling.
Historic Environment
7.217 The historic environment appraisal concludes that a steel lattice pylon performs
better than the T-pylon through section A.

Lattice pylons would minimise the

potential for indirect adverse effects by virtue of being more visually permeable in
views of and from heritage assets than T-pylons and would require slightly less
ground disturbance than the T-pylon option (alignments 2 and 4). The relatively large
number of existing lattice overhead lines in the western end of this Section also
means steel lattice pylons would tend to be seen as part of the existing infrastructure.
7.218 Direct effects would be comparable for either overhead technology option, though Tpylons would potentially give rise to greater disturbance as a result of the increased
need for intrusive associated groundworks.
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7.219 Cabling options are likely to give rise to considerable disturbance of buried
archaeological features which would be difficult to mitigate effectively.
Ecology
7.220 Overall for biodiversity, the steel lattice overhead line options (Alignment 1 or 3 north
of the existing 132kV PX overhead line) perform best through Section A.
7.221 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity. The overhead alignments (1, 2, 3 and 4) would have lesser effects than
underground cabling (5), with minor, and locally moderate negative residual effects
following mitigation. Restoration of the 132kV dismantling areas would offset effects
and result in a residual minor negative effect in the short term, and neutral in the
medium term.
7.222 There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of
reduced effects to ornithological interests. On balance, T-pylons would result in a
slightly greater negative impact on habitat and species in the pre-construction and
construction phases as a result of the increased need for intrusive associated
groundworks, and so steel lattice is considered to perform better for the overhead
line alignment.
7.223 The cable alignment (5) would have minor and more frequent locally moderate
negative effects following mitigation than the overhead line alignments, and a
possible high effect in respect of the ancient woodland.
Socio-economics
7.224 The consideration of socio-economic effects of the proposed alignment options in
Section A has shown that all options bring socio-economic effects associated with
construction and operation. Due to the similar route alignments of technology types
in Section A, the anticipated effects are similar across all alignment options, although
the benefits of the undergrounding are not considered to outweigh socio-economic
effects of the overhead line options. Therefore the overhead alignment options are
recommended from a socio-economic perspective. In relation to technology type,
although the identified effects alone are not considered sufficient to differentiate
between technologies the appraisal concludes that steel lattice pylons perform best
in Section A in line with findings within the other technical appraisals.
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Overall Conclusions
7.225 Within Section A, as the overhead alignment options 1, 2, 3 and 4 follow the same
route, there is no preferable route option.
7.226 All topics consider that the steel lattice pylon performs better than the T-pylon in this
section. This is due in part to the fact the new overhead line would be consistent in
appearance to the existing lattice overhead transmission infrastructure (which is
considered to outweigh the benefits of the lower height of the T-pylon) and also the
greater visual permeability of steel lattice pylons.

This is of relevance to the

landscape and visual and historic environment appraisals. In addition, constructionrelated disturbance is expected to be slightly less for the steel lattice than the T-pylon
which would be beneficial for ecological and socio-economic receptors.
7.227 In the second half of Section A, where no other overhead lines are present, the
preference for lattice over T-pylon is less pronounced.
7.228 In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the proposed
connection would be set, together with the additional costs, archaeological,
ecological and socio-economic consequences of undergrounding.
7.229 While the underground alignment option (5) offers minor long-term visual amenity
benefits to the local communities of Broad Oak and Sturry, this is not considered
sufficient to differentiate this option from the overhead line alignments or to justify the
additional costs. Overall, it is not considered that an overhead alignment would
result in such a substantial change to landscape and views that it would necessitate
undergrounding.
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8

APPRAISAL SECTION B – SARRE PENN VALLEY
Section Boundaries

8.1

Section B extends from just south of Tile Lodge Farm to just east of Chislet. The
alignments in this Section are approximately 4.5km.
Definition of Proposed Route Options

8.2

The options for Section B are shown on Figure 1B.
Overhead line options

8.3

The steel lattice and T-pylon alignments diverge just south of Tile Lodge Farm with
Alignments 1 and 2 running to the north of the PX 132kV overhead line through the
Sarre Valley and Alignments 3 and 4 first crossing the PX 132kV overhead line
before running to the south of it towards the settlements of Hersden and Upstreet.

8.4

Where the two options diverge, Alignments 1 and 2 run in a north easterly direction to
avoid crossing Park Rough woodland before turning to run along the lower lying land
through the Sarre Valley.
Underground cable option

8.5

Through Section B the cable alignment broadly follows the northern boundary of the
route corridor in order to avoid running through the lower-lying Sarre Valley and
watercourses.
Costs of Proposed Route Options

8.6

The estimated capital installation and lifetime costs for the various options through
Section B are as follows:
Table 8.1: Summary of Estimated Capital and Lifetime Costs – Section B

Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

B
(N4.6km,
S4.5kmoverhead)
(4.8km –
cable)

N 7.47
S 7.31

N 9.02
S 8.82

42.75

N 9.13
S 8.95

N 10.74
S 10.52

44.88
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8.7

In terms of both capital and lifetime costs, an underground option would be
considerably more expensive than the overhead options. Of the overhead options,
the steel lattice pylon technology would impose lower capital and lifetime costs and
the slightly shorter southern alignment (3) would be the lowest overall.
Technical

8.8

As discussed in Chapter 6, technical considerations have been scoped out of the
options appraisal.

The following comments are therefore provided as additional

context for the different pylon types.
Alignments 1 and 2 - Steel lattice pylon and T-pylons (north of the 132kV overhead
line)
8.9

Section B starts to go through the Sarre Penn valley and consequently the ground
conditions become wetter than Section A.

8.10

Access for T pylons would therefore be more difficult than steel lattice pylons as it
would be necessary to use temporary stone access roads for all construction
accesses where suitable tracks are not available.

8.11

The same issues apply to steel lattice pylons, although this would be less of an
impact due to the ability to use trackway rather than stone access roads to enable
safe access for the construction materials and equipment.
Alignments 3 and 4 - Steel lattice pylon and T-pylons (south of the 132kV overhead
line)

8.12

There is one additional road crossing than alignments 1 and 2 (an industrial park
access

road).

There

is

also

a

requirement

for

a

132kV

temporary

undergrounding/lowering of the PX route (2 circuits) on these options.

This

alignment crosses Nethergong Hill in a narrow corridor very close to three houses.
This pinch point may not be possible for T-pylons due to their greater width
requirements.
8.13

Access issues are as previously described although this alignment is closer to the
main road (A28).

!
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Alignment 5 - underground cable
8.14

There would be similar access issues for the underground cable works as for any of
the overhead line alignments. There is one minor road crossing in this Section.
Depending on the buoyancy of cables in wet areas there may be a need to use more
cement bound sand (CBS) which would increase traffic movements due to increased
delivery and possible spoil removal.
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Landscape
Baseline Conditions
Designated Landscapes – refer to Figure 4A
8.15

There are no Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in Section B, however at
its nearest point the Kent Downs (AONB) is within 6.5km at Patrixbourne.

The

intervening landscape between the AONB and Section B is gently rolling with areas
of mature woodland blocks. The area also includes Westbere Marshes which is a
wetland reserve consisting primarily of a vast expanse of reedbed interspersed by
ditches, ponds and stands of mature willow.

To the south of the route corridor

through Section B lies the River Great Stour.
8.16

Canterbury World Heritage Site (WHS) (Canterbury Cathedral, St Augustine's Abbey,
and St Martin's Church), scheduled monuments and associated listed buildings lie
approximately 6.5km at its nearest point.

8.17

Section B includes a linear section of the Wantsum Channel Area of High Landscape
Value (AHLV). The area is characterised by a vast, flat, open landscape defined by
the presence of an ancient field system, and defined by an extensive ditch and dyke
system, the sea walls and isolated groups of trees.

These elements provide

important visual evidence of the physical evolution of the Wantsum Channel and, like
other marsh areas in Kent, produce huge open skies. Local Planning Policy deems
that it is not of sufficient quality to be considered of County significance but it has a
distinctive high quality landscape.
landscape quality and value.

The designation seeks to protect the special

In considering applications for development within

these areas the Council will pay particular attention to the impact of the proposals on
the local landscape character and/or role and on its historic setting. Development
proposals, which would cause unacceptable harm, will not be permitted.
8.18

The route corridor passes in close proximity (approximately 25m) to Tile Lodge
conservation area, and is influenced by views northwards towards Hoath and
Rusbourne conservation areas. The Hoath conservation area is unusual in that the
landscape setting includes far more open country than is normally the case. The
character of the conservation area is one of historic settlements being set in a
relatively open, historic landscape.

Within the Tile Lodge conservation area the

complex of buildings at Tile Lodge is partly surrounded by tree screening and hedges
on two sides and is partially hidden from views from the north and east by hedges
and falling ground. Tile Lodge Farm’s farmhouse and oast-house with the open
##
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planted and landscaped space between them and the road, and the adjacent garden
areas and trees and hedges, are the character elements. .
National Landscape Character Assessment
8.19

Section B of the route corridor falls within the National Landscape Character Area
113: North Kent Plain, characterised by the former Countryside Agency (now Natural
England) in 2005 and has been described previously in relation to Section A.
Local Landscape Character Assessment - refer to Figure 4B

8.20

Section A of the Study Area falls within three of the defined Local Landscape
Character Areas (LCA) from Canterbury City Council’s Landscape and Biodiversity
Appraisal of the Canterbury District:

8.21

•

Hoath Farmlands (LCA 38);

•

Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet (LCA 4); and

•

Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere (LCA 29).

Section B falls largely within the Hoath Farmlands, which stretch from north of Sturry
in the west to Upstreet in the east, and encompasses Chislet and stretches to
Boyden Gate at the northern most point. The boundary of Section A/B stops just
before Tile Lodge Farm and only a relatively small section of this LCA falls within this
Section of the route corridor. This is an open arable landscape with medium to largescale fields with small isolated woodlands. The Hoath Farmlands are described in the
LCA as being in ‘poor’ condition and whilst the pattern of the landscape is coherent
there has been extensive loss of hedgerows as a result of agricultural intensification.
Modern housing, caravan sites and large agricultural barns detract from the
traditional landscape, whilst pylons are sited across the southern slopes. The
Landscape is described as ‘moderately’ sensitive in consideration of the isolated
woodlands and fragmented hedgerows, which retain the distinctiveness of the area
and are likely to be of historic origin. Intermittent tree cover and the rolling
topography create a ‘moderately’ visible landscape.

Guidelines include avoiding

visually dominant elements in the open landscape and conserving hedgerows.
8.22

Section B also includes a linear section of the Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet, which is
a wide, flat former inlet of the Wantsum Channel, which is a predominantly open
landscape with limited tree cover. The Sarre Penn is a stream, which lies alongside
arable flat fields that have a tendency to flood. There are no buildings within the area,

#
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and only a road which crosses the Nethergong Penn. The overall condition of this
character area is ‘good’ and the open topography and linear Penns provide visual
unity, even though the area has a mixture of land uses.

There are few visual

detractors, and the sensitivity of the LCA is classified as ‘high’. Views are obtained
towards Chislet, Hersden, Upstreet and Sarre and overall the visibility is classified as
‘moderate’.
8.23

Guidelines for this LCA are to conserve, and include the conservation of the
undeveloped character of the landscape and the avoidance of introducing large scale
or incongruous elements in the open landscape.

8.24

To the south of Section B (in the vicinity of Upstreet) the landscape falls within the
edge of the Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere LCA. Small areas of mixed deciduous
woodland are scattered across the area however many hedgerows have been
removed to create large arable fields on the upper slopes.

Views tend to be

enclosed by vegetation and built development around urban areas, however, broad
views towards Hoath are available. Overall this area is described in the LCA as
being an area of ‘low’ sensitivity with a weak sense of place. The landscape has
been eroded to such an extent it has little of its own identity. The visibility of the area
is overall classified as ‘moderate’ with some views fragmented by tree cover and
development, which contain some views. The Guidelines of the LCA highlight the
need for improvement including improving the landscape structure through repairing
the damaged landscape. The guidelines also consider that extensive or obtrusive
elements on the visually sensitive valley sides and ridgeline should be resisted.
8.25

The landscape character of Section B is broadly contiguous with the Hoath
Farmlands Character Area from the Canterbury Landscape Assessment.
Landscape Features

8.26

Section B includes small groups of ancient and semi-natural woodland, including
Park Rough/Joiners Wood and Broad Wood. Ancient woodland is more sensitive to
change and contributes to the wider character and integrity of the landscape.

8.27

Section B also encompasses a fragmented network of hedgerows scattered along
lanes and internal field boundaries with small isolated blocks of semi-natural
woodland. These landscape features retain the distinctiveness of the area but overall
the functional integrity of the landscape is weak.

#
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8.28

Overall it is considered that the landscape features in Section B are of low-medium
sensitivity to change.
Landscape Value

8.29

There are no national level landscape designations within Section B. This section of
the route corridor does include a swathe of the Wantsum Channel AHLV. These
marshes are a distinctive feature and form a dramatic open landscape of ditches and
fields, reclaimed from the sea. The area also includes all the flood plain of the River
Stour.

The Sarre Penn Valley is characterised by a vast, flat, open landscape

defined by the presence of an ancient field system, defined by an extensive ditch and
dyke system, the sea walls and isolated groups of trees. These elements provide
important visual evidence of the physical evolution of the Wantsum Channel and
produce huge open skies.
8.30

Overall it is deemed that the value of the landscape in Section B is considered to be
medium-high.
Landscape Condition

8.31

The Hoath Farmlands is classified as ‘poor’ condition and whilst the pattern of the
landscape is coherent there has been extensive loss of hedgerows as a result of
agricultural intensification. The isolated woodlands and fragmented hedgerows retain
the distinctiveness of the area and are likely to be of medieval origin. The condition
of the Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet is in contrast with a strong unity and distinctive
character of high sensitivity and in ‘good’ condition. The condition of the LCAs within
this section of the route corridor are recorded as being ‘medium’ sensitivity overall in
consideration of the AHLV.

There are some signs of decline such as the

occasionally gappy hedgerows and some poorer areas around urban edges.
8.32

Overall it is considered that the Landscape condition is medium.
Landscape Sensitivity

8.23

Overall the landscape is in poor condition and whilst the pattern of the landscape is
coherent, there has been extensive loss of hedgerows as a result of agricultural
intensification. The sensitivity of the landscape character is lessened also by already
being subject to wider views, which include existing 132kV overhead lines. The
landscape of the AHLV is however of important value and it is in ‘good’ condition,

#
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which increases its sensitivity to overhead line development. The overall sensitivity of
the landscape is considered to be medium.
Landscape Capacity
8.33

With regards to the landscape capacity, the Hoath Farmlands are an open arable
landscape with medium to large scale fields with small isolated woodland. There are
several settlements including the villages of Hersden and Upstreet and currently
subject to the PX overhead line traversing the area, which provide ubanising
influences in the character area. Overall it is considered to have a medium capacity
to accommodate large structures due to the influence of the settlement size and
proximity to the route corridor within Section B. The landscape capacity of the
Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet to accommodate a 400kV overhead line would be lower
due to the high sensitivity of the LCA and its undeveloped nature.

8.34

The presence of these existing overhead lines in the landscape increases the
capacity to accommodate a further overhead line particularly as the PX overhead line
would be removed.

8.35

The overall the capacity to accommodate new overhead lines is medium.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)

8.36

The proposed alignment option 1 passes in close proximity to Tile Lodge Farm
conservation area and listed buildings at Chislet, with views available from
Rushbourne and Hoath conservation areas. The introduction of a 400kV overhead
line would be a detracting element in the setting of these heritage assets as their
setting is influenced by their relationship with the surrounding landscape and the
availability of views to and from them.

There would be a moderate adverse

magnitude of effect (scale of change) to the setting of the assets and resultant
moderate adverse direct effects.
8.37

Alignment 1 would introduce a 400kV overhead line into a different area up to 1km
distant from the PX overhead line in Section B.

8.38

A new 400kV steel lattice overhead line across a western part of the Hoath
Farmlands LCA in Section B would introduce an overhead lineto a different part of
the LCA to the existing PX overhead line. This would be partially backgrounded by
Blean Woods to the north. Whilst only a small section of the Nethergong Sarre Penn
#
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Inlet falls within this Section, it is graded high sensitivity and of good landscape
condition, resulting in a higher magnitude of effect (scale of change) of a potential
new overhead line traversing this character area.
8.39

A proposed steel lattice overhead line in Section B would have moderate adverse
effects on the landscape character of the Hoath Farmlands LCA, which is generally in
poor condition and has moderate landscape sensitivity to the proposed overhead
line.

8.40

A short proportion of the alignment crosses through the Wantsum Channels AHLV.
The PX overhead line would be removed and replaced with the 400kV line on an
alignment further to the north. The proposed line would be slightly longer than that
being removed and would have a moderate adverse magnitude of effect (scale of
change) on the AHLV, and would result in a moderate adverse significance of effect.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)

8.41

Alignment 2 would introduce a 400kV overhead line into a different area up to 1km
distant from the PX overhead line in Section B. Due to its lower height the T-pylon
would give rise to a less adverse effect on the landscape, particularly in the wider
more open landscape across the Hoath Farmlands LCA as compared to the standard
steel lattice pylon, and because of the greater effectiveness of filtering and screening
of views. However, a new overhead line using the T-pylon would tend to appear
more prominent in near views due to it having a solid central column and cross
beam.

8.42

It is considered that there would be moderate adverse effects on the setting of the
Tile Lodge Farm conservation area as a result of the T-pylon due to the high
sensitivity of the receptor and the predicted moderate magnitude of effect. The Tpylon would appear more prominent in near views due to it having a solid central
column and cross beam.

8.43

Effects are assessed the same as for Alignment 1 – steel lattice, on the Wantsum
Channels AHLV.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)

8.44

Alignment 3 provides a very slightly wider separation from conservation areas and
the magnitude of effect is assessed as moderate.
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8.45

Alignment 3 runs parallel and in close proximity to the existing PX overhead line
which already influences the landscape resource.

8.46

There would be no change in effects on Landscape Character Areas as assessed
with Alignment Option 1. The introduction of a steel lattice overhead line would
follow in close proximity to the existing PX overhead line and cross the AHLV at a
narrower section compared to alignment options 1 and 2, therefore lessening the
overall magnitude of effect when compared with Alignment Option 1. Alignment 3
would result in a moderate adverse effect on the AHLV.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)

8.47

There would be no change in predicted effects on the setting of heritage assets and
AHLV as addressed above for Alignment Option 3.

8.48

The T-pylon would however be less visible in the wider landscape due to filtering and
screening by intervening hedgerow and trees, and the lower height reducing its
visibility at distances and making it less likely to protrude above surrounding higher
ground.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

8.49

An underground cable route would avoid the moderate adverse effects on landscape
associated with alignment options 1-4.

However, there would be potential for

moderate adverse effects on the Wantsum Channel AHLV. The laying of cables in
trenches would have an adverse effect on drainage ditches and channels, ground
cover vegetation and trees. Although some of these effects are temporary, in the
longer term the marshes natural drainage pattern may still be altered and it is
considered that the landscape would take time to restore.
8.50

An underground cable route would not lead to any substantial long term negative
effects on the Hoath Farmlands (LCA 38), Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet (LCA 4) and
Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere (LCA 29) if disturbance to characteristic landscape
features such as hedgerow field boundaries is avoided through routeing.

8.51

During construction an underground cable route in Section B would have a moderate
adverse magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape quality and condition
reducing to a low adverse magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape
following reinstatement and re-establishment. These negative effects on landscape
would be short term except where permanent tree/hedgerow loss cannot be avoided.
#
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8.52

The removal of the PX overhead line would result in minor positive effects on the
landscape.
Potential for Mitigation

8.53

General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
Overhead line

8.54

Route optimisation would ensure that the maximum possible distance of separation is
achieved between sensitive receptors such as conservation areas and ancient
woodland through Section B. In addition, mitigation by reinstating gaps in hedges
and replanting old hedges particularly in the Hoath Farmlands LCA with new
hedgerow tree planting in the vicinity of a new overhead line, would be in keeping
with the existing landscape character and could also assist in reducing potential
significant effects.

8.55

Siting pylons to maximise backgrounding and taking the shortest route through the
AHLV would assist in reducing significant potential adverse effects.
Underground cable

8.56

The use of directional drilling techniques to cross the Wantsum Channel AHLV could
be used to minimise effects however long term moderate adverse effects would
remain.
Summary

8.57

Within Section B the landscape value, condition and sensitivity have been assessed
as ‘medium’ with an overall ‘medium’ capacity for this proposed type of development.
The landscape is of moderate vulnerability to change and development of this nature
would result in locally significant adverse effects on some sensitive landscape
resources.

8.58

With regards to alignment options 1 and 2, the route runs in close proximity to the
Tile Lodge conservation area however the proximity between the north (1 and 2) and
south (3 and 4) alignments is negligible in terms of the potential effects on the
heritage assets.

Alignment options 1 and 2 also have the potential for more

significant adverse landscape effects on the most western point of Wantsum Channel
AHLV and on the Nethergong Sarre Penn LCA (LCA4). It is considered however,
that alignment options 1 and 2 would have an overall reduced effect on landscape
#
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features such as hedgerow and woodland and the prominence of an overhead line
would be less compared to alignment options 3 and 4 due to more prominent
topography. From a wider landscape character standpoint, alignment options 1 and
2 (north of the 132 kV PX overhead line) perform better. Alignment 5, underground
cabling would give rise to potential for moderate adverse effects on the Wantsum
Channel AHLV. However the magnitude of change to the AHLV from an overhead
connection would not be significant enough to warrant underground cabling.
8.59

Overall a new 400kV overhead line using the T-pylon would have comparable
residual effects on the landscape quality and character in Section B to the steel
lattice pylons. However the T-pylon would be less visible in the wider landscape due
to filtering and screening by intervening hedgerow and trees and backgrounding. Its
lower height would reduce its visibility at distances making it less likely to be visible
above surrounding higher ground and in potential views from more sensitive
designated landscapes. It is therefore considered that from a landscape standpoint
Alignment 2 – T-pylon performs best for Section B - Sarre Penn Valley.

#!
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Visual Amenity
Baseline Conditions – Refer to Figures 4C and 4D
8.60

Views within Section B are heavily influenced by landform and vegetation. Where
the corridor follows the Nethergong and Sarre Penn (water channels) north of
Hersden, valley sides rise to either side both shortening and enclosing views.
Woodland blocks and hedgerows along lanes and arable field boundaries filter, and
in some cases screen views.

8.61

The Stour Valley slopes form a ridge along the southern side of the corridor and
there are wide open views from the ridge, and the A28 which follows it, south across
the Stodmarsh valley.

8.62

The main public views of the route corridor in Section B are experienced by high
sensitivity visual receptors using public rights of way along the Nethergong Penn
valley floor and on the south facing valley slopes, around Hoath. These open views
along the valley include arable land and woodland blocks with the PX overhead line
partially visible on the higher ground to the south. The commercial and industrial
developments along the A28 are partially visible and are unsympathetic in the view.

8.63

Public views of the route corridor are available from the roads which cross the valley,
Bredlands Lane to the west of Hersden and Nethergong Hill - Sandpit Hill at
Upstreet. The view from Bredlands Lane is foreshortened by landform and woodland
blocks and the PX overhead line is in close proximity. The PX overhead line also
oversails Nethergong Hill and the views along the valley are wide and open with
vegetation along the water channel, arable fields and properties at Hollow Street and
Chislet Forstal evident higher up the north valley slope.

8.64

Public views of the route corridor from the A28 are generally screened by residential
and commercial development which flanks large sections of the road. However,
views open up between Hersden and Upstreet, where there are wide ranging views
to the north and south. The upper sections of the PX overhead line pylons are visible
to the north as they run in parallel to the road along the Nethergong Penn valley.

8.65

The main views from settlements in Section B are from the edge of Hersden and
Upstreet. Views from properties away from the settlement edge are often obscured
by intervening built form and vegetation. Properties on the northern edge of Hersden
have filtered and partial near views of the route corridor with the PX overhead line
crossing the view in the middle distance with woodland and landform in the
#
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background. The land between the existing edge of settlement and the PX line is
identified as a potential development site within the Draft Canterbury District Local
Plan (2013) (see Chapter 3). Should the plan be adopted this allocation would
include up to 800 dwellings (and other land uses).

Assuming that development

comes forward, properties on the existing settlement edge would become enclosed
by other housing and any views of countryside to the north would become obscured
by built form and alignment options 3 and 4 would run through this site. Properties
on the main road (A28, Island Road) through Upstreet have open, near views of the
route corridor to the north with the PX overhead line crossing the view in the middle
distance. Properties on Nethergong Hill are within the route corridor and have near
views of the PX overhead line as it oversails the road south of Nethergong Farm.
8.66

Residential properties at Tile Lodge Farm are close to the boundary between
Sections A and B. These sensitive receptors have near views of the route corridor in
Sections A and B as it passes in close proximity to the southern edge of the
properties.

The near view includes the PX overhead line which is partly

backgrounded by landform and woodland as it crosses up the contours on the facing
valley slope.
8.67

Residential properties on the north valley slopes at Hoath, Hollow Street and Chislet
have middle distance views, down to and across the route corridor. The commercial
and industrial developments on the south side of the valley are partially visible and
are unsympathetic in the view.

The PX overhead line is partially visible in the

distance crossing the south valley slopes with woodland blocks intercepting some
views.
8.68

Given the scenic qualities of the landscape and the commonplace nature of the
views, views within Section B are generally local and of moderate importance.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)

8.69

The greatest negative effects on views would be experienced by high sensitivity
visual receptors located within the route corridor or directly adjacent and would
include users of public rights of way and residential properties.

8.70

Views from public rights of way along and around Nethergong Penn would
experience low to moderate negative effects where the PX overhead line is removed
from the view but replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a broadly parallel but
#
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closer alignment. Although the 400kV pylons would be larger they would be aligned
on a lower contour through the valley, benefiting from backgrounding and reducing
the visual effect.
8.71

The greatest negative magnitude of effect on private views would be from Tile Lodge
Farm and cottages where the existing PX overhead line is removed from the filtered
view but replaced by the 400kV overhead line in closer proximity and with the
potential for a tension pylon within 120m of the southern boundary. Although the
400kV pylons would be larger they would be aligned on a lower contour, benefiting
from backgrounding and reducing the visual effect. Existing vegetation along the
property boundary and the Nethergong Penn provides important filtering of the view.

8.72

There would be low level negative effects on views from properties at Hoath, Hollow
Street and Chislet where the PX overhead line is removed from the distant view,
sometimes viewed against the sky, and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a
similar but closer alignment. Although the 400kV pylons would be larger they would
be aligned on a lower contour through the valley, benefiting from backgrounding thus
reducing the visual effect.

8.73

Positive visual effects on public views would be experienced by motorists on the A28
where the PX overhead line would be removed from middle distance views and
replaced with the 400kV overhead line on a more distant alignment. Although the
400kV pylons would be larger they would be lower in the valley reducing the visual
effect.

8.74

Positive visual effects would be experienced by those residential properties likely to
be constructed on a potential development site at Hersden within the Draft
Canterbury District Local Plan (2013) to the north of the existing settlement edge.
Properties on the northern edge of the proposed development would have the PX
overhead line removed from foreground views and replaced with the 400kV overhead
line on a more distant and oblique alignment. The overhead line would also be lower
lying and in some cases beyond woodland and trees removing it from the view
altogether.

8.75

Positive visual effects would be experienced by residential properties on the north
side of the A28 at Upstreet where the PX overhead line would be removed from near
and middle distance views and replaced with the 400kV overhead line on a more
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distant alignment. The overhead line would also be lower lying and in some cases
seen beyond trees and vegetation, reducing the visual effect.
8.76

Positive visual effects would be experienced by workplace receptors at Chislet
Business Park where the PX overhead line would be removed from near views to the
east and west (and in some foreground views where it oversails the property) and
replaced with the 400kV overhead line viewed in the middle distance to the north.
The pylons, although taller, would be backgrounded by the north valley slopes which
would help to reduce the overall visual effect.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)

8.77

Alignment 2 is the same as alignment 1 and the visual receptors are broadly the
same. However the magnitude of effect on some receptors is different due to the
context within which the different pylon structures are viewed.

8.78

In Section B the PX overhead line would be removed and the 400kV overhead line
would be seen in isolation. The benefit of viewing coherent and similar structures in
the same view, which was relevant to Section A, does not therefore apply to Section
B.

8.79

The lower height of the T-pylon means that it is visible for a shorter distance than the
lattice pylon.

This is significant in a valley landscape such as Section B where

topography also plays a part in limiting views. However, the T-pylon tends to benefit
less from backgrounding due to the solid central column being considerably thicker
and visually impermeable compared to the steel lattice.
8.80

As a result there are a number of near receptors which would experience a greater
negative magnitude of effect arising from Alignment 2 giving rise to moderate
adverse effects. These are public views from public rights of way within the valley,
along and around Nethergong Penn, and workplace receptors at Chislet Business
Park where T-pylons would be in near views where the solid structure would be more
prominent and the backgrounding provided by the valley slopes less effective.
Private views experiencing moderate adverse effects are from Tile Lodge Farm and
cottages where the close proximity T-pylon’s solid central column, cross beam and
diamond configuration of conductors would form a larger element in the view, and
would benefit less from backgrounding.
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8.81

Those receptors which would experience less adverse magnitude of effect arising
from Alignment 2 would be private, elevated middle distance views from properties at
Hoath, Hollow Street and Chislet where the lower height T-pylon would be visible
over a shorter distance and where existing intervening vegetation would reduce the
apparent height.

8.82

Alignment 2 gives rise to similar positive effects on public and private receptors as
Alignment 1 with the removal of the PX overhead line.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)

8.83

The greatest negative effects on views would be experienced by high sensitivity
visual receptors located within the route corridor or directly adjacent and are primarily
residential properties at Hersden, Upstreet and Tile Lodge Farm.

8.84

Moderate to high negative visual effects would be experienced by those residential
properties likely to be constructed on land between the existing edge of settlement
and the PX line which is identified as a potential development site within the Draft
Canterbury District Local Plan (2013). Should the plan be adopted this allocation
would include up to 800 dwellings (and other land uses). Properties would have the
PX overhead line removed from foreground views and replaced with the 400kV
overhead line on an oblique alignment running through the development site. Upper
sections of pylons would likely be visible from residential properties on St Albans
Road seen above the roofs of intervening buildings. Residential properties at the
eastern end of Hersden benefit from the screening provided by Little Joiner’s Wood.

8.85

Moderate to high negative visual effects would be experienced by properties on the
north side of the A28 at Upstreet. The PX overhead line would be removed from
near, north facing views and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a parallel but
closer alignment.

On Nethergong Hill the overhead line would pass between

residential properties south of Nethergong Farm with pylons and conductors (wires)
prominent in foreground views.
8.86

At Tile Lodge Farm and cottages moderate negative visual effects would arise where
the existing PX overhead line would be removed from the middle distance but
replaced by the 400kV overhead line in the near view crossing up the contours on an
oblique alignment. The 400kV pylons would be larger and would be viewed against
the sky to a large extent. Existing vegetation along the property boundary and the
Nethergong Penn provides important filtering of the view.
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8.87

There would be a negligible effect on properties at Hoath, Hollow Street and Chislet
where the PX overhead line would be removed from the distant view, sometimes
viewed against the sky, and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a parallel but
more distant alignment. Although the 400kV pylons would be larger and on a slightly
higher contour the magnitude of effect is not anticipated to fundamentally affect
visual amenity.

8.88

Low negative visual effects on public views would be experienced by motorists on the
A28 where the existing PX overhead line would be removed from the middle distance
view and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a broadly parallel but closer
alignment. Views from the road are relatively open and the larger structures would
appear prominent in the view with little backgrounding.

8.89

Views from public rights of way along and around Nethergong Penn would
experience low to moderate negative effects where the PX overhead line would be
removed from the view but replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a parallel but
more distant alignment. Although the 400kV pylons would be further away from the
receptor the taller structures would be aligned on a higher contour close to the top of
the valley slope. This would increase their visibility over a greater distance and they
would be viewed against the sky.

8.90

Positive visual effects would be experienced by workplace receptors at Chislet
Business Park where the PX overhead line would be removed from near views to the
east and west (and in some foreground views where it oversails the property) and
replaced with the 400kV overhead line viewed in the middle distance to the south,
oversailing the hedged access road.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)

8.91

Alignment 4 is the same as alignment 3 and the visual receptors are broadly the
same. As was previously the case with alignments 1 and 2, the magnitude of effect
on some receptors is different due to the context within which the pylons are viewed.

8.92

Those receptors which would experience a greater negative magnitude of effect
arising from Alignment 4 are close range private receptors at Hersden, Upstreet and
Tile Lodge Farm and public visual receptors using the A28. These receptors have
near views where the solid structure would be more prominent and where the cross
beam and diamond configuration of conductors would form a larger element in the
view. In these cases the T-pylon would also benefit less from backgrounding.
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8.93

Alignment 4 gives rise to similar positive effects as Alignment 3 on public visual
receptors in their workplace at Chislet Business Park.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

8.94

An underground cable route would avoid the negative effects on views associated
with an overhead line in Section B. An underground cable route would lead to long
term positive effects on views from all receptors where the PX overhead line is
present in the view. These receptors would have a higher positive magnitude of
effect where the existing overhead line is in foreground views.

These receptors

include public rights of way, residential properties, places of work and public roads.
8.95

Throughout Section B the cable route would have a localised negative effect on
views due to the permanent loss of hedgerows and trees.
Potential for Mitigation

8.96

General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.

8.97

Supplementary planting to property boundaries if required, subject to landowner
agreement, would be in keeping with the existing local character and could assist in
reducing potential effects on views from Tile Lodge Farm.
Summary

8.98

With regard to views and visual amenity Alignment 1 is preferred through Section B.
This option would result in the greatest beneficial visual effect on a moderately large
proportion of sensitive residential receptors throughout the Section, and specifically
at Hersden and Upstreet, primarily arising from the removal of the PX overhead
linefrom near views. Alignment 1 does give rise to negative visual effects on a small
proportion of sensitive public receptors from local public rights of way and on a small
proportion of more distant private residential receptors at Hoath, Hollow Street and
Chislet. Alignment 2 affects the same proportion of receptors and in a similar way,
but with slightly greater negative effects on sensitive public and private receptors
where T-pylons are more prominent in near views and the backgrounding provided
by the valley slopes less effective. From more distant views the lower height of the
T-pylon would be beneficial as it is visible for a shorter distance within the valley.

8.99

Alignment 3 gives rise to negative visual effects on a moderately large proportion of
sensitive residential receptors at Hersden and Upstreet through the placing of larger
pylons in close proximity and similarly but to a lesser extent, on public rights of way.
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Alignment 4 affects the same proportion of receptors in a similar way, but with
greater negative effects on sensitive public and private receptors where T-pylons are
more prominent in near views with less effective backgrounding.
8.100 Overall, an underground cable route, Alignment 5, would result in a positive effect on
visual amenity in Section B with only localised negative effects in the vicinity of
removed trees or any sealing end compounds.

The use of directional drilling

techniques to cross watercourses and roads (Hoath Road, Bredlands Lane and
Sandpit Hill) would minimise effects on these features, associated trees and
hedgerows.
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Historic Environment
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 5B
8.101 There are no scheduled monuments within the route corridor or within 1km of the
route corridor in Section B.
8.102 There is a single Grade II listed building within the route corridor at Chislet Park.
This is a designated heritage asset of high significance.
8.103 There are several listed buildings within 1km of the route corridor within Section B.
These are located at:
•

Tile Lodge Farm (Tile Lodge Farm House, Oasthouses and Barn at Tile Lodge
Farm: Grade II);

•

Bredlands Farmhouse (Grade II); and

•

within the villages of Chislet and Upstreet.

8.104 There are four listed buildings within Chislet: the Church of St Mary the Virgin (Grade
I), Chislet Court (Grade II), Oasthouses at Chislet Court (Grade II), Church Cottage
(Grade II) and Hollow Street Cottages (Grade II). There are seven Grade II listed
buildings in Upstreet; Grove Court, Grove Ferry Inn, Vision House, La Cresi D’or,
Port Farm, Port Farm Barn and Port Farm Granary. Other listed buildings within
Section B comprise Tudor House, Chislet Forstal (Grade II*), Hollow Street Cottages
(Grade II), and Chitty Farmhouse, Holmleigh, Invicta Cottages and The Old School
House, Chitty (Grade II). These are designated assets of high (Grade II) and very
high (Grade I and II*) significance.
8.105 There are four conservation areas within Section B:
•

Hoath, Rushbourne and Tile Lodge;

•

Chislet and Chitty;

•

Hollow Street and Chislet Forstal; and

•

Upstreet.

8.106 These are designated heritage assets of high significance.
8.107 There are no World Heritage Sites, Registered Battlefields or Registered Parks and
Gardens within or within 1km of Section B.
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8.108 There are several previously recorded non-designated heritage assets and
archaeological features within the route corridor in Section B which include:
•

Prehistoric and Roman agricultural and settlement sites west of Upstreet. These
features appear to be clustered quite tightly on the ridgeline which was followed
by a Roman Road on the same alignment as the present A28. These assets may
extend down the slope towards the Sarre Penn; these are probably of medium
significance.

•

Undated cropmark features east of Chislet Park. Little is known about these
features which appear to reflect agricultural activity but which may be suggestive
of the presence of further archaeological heritage assets. These assets are of
probably of low significance.

•

World War II sites such as the crash site of a Messerschmitt Bf109E-4 near Tile
Lodge Farm and defensive features east of Chislet Park. These assets generally
represent isolated elements of a wider distribution of sites and features which is
reasonably well understood. The condition of these sites will determine their
significance, which is most likely to be low.

•

A number of chance finds of artefactual material which may be indicative of
further, as yet unrecorded archaeological remains.

8.109 The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation notes the presence of a small area of
pre-1810 valley-side woodland north of Hersden.

This asset is of low heritage

significance, and other historic landscape types reflect modern agricultural
intensification and are of negligible heritage significance.
8.110 No non-designated heritage assets have been identified where the potential for
indirect effects is sufficient to give rise to any material consideration in the selection
of a preferred route alignment.
8.111 In summary, as in Section A, the character of heritage asset classes within Section B
is largely rural, in a countryside setting beyond the suburban fringe of Canterbury.
Assessment of Effects
8.112 In Section B, the route options follow markedly different alignments. Consequently,
any distinction between the potential effects of the proposed scheme will derive from
both choice of technology and route alignment.

!
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8.113 As noted for Section A, effects of the overhead line options arising from change to
the setting of designated heritage assets will result primarily from the appearance of
pylons in views of or from heritage assets although other aspects of the proposed
works may give rise to change in the settings of heritage assets.
8.114 The differing potential for indirect effects associated with the different technology
options are the same as those discussed for Section A, although it should be noted
that the more open aspect of the landscape in Section B means that the reduced
visual prominence of T-pylons arising from the reduced visibility against the skyline
may be less pronounced.
8.115 Direct effects are also likely to vary in the same way as discussed for Section A.
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)
8.116 Alignment 1 would result in a medium magnitude negative effect on the setting of the
Grade II listed buildings at Tile Lodge. There is strong screening in views south from
the farmhouse, from intervening hedgerow planting and from the oasthouses from
intervening agricultural buildings. These assets are not clearly visible in views in
which the pylons would comprise prominent features, which will restrict any adverse
effects to a degree. However, upper elements of the overhead line are likely to be
visible above any screening and the increased proximity of the proposed overhead
line alignment as compared to the existing PX 132 kV alignment means that some
change would occur, particularly where pylons would be visible in simultaneous
views with the distinctive roofline of the Grade II listed oasthouse.
8.117 Alignment 1 would result in a low magnitude negative effect on the Tile Lodge Farm
conservation area.

This alignment would not be visible in views out of the

conservation area to the south which make a contribution to the special character of
the area, but would be discernible in more general views that provide a regional rural
context. The Hoath and Rushbourne conservation areas are located further north on
higher ground and would be subject to negligible change, at most. Alignment 1 would
be located further from these assets, reducing the prominence of the alignment and
affording views in which the alignment would be largely screened by intervening
planting and more frequently seen against the background formed by the valley side.
8.118 Alignment 1 could result in a negligible adverse effect on the Grade II listed
Bredlands Farmhouse. There is limited potential for filtered views from the listed
building due to screening from the barn to the north and hedgerows to the east and
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west. It is unlikely that Alignment 1 would present any increase in effect over the
existing 132kV overhead line, which does not detract from the setting of the farm.
8.119 Alignment 1 would result in a negligible or low magnitude adverse effect on the listed
farmhouse at Chislet Park. The modern ancillary structures to the north of the Grade
II listed buildings are likely to screen the overhead line from view and the proposed
alignment, while discernibly taller than the existing 132kV overhead line, would be
further from the asset.
8.120 Alignment 1 could result in a low magnitude adverse effect on listed buildings within
Chislet. There are some long views east and south east across the large open fields
above the Sarre Penn Valley, from the churchyard of the Grade I listed Church of St
Mary the Virgin. At present the existing 132kV overhead line can be seen in the
distance over 1km to the south east, though it does not form a dominant feature
within the landscape. Alignment 1 may be more prominent; it would be located
closer to the church and the pylons would be taller, but would also be located lower
in the valley, reducing their prominence above the horizon in these views.

The

alignment would be visible in views to the east across the open fields north of the
Sarre Penn, though to the south east it would be seen against woodland at
Puddlelock Wood. Alignment 1 is unlikely to be visible from Church Cottage (Grade
II), the setting of which is defined by its location on Church Lane to the immediate
north west of the Church of St Mary. Chislet Court (Grade II) and its associated
oasthouses (Grade II) form a group along with Church Cottage. Alignment 1 would
also result in a low magnitude negative effect on the setting of Chislet Court, which
faces south, affording views of the rural landscape. In these views, Alignment 1
would be perceptible to the south against the back drop of trees at Puddledock Wood
and may be more prominent in views to the south east. Alignment 1 would also be
visible in views of the conservation area from the south around the A28 west of
Upstreet, in which the tower of St Mary’s church is visible, though not prominent.
8.121 Alignment 1 is unlikely to affect the setting of the Grade II listed buildings at Chitty or
Hollow Street as they are heavily screened by shelter planting and mature
hedgerows. There are unlikely to be any views to or from the village in which the
Alignment would result in any detraction.
8.122 Alignment 1 would result in a low magnitude negative effect on part of Chislet and
Chitty conservation areas as the pylons will be at closer proximity than the existing
132kV overhead line; however, as noted above, this change would be of low
#
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magnitude as the pylons would be on lower ground than at present and are unlikely
to be perceived as dominant from within the village due to existing shelter planting.
There may be some slight detraction from the character of locations on the fringes of
the conservation area where wider views to the south east, which contribute
positively to the special character of the conservation area, are available. Hollow
Street and Chislet Forstal conservation area is heavily screened by mature
hedgerows and shelter planting.
8.123 Alignment 1 would not result in any discernible change in the setting of Grade II listed
buildings or the conservation area at Upstreet. Views northwards from the listed
buildings are all but precluded by intervening development and the conservation area
here has a distinct south-facing aspect as a result of the underlying topography.
8.124 There is potential for Alignment 1 to have a negative effect on buried archaeological
remains at pylon locations (as well as the ancillary work locations common to all
route options). There are relatively few previously identified archaeological heritage
assets within this route corridor, and while it seems likely that this may reflect an
absence of previous archaeological work, there also appears to be a genuine
preponderance of archaeological heritage assets on the ridges of higher ground to
the north and south of Alignment 1.
8.125 To the north east of Tile Lodge Farm the crash site of a Messerschmitt Bf109E-4 is
recorded. The site was excavated by the Historic Aircraft Archaeology Group but
nothing was found. It is unlikely that significant archaeological remains relating to the
crash site would be encountered.
8.126 Within Alignment 1 near Chislet and Chitty there is potential for previously
unrecorded remains of prehistoric settlement.

A group of ring ditches and an

enclosure are recorded approximately 130m north of Alignment 1 south of Hollow
Street.

There is potential for disturbance to previously unrecorded remains

associated with these sites within the area.

In the same areas there is also a

cropmark of a WWI trench and a group of Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age
boundary or drainage ditches recorded south of Chitty.
8.127 Alignment 1 would result in a low magnitude effect on the area of significance for
historic landscape character north of Hersden through the loss of mature trees and
the maintenance of cleared areas below the overhead line.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
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8.128 The potential effect on listed buildings and the conservation area at Tile Lodge would
increase slightly if Alignment 2 was adopted. While the T-pylons could be more
effectively screened than standard lattice pylons in views from the conservation area
on account of their height, the increased visual prominence of T-pylons in close
views and particularly the presence of an angle T-pylon to the south east of the listed
buildings would result in a slight increase in the magnitude of any change to setting.
The use of T-pylons could result in a slight decrease in the magnitude of change in
the setting of the Chislet conservation area and listed buildings at Chislet as they
would be less visible in long views across the valley from the south, although they
would still be visible over the horizon in views out of the Chislet conservation area
and across the Sarre Penn Valley.
8.129 Direct and indirect effects in Section B arising from the use of T-pylon technology
(Alignment 2) are likely to be comparable to, but greater than those arising from the
use of steel lattice pylon technology (Alignment 1) as a result of the increased need
for intrusive associated groundworks.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)
8.130 Alignment 3 would give rise to comparable effects on the Tile Lodge conservation
area and listed buildings within it, although the absence of an angle pylon
immediately to the south east of these buildings would slightly reduce the magnitude
of change, as compared to Alignment 1.
8.131 Alignment 3 passes to the south of the Grade II listed building at Chislet Park, and
while it will not be entirely screened in views by shelter planting and mature
hedgerows, it will be discernibly further from the asset than the existing 132kV
overhead line and visible behind the existing modern industrial structures at Chislet
Business Park in views of and from the asset. The presence of intervening modern
industrial buildings and screening would reduce the magnitude of effect which would
be negligible.
8.132 Alignment 3 would result in a negligible to low magnitude adverse effect on Chislet
conservation area. The separation of the alignment and any pylons from these assets
would preserve the perceptual link to the rural context in views south and east from
the conservation area, although the pylons would still intervene in views north from
the A28 in which the tower of St Mary’s, Chislet is visible.
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8.133 Alignment 3 would result in a negligible effect on the conservation area at Upstreet
and would not give rise to any discernible change in the settings of listed buildings
within the conservation area other than from the upper storey of The Vision House,
where oblique and partial views of the alignment may be possible. Views northwards
from other listed buildings are precluded by intervening development and the
conservation area here has a distinct south-facing aspect as a result of the
underlying topography. While there may be some visibility of the alignment from the
northern edges of the conservation area, this would not affect any key views or any
aspects of the special character of the area.
8.134 Alignment 3 crosses an area of high archaeological potential in the agricultural land
between Chislet Park and Nethergong Hill and between Upstreet and Nethergong
Penn. Archaeological evidence of prehistoric, Roman and early-medieval settlement
has been recorded in this area, much of this in the form of chance and metaldetecting finds of artefactual material. The focus of this area of potential is close to
the line of the Roman road from Canterbury to Upstreet (now the line of the A28).
Recorded sites include a series of undated, prehistoric and Roman cropmarks
representing trackways or enclosures. As noted for Alignment 1, the frequency of
recorded archaeological sites falls away rapidly with distance from the ridge line and
Roman road, although this observation has not been tested through detailed survey.
These remains would be subject to a low to medium magnitude of effect.
8.135 There are further remains in this area associated with 20th century military activity,
including former pill-box sites, defensive trenches, bomb craters and a second
Messerschmitt Bf109E-4 crash site. These assets are, as a result of their localised
nature, likely to be subject to a low magnitude of effect.
8.136 Alignment 3 would result in a low magnitude effect on the area of significance for
historic landscape character north of Hersden through the loss of mature trees and
the maintenance of cleared areas below the overhead line.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
8.137 Alignment 4 would present a minor increase in the magnitude of effect as compared
to Alignment 3, but not sufficient to increase the broad characterisation of these
effects. T-pylons are likely, as noted at 8.113, to be slightly more visually intrusive in
views of and from Tile Lodge Farm, but may offer a very slight reduction in the
magnitude of effect on Chislet conservation area in views to the south and south east
from the conservation area. Direct effects on archaeological heritage assets are likely
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to be greater than those presented by lattice pylon technology as a result of the
increased need for intrusive associated groundworks.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
8.138 Alignment 5 would have a negligible to low magnitude positive effect on listed
buildings and conservation areas in Section B including Tile Lodge Farm, Chislet
Park, Chislet and Bredlands Farm as a result of removal of the existing 132kV
overhead line. The cable route as indicated would, however, also directly affect the
southern edge of the Chislet conservation area, although it may be possible to avoid
this effect through detailed design.
8.139 Alignment 5 would have a negative effect on buried archaeological remains within
Section B. The magnitude of this effect is presently uncertain. The indicative cable
route passes through a single area of identified archaeological interest, a group of
prehistoric enclosures south of Chislet. However, as noted above, the absence of
known archaeological features within the alignment may only reflect the absence of
past archaeological investigation, and in that this route follows slightly higher ground
to the north of the Sarre Penn, it is likely that further archaeological remains will be
present. The potential to encounter previously unknown archaeological remains in
this Section is high and the magnitude of effect of the underground cable route would
be high to moderate on receptors of moderate to negligible sensitivity.
Potential for Mitigation
8.140 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
8.141 The potential for mitigation of direct effects on archaeological heritage assets is the
same as that discussed within Section A.
8.142 There is a potential to reduce effects on the Tile Lodge Farm conservation area
through careful placement of pylons to maximise the effect of existing screening and
to strengthen this screening through new planting. The proximity of the proposed
pylons to the conservation area is, however, such that this mitigation may offer only
restricted benefits.
Summary
8.143 In terms of potential effects on the historic environment, there is no recommended
route option in Section B. The more northerly options (Alignments 1-2) appear less
likely to give rise to adverse effects on buried archaeological heritage assets,
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although this inference is probabilistic and has not been tested by detailed survey.
The northerly options would, however, give rise to slightly greater indirect effects on
designated heritage assets at Chislet conservation area. Effects on the Tile Lodge
conservation area would be very slightly greater if the more northerly option was
selected, although any adverse effect here would arise primarily from the presence of
pylons immediately south of the conservation area which would be in the same
location on all overhead alignments.
8.144 Steel lattice pylons would slightly reduce the potential for indirect adverse effects by
virtue of being more visually permeable in views of and from heritage assets than Tpylons and would require slightly less ground disturbance than the T-pylon option.
This effect would be most marked at Tile Lodge Farm on the northerly alignment
(Alignment 2), where the more bulky T-pylon angle pylon may be located close to the
listed farmhouse. Conversely, the reduced height of the T-pylons may reduce their
prominence in views south and south east from the Chislet conservation area,
particularly on the more southerly alignment (Alignment 4).
8.145 The more southerly alignment passes through areas of identified archaeological
concern close to the A28, which follows the line of a Roman road in this area.
Consequently, it is likely that direct effects arising from the selection of the more
southerly alignments (Alignments 3 or 4) would be greater than those relating to the
more northerly routes (Alignments 1 and 2). The nature of the heritage assets in
question and the restricted disturbance caused by overhead line technologies
suggests that these effects can be mitigated.
8.146 Underground cables would give rise to an increased potential for harmful effects on
buried archaeological heritage assets which, by virtue of their magnitude would be
difficult to mitigate but would offer a reduction in the magnitude of any indirect effects.
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Ecology
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 6B
8.147 There are two KLWS sites (County value) within the route corridor.

Park

Rough/Joiner’s Wood, designated for its mature, semi-natural broadleaved woodland
native understorey and associated ground flora,and the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn
and Preston Marshes.
8.148 Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes comprises primarily intensive
agricultural land with drainage channels, rush pasture and linear habitats such as
drove roads, counter walls, hedgerows and arable margins. The site supports a
range of wetland plants in ditches including divided sedge and a nationally important
population of water voles.

In addition to which, it supports a variety of bird life

including a good range of small passerine species and waterbirds.
8.149 A single SSSI (National value) is situated approximately 0.1km from the edge of the
route corridor. East Blean Wood is one of the best remaining examples of primary
deciduous woodland in the Blean Woods complex north of Canterbury, comprising
mixed coppice with oak standards, sweet chestnut coppice and a diverse ground
flora including some species indicative of a long history of woodland cover.
8.150 There are no international sites designated specifically for their biodiversity or
ornithological interest within or immediately adjacent to the Section B route corridor.
However, three sites of international value (the same sites identified in Section A) are
located within a potential zone of influence – for the purposes of this assessment, a
20km buffer has been adopted.
•

Stodmarsh SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 0.4km from the edge of
the route corridor.

The site is especially notable in winter for supporting

significant numbers of hen harrier and bittern and provides wintering habitats for
wetland bird species. In addition to which, the site supports six UK RDB wetland
invertebrates including shining ramshorn snail; two nationally rare plants, and five
nationally scarce species, including rootless duckweed and divided sedge.
•

Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 4.8km
from the route corridor. The site holds important numbers of turnstone and is
also used by nationally important numbers of golden plover and large numbers of
migratory birds; the SAC component is designated for its dune systems.
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•

The Swale SPA/Ramsar/SSSI lies approximately 9.2km from the route corridor.
The site supports important numbers of waterbirds throughout the year.

In

summer, the site is of importance for marsh harrier, breeding waders and
Mediterranean gull. In spring and autumn migration periods, as well as during
winter, the Swale supports very large numbers of geese, ducks and waders.
8.151 Section B comprises a continuation of the gently undulating arable farmland within
Section A, bordered by hedgerows, small copses and shelterbelts. A narrow strip of
land comprising wet pasture/grazing meadows is also situated within the centre of
the route corridor, on either side of the Nethergong Penn watercourse and
associated reed-fringed drainage ditches (County value). Those habitats outside the
KLWS are of local value, although if they support protected or notable species, this
value may increase.
8.152 Section B supports a variety of wetland plants associated with the drainage ditches,
as well as a notable population of water voles. In addition to which, the section is
likely to support badger and dormouse within hedgerow and woodland, otter within
wetland habitats, great crested newts in suitable terrestrial habitat and waterbodies.
Bats are also likely to roost and forage within the vicinity. Section B also supports
breeding bird assemblages associated with reed-fringed drainage ditches and
farmland habitats, including marsh harrier, Cetti’s warbler, kingfisher and barn owl
(Schedule 1 species), farmland specialists include corn bunting, grey partridge and
tree sparrow (all of which are species of principal importance); and species
associated with ditch habitats, such as reed bunting, reed warbler, mute swan and
mallard.
Assessment of Effects
8.153 All overhead alignment options have the potential to directly or indirectly affect a
number of areas of high biodiversity value, including qualifying interest species for
three SPAs located within a potential zone of influence, two Local Wildlife Sites, bats,
badgers, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, dormouse,
breeding birds, priority and notable habitats and species.
Alignment 1- steel lattice and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead
line)
8.154 One LWS is directly affected by construction, with ~1.9km of the alignment through
the Chislet LWS. Construction would result in direct, negative, short to medium term,
moderate level effects on the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes
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LWS, particularly in respect of habitat damage, and disturbance to the associated
species including bats, badgers, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white
clawed crayfish, breeding birds and dormouse. Effects to sensitive wetland habitats
i.e. reed-fringed drainage ditches (which support important populations of water vole
and breeding birds) would be largely avoided through suitable micro-siting of pylons.
In respect of legally protected and priority habitats and species outside designated
sites, effects are likely to be negative, short term, and low level mostly confined to the
construction periods. Overall effects may be minor or moderate in level depending
on the final locations of pylons and associated working areas. The construction
method of T-pylons would result in marginally greater construction phase effects than
the equivalent steel lattice pylon, and more so in the sensitive wetland habitats of the
Chislet Marshes LWS.

This as a result of the need for additional associated

groundworks required to gain working access for the plant required to build and
maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to be slightly greater. The
two LWSs sites, Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes and Park
Rough/Joiners Wood, are affected peripherally through the 132kV dismantling only.
8.155 During the construction phase (as well as during maintenance visits during the
operational phase) there is also potential for both pylon designs to temporarily affect
the breeding birds through destruction of nests, eggs or young birds and also through
displacement of breeding territories through disturbance factors. Prior to mitigation,
this is likely to result in a low negative, short-term magnitude of effect.
8.156 In addition to which, potential disturbance to nesting marsh harrier, kingfisher, Cetti’s
warbler and barn owl is possible, given the suitable habitat for these species within
the two alignments.
8.157 Important sites of national or international importance outside the route corridor but
located within a potential zone of influence include three SPA/Ramsar sites, with the
result that qualifying interest species could also be affected.
8.158 For both pylon design options in Section B, construction phase disturbance effects
and operational phase barrier effects to qualifying interest species for Stodmarsh
SPA are likely to be negligible given the lack of functionally linked habitat between
the SPA and Section B. Whilst hen harrier is a wide ranging species, they are
unlikely to utilise habitats within the route corridor with any regularity. In addition to
which, no suitable breeding or wintering bittern habitat is present within Section B
(this species is generally confined to reedbed habitats).
!

For both pylon design
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options in Section B, operational phase effects to qualifying interest species would be
low given the lack of connectivity between the SPA and Section B.
8.159 For both pylon design options in Section B, construction phase disturbance effects
and operational phase barrier effects to qualifying interest species for Thanet Coast
& Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SSSI are likely to be negligible given the lack of
suitable golden plover foraging habitat within Section B. In addition to which, no
effects are anticipated for turnstone, which are generally confined to coastal habitats.
For both pylon design options in Section B, operational phase effects to qualifying
interest species would be low given the lack of habitat utilisation within Section B. No
effects are anticipated to turnstone.
8.160 For both pylon design options in Section B, no construction phase or operational
phase barrier effects are predicted to qualifying interest species of the Swale SPA,
given the distance from site and lack of suitable habitat.

In addition to which,

operation phase effects would be low based on the distance between the Swale
SPA, Section B and Stodmarsh SPA.
8.161 The breeding bird interest for the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes
within Section B comprises small songbirds, which utilise wetland habitats within the
drainage ditches. These are agile species and not generally susceptible to collision
with overhead lines of either design.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead
line)
8.162 The proposed alignments (3 and 4) are expected to have no effects, directly or
indirectly on the LWSs located in the route corridor. The two LWSs sites; Chislet
Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes and Park Rough/Joiners Wood, are
affected peripherally through the 132kV dismantling only. Construction would result in
direct, negative, temporary and short term damage and disturbance of a minor level
to other habitats in the vicinity of the alignment as well as potential disturbance to
legally protected and priority habitats and species, including bats, great crested
newts, badgers, breeding birds and dormouse.

In respect of terrestrial species,

effects are likely to be negative, short term, and low level, resulting in minor effects,
mostly confined to the construction periods.
8.163 Given the relatively low value of most of the habitats located in the route corridor
within Section B, overall effects are likely to be minor in level depending on the final
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locations of pylons and associated working areas. The construction method of Tpylons will result in marginally greater construction phase effects than the equivalent
lattice pylon. This as a result of the need for additional associated groundworks
required to gain working access for the plant required to build and maintain T-pylons,
so any localised disturbance is likely to be slightly greater.
8.164 During the construction phase (as well as during maintenance visits during the
operational phase) there is also potential for both pylon designs to temporarily affect
the breeding birds through destruction of nests, eggs or young birds and also through
displacement of breeding territories through disturbance factors. Prior to mitigation,
this is likely to result in a low negative, short-term magnitude of effect. In addition,
potential disturbance to nesting marsh harrier, kingfisher, Cetti’s warbler and barn
owl is possible, given the suitable habitat for these species within the two alignments.
8.165 No sites of ornithological value are located within the route corridor.

However,

important sites of national or international importance are located within a potential
zone of influence, including include three SPA/Ramsar sites, with the result that
qualifying interest species could also be affected.
8.166 Potential effects to international sites outside the alignment are likely to be similar to
Alignments 1 and 2 (See Section 8.158 – 8.161).
Alignment 5 (Underground cabling)
8.167 The underground cabling alignment is expected to have minor to moderate level
effects, directly or indirectly on the two LWSs; Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes and Joiner’s Wood/Park Rough, located in the route corridor.
Approximately 0.1km of the alignment runs through Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes, and both LWSs would be directly affected, though only peripherally
through the 132kV dismantling.

Most effects would be associated with the pre-

construction and construction phases, trenching, spoil storage and accesses. This
will result in direct, negative, temporary to medium term damage and disturbance of a
moderate level to other habitats in the vicinity of the alignment as well as potential
disturbance to legally protected and priority habitats and species, including bats,
great crested newts, otters, water voles, badgers, white clawed crayfish, and
dormouse.
8.168 There is also potential for underground cabling during the construction phase (as well
as during maintenance visits during the operational phase) to temporarily affect the
#
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breeding birds through destruction of nests, eggs or young birds and also through
displacement of breeding territories through disturbance factors. Prior to mitigation,
this is likely to result in a low negative, short-term magnitude of effect. In addition,
potential disturbance to nesting marsh harrier, kingfisher, Cetti’s warbler and barn
owl is possible, given the suitable habitat for these species within the route corridor.
8.169 In respect of terrestrial species, effects are likely to be negative, short term, and low
to moderate level, resulting in minor to moderate effects, mostly confined to the
construction periods. Given the relatively low value of most of the habitats located in
the potential cable alignment area, overall effects are likely to be negative, short to
medium term, minor to moderate in level depending on the final location and
associated working areas.
8.170 Important sites of national or international importance outside the alignment but
located within a potential zone of influence include three SPA/Ramsar sites, with the
result that qualifying interest species could also be affected. Potential construction
phase effects to international sites outside the alignment are likely to be similar to
Alignments 1 and 2 (See Section 8.157– 8.161).
Potential for Mitigation
Alignment 1- steel lattice and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead
line)
8.171 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
8.172 Given the extent of the alignment within Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston
Marshes LWSs, it will not be possible to totally avoid effects to locally designated
sites.

Alignments 3 and 4 avoid the LWSs, and are thus recommended over

Alignments 1 and 2 as options, as they mitigate all direct effects. For Alignments 1
and 2, detailed design should aim to micro-site working areas away from the more
sensitive habitat and species receptors. In both LWSs, this focuses around the main
watercourse, the Nethergong Penn, as well as boundaries, including ditches and
hedgerows, clusters of water bodies, which if achieved, would consequently reduce
effects upon associated species interest. Effects would generally be lower on the
main agricultural areas away from the sensitive interest features. The discrete nature
of the pylon sites and the relatively restricted development footprint associated with
overhead lines, for both lattice and T-pylons, would be able to limit these effects
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through careful placement. Overall residual effects may be minor or locally moderate
in level depending on the final locations of pylons and associated working areas.
8.173 The construction method of T-pylons would result in marginally greater construction
phase effects than the equivalent steel lattice pylon, particularly in the more sensitive
habitats of the LWSs. This as a result of the need for additional associated
groundworks that are required to gain working access for the plant required to build
and maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to be slightly greater.
8.174 Remaining effects could be partially offset with appropriate restoration planting of the
new build working areas and 132kV dismantling sites, in particular to ensure that a
network of wildlife corridors are maintained through construction and beyond.
Residual effects would be of low level, temporary to short term, and of minor
significance. If breeding habitat or significant populations of species are affected,
localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still occur.
8.175 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable. A construction works programme should identify all Schedule 1 nests
and avoid or reduce works during sensitive periods i.e. breeding season.
Specifically, construction within 500m of marsh harrier nest sites would be timed to
avoid active nests until young fledge (March - August); within 150m of barn owl nest
sites would be timed to avoid active nests until young fledge (March – August); and
within 50m of kingfisher and Cetti’s warbler nest sites would be timed to avoid
breeding season (March – August). For all breeding birds, should damage, or in the
case of schedule 1 species only, disturbance, be unavoidable, it may be necessary to
obtain a derogation licence to proceed.

In this instance, phased removal of

vegetation would be required prior to this period, construction works would be carried
out under a behavioural method statement and if necessary, suitable screening
around working areas would avoid significant human disturbance. Through
successful implementation of this mitigation, there would be no contravention of WCA
legislation and no net adverse effect upon nesting birds.
8.176 Construction phase effects to nesting birds in respect of the dismantling of the
existing 132 kV overhead line are also expected to be mitigatable, as these works
can be timed to avoid the breeding bird season.
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Alignment 3 – steel lattice and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead
line)
8.177 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
8.178 These alignment options avoid all direct effects on the LWSs. Only dismantling works
affect the LWS sites, but effects are expected to be discrete, of low level, and
manageable by mitigation, and residual effects should be of a minor level. It is
possible that with appropriate restoration planting in those areas of dismantling, a
minor benefit in the short to medium term may result.
8.179 In respect of protected and notable species and habitats, standard mitigation would
limit negative effects, to temporary and low level, resulting in minor effects, mostly
confined to the construction periods. Given the relatively low value of most of the
habitats located in the route corridor area outside the LWSs, combined with micrositing to avoid interest features, overall effects are likely to be minor in level
depending on the final locations of pylons and associated working areas.
8.180 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable (See Section 8.175).
Alignment 1- steel lattice and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead
line), Alignment 3 – steel lattice and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV
overhead line)
8.181 For all overhead line options, T-pylons are expected to result in marginally greater
construction phase effects than the equivalent steel lattice pylon. This as a result of
the need for additional associated groundworks required to gain working access for
the plant used to build and maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to
be slightly greater.
8.182 For all overhead line options, operational phase effects to qualifying interest species
would be low given the lack of connectivity between the SPA and Section B. The risk
of collision or barrier effects resulting from the overhead line for both qualifying
species is therefore likely to be negligible.
Alignment 5 (Underground cabling)
8.183 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
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8.184 Detailed design of the cable route should aim to minimise its extent through the
Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes LWS, and in particular through its
more sensitive habitats.

If directional drilling (horizontal or standard) or cable

bridges, along with those minor amends to route alignment and siting of associated
works can be employed, given the discrete nature of the extent of the LWS affected,
it should be possible to avoid moderate level ecological effects, leaving a residual
minor, short term effect. If traditional open trenching is undertaken through the LWS,
even with the employment of all remaining mitigation measures, moderate level
effects of short to medium term would occur given habitat recovery times
8.185 Outside the LWSs, cabling has the potential to have locally minor to moderate effects
on terrestrial ecology interest. If directional drilling (horizontal or traditional) or cable
bridges, including key boundaries when road ducting, along with some minor amends
to route alignment and siting of associated works can be employed, it should be
possible to reduce effects on some particularly sensitive sections of the site e.g.
hedgerow and watercourse crossings. If breeding habitat or significant populations of
species are affected, localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still
occur. Given the limited value of habitats outside the LWSs, overall effects are likely
to be negative, short to medium term, and minor in level depending on the final
locations of working areas.
8.186 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable (See Section 8.175).
8.187 Residual effects from cabling remain greater than those from T-pylon or steel lattice
technologies, at a minor to locally moderate level over the short to medium term, and
would require proportionately higher mitigation.
Summary
8.188 Overhead alignments 1 and 2 affect one LWS directly, with locally moderate effects
expected following mitigation. Alignments 3 and 4 are recommended as they avoid
any direct effects on the LWS, with only peripheral effects as a result of the 132kV
dismantling works. Outside the LWSs, discrete areas of habitat damage and
disturbance would occur, which can largely be mitigated. Where hedgerows or other
boundary features are affected, these can be compensated or fully mitigated in the
short to medium term. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable species is
expected to be limited, minor in effect. Given the relatively low value of most of the
habitats located in the route corridor outside the LWSs, combined with micro-siting to
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avoid interest features, overall effects are likely to be minor in level depending on the
final locations of pylons and associated working areas, with occasional local
moderate effects if notable populations are present.
8.189 The underground cable alignment impacts the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes LWS, and would result in removal of boundary features at route
crossings, which would fragment the existing network of wildlife corridors in a
temporary – short term timescale, although working methods can be adopted to
reduce these effects. Restoration planting would compensate, and mitigate in the
medium term. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable species is expected
to be limited, minor in effect; occasional local moderate effects may occur if notable
populations are present. Overhead line is recommended as a method of minimising
the main effects of cabling on this section, which although would still have residual
effects, would be limited, and unlikely to be above a minor level.
8.190 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity. However, given the longer length through the Chislet Marshes LWS, the
northern overhead alignments (1 and 2) would have greater effects, with minor, and
locally moderate negative residual effects following mitigation.

The southern

overhead alignments (3 and 4) have no impact on the LWSs, with limited 132kV
dismantling effects and would result in a minor beneficial effect following mitigation
and these alignments are consequently recommended. The cabling alignment (5)
would have minor and locally moderate negative effects following mitigation.
8.191 T-pylons would result in a slightly greater negative impact on habitats and terrestrial
species in the pre construction and construction phases, (as a result of the need for
additional associated groundworks) and thus steel lattice performs better for
overhead line alignments. There is no difference in performance between T-pylon or
steel lattice design in terms of reduced effects on ornithological interests such as
collision risk.
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Socio-Economics
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 7B
8.192 Within Section B the Sarre Penn Valley is largely characterised by arable farmland.
The majority of this farmland is classified as grades 2, 3 and 4 although the Section
also contains a small area of grade 1 agricultural land in the east.
8.193 The main settlements within Section B include Hersden and Upstreet. To the north
of Hersden a large parcel of land has been identified as a potential development site
within the Draft Canterbury District Local Plan (2013). Should the plan be adopted
this allocation would include up to 800 dwellings, 1ha of employment floorspace,
community building, play facilities and allotment space.
8.194 Figure 7B identifies the Agricultural Land Classification throughout Section B and
also shows the location of the strategic development site at Hersden.
8.195 Aside from farming there is limited economic activity within the route corridor,
although the Chislet Business Park lies to the north east of Hersden. To the south of
the route corridor is the Canterbury Industrial Park and Lakes View Business Park,
however there are considered to be limited potential effects on these facilities.
8.196 There are limited tourism receptors within Section B although Nethergong Nurseries,
located in the east of the Section to the north of Upstreet offer camping. The site
accommodates a maximum of 25 tents per night with part meadow and part
woodland camping. The Wantsum Walk Long Distance Path crosses Section B at
Upstreet and the Stour Valley Walk runs east to west to the south of the route
corrdior.
8.197 The Summer 2013 Consultation raised potential issues surrounding the presence of
informal airfields within the area. Maypole airfield is located outside of the route
corridor approximately 2km north west of the Chislet Business Park. This is a small
facility with a 650m grass runway which offers maintenance services, hangarage and
tie down facilities.
Assessment of Effects
8.198 With all options the construction phase would bring some short-term benefits to the
local economy in terms of increased spend by the construction workforce and
additional spend and therefore income at local suppliers.
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8.199 This phase would also bring some short-term, temporary negative effects to the local
communities, businesses and visitors to the area. These effects relate to a potential
for increased HGV and construction related traffic on local roads and the need to
work above the road and rail infrastructure in a number of locations which may
disrupt local businesses.
8.200 In principle, construction access can be achieved to all alignments given the
geographic context and therefore construction access has not been considered as a
distinguishing factor.
8.201 While the Sarre Penn Valley is not a particular focus for tourism, all options will bring
some potential localised disruption to the public right of way network. In particular all
alignments cross the Wantsum Way Long Distance Path.
8.202 The appraisal in Section B has not considered the technology type (lattice or T-pylon)
to present a differentiator in terms of socio-economic effects beyond that identified in
the landscape and visual appraisal.

The appraisal therefore considers the route

options without reference to technology type.
Alignments 1 and 2- steel lattice and T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
8.203 These options lie to the centre and north of the route corridor and therefore run within
open countryside characterised by arable agricultural land. In its western extent the
route runs within close proximity to Tile Lodge Farm (see earlier appraisal of visual
and historic effects).
8.204 These alignments present the potential for localised effects on agricultural land
associated with both construction and operation.

Construction would require

temporary land take around each pylon location, leading to loss of crop production.
Loss of land during operation would be associated with the pylon footprints and in
both cases (steel lattice or T-pylon) effects are anticipated to be minor given the
small quantum of land lost relative to the wider study area. In relation to agricultural
land quality, approximately one third of the alignment is within Grade 2 agricultural
land with the remaining two thirds routeing through Grade 4 agricultural land.
8.205 In relation to tourism receptors, the construction stage would result in effects to
receptors such as Nethergong Camping, located to the north of Upstreet,
approximately 250m from the proposed overhead alignment. Such effects are likely
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to arise through increased construction traffic and construction noise with resulting
amenity effects considered to be moderate but temporary in nature.
8.206 To the east of Hersden, the alignments run to the north of the Chislet Business Park,
taking the infrastructure further from the facility and its occupiers than the alternative
overhead alignments (3 and 4).
8.207 During operation, Nethergong Camping may experience some effects on amenity
given the proximity of the proposed overhead line.

However, the site is well

screened and currently has the existing 132kV overhead line located to the south.
The potential cumulative amenity effects of this infrastructure will reduce due to the
planned removal of the existing 132kV overhead line
8.208 These overhead alignment options are the closest to the airfield at Maypole, however
the airfield operates a circuit height of 800ft and therefore it is considered that the
proposed overhead pylons will not significantly affect the operation of the airstrip and
that economic effects will be negligible.
Alignments 3 and 4 – steel lattice and T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
8.209 These alignment options lie to the south of the route corridor in an area characterised
by arable agricultural land. However, they route in close proximity to the settlements
of Hersden and Upstreet to the south of the existing 132kV overhead line. To the
north of Hersden, the alignments intersect land identified within the Draft Canterbury
District Local Plan (2013) as a ‘Strategic Allocation’. This represents a significant
allocation with the Draft Local Plan with potential for up to 800 residential units, 1ha
of business space, a community building, playspace and allotment gardens.
8.210 The option presents the potential for localised effects on agricultural land associated
with both construction and operation. Construction would require temporary land
take around each pylon location, leading to loss of crop production. Loss of land
during operation would be associated with the pylon footprints and in both cases
(steel lattice or T-pylon) effects are anticipated to be minor given the small quantum
of land lost relative to the wider study area. In relation to agricultural land quality,
approximately one third of the alignments lie within Grade 3 agricultural land with the
remaining two thirds within land of Grade 2 quality. These alignments therefore have
greater effect on agricultural land through land take than 1 and 2.

!
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8.211 Other potential construction related effects include minor socio-economic effects on
the settlements of Hersden and Upstreet. The main A28 runs through both Hersden
and Upstreet and construction access may therefore be routed through the two
settlements which would result in increased traffic and noise impacts for a temporary
period.

Similar effects would also occur at the Chislet Business Park and the

alignment option also routes in close proximity to the Nethergong Campsite and
residential properties on Nethergong Hill.

The construction process is therefore

considered likely to result in a minor, temporary effect on these socio-economic
receptors.
8.212 During operation, these alignment options would result in major effects on the
potential development site, potentially reducing the overall development capacity and
viability. The allocation represents 9% of the total strategic housing growth within the
Draft Local Plan and therefore any effect on the deliverability of the site may
undermine the plan’s deliverability in terms of strategic housing growth.
8.213 The Chislet Business Park may experience some amenity effects during operation,
although the existing 132kV overhead line currently routes in close proximity to the
business park and the removal of this would bring a minor benefit to occupiers.
8.214 In the eastern extent of Section B the options oversail an agricultural warehouse to
the north of the A28, however this is not considered likely to restrict business
operations and therefore a negligible effect.
Alignment 5 - Underground cable
8.215 The cable option runs to the north of the route corridor in an area characterised by
arable agricultural land. This option would lead to some greater construction effects
when compared to the overhead alignments due to the necessary construction
swathe and longer duration of construction activities, although such effects would
remain temporary in nature. In the east of Section B, this option routes through the
area of Grade 1 agricultural land, resulting in a minor effect to land use.
8.216 As with the overhead line options, the construction effects would include negative
effects associated with construction traffic, temporary land take and potential noise
and amenity issues, as well as positive effects associated with local construction jobs
and supply chain benefits.
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8.217 There would also be construction effects on the Wantsum Walk where the cable
option crosses the route to the north of Upstreet.
8.218 Where the cable alignment crosses existing roads there is potential for temporary
disruption to users of the local network although National Grid will work to minimise
such effects.
8.219 During operation, dependent on the need for/location of cable sealing end
compounds (to link between underground cables and overhead lines) these would
result in permanent loss of agricultural land but this is unlikely to affect the viability of
farm based business that will also potentially benefit from the removal of the existing
132kV overhead line.
8.220 This option would result in minor longer term amenity benefits for the local population
and visitors attracted to the area.

However, given the context of the current

environment and the presence of pylons in the landscape this is not considered to
present a differentiator between overhead line and underground options.
Potential for Mitigation
8.221 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
8.222 Specifically in relation to effects on the strategic development site at Hersden,
compensation or mitigation would be required in relation to loss of potential
development area as any option through this site would directly impact the overall
developable area as well as affecting viability of the development on this site. More
detailed work would be required to understand the full effect of this option and the
impact on overall deliverability of the allocation.
Summary
8.223 The appraisal did not consider pylon choice to be a material consideration in the
assessment of socio-economic receptors and therefore no differentiation has been
made.
8.224 The overhead alignment options 3 and 4 have the potential to result in major effects
on the draft strategic development site to the north of Hersden, routeing through the
site and therefore bringing a major development constraint. The options also run in
close proximity to the existing settlements of Hersden and Upstreet and therefore
would result in greater construction and operational effects in terms of construction

#
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traffic, noise and visual amenity.

Alongside this, alignments 3 and 4 also route

through areas of higher quality agricultural land when compared to alignments 1 and
2 and underground options.
8.225 The overhead alignment options 1 and 2 are further north in the route corridor and
therefore do not affect the proposed Hersden development site and result in less
impact on existing settlements. They also route through lower quality agricultural land
and therefore result in lesser effect in terms of land take, although this is not a
differentiator on its own merits.
8.226 The overall effect of the overhead line alignments on other socio-economic receptors
(e.g. businesses, recreation and tourism) is considered to be broadly neutral and
does not differentiate the alignment options.
8.227 The potential impact on the proposed development site at Hersden through options 3
and 4 is considered significant enough to differentiate these options from overhead
line options 1 and 2 from a socio-economic perspective. Alignment options 1 and 2
are therefore recommended from a socio-economic perspective.
8.228 The underground cable option (Alignment 5) routes furthest north in the route corridor
of all the alignment options. This option brings greater construction impact when
compared with overhead alignment options due to the required construction swathe
and construction period. The underground alignment also routes through an area of
grade 1 agricultural land which would bring a minor effect to land use. The minor
long-term benefits of the underground cable option are not considered to differentiate
this option from overhead alignment options from a socio-economic perspective and
the option is not considered to outweigh the socio-economic effects of the overhead
alignments
8.229 All of the overhead line alignments and the underground cable option have the
potential to bring benefit to the local area in terms of amenity and land use through
the removal of the existing 132kV overhead line.
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Noise
Baseline Conditions
8.230 Deciding where and how to build new high voltage electricity lines and substations is
a complex issue and National Grid is very aware of the impact this infrastructure can
have on local communities. Overhead transmission lines can produce audible noise
when in operation, typically heard as a crackle, a buzz or a hum.
8.231 As noted in Chapter 5, in terms of differentiating between the overhead alignment
options, further consideration has been given to operational noise effects for Section
B only. This is because Alignments 1 and 3 (to the north of the 132kV overhead line)
are relatively remote from residential receptors, while Alignments 2 and 4 are close to
residential areas at Hersden and Upstreet. Operational noise has therefore been
considered in the appraisal for this Section.
8.232 By following its design, route selection and options appraisal processes, National
Grid seeks to effectively manage audible noise from the operation of its high voltage
electricity transmission infrastructure to protect local amenity.

The over-riding

principles that are followed during the planning and engineering design process
include:
-

avoiding routeing close to residential areas as far as possible to minimise the
number of sensitive receptors that may be affected;

-

selecting the most appropriate technology while aiming to reduce noise
emissions at source; and

-

fully assessing the potential adverse impacts of noise where it cannot be
eliminated.

8.233 To inform the options appraisal, National Grid has undertaken preliminary noise
modelling for the overhead line alignments based on a type of conductor (wire) that
could be used, called Twin Sorbus. The results show that for both pylon types a
greater number of properties would fall into the high and medium impact categories if
the southern route is chosen (Alignments 3 & 4). (See Table 8.2 overleaf). The
figures may improve if a different conductor system were chosen.
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Table 8.2

Preliminary noise modelling results

Alignment/Pylon
Type

1.Lattice N

2.T-pylon N

3.Lattice S

4.T-pylon S

Properties with
high impact
(Noise change >
6.2 dB)

1

1

3

14

Properties with
medium impact
(Noise change
between 3.1-6.1
dB)

0

0

35

47

8.234 The preliminary results show that noise from the conductors on the T-pylon would be
greater than the equivalent conductor on a steel lattice pylon. This means the high
and medium impact zones spread out further from the overhead line on a T-pylon as
opposed to on a lattice pylon. Consequently for the T-pylon a greater number of
properties fall within the high and medium impact categories.
8.235 Far fewer properties would fall into the medium and high impact categories if the
northern alignment was chosen (1 & 2). The recommended route option from a noise
perspective would therefore be an alignment to the north of the existing 132kV
overhead line.
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Section B: Summary of Findings
Landscape and Visual
8.236 All alignments give rise to adverse effects on landscape and visual amenity in
Section B. However alignments 1 and 2 give rise to the least adverse effects on
landscape character and on visual amenity, taking advantage of the valley slopes
and the background which the topography provides through the Sarre Penn Valley.
Alignments 3 and 4 have an adverse visual effect on a moderately large proportion of
sensitive residential receptors throughout the Section.

The performance of steel

lattice pylon versus T-pylon is broadly similar through Section B. The steel lattice
pylon perhaps perfoms slightly better as it benefits from backgrounding from middle
distance views. This backgrounding effect outweighs the benefits of the lower height
T-pylon which is more prominent in near views. Alignment 1 performs best in terms
of landscape and visual amenity.
8.237 Overall an underground cable route, Alignment 5, would result in a positive effect on
visual amenity in Section B although there are no landscape or visual receptors
considered sensitive enough to warrant undergrounding.
Historic Environment
8.238 In Section B, the northern route alignments (1 and 2) have the potential to give rise to
slightly greater indirect effects on listed buildings and conservation areas at Tile
Lodge Farm and Chislet, while the southern alignments (3 and 4) would cause
greater disturbance of known archaeological heritage assets. Consequently, there is
no recommendation for the alignment in Section B. It is likely that steel lattice pylons
would perform better in Section B in terms of indirect and direct effects, although the
increase in magnitude of change arising from the use of T-pylons would be slight.
8.239 Cabling options are likely to give rise to considerable disturbance of buried
archaeological features which would be difficult to mitigate effectively.
Ecology
8.240 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity. However, given the longer length through the Chislet Marshes LWS, the
northern overhead alignments (1 and 2) would have greater effects, with minor, and
locally moderate negative residual effects following mitigation.

The southern

overhead alignments (3 and 4) have no impact on the LWSs, with limited 132kV
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dismantling effects and would result in a minor beneficial effect following mitigation.
There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of
reduced effects to ornithological interests.
8.241 On balance, T-pylons would result in a slightly greater negative impact on habitats
and species in the pre construction and construction phases, and thus steel lattice is
considered to perform better for overhead line alignments.
8.242 The cabling alignment (5) would have minor and locally moderate negative effects
following mitigation.
8.243 Consequently, it is recommended that for biodiversity interests, an overhead
alignment to the south of the existing 132kV PX overhead line is recommended.
Overall, the steel lattice overhead line option (Alignment 3) is considered to perform
better than the T-pylon (Alignment 4).
Socio-economics
8.244 The socio-economic appraisal has shown that overhead alignment options 3 and 4
have the potential to result in a major effect on the strategic development site at
Hersden and therefore overhead alignment options 1 and 2 are considered to
perform best. The underground cable alignment option brings similar socio-economic
effects to the overhead options in terms of construction effects and land use effects
during operation. It is not considered that the minor amenity benefit of this option
outweighs the socio-economic effects of the overhead alignment option and therefore
options 1 and 2 are recommended.
Noise
8.245 Consideration has been given to operational noise effects for Section B only. This is
because Alignments 1 and 2 (to the north of the 132kV overhead line) are relatively
remote from residential receptors, while Alignments 3 and 4 are close to residential
areas at Hersden and Upstreet.
8.246 Based on preliminary noise modelling, far fewer properties would fall into the medium
and high noise impact categories if the northern alignment was chosen (1 & 2). The
recommended route option from a noise perspective would therefore be an alignment
to the north of the existing 132kV overhead line (alignment 1 and 2).
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8.247 The noise modelling also shows that noise from the conductors on the T-pylon would
be greater than the equivalent conductor on a steel lattice pylon.
Overall Conclusions
8.248 In terms of an overhead alignment in Section B, with the exception of the ecological
appraisal, the alignments to the north of the 132kV overhead line (1 and 2) away
from the residential areas of Hersden and Upstreet are generally recommended.
8.249 From a landscape standpoint, Alignment 2 with the T-pylon performs best within the
Sarre Penn Valley. However, for the other appraisal topics, the steel lattice generally
performed better as it is more visually permeable in views and would require slightly
less ground disturbance than the T-pylon option.

There is no difference in

performance between T-pylon or steel lattice pylons in terms of reduced effects on
ornithological interests such as collision risk.

Overall the steel lattice performs

marginally better than the T-pylon in Section B.
8.250 In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the proposed
connection would be set in Section B, together with the additional costs,
archaeological, ecological and socio-economic consequences of undergrounding.
8.251 The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and whilst it
would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered sufficient to
differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments or to justify the
additional costs. Overall, it is not considered that any landscape and visual receptors
are sensitive enough that it would necessitate undergrounding in Section B.
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9

APPRAISAL SECTION C – CHISLET MARSHES
Section Boundaries

9.1

Section C Chislet Marshes extends from just east of Chislet across the flat, low-lying
Chislet Marshes area to just west of Docker Hill (south of Monkton). The alignments
in this Section are approximately 5 to 5.5km.
Definition of Proposed Route Options
Overhead line options

9.2

The options for Section C are shown in Figure 1C. At the beginning of Section C,
the alignments north and south of the PX 132kV overhead line are well spaced.
Towards the middle of the Section, they converge to the south west of Sarre, before
diverging again towards Gore Street.
Underground cable option

9.3

Through Section C the cable alignment initially follows the northern boundary of the
route corridor before turning south east to cross the A28 and the railway.

The

alignment then runs in the same direction broadly parallel with the railway towards
Monkton Marshes.
Costs of Proposed Route Options
9.4

The estimated capital installation and lifetime costs for the various options through
Section C are as follows:
Table 9.1: Summary of Estimated Capital and Lifetime Costs – Section C

Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

C
(N5.4km,
S5kmoverhead)
(5km –
cable)

N 8.77
S 8.12

N 10.58
S 9.8

44.51

N 10.72
S 9.94

N 12.61
S 11.69

46.66

9.5

In terms of both capital and lifetime costs, an underground option would be
considerably more expensive than the overhead options. Of the overhead options,
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the steel lattice pylon technology would impose lower capital and lifetime costs and
the slightly shorter southern alignment (3) would be the lowest overall.
Technical
9.6

As discussed in Chapter 6, technical considerations have been scoped out of the
options appraisal.

The following comments are therefore provided as additional

context for the different pylon types.
Alignments 1 and 2 – steel lattice and T-pylons (north of the 132kV overhead line)
9.7

Access issues are similar to Section B due to wet ground conditions. The alignment
also passes close to residential properties at Sarre and a gas pressure reducing
station at Monkton where the proposed 132kV works, including the permanent
undergrounding of the PY route (2 circuits), is due to take place.
Alignments 3 and 4 – steel lattice and T-pylons (south of the 132kV overhead line)

9.8

There is one less road crossing than Alignments 1 and 2 and no 132kV works are
required. General comments on access are as previously described.
Alignment 5 – underground cable

9.9

The cable alignment crosses under two roads and the railway in this section. The
road crossings are relatively straightforward as there is good access. Crossing the
railway could be more difficult, depending on the access route used. Depending on
the buoyancy of cables in wet areas there may be a need to use more CBS during
installation which would increase traffic movements.

!
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Landscape
Baseline Conditions
Designated Landscapes – refer to Figure 4A
9.10

There are no Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in Section C, however at
its nearest point the Kent Downs (AONB) is within 9.5km at Patrixbourne.

9.11

Section C includes a linear section of the Wantsum Channel Area of High Landscape
Value (AHLV), the character and relevance of which was described previously in
Section B.
National Landscape Character Assessment

9.12

Section C of the route corridor falls within the National Landscape Character Area
113: North Kent Plain, which is as previously described in Section A.
Local Landscape Character Assessment - refer to Figure 4B

9.10

Section C of the route corridor falls within two of the defined LCAs from Canterbury
City Council’s Landscape and Biodiversity appraisal of the Canterbury District:

9.13

•

Chislet Arable Belt (LCA 3); and

•

Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet (LCA 4).

The western area of Section C falls largely within the Chislet Arable Belt LCA. The
landscape is characterised by the large, flat, open marshland and arable fields, which
are segregated by linear drainage ditches. The scale and topography of the open
arable areas create a unified, coherent landscape. There is very little tree cover,
although some fragmented clumps of vegetation grow alongside the drainage ditches
and around the housing. Many of the old drove roads are still present and retain a
varied grassland flora. The landscape within Section C also includes a section of the
Sarre Wall, which was once wide enough to be used as a road. Settlement is mainly
confined to the edge of the marsh, with the marsh itself uninhabited. The condition of
the LCA is described as ‘moderate’ and there are few detracting features within this
landscape.

The sensitivity of the landscape is assessed as ‘high’, with a high

visibility due to the open nature of the landscape and the absence of built
development. Guidelines for this LCA are to conserve the open character of the
marshland landscape and long distance views and resist new development on the
open low lying areas and slopes of the channel.
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9.14

A small proportion of Section C also includes a linear section of the Nethergong
Sarre Penn Inlet to the west, which was described previously in Section B.

9.15

The eastern half of Section C lies largely within the Former Wantsum North Shore
and a small linear section of the Former Wantsum Channel, both within Thanet
District Council. Thanet has a distinct landscape area defined by the former limits of
the island that was cut off from the mainland by the Wantsum Channel until it silted
up around 1000 years ago. The district has distinctive wide, simple and unrestricted
views and dramatic chalk cliffs along parts of the coastline. In previous local plans,
the Council has sought to protect these important landscapes. The last local plan
(2006) identified six Landscape Character Areas subject to planning policy CC2. The
protection of Thanet’s important landscapes is continued in the emerging Local Plan
with CC2 being one of the saved policies which remain in force.

9.16

The Former Wantsum North Shore largely comprises the distinctive and often quite
steep hill slopes leading down from the Central Chalk Plateau to the former Wantsum
Channel. The landscape is very open with few features and the former shoreline is
more distinct in some places than in others, with the variation in the contour pattern.
From the upper slopes it affords extensive views across the whole of the former
Wantsum Channel to the slopes on the opposite banks and in many places to the
sea. It also provides the unique setting of the former channel side villages of Minster,
Monkton, Sarre and St Nicholas, and the smaller, originally farm based, settlements
of Shuart, Gore Street and Potten Street. The openness of this landscape provides
wide and long views of the former Wantsum Channel area and Pegwell Bay.

9.17

The Former Wantsum Channel includes all the flood plain of the River Stour, and
historically represents the former sea channel, the Wantsum Channel, which
previously separated the Isle of Thanet from mainland Kent and which silted up over
several centuries. The area is characterised by a vast, flat, open landscape defined
by the presence of an ancient field system, defined by an extensive ditch and dyke
system, the sea walls and isolated groups of trees.

9.18

Section C is broadly contiguous with the Former Wantsum North Shore from the
Thanet Landscape Assessment and The Chislet Arable Belt from the Canterbury
Landscape Assessment.

#
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Landscape Features
9.19

Section C includes fen and reed swamp sensitive to change and contributes to the
wider character and integrity of the landscape. Furthermore field margins and ditch
systems require conservation and restoration. There is however limited tree and
shrub vegetation.

9.20

Overall it is considered that the landscape features in Section C of the study area are
of high sensitivity to change.
Landscape Value

9.21

There are no national level landscape designations within Section C. The study area
comprises a swathe of the Wantsum Channel AHLV. The marshes are a distinctive
feature and form an open landscape of ditches and fields, reclaimed from the sea.
This area includes all the flood plain of the River Stour. The area is characterised by
a vast, flat, open landscape defined by the presence of an ancient field system,
defined by an extensive ditch and dyke system, the sea walls and isolated groups of
trees. These elements provide important visual evidence of the physical evolution of
the Wantsum Channel.

9.22

Section C also lies within close proximity to the south Sarre conservation area which
includes a scheduled monument, an Anglo-Saxon cemetery and parish church of St
Giles and associated remains of Sarre Mill. In addition there are a number of Grade II
listed buildings which also lie in proximity to the boundary of Section C, which
increase the sensitivity of the landscape due to the setting and special character.

9.23

Overall it is deemed that the value of the landscape in Section C is considered to be
high.
Landscape Condition

9.24

The scale and topography of the open arable areas create a unified, coherent
landscape and overall the area is visually unified. There are few visual detractors and
there is very little tree cover, although some fragmented clumps of vegetation grow
alongside the drainage ditches. Due to the coherent functional integrity and few
detracting features overall it is considered that the Landscape condition is mediumhigh.
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Landscape Sensitivity
9.25

There are few detracting features within this landscape.

The sensitivity of the

landscape is assessed as high, with a high visibility due to the open nature of the
landscape and the limited presence of built development. Some key characteristics
of the landscape are fragile and would be unable to accommodate new development
without giving rise to a degree of character change.
Landscape Capacity
9.26

With regards to the landscape capacity, guidelines for the landscape are to conserve
and restore its features, including conserving its open character and restoring and
strengthening field margins. Overall it is considered to have a low-moderate capacity
to accommodate large structures and new development should be resisted on open
low lying areas and slopes of the channel. The landscape capacity to accommodate
a 400kV overhead line would be lower due to the high sensitivity of the AHLV and its
undeveloped nature.

9.27

There are however, the PX overhead line juxtaposing Sarre Wall to the south of the
route corridor and the PY overhead line at the eastern end of Section C, both of
which increase the capacity to accommodate a replacement overhead line
particularly as the PX overhead line would be removed as part of all options. The
landscape of the AHLV is however of important value and it is in good condition,
which increases its sensitivity to overhead line development. The overall capacity to
accommodate new overhead lines is low.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)

9.28

A new 400kV steel lattice overhead line for option Alignment 1 would have a direct
moderate-major adverse effect on the Wantsum Channel AHLV. This adverse effect
would result from the introduction of the 400kV pylons, and the introduction of a
linear development (comprising conductors (wires) suspended from arms on pylons
at regular distances) into a different part of the AHLV where it deviates from the route
of the PX overhead line which is in the south of the AHLV within Section C.

9.29

The proposed 400kV route also passes in close proximity to Sarre conservation area.
There would be potential moderate adverse effects arising on the setting of the
conservation area and the preservation of the character of the open land to the
south.
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9.30

Alignment 1 crosses the Chislet Arable Belt LCA and would introduce a new
overhead line to a different part of the LCA to the PX overhead line. The landscape
character is graded ‘high’ sensitivity and ‘moderate’ landscape condition, resulting in
a higher magnitude of effect (scale of change) of a potential new overhead line
traversing this character area. Effects are assessed as being moderate adverse.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)

9.31

A T-pylon overhead line would result in a greater magnitude of effect (scale of
change) on the Chislet Arable Belt LCA and Wantsum Channel AHLV as
backgrounding would be less effective for the T-pylon compared to the permeable
nature of the steel lattice pylons. However a smaller extent of the T-pylon would
appear above local ridges and would be less apparent from more remote views
compared to the standard steel lattice pylon because the T-pylons are shorter than
the steel lattice pylons.

9.32

At the eastern end of this Section where the PY overhead line is visible, a new
overhead line using T-pylons would introduce a different structure into the landscape.
This would be a greater change in the local landscape than introducing a series of
similar structures and may produce a localised incoherent appearance.

9.33

A new T-pylon overhead line would result in a moderate adverse residual effect on
the landscape character with localised moderate-high adverse at the eastern end of
the Section, compared to the standard steel lattice pylon.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)

9.34

This option would have a medium magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the
Wantsum Channel AHLV landscape.

This scale of change is less than that of

Alignment 1 where it takes a similar route to the PX overhead line and crosses a
narrower section of the AHLV.
9.35

Effects are assessed as being low to moderate adverse on Sarre conservation area
as a wider physical and visual separation is achieved compared to Alignment 1.

9.36

In terms of landscape character there would be no difference in effects compared to
option Alignment 1. The landscape is graded high sensitivity and moderate
landscape condition, resulting in a moderate adverse magnitude of effect (scale of
change) of a potential new overhead line traversing this character area.
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Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
9.37

The T-pylon would be 12m lower than the steel lattice pylon and would be less
prominent from more remote views. However, backgrounding would be less effective
for a new T-pylon overhead line due to the solid central column being visually
impermeable compared to the steel lattice.

It is therefore considered that there

would be a moderate adverse magnitude of effect on the Wantsum Channel AHLV.
9.38

Effects on the conservation area, landscape features and landscape character would
be the same as assessed for Alignment 3.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

9.39

An underground cable route would have direct adverse effects on the landscape
resource.

There would be moderate adverse residual effects on the Wantsum

Channel AHLV.
9.40

There would be localised, positive effects where the PX overhead line is removed.

9.41

During construction an underground cable route in Section C would have a moderate
adverse magnitude of effect (scale of change) on landscape character and value
reducing to a minor adverse magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape
following reinstatement and re-establishment.
Potential for Mitigation

9.42

General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
Overhead line

9.43

It will not be possible to avoid direct adverse effects on the landscape of the
Wantsum Channel AHLV if the line runs within Section C on either steel lattice or Tpylon supports.

9.44

Additional mitigation by restoring and strengthening field margins and conserving the
remnants of grazing marsh adjacent to ditch systems would be in keeping with the
existing landscape character and could also assist in reducing potential effects.
Underground cable

9.45

The use of directional drilling techniques to cross the Wantsum Channel AHLV could
be used to minimise effects.
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Summary
9.46

The landscape value and sensitivity have been assessed as ‘high’, and condition as
‘medium-high’ with an overall ‘low’ capacity for this proposed type of development.
The landscape is very vulnerable to change and development would result in locally
significant adverse effects on some sensitive landscape resources. However, it is to
be considered against the baseline of a landscape which is already influenced by the
PX and PY overhead lines.

9.47

Alignment options 1-4 would have moderate – major adverse residual effects on the
Wantsum Channel AHLV, but the magnitude of effect would be less in the case of the
Alignment 3 – steel lattice as the route follows a shorter distance to the south of the
route corridor and the steel lattice pylon would provide permeability and would benefit
more significantly from backgrounding.

Removal of the PX overhead line and

replacement with a 400kV overhead line would have a minor-moderate adverse
effect on the landscape character of the Chislet Arable Belt. Alignments 3 and 4
cross a shorter section of the LCA and the steel lattice pylon option would give rise to
a slightly smaller magnitude of change. Alignment 5, underground cabling, would
result in moderate adverse residual effects on the Wantsum Channel AHLV however
the magnitude of effect of an overhead connection is not considered of high
significance so as to warrant underground cabling.
9.48

The magnitude of effect would be reduced where the landscape is experienced at
greater distance and with greater screening by topography, buildings and vegetation.

9.49

It is considered that Alignment 3 – steel lattice performs better through Section C,
Chislet Marshes.
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Visual Amenity
Baseline Conditions – Refer to Figures 4C and 4D
9.50

Section C comprises the open and flat landscape of the Chislet Marshes and the
start of the chalk hill slopes, from the elevated chalk plateau of the Isle of Thanet
down to the former Wantsum Chanel. There are long, views across the low lying
marshes with limited tree and shrub cover to intercept views. Vegetation is generally
confined to fragmented clumps along ditches and around housing. The elevated
chalk slopes to the east of Sarre afford panoramic views south across the Sarre
Marshes and the Stourmouth Valley with the North Kent Downs in the very distance.

9.51

The main public views of the route corridor and existing overhead lines in this Section
are experienced by high sensitivity visual receptors using public rights of way. There
are near and middle distance views from the Wantsum Walk and the Saxon Shore
Way at the western edge of Section C. These regional public rights of way cross the
valley at several locations with open views along the Sarre Penn and across the
Chislet Marshes. West of Upstreet, the PX overhead line is prominent in near views
with the line stretching away towards Sarre in the distance.

9.52

Other local public rights of way crossing the Chislet Marshes to the north of the route
corridor and at a lower elevation have views up towards the PX overhead line with
the pylons and conductors generally backgrounded against the sky.

9.53

The A28 runs along the southern edge of the route corridor between Upstreet and
Sarre and public views from the road are filtered and screened by adjacent hedgerow
and trees. The view comprises agricultural fields and hedgerow boundaries with
filtered views of the PX overhead line available in the near view to the north. Where
gaps in the hedgerow allow there are long views to the north across the flat and open
Chislet Marshes.

9.54

The A253 between Sarre and Monkton runs along the chalk ridge and affords wide
and panoramic views of the route corridor. The view to the south west across the
Sarre Marshes includes the PX overhead line in the middle distance partly
backgrounded by distant rising land at Stodmarsh.

To the south east the PX

overhead line and the parallel PY overhead line are viewed partially against the sky
as they cross the Ash Levels within the adjacent Section D.
9.55

There are tourist attractions in Section C, at Grove Ferry Marina and Plucks Gutter
caravan park and moorings. These receptors are physically and visually separate
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from the route corridor due to distance and intervening landform, vegetation or
structures.
9.56

There are views in close proximity to the route corridor from properties at Wall End,
on the southern edge of Sarre, at Gore Street and at Monkton Court Farm. This is a
fairly uninhabited section of the route corridor relative to the overall number of
dwellings along the route. At Wall End the PX overhead line crosses the near view to
the north and is viewed against the sky.

At Sarre there is a degree of visual

separation between south facing properties and the route corridor with trees and
other vegetation filtering or screening views. The PX overhead line lies within 150m
of these receptors. At Gore Street, dense vegetation screens the view to the south
west, whilst there are open and long views to the south east with the existing 132kV
infrastructure prominent in the middle distance crossing the Ash Levels in Section D.
Properties in the vicinity of Monkton Court Farm have filtered near views of the
corridor and of the existing PX overhead line.
9.57

There are long distance views north west across the Stourmouth Valley from a small
number of residential properties in West Stourmouth and from the Stour Valley Walk
regional trail.

These receptors are over 1km from the route corridor and views

include lines of hedgerows and trees crossing the valley floor and the PX overhead
line partially discernible in the distance and partially backgrounded by elevated land
at Upstreet and Sarre.
9.58

Given the scenic qualities of the landscape and the commonplace nature of the
views, views within Section C are generally local and of moderate importance.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)

9.59

The greatest negative effects on views would be experienced by high sensitivity
visual receptors located within the route corridor or directly adjacent and would
include users of public rights of way and residential properties.

9.60

Views from public rights of way, including the Wantsum Walk regional trail and local
public rights of way along the Sarre Penn and on the Chislet Marshes, would
experience moderate negative effects where the PX overhead line is removed from
the view but replaced by the 400kV overhead line on an oblique but closer alignment.
The 400kV pylons would occupy a larger proportion of the view although the visually
permeable nature of the steel lattice structure viewed against a background of
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agricultural land with some hedgerows and trees would help to reduce the overall
visual effect in some views.
9.61

Negative visual effects on private views would be from residential receptors on the
southern edge of Sarre and at Gore Street. The PX overhead line is removed from
the view but the 400kV overhead line would be in closer proximity to the receptor and
prominent in near views. Existing vegetation on the edge of Sarre would help to
reduce the visual effect for some receptors and it would be important that it be
retained to continue its screening effect. The magnitude of effect is greatest at Gore
Street where a cross-over arrangement with the retained PY overhead line would be
necessary, comprising two sealing end platform pylons and a section of underground
cable, and which would be visually prominent in the near view. The steel lattice
pylons would form a coherent appearance with the retained lattice pylons of the PY
overhead line in the same view.

9.62

Low negative visual effects would be experienced from a small number of residential
receptors in the vicinity of Monkton Court Farm where distance and vegetation help
to reduce the visual effect. Low negative visual effects would also be experienced
from residential receptors on the western edge of St Nicholas at Wade from where
there are elevated and long views across the Chislet Marshes. The taller 400kV
overhead line would be on a slightly closer, less oblique alignment and would be
marginally more prominent in the distant view. The permeability of the steel lattice
structure and the benefits of backgrounding would help the line to visually recede.

9.63

Moderate positive magnitude of effect on private views would be from properties at
Wall End where the PX overhead line would be removed from the near view (at a
distance of 200m) and replaced with the 400kV overhead line on a more northerly
and oblique alignment, at a distance of 600m. Despite being taller the increased
distance between receptor and overhead line would give rise to beneficial visual
effects. A low positive magnitude of effect on public views would be from the A28,
Wall End Farm, Wall End Business Park and from some sections of the Saxon Shore
Way, regional trail.

These receptors would benefit from the removal of the PX

overhead line from the view with the 400kV replacing it on a more distant alignment.
The proposed line would be less prominent in the view.
9.64

Minor adverse effects are experienced by motorists on the A253 where the parallel
but closer alignment of the 400kV overhead line would not fundamentally affect visual
amenity due to filtering by intervening vegetation and the transient nature of the view.
!
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Similarly from more distant public and private receptors at Plucks Gutter and West
Stourmouth the magnitude of change would be low adverse.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
9.65

Alignment 2 is the same as Alignment 1 and the visual receptors are broadly the
same. However the magnitude of effect on some receptors is different due to the
context within which the different pylon structures are viewed.

9.66

For the majority of Section C the PX overhead line will be removed and the 400kV
overhead line will be seen in isolation. The exception to this is at the eastern end of
the section where 5 or 6 spans of the PY overhead line cross Monkton Marshes
before changing direction north towards Thanet. The benefit of viewing coherent and
similar structures in the same view is therefore only relevant at this eastern end of
the Section.

9.67

In a large scale flat landscape such as the Chislet Marshes it is considered that the
T-pylon would tend to be visible for a shorter distance than the steel lattice pylon due
to the T-pylon being 12m lower.

However, the Chislet Marshes support only

scattered scrub and occasional tree groups giving little in the way of visual screening
or filtering and the solid central column could appear more prominent in near and
middle distance views.
9.68

There are a number of receptors which would experience a greater negative
magnitude of effect arising from Alignment 2. These are public views from public
rights of way including the Wantsum Walk regional trail and local footpaths along the
Sarre Penn and on the Chislet marshes where T-pylons would be in near views and
where the solid structure would be more prominent in the view.

Private views

experiencing a greater negative magnitude of effect arising from Alignment 2 are
from Sarre and Gore Street where near views of the T-pylon’s solid central column,
cross beam and diamond configuration of conductors would form a larger element in
the view; at Gore Street the magnitude of effect would be even greater where the
lattice pylons of the PY overhead line would be seen as contrasting structures in the
same view.
9.69

Distant visual receptors at Plucks Gutter, Stourmouth, Chitty and St Nicholas at
Wade are likely to experience less negative effects arising from Alignment 2 due to
the lower height of the T-pylon being visible over a shorter distance. In addition, the
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presence of intervening vegetation and structures help to filter and screen views,
further reducing visual effects.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)
9.70

The greatest negative effects on views would be experienced by a small number of
sensitive visual receptors at Wall End. The PX overhead line would be removed from
near views and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a parallel but closer
alignment. Pylons and conductors would be prominent in views. It is anticipated that
some property boundary and garden vegetation would filter some views but negative
effects would remain.

9.71

Low to moderate negative effects on views would be experienced by sensitive
receptors on public rights of way on the Chislet Marshes and the Wantsum Walk
regional trail, where the PX overhead line is removed from the view and replaced by
the 400kV overhead line on a similar and only slightly more distant alignment. The
larger pylons would be more prominent in the middle distant open views.

9.72

Low negative effects on views would be experienced by public receptors on the A28,
at Plucks Gutter and the Saxon Shore Way regional trail, where the 400kV overhead
line is closer and larger but where intervening vegetation, and in the case of Plucks
Gutter and the Saxon Shore Way the viewing distance, would reduce the visual effect
to a low magnitude of change.

9.73

The greatest positive effects on views would be experienced by private residential
receptors at Sarre and Gore Street where the PX overhead line is removed from the
near view and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a more distant alignment and
south of the railway line. Despite the increased height of the pylons, intervening
vegetation and the increased viewing distance would give rise to positive effects.

9.74

Positive visual effects arise where the 400kV overhead line is on a more distant
alignment than the PX overhead line and where its visual prominence is
subsequently reduced. This effect is experienced by motorists the A253 and private
receptors at Chitty and St Nicholas at Wade.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)

9.75

Alignment 4 is the same as Alignment 3 and the visual receptors are broadly the
same. In some cases the magnitude of effect is also similar, but where they differ
they are identified below.
#
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9.76

Those receptors which would experience a greater negative magnitude of effect
arising from Alignment 4 are close range private receptors at Wall End.

These

receptors have near views where the solid T-pylon structure would be more
prominent and where the cross beam and diamond configuration of conductors would
form a larger element in the view.
9.77

Alignment 4 gives rise to negative visual effects on sensitive public receptors on
public rights of way, along the Sarre Penn, on the Chislet Marshes and the Wantsum
Walk regional trail. Despite the alignment being further away from the receptor the
solid column structure would be more visually prominent in the middle distance with
little vegetation present to help filter or screen views.

9.78

Alignment 4 gives rise to greater positive effects than Alignment 3 on private visual
receptors at Sarre due to the more distant alignment and lower height pylon being
less visible in the middle distance with screening provided by intervening vegetation.
At Gore Street positive effects also arise from the more distant alignment but the
contrasting appearance of the 400kV T-pylon and the PY overhead line lattice pylons
could give rise to visually discordant structures in the middle distance view.

9.79

More distant private receptors at Chitty and St Nicholas at Wade benefit from the
more southerly Alignment 4, and further benefit from the lower height T-pylon which
is less visible from a distance.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

9.80

An underground cable route would avoid the negative effects on views associated
with an overhead line in Section C. An underground cable route would lead to long
term positive effects on views from all receptors where the PX overhead line is
present in the view. These receptors would have a higher positive magnitude of
effect where the existing overhead line is in foreground views.

These receptors

include public rights of way, residential properties, places of work and public roads.
9.81

Throughout Section C the cable route would have a localised negative effect on
views due to the permanent loss of sections of hedgerow and hedgerow trees.
Potential for Mitigation

9.82

General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
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9.83

Planting to property boundaries, subject to landowner agreement, would be in
keeping with the existing local character and could assist in reducing potential effects
on views from Wall End and Sarre.
Summary

9.84

With regard to views and visual amenity Alignment 3 performs better through Section
C. This option would result in the greatest beneficial visual effect on a moderately
large proportion of sensitive residential receptors relative to the overall number of
receptors throughout the Section, and specifically at Sarre and Gore Street, primarily
arising from the removal of the PX overhead line from near views. Alignment 3 does
give rise to negative visual effects on sensitive receptors on public rights of way on
the Chislet Marshes and the Wantsum Walk regional trail and on a small proportion
of sensitive private residential receptors at Wall End. Alignment 4 affects the same
proportion of receptors and in a similar way, but with slightly greater negative effects
on sensitive public and private receptors where T-pylons are more prominent in near
views, or where they appear incoherent in appearance, although similar in height,
with other overhead lattice pylons visible.

9.85

Alignment 1 gives rise to negative visual effects on a moderately large proportion of
sensitive residential receptors at Sarre and Gore Street through the placing of larger
pylons in close proximity and similarly on public rights of way. Alignment 2 affects
the same proportion of receptors in a similar way, but with greater negative effects on
sensitive public and private receptors where T-pylons are more prominent in near
views with less effective backgrounding.

9.86

An underground cable route, Alignment 5, would result in a positive effect on visual
amenity throughout Section C with only localised negative effects in the vicinity of
any sealing end compounds. The use of directional drilling techniques to cross Sarre
Penn and other watercourses and roads (the A28 and The Street) would minimise
effects on these features, associated trees and hedgerows. However, there are no
views or visual receptors considered sensitive enough to warrant undergrounding in
Section C.
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Historic Environment
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 5C
9.88

There is a single listed building within Section C, the Grade II listed Wall End Farm
Cottage. This is a designated heritage asset of high significance. There are a large
number of listed buildings within 1km of the route corridor. These comprise 15 Grade
II listed buildings at Sarre, 4 Grade II listed buildings and the Grade I listed Church of
St Mary Magdalene in Monkton conservation area (other listed buildings at Monkton
are discussed in Section D) and five listed buildings at Gore Street including the
Grade II* listed Gore Street Farmhouse. These represent heritage assets of high
(Grade II) and very high significance (Grade I and II*).

9.89

There are no scheduled monuments within the route corridor. A single scheduled
monument, the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Sarre, is located within 1km of the route
corridor in Section C to the east of Sarre between the A28 and A253 roads. The
setting of the monument comprises wide open views to the north, east and south.
The existing PX 132kV overhead line is clearly visible in views to the south as it is
situated at a distance of approximately 300m.

9.90

The Sarre conservation area is adjacent to the route corridor. The existing PX 132kV
overhead line is clearly visible from the south and west of the conservation area in
views over agricultural land outside the conservation area. The Monkton
conservation area is within 1km of the route corridor in Section C.

9.91

There are no Registered Battlefields or Registered Parks and Gardens within or
adjacent to Section C.

9.92

There are known non-designated heritage assets within the route corridor in Section
C. There are concentrations of recorded archaeological remains at a number of
locations within the route corridor, particularly around Sarre. There are records of:
•

Iron Age settlement to the east of Sarre, presently evidenced only by cropmarks
and likely to be of medium significance. These features may be suggestive of the
presence of further related activity in the vicinity.

•

Anglo-Saxon settlement and burial activity, particularly within and to the south of
Sarre. While these remains cover a relatively large area, they are likely to be
relatively densely distributed and may be suggestive of the presence of further
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related activity in the vicinity. These remains are likely to be of medium to high
significance depending on their nature and survival.
•

Features associated with exploitation of the estuarine margins during the
medieval period including flood defences, medieval salt production, and
causeways. These assets are suggestive of the presence of further related
activity in the vicinity and are likely to be of medium significance.

•

Post-medieval agricultural activity, comprising field boundaries and hay stack
stances which are likely to be of low significance and represent features which
are widely dispersed over a large area.

•

20th century military activity, primarily Second World War anti-invasion defences.
These appear likely to be in poor condition (for example, pillboxes and defensive
features appear to have been demolished and consequently would be of low
significance and represent features which are widely dispersed over a large area.
Better preserved examples may be of high significance.

9.93

Chislet Marshes represents land reclaimed from the formerly tidal Wantsum Channel
during the medieval and post-medieval periods. In addition to the cultural features
noted above, such as saltworking and sea defences, marsh deposits are
archaeologically significant for their potential to inform study of past environment and
environmental change.

9.94

The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation identifies fields around Wall End Farm
and west of Sarre as potentially reflecting early enclosure; where such field systems
survive as discernible features, they are likely to be of low significance.

9.95

No non-designated heritage assets have been identified where the potential for
indirect effects is sufficient to give rise to any material consideration in the selection
of a preferred route.

9.96

Heritage asset classes within Section C are consistent with those of Sections A and
B with additional features associated with marshland reclamation within the Wantsum
Channel.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice (north of the 132kV overhead line)

9.97

Alignment 1 would have a net beneficial effect on Wall End Farm Cottage (Grade II)
as the replacement overhead line would be located approximately 400m to the north
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of the existing PX 132kV overhead line and in a lower-lying area. However, the
existing PX 132kV overhead line is well screened by shelter planting and intervening
large agricultural buildings and the magnitude of this change would be low.
9.98

Alignment 1 would result in a low magnitude adverse effect on the setting of some
Grade II listed buildings at Sarre. The listed buildings within Sarre conservation area
are largely screened from the existing PX 132kV overhead line by shelter planting,
small but dense belts of woodland and mature hedgerows. The proposed 400kV
would be situated on slightly higher ground and would stand taller than the existing
132kV overhead line and may present more of a detracting element from the setting
of those in close proximity such as Sarre Court Hotel or where pylons would be seen
behind Sarre Mill, which is prominently visible against the skyline in some views from
the east and north-east.

9.99

The setting of Tollgate Cottage (Grade II), on the eastern edge of Sarre, outside the
conservation area, at present includes the existing 132kV overhead line.

The

existing line is clearly visible in views to the south west, south and south east but is at
a distance of over 300m and does not form a prominent feature. Alignment 1 would
be visible in closer proximity and at a greater height.

This would give rise to an

adverse effect of low to medium magnitude.
9.100 Alignment 1 would result in a low to medium magnitude adverse on Sarre Mill (Grade
II). The mill is a clearly discernible feature in views from the eastern approach to
Sarre, particularly from the A28, A253 and Orchard Lane. At present the existing
132kV overhead line is visible in views to and from the mill, but Alignment 1 would
form a more detracting element at closer proximity, on higher ground than the
existing overhead line.
9.101 Alignment 1 would result in a change of low to medium magnitude on the group of
listed buildings at Gore Street. While these buildings are set within a farmstead which
is clearly defined by strong and mature shelter planting, there will be some views out
and it is likely that the proposed pylons would be visible behind and above the listed
Barns in views from the house, and pylons will certainly be visible in sequential views
as the viewer passes through and around the asset group.
9.102 Alignment 1 would give rise to a negligible effect on Monkton conservation area and
the Grade I listed Church of St Mary Magdalene. The conservation area is focused
on the Church and Monkton Court, and is characterised by strong shelter planting to
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all sides. Some views of upper elements of the pylons may be visible in views from
the south-west edge of the conservation area.
9.103 Alignment 1 passes close to Sarre Wall, a medieval causeway crossing the Wantsum
Channel from Sarre to Upstreet. Medieval and earlier Anglo-Saxon salt workings are
recorded in this area together with evidence for contemporary settlement comprising
house platforms and boundary features. These assets are potentially of medium to
high significance and would be subject to a low to medium magnitude adverse effect,
dependent on the exact nature of the archaeological remains present and the
location of towers and associated infrastructure.
9.104 Alignment 1 passes an area of high archaeological potential to the south of the
modern settlement and the scheduled Anglo-Saxon cemetery.

An extensive

Early/Middle Iron Age settlement was excavated in the 1980s as a result of work on a
water main to the east of Sarre. In this area a series of cropmarks have also been
identified and may represent a continuation of this activity. There is also potential in
this area for features associated with the Anglo-Saxon settlement as his area forms a
liminal zone between the higher ground on which later settlement would normally be
expected and the Stour estuary, suggesting a greater potential for the presence of
early-Saxon features which could be of high significance and are likely to be subject
to a low to medium magnitude adverse effect.
9.105 Alignment 1 would give rise to a low to negligible effect on the historic landscape
character of the possible early enclosures around Wall End Farm and Sarre.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
9.106 Alignment 2 would result in comparable magnitude of change to the steel lattice
option (Alignment 1).

Direct effects are likely to be greater as a result of the

increased need for associated groundworks, though this change would be insufficient
to require alteration of the characterisation of effect.
9.107 Indirect effects are again likely to be comparable, although the visibility of T-pylons in
close views from Sarre and Gore Street may give rise to slightly elevated magnitude
of change. More importantly, when seen in longer views from the Sarre conservation
area across the marshes to the east and south east, T-pylons would be seen in a
landscape in which existing lattice pylons are clearly visible elements of the
background to views. Seen against this background, T-pylons would not present a
coherent appearance, increasing the magnitude of any perceptual change.
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Alignment 3 – steel lattice (south of the 132kV overhead line)
9.108 Alignment 3 would result in an adverse effect of low magnitude on the listed farm
house at Wall End Farm, passing closer to the asset and using higher pylons than
the existing 132kV overhead line. However, the setting of the farmhouse is very
much conditioned by the presence of substantial modern farm buildings to the north
of the asset which will also serve to screen the closest elements of this alignment in
views of and from the house.
9.109 Alignment 3 would result in a negligible positive effect on listed buildings and the
conservation area at Sarre, particularly in views of and from Tollgate Cottage and
Sarre Mill. The alignment would be further to the south than the existing 132kV
overhead line, and while it would use taller pylons, this perceptual and physical
separation would also present a negligible positive effect on the Anglo-Saxon
Cemetery.
9.110 Alignment 3 would also result in a negligible positive effect on listed buildings at Gore
Street through the removal of the existing 132kV overhead line, although this is
presently well-separated from the assets, and the location of pylons substantially
further south than at present.
9.111 The Church of St Mary Magdalene at Monkton would not be affected by Alignment 3;
any views to the alignment which may be possible will be largely filtered, already
contain lattice pylons as distant background features and would not present any
adverse change to the setting.
9.112 Alignment 3 would result in a negligible to low magnitude adverse affect on areas of
early-medieval and medieval salt working between Wall End Farm and Sarre. It also
has the potential to affect early-medieval and medieval settlement remains south of
Sarre, although it is routed to the south of any areas of identified remains and this
potential is consequently lower than for Alignment 1. This alignment also has the
potential to disturb more recent agricultural features such as sites of hop pickers huts
boundary ditches and hay stack stands within the marshes reclaimed from the Stour
estuary. These features are widely dispersed and are likely to be of low significance.
9.113 Alignment 3 would give rise to a low to negligible effect on the historic landscape
character of the possible early enclosures around Wall End Farm and Sarre.
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Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
9.114 Alignment 4 would result in comparable magnitude of change to the Lattice option.
Direct effects are likely to be greater as a result of the increased need for intrusive
associated groundworks, though this change would be insufficient to alter of the
characterisation of effect.
9.115 Indirect effects are again likely to be comparable, although the visibility of T-pylons in
views from Sarre may give rise to slightly elevated magnitude of change as they
would be seen in views in which a number of existing lattice pylons are already
visible, leading them to appear as discordant impositions, increasing the magnitude
of any perceptual change.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
9.116 Alignment 5 can be expected to present negligible beneficial effect on the settings of
listed buildings at Wall End Farm, Sarre, Gore Street and Monkton as a result of the
removal of the existing 132kV overhead line. Set against this, the indirect effect on
the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Sarre could increase as a result of the loss of related
archaeological features in the vicinity of the asset resulting in harm to the
archaeological interest of the asset.
9.117 Alignment 5 would result in a high magnitude adverse affect on early-medieval and
medieval settlement remains south of Sarre, a low magnitude adverse effect on the
Sarre Wall and a low to medium adverse effect on medieval salt workings.

In

addition, this alignment would give rise to an adverse effect of unknown magnitude
on previously unrecorded archaeological features.

This is particularly important

given the potential presence of significant remains relating to early-medieval
settlement and funerary activity.
Potential for Mitigation
9.118 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
9.119 There is potential for mitigation of direct effects on archaeological heritage assets in
Section C caused by overhead line technologies through detail design and micrositing. Particularly to the east of Sarre, the predominant character of known
archaeological heritage assets is as relatively small and widely dispersed features
which can be avoided by detail design iterations. Similarly, even in areas of identified
archaeological potential, further survey provides opportunities to identify less

!
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sensitive areas into which overhead line infrastructure can be located. In combination
with archaeological intervention, this mitigation would reduce direct adverse effects
on archaeological heritage assets.
9.120 The nature of underground cabling means that mitigation of direct effects on
archaeological heritage assets through design or archaeological intervention would
be partial and could require extensive and complex mitigation schemes.
Summary
9.121 In terms of potential effects on the historic environment, the southerly route options
(Alignments 3 and 4) are recommended, and it is considered that the steel lattice
pylon technology (Alignment 3) would offer better performance than T-pylon.
9.122 While all alignments pass through areas of identified archaeological potential, the
more northerly options (Alignments 1 and 2) appear more likely to give rise to a
greater number of adverse effects on archaeological heritage assets, and for those
effects to be of a greater magnitude. This inference is probabilistic and has not been
tested by detailed survey. The northerly options would give rise to indirect effects of
greater magnitude on designated heritage assets at Sarre, Gore Street and Monkton.
The southerly route option would, however, result in a slightly higher magnitude of
change within the setting of Wall End Farm.
9.123 Steel lattice pylons would slightly reduce the potential for indirect adverse effects by
virtue of being more visually permeable in views of and from heritage assets and
would accord more closely with the existing overhead line infrastructure which is
clearly visible in longer views from heritage assets within this section.
No over-riding need for underground cabling has been established. This technology option
would also give rise to an increased potential for harmful effects on buried
archaeological heritage assets which, by virtue of their magnitude, would be difficult
to mitigate. This option also has the potential to give rise to adverse indirect effects
on the scheduled Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Sarre through the loss of associated
archaeological heritage assets, but would result in reduced indirect effects on other
potential receptors.
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Ecology
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 6C
9.124 A single KLWS site (County value) is situated within the route corridor.

Chislet

Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes comprise primarily intensive agricultural
land with drainage channels, rush pasture and linear habitats such as drove roads,
counter walls, hedgerows and arable margins. The site supports a range of wetland
plants in ditches including divided sedge and nationally important population of water
voles. In addition to which, it supports a variety of bird life including a good range of
small passerine species and waterbirds.
9.125 There are no international or national sites designated specifically for their
biodiversity of ornithological interest within or immediately adjacent to the Section C
alignment. However, three sites of international value (the same sites identified in
Section B) are located within a potential zone of influence – for the purposes of this
assessment, a 20km buffer has been adopted.

•

Stodmarsh SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 0.63km from the route
corridor: The site is especially notable in winter for supporting significant numbers
of hen harrier and bittern and provides wintering habitats for wetland bird species.
In addition to which, the site supports six UK Red Data Book wetland
invertebrates including shining ramshorn snail; two nationally rare plants, and five
nationally scarce species, including rootless duckweed and divided sedge.

•

Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 4.2km
from the route corridor: The site holds important numbers of turnstone and is also
used by nationally important numbers of golden plover and large numbers of
migratory birds; the SAC component is designated for its dune systems.

•

The Swale SPA/Ramsar/SSSI lies approximately 12.1km from the route corridor:
The site supports important numbers of waterbirds throughout the year.

In

summer, the site is of importance for marsh harrier, breeding waders and
Mediterranean gull. In spring and autumn migration periods, as well as during
winter, the Swale supports very large numbers of geese, ducks and waders.
9.126 Section C comprises primarily flat, intensive arable farmland, which slopes gently
down to the adjacent marshland and river valley of the River Stour. The farmland
comprises large fields criss-crossed by a network of reed-fringed drainage ditches,
with small areas of unimproved grasslands, hedgerows and arable margins. Those

#
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habitats outside the KLWS are of local value, although if they support protected or
notable species, this value may increase.
9.127 Section C supports a variety of wetland plants associated with the drainage ditches,
as well as nationally important population of water voles. In addition to which, the
section is likely to support badger and dormouse within hedgerow and woodland,
otter within wetland habitats, great crested newts in suitable terrestrial habitat and
waterbodies; bats are also likely to roost and forage within the vicinity. Section C
also supports breeding bird assemblages associated with reed-fringed drainage
ditches and farmland habitats, including marsh harrier, Cetti’s warbler, kingfisher and
barn owl (Schedule 1 species), farmland specialists such as corn bunting, grey
partridge and tree sparrow (all of which are species of principal importance); and
species associated with ditch habitats, such as reed bunting, reed warbler, mute
swan and mallard.
Assessment of Effects
9.128 All overhead alignment options have the potential to directly or indirectly affect a
number of areas of high biodiversity value, including qualifying interest species for
three SPAs located within a potential zone of influence, a single Local Wildlife Site,
bats, badger, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish,
dormouse, breeding birds, priority and notable habitats and species.
9.129 The effects of collision with overhead lines are of particular relevance for sites
located in areas known to support raptors or large concentrations of waterfowl.
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
9.130 This alignment has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of
biodiversity value, including a length (~2.4km) of the alignment located within the
Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes LWS, as well directly across
Monkton Reservoirs.

Direct negative effects on these sites are likely to occur.

Construction effects will result in negative, temporary and short term damage to, and
disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of the alignment as well as potential
disturbance to legally protected and priority habitats and species, including badgers,
bats, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, birds and
dormouse. In respect of terrestrial species, effects are likely to be negative, short
term, and low to moderate level mostly confined to the construction periods. Effects
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may be minor or moderate in level depending on the final locations of pylons and
associated working areas.

The construction method of T-pylons will result in

marginally greater construction phase effects than the equivalent lattice pylon,
particularly in the more sensitive wetland habitats of the LWS.
9.131 It should be possible to avoid significant ornithological effects to the LWS, with a
limited negative residual effect, given the relatively restricted development footprint
associated with overhead lines. Construction phase effects to wetland habitats i.e.
reed-fringed drainage ditches (which support the assemblage of breeding passerines
such as reed bunting and reed warbler) would be largely avoided through suitable
pylon placement. During the construction phase (as well as during maintenance
visits during the operational phase) there is potential for both pylon designs to
temporarily affect the breeding bird population through destruction of nests, eggs or
young birds and also through displacement of breeding territories through
disturbance factors. Prior to mitigation, this is likely to result in a low negative, shortterm magnitude of effect.
9.132 Potential disturbance to nesting marsh harrier, kingfisher, Cetti’s warbler and barn
owl is possible, given the suitable habitat for these species within the route corridor.
9.133 Important sites of national or international importance outside the route corridor but
located within a potential zone of influence include three SPA/Ramsar sites, with the
result that qualifying interest species could also be affected.
9.134 For both pylon design options in Section C, construction phase effects to qualifying
interest species for Stodmarsh SPA are likely to be negligible. Hen harrier is a wide
ranging species and unlikely to utilise habitats within the route corridor with any
regularity, given the small numbers of birds likely to utilise habitats along the route
corridor and the extent of alternative foraging habitat in the wider area. In addition to
which, given that limited suitable breeding or wintering bittern habitat is present within
Section C (this species is generally confined to more extensive reedbed habitats),
construction phase effects are likely to be negligible.
9.135 The potential for operational displacement to hen harrier and bittern is considered to
be negligible, given the extent of alternative foraging habitat in the wider area.
9.136 The overhead line is located north of Stodmarsh SPA/Ramsar, with functionally
linked habitat to the north in Section C; however, based on survey data to date,
which indicates a low level of hen harrier flights and no recorded bittern flights, as
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well as the likely habituation to the existing PX overhead line, the risk of collision
disturbance effects and operational phase barrier effects for both qualifying species
is considered to be negligible.
9.137 For Alignments1 and 2 in Section C, construction phase effects to qualifying interest
species for Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SSSI are likely to be
negligible given the lack of suitable golden plover foraging habitat within Section C.
In addition to which, no effects are anticipated for turnstone, which are generally
confined to coastal habitats. For both pylon design options in Section C, operational
phase effects to qualifying interest species would be low given the lack of habitat
utilisation within Section C. The risk of collision with overhead lines for qualifying
species is therefore likely to be negligible. No effects are anticipated to turnstone.
9.138 For both pylon design options in Section C, no construction phase effects are
predicted to qualifying interest species of the Swale SPA, given the distance from site
and lack of suitable habitat. In addition to which, operational phase effects would be
low based on the distance between the Swale SPA, Section C and Stodmarsh SPA,
the risk of collision with the overhead line for birds moving between these sites is
likely to be negligible.
9.139 The breeding bird interest for the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes
within Section C comprises predominantly passerines, which utilise wetland habitats
within the drainage ditches. These are agile species and not generally susceptible to
collision with overhead lines.
9.140 For both pylon design options there is a potential increased collision risk for certain
susceptible species such as mute swan; which may use the corridor between
Stodmarsh and Chislet Marshes. Larger birds such as geese and swans struggle to
gain height from take off and have limited manoeuvrability when in flight; however,
birds are likely to have habituated to the presence of the existing 132 kV line, which
runs across the Chislet Marshes. Prior to mitigation, this is likely to result in a low
negative, long-term magnitude of effect.
9.141 For both pylon design options, the close proximity to the south of Monkton Court
Farm Reservoirs presents a risk of collision with the overhead line for swans, geese
and other wildfowl, which have been recorded utilising these water bodies. Prior to
mitigation, this is likely to result in a low to moderate negative, long-term magnitude
of effect.
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Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV
overhead line)
9.142 This alignment option has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of
areas of biodiversity value. The options cover a marginally shorter length than for
alignments 1 and 2, crossing ~2.1km of the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes LWS, and 0.3km to the south of Monkton Reservoirs, and direct
and indirect negative effects on these sites will occur. Construction effects will result
in negative, temporary and short term damage to, and disturbance of, habitats in the
vicinity of the alignment, as well as potential disturbance to legally protected and
priority habitats and species, including great crested newts, otters, water voles, white
clawed crayfish, birds and dormouse. In respect of terrestrial species, effects are
likely to be negative, short term, and low to moderate level mostly confined to the
construction periods. Effects may be minor or moderate in level depending on the
final locations of pylons and associated working areas. The construction method of Tpylons will result in marginally greater construction effects than the equivalent steel
lattice pylon, particularly in the more sensitive wetland habitats of the LWS.
9.143 Given the similarity in alignments and likely effects, both options have the potential to
directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of ornithological value in the same
manner as those predicted for Alignments 1 and 2 (See Section 9.130- 9.141).
Alignment 5 - underground cable
9.144 The cable option has potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of high
biodiversity value. Most effects would be associated with the pre construction and
construction phases, trenching, spoil storage and accesses. The alignment crosses
approximately 2.7km of the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and Preston Marshes LWS,
and thus direct negative effects on the site will occur. The extent of the alignment
through the LWS is greater than for all the overhead alignment options.
Consequently, greater effects will result on the LWS, which are expected to be
negative, temporary to medium term, and of a moderate level. Similarly, damage to,
and disturbance of habitats in the vicinity of the alignment, legally protected species
including great crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, birds and
dormouse, priority habitats (in particular boundary features such as hedgerows and
ditches of which there are a high number) and species would occur. Given that open
trenching is expected to be adopted as the construction method for most of the cable
alignment, effects are likely to be negative, short to medium term and moderate level.
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9.145 The cabling option within Section C has the potential to directly or indirectly affect the
LWS with respect to their ornithological interest; however, important sites of national
or international importance outside the alignment are considered to be located
outside the potential zone of influence.
9.146 Underground cabling has the potential to result in adverse effects to ornithological
interest (primarily the breeding bird interest of the reed-fringed drainage ditches),
given the extent of the working area, and level of excavations required for installation.
Construction effects will result in a negative, temporary to medium term, moderate
level damage to, and disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of the alignment, as well
as potential disturbance to Schedule 1 species.

Given that open trenching is

expected to be adopted as the construction method effects are likely to be negative,
short term and moderate level.
Potential for Mitigation
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon
9.147 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
9.148 Given the extent of the alignment within the Chislet Marshes, Sarre Penn and
Preston Marshes LWS, it will not be possible to totally avoid effects to this locally
designated site. The extent of the alignment through the LWS is greater than for
Alignments 3 and 4, which are thus recommended as options, as they mitigate some
direct effects. Detailed design should aim to micro-site working areas away from the
more sensitive habitat and species receptors. In the Chislet Marshes, these are
particularly boundaries, including ditches and hedgerows, as well as wetland
features, which would consequently limit effects on associated interest species.
Effects would generally be lower on the main agricultural areas away from the
boundaries. Given the discrete nature of the pylon sites and the relatively restricted
development footprint associated with overhead lines, dismantling and both lattice
and T-pylons, would limit these effects to a minor level of effect.
9.149 Remaining effects will be partially offset with appropriate restoration planting of the
new build working areas and 132kV dismantling sites, in particular to ensure that a
network of wildlife corridors is maintained through construction and beyond.
Residual effects will be of low level, temporary to short term, and of minor
significance. If breeding habitat or significant populations of species are affected,
localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still occur.
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9.150 With careful route alignment and siting of pylons (for both design options), it should
be possible to avoid all significant ornithological effects on international and
nationally important sites, with a limited negative residual effect, given the discrete
nature of the sites and the relatively restricted development footprint associated with
overhead lines.
9.151 In addition to which, sensitive wetland habitats within the KLWS can be avoided
through careful placement of the pylons and consideration of span alignment. It
should also be possible to avoid suitable nesting bird habitat associated with
drainage ditches and small linear reedbeds along the KLWS. Construction effects
are likely to be limited, resulting in negative, temporary and short term disturbance to
breeding birds in the vicinity of the alignment and can readily be mitigated through
standard protection measures.
9.152 Whilst there are likely to be negative residual effects in terms of the loss of terrestrial
habitats within the KLWS, given the avoidance of sensitive wetland habitats, there
will be no net adverse effect upon the integrity of the breeding bird assemblage.
9.153 Collision risk effects may be able to be successfully mitigated, through the
conspicuous marking of conductors (wires) and pylons. Installation of bird diverters
in the vicinity of Monkton Court Reservoirs would be considered on the basis of
evidence of collision risk and how efficient diverters would be as a solution.
However, if an alternative alignment was taken to the south, in combination with the
use of diverters, there would be no net adverse effect upon the winter wildfowl
assemblage utilising the Monkton Court Reservoirs. Low level collision risk effects to
susceptible species such as mute swan would be successfully mitigated through the
conspicuous marking of conductors (wires) and pylons.
9.154 Provided standard protection measures i.e. stand-off distances from watercourses
and construction works are undertaken outside sensitive season(s) and kept to the
shortest timescale, then residual effects would be considered negligible. Assuming
successful implementation of these mitigation measures, no residual effects to the
integrity of the breeding bird assemblage are predicted.
9.155 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable. A construction works programme should identify all Schedule 1 nests
and avoid or reduce works during sensitive periods i.e. breeding season.
Specifically, construction within 500m of marsh harrier nest sites would be timed to
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avoid active nests until young fledge (March - August); within 150m of barn owl nest
sites would be timed to avoid active nests until young fledge (March – August); and
within 50m of kingfisher and Cetti’s warbler nest sites would be timed to avoid
breeding season (March – August). For all breeding birds, should damage, or in the
case of schedule 1 species only, disturbance, be unavoidable, it may be necessary to
obtain a derogation licence to proceed.

In this instance, phased removal of

vegetation would be required prior to this period, construction works would be carried
out under a behavioural method statement and if necessary, suitable screening
around working areas would avoid significant human disturbance. Through
successful implementation of this mitigation, there would be no contravention of WCA
legislation and no net adverse effect upon nesting birds.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV
overhead line)
9.156 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
9.157 Given the similarity in potential effects between the different alignments, mitigation
would be broadly similar (See Section 9.147 – 9.154).
9.158 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable (See Section 9.155).
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon, Alignment 2 – T-pylon, Alignment 3 – steel lattice
pylon, Alignment 4 – T-pylon
9.159 For all overhead line options, T-pylons are expected to result in marginally greater
construction phase effects than the equivalent steel lattice pylon, (as a result of the
need for additional associated groundworks) and thus the latter would mitigate
construction effects slightly further. There is no notable difference in performance
between the overhead line options in terms of operational effects to ornithological
interests.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
9.160 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
9.161 Overhead line technology is recommended over cabling as a method of minimising
the main effects on this section, which although there would still be residual effects,
these would be limited. Cabling has the potential to have a locally significant effect on
terrestrial ecology interest, given the extent of working area through the LWS and
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level of excavations required for installation of cables. If directional drilling (horizontal
or traditional) or cable bridges, including key boundaries when road ducting, along
with some minor amends to route alignment and siting of associated works can be
employed, it should be possible to reduce effects to some particularly sensitive
sections of the site (e.g. hedgerow and watercourse crossings), but moderate
ecological residual effects on the LWS are likely to remain given habitat recovery
times. If breeding habitat or significant populations of species are affected, localised
negative effects of minor to moderate level may still occur.
9.162 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable (See Section 9.155).
9.163 If directional drilling or cable bridges, along with some minor amends to route
alignment and siting of associated works can be employed, it should be possible with
this alignment to avoid all significant ornithological effects to these important sites,
with a limited negative residual effect, given the discrete nature of the site.

If

traditional open trenching is undertaken and avoidance of key receptors is not
possible, the potential exists for more significant but not material ornithological
impacts.
Summary
9.164 The overhead alignments avoid significant effects to the LWS, although discrete
areas of habitat damage and disturbance would occur, which can largely be
mitigated. Where hedgerows or other boundary features are affected, these can be
compensated or fully mitigated. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable
species is expected to be limited, minor in effect; occasional local moderate effects
may occur if notable populations are present.
9.165 The underground cable alignment would result in removal of boundary features at
route crossings, which would fragment the existing network of wildlife corridors in a
temporary – short term timescale, although working methods can be adopted to
reduce these effects. Restoration planting would compensate, and mitigate in the
medium term. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable species is expected
to be limited and minor in effect; occasional local moderate effects may occur if
notable populations are present.
9.166 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity.

However, given the longer length through the LWS, the northern
!
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overhead alignments (1 and 2) would have greater impacts, with a minor negative
residual effect following mitigation. The southern overhead alignments (3 and 4)
have lesser impact due to the shorter alignment through the LWS, and would also
result in a minor negative residual effect following mitigation. The underground cable
alignment (5) would have most impact given the extent of habitat damage through
the LWS, with negative, short to medium term, moderate negative effects following
mitigation.
9.167 T-pylons would result in slightly greater negative effects on habitats and terrestrial
species in the pre construction and construction phases, and thus steel lattice pylons
perform better.

Alignments (3 and 4) south of the 132kV overhead line are

recommended over alignments 1 and 2, given the avoidance of Monkton Reservoirs
and the associated increased collision risk; however, there is no notable difference in
performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of reduced effects to
ornithological interests. Collision risk effects would be further reduced, through the
installation of bird diverters if required in the vicinity of Monkton Reservoirs, resulting
in a minor negative residual effect (at least in the short term) following mitigation.
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Socio-Economics
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 7C
9.168 Section C - Chislet Marshes is characterised by arable farmland with the main
settlements including Sarre and Gore Street. Aside from agricultural land use, the
area does not contain any other major sources of economic activity.
9.169 The settlement of Sarre does however contain The Elms Farm, which provides office
and business space, along with two pubs/guest houses. Gore Street has no major
economic activity although there is an art gallery on the junction of the A253.
9.170 The main transport infrastructure within Section C includes the A28 Island Road, the
A253, and South Eastern Railway’s High Speed and Ashford lines.
Assessment of Effects
9.171 With all alignment options, the construction phase would bring short-term benefits to
the local economy in terms of increased spend by the construction workforce and
additional spend and therefore income at local suppliers.
9.172 The construction phase would also bring a number of short-term negative effects to
the local communities of Sarre and Gore Street, local businesses and visitors to the
area. These effects are associated with the increase of construction traffic on local
roads and visual and noise effects of construction works.
9.173 Alongside this, all overhead alignment options need to cross the A28 Island Road
and the South Eastern Railway’s High Speed and Ashford line. The need to work
across, and in the vicinity of, this major strategic infrastructure has the potential to
impact on users of the transport network through disruption.
9.174 In the western extent of Section C all options need to cross the Saxon Shore Way
Long Distance Walk which is likely to require temporary closure and diversion of a
section of the route during construction, potentially affecting users of the Public Right
of Way.
9.175 In principle it is considered that construction access can be achieved to all alignment
options and residential/business receptors are unlikely to be affected by the works to
achieve this access. This has therefore not been considered as a distinguishing
factor.

!#
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9.176 None of the alignment options within Section C conflict with local land use
designations and all options include the potential benefit offered through removal of
the existing 132kV PX overhead line.
9.177 The appraisal in Section C has not considered the technology type (steel lattice or Tpylon) to present a differentiator in terms of socio-economic effects over and above
conclusions drawn through the landscape and visual appraisal. The appraisal
therefore considers the alignment options without reference to technology type.
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
9.178 The land potentially affected by this alignment consists of primarily arable farmland.
The alignment results in effects on agricultural land of Grades 1 to 4 with
approximately one third of the alignment located within land of Grade 1 quality,
bringing a minor land use effect. Aside from agriculture there are no other major
economic receptors potentially affected by this alignment.
9.179 Figure 7C identifies the Agricultural Land Classification throughout Section C.
9.180 The alignment routes within close proximity to the south of the settlements of Sarre
and Gore Street and while residents of these settlements would benefit from the
removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead line, the new 400kV line would bring
effects associated with disturbance during construction and visual amenity effects
during operation.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV
overhead line)
9.181 This option routes across land which is primarily arable farmland consisting of grades
2, 3 and 4. Aside from agriculture there are no other major economic receptors
affected by this alignment.
9.182 The alignment routes to the south of the settlements of Sarre and Gore Street,
however it is further from the settlements than alignments 1 and 2. The settlements
would still benefit from the removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead line and would
also receive minor amenity benefit through the new 400kV overhead line being
located further from the residential properties.

!
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Alignment 5 - underground cable
9.183 This alignment routes across land which is primarily arable farmland consisting of
Grades 3 and 4 land in the western extents and Grade 2 land as the cable route runs
south east from Sarre.
9.184 This underground option would lead to greater construction effects when compared
to the overhead alignment options due to the required construction swathe and
longer duration of construction activities, although these effects would remain as
temporary in nature.
9.185 Construction effects will include both negative effects associated with construction
traffic on local roads, temporary land take and potential for noise and amenity issues,
as well as positive effects associated with local construction jobs and supply chain
benefits.
9.186 During operation, the cable sealing end compounds required would result in
permanent loss of an area of agricultural land; however, this is unlikely to affect the
long term viability of farm based businesses that will also potentially benefit from the
land gained via removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.
9.187 The cable route option would result in minor long-term amenity benefits for the local
population and visitors attracted to the area, however, this benefit is not considered
to be significant enough to differentiate a cable option above an overhead alignment.
Potential for Mitigation
9.188 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
Summary
9.189 Section C contains a limited number of socio-economic receptors with the main
receptor being agricultural activity. The settlements of Sarre and Gore Street are
located in the section.
9.190 It is considered that there is little to differentiate the alignment options presented
within Section C from a socio-economic perspective. Alignment options 1 and 2 do
route closer to the settlements of Sarre and Gore Street and therefore Alignment
options 3 and 4 are recommended.
9.191 It is not considered that the cable route option presents any sufficient socio-economic
benefits to differentiate it from the overhead alignment options and this option does
!
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not therefore outweigh the overhead alignment options from a socio-economic
perspective.

!
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Section C: Summary of Findings
Landscape and Visual
9.192 All five alignment options have the potential to result in adverse effects on landscape
and visual amenity in Section C. Alignment 3 crosses the Wantsum Channel AHLV
through a narrower section compared to alignment options 1 and 2 giving rise to the
least adverse effect on a sensitive landscape receptor. Alignment 3 also gives rise to
the greatest beneficial visual effect on a moderately large proportion of sensitive
residential receptors relative to the overall number of receptors throughout the
Section.
9.193 Alignment 5, underground cable would result in a positive effect on visual amenity in
Section C although it would give rise to adverse residual effects on the Wantsum
Channel AHLV.
9.194 Overall, it is considered that steel lattice pylons perform marginally better than Tpylons due to the permeability of the lattice structure and the benefit of
backgrounding, and particularly at the eastern end of the section, where they present
a coherent appearance alongside the existing steel lattice pylons of the PY route.
There are no landscape receptors of high sensitivity nor is the magnitude of effect
from an overhead connection so significant on any receptor that an underground
cable should be considered. Consequently, it is considered that Alignment 3 (steel
lattice) performs best through the Chislet Marshes.
Historic Environment
9.195 Within Section C the southern alignments (3 and 4) would give rise to some adverse
indirect effects on Wall End Farm Cottage, but would give rise to a discernibly
smaller indirect effect on the conservation area, listed buildings and scheduled
monument at Sarre and a reduced magnitude of effect on the conservation area and
listed buildings at Monkton than alignments 1 and 2. Alignments 1 and 2 would also
affect identified medieval settlement remains south of Sarre.
9.196 Steel lattice pylon alignment 3 would offer the best performance in Section C as
adverse indirect effects are anticipated to arise as a result of relatively short distance
views in which the prominence of steel lattice pylons would be reduced by their visual
permeability.

!
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9.197 Cabling options are likely to give rise to considerable disturbance of buried
archaeological features which would be difficult to mitigate effectively.
Ecology
9.198 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity, however, given the longer length through the LWS, the northern
overhead alignments (1 and 2) would have greater impacts, with a minor negative
residual effect following mitigation. The southern overhead alignments (3 and 4)
have lesser impact due to the shorter alignment through the LWS, and would also
result in a minor negative residual effect following mitigation. T-pylons would result in
slightly greater negative effects on habitats and terrestrial species in the preconstruction and construction phases, and thus steel lattice pylons perform better in
Section C.
9.199 The southern alignments are recommended, given the avoidance of Monkton
Reservoirs and the associated collision risk; however, there is no difference in
performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of reduced effects to
ornithological interests.
9.200 Whilst the cabling alignment (5) would remove collision risk, it would have the most
impact given the extent of habitat damage through the LWS, with negative, short to
medium term, moderate negative effects following mitigation.
9.201 Consequently, on balance, a southern alignment through Section C is recommended
and the steel lattice overhead line option (Alignment 3) performs best overall.
Socio-economics
9.202 From a socio-economic perspective, Section C contains relatively few potential
receptors.

The overhead alignment options 3 and 4 route further from the

settlements of Sarre and Gore Street when compared to alignments 1 and 2. It is not
considered that the underground alignment option offers sufficient benefit to outweigh
an overhead alignment and therefore alignment options 3 and 4 are recommended.
Overall Conclusions
9.203 In terms of the appraisal for Section C, all topics recommend an alignment to the
south of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.

!
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9.204 In addition, all topics considered that the steel lattice pylon performed better than the
T-pylon in this section.
9.205 In consideration of a northern route preference for Section B (in Chapter 8), further
examination has been given for a potential cross-over of route alignment near the
boundary of Sections B and C.
9.206 There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of
reduced effects to ornithological interests but bird diverters are likely to be required in
appropriate areas.
9.207 In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the proposed
connection would be set, together with the additional costs, archaeological,
ecological and socio-economic consequences of undergrounding.
9.208 The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and whilst it
would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered sufficient to
differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments or to justify the
additional costs. Overall, it is not considered that any landscape and visual receptors
are sensitive enough that it would necessitate undergrounding in Section C.

!
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10 APPRAISAL SECTION D – ASH LEVELS
Section Boundaries
10.1

Section D, Ash Levels extends from Docker Hill (south of Monkton) to Richborough
Power Station. Section C Chislet Marshes extends from just east of Chislet across
the flat, low-lying Chislet Marshes area to just west of Docker Hill (south of Monkton).
The alignments in this Section are approximately 5.5km.
Definition of Proposed Route Options
Overhead Line Options

10.2

The options for Section D are shown on Figure 1D. The alignments run parallel and
to the north and south of the existing PX and PY 132kV overhead lines across the
Ash Levels. All alignments require two crossings of the River Stour and one railway
crossing.

10.3

At Richborough it is proposed that the terminal pylon would be located south of the
River Stour with the gantries to the north of the river in the substation site. Therefore
the downleads would be going across the river.
Underground Cable Option

10.4

Through Section D the cable alignment follows that of Alignments 3 and 4 to the
south of the existing PX and PY 132kV overhead lines across the Ash Levels.
Costs of Proposed Route Options

10.5

The estimated capital installation and lifetime costs for the various options through
Section D are as follows:
Table 10.1: Summary of Estimated Capital and Lifetime Costs – Section D

Route
Section and
Approximate
Length

Capital
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Capital
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Capital
Cost (£M)
Cable

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Steel
Lattice

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
T-pylon

Lifetime
Cost (£M)
Cable

D
(N5.4km,
S5.5kmoverhead)
(5.3km –
cable)

N 8.77
S 8.94

N 10.58
S 10.78

47.15

N 10.72
S 10.94

N 12.61
S 12.86

49.39
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10.6

In terms of both capital and lifetime costs, an underground option would be
considerably more expensive than the overhead options. Of the overhead options,
the steel lattice pylon technology would impose lower capital and lifetime costs and
the slightly shorter northern alignment (1) would be the lowest overall.
Technical

10.7

As discussed in Chapter 6, technical considerations have been scoped out of the
options appraisal.

The following comments are therefore provided as additional

context for the different pylon types.
Alignments 1 and 2 – steel lattice and T-pylons (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.8

There are similar access issues as noted for Sections B and C due to wet ground
conditions.
Alignments 3 and 4 – steel lattice and T-pylons (south of the 132kV overhead line)

10.9

Access issues are as above (Section 10.8) and this is further increased for these
alignments by the need to permanently underground the retained PY 132kV
overhead line (2 circuits) and temporarily underground/lower the PX 132kV overhead
line (2 circuits) with an access of approximately 1.7km from the nearest road.
Alignment 5 - underground cable

10.10 In this section the same access issues are seen for the underground cable and
overhead line options. However, for cabling the river (two crossings) and railway
crossing are more challenging due to their distance from nearby roads. Depending
on the buoyancy of cables in wet areas may need to use more CBS which would
increase traffic movements.
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Landscape
Baseline Conditions
Designated Landscapes – refer to Figure 4A
10.11 There are no Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in the route corridor
within Section D, and at its nearest point the Kent Downs AONB is within 13.5km at
Patrixbourne. The intervening landscape between the AONB and the route corridor
is gently rolling with areas of mature woodland blocks.
10.12 There are no scheduled monuments within this part of the route corridor. There are a
number of other scheduled monuments within 5km of the route corridor, of which the
most significant is at the Saxon Shore fort, Roman port and associated remains at
Richborough (Richborough Castle) which is located approximately 1.6km south of the
preferred route corridor.
10.13 There are no listed buildings within this part of the route corridor. There are a small
number of listed buildings within 1 km of this part of the route corridor. These are
principally located within Monkton to the north, and include parts of the smaller
settlement at Gore Street and isolated agricultural and residential buildings at
Sheriffs Court. There is a cluster of listed buildings at Minster.
10.14 Oxford Archaeological Unit, KCC and English Heritage have undertaken an Historic
Landscape Characterisation of Kent designed to enhance the current landscape
characterisation of Kent and assist in the production of Historic Landscape Character
Assessments. The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation has not identified any
areas of specific historic landscape significance within Section D.
National Landscape Character Assessment
10.15 Section D of the route corridor falls within the National Landscape Character Area
113: North Kent Plain, as previously described in Section A.
Local Landscape Character Assessment - refer to Figure 4B
10.16 The first half of Section D falls within the Former Wantsum Channel and partially
within the Former Wantsum North Shore, as defined in Thanet District Council’s
Landscape Character Areas Document (Update August 2012) and as previously
described in Section C. Thanet has identified the protection of important landscapes
in its emerging Local Plan and published this paper for their continued protection.
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10.17 The study acknowledges long views to and from the ‘island’ and its unenclosed
landscape, its plateau and marshes. The study finds Thanet’s sense of place to be
very strong, with open views contributing to the high sensitivity of the landscape.
10.18 The latter half of Section D falls within the Ash Level Landscape Character Area, as
defined in the Dover District Landscape Character Assessment (2006) prepared by
Jacobs Babtie. The assessment defines the Ash Levels as an area characterised by
topography and geology.

The area holds reference to its waterlogged past with

drainage ditches running along field boundaries, providing a pattern to the landscape
and a strong characteristic.

There is little built development, creating a

predominantly horizontal landscape with little to interrupt the view or focus the eye.
Neither do many roads cross the area with access only reaching its boundary edges
in the form of straight ‘Drove’ roads, created for herding sheep out to marshland
pasture in past times. Narrow winding lanes skirt the edges of the area, defining its
boundaries.

The character assessment describes visible development in the

‘Sandwich Corridor’ in particular Pfizer industrial buildings and the former
Richborough Power Station (partly demolished).
10.19 Section D is considered to be broadly contiguous with the Former Wantsum Channel
from the Thanet Landscape Assessment.
Landscape Value
10.20 There are no national level landscape designations within Section D. The landscape
is however of historical and cultural value, which the landscape itself reflects
including the flood plain of the River Stour, and historically represents the former sea
channel, the Wantsum Channel, which previously separated the Isle of Thanet from
mainland Kent. The landscape also provides an important setting to villages such as
Monkton and Minter, which are designated conservation areas and to the setting of
Richborough Castle.
10.21 Overall it is deemed that the value of the landscape in Section D is considered to be
medium -high.
Landscape Condition
10.22 The landscape reflects an area largely in pasture use with small field sizes, some
with intensive farming. The land is very much low lying and flat and segregated by
ditches. The landscape is open and unenclosed with wide views and generally an
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intact landscape with few detracting features. It is considered that there is a strong
sense of place, and open views contribute to the high sensitivity of the landscape.
10.23 Due to the coherent functional integrity and few detracting features overall it is
considered that the Landscape condition is medium.
Landscape Sensitivity
10.24 The sensitivity of the landscape is classified as medium. The landscape has a
medium susceptibility to change and has local and or regional value.

Key

characteristics of landscape are resilient and are able to accommodate development
in some situations without significant character change. There is limited tree and
shrub vegetation within Section D of the route corridor and the landscape is a low
lying, flat and open landscape with farmland used as permanent grassland and for
winter cereals. There are drainage ditches along field boundaries with no obvious
field pattern.
Landscape Capacity
10.25 The land is low lying and flat, providing a strong visual characteristic, providing a
subsequent lack of physical and visual enclosure. There are views to the higher
ground of Thanet, north of the former Wantsum Channel.
10.26 Due to the medium-high assessment for its landscape value and condition it is
considered to have a low-medium capacity to accommodate new large structures into
the landscape. However, the capacity of the landscape is influenced by the two
existing parallel 132kV overhead lines, the PX and PY routes from Canterbury and
the Isle of Thanet. Approximately 500m to the south of these lines is Richborough
Castle which is built on higher ground.

The setting of this heritage asset is

dominated by the industrial complex at Great Stonar, communications masts, wind
turbine and distant overhead lines.
10.27 In this regard, the overall the capacity to accommodate new overhead lines is
medium.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.28 A new 400kV overhead line would be visible from Richborough Castle approximately
1.5km away but seen in the context of other development, including other overhead
line infrastructure. The change to the setting of Richborough Castle arising from the
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proposed overhead line would give rise to minor adverse effects and would not
significantly alter a visitor’s experience of the place.
10.29 The change to the setting of listed buildings and conservation areas at Monkton and
Minster arising from the proposed 400kV overhead line would present a minor
adverse effect on the landscape.
10.30 A new 400kV overhead line across the Former Wantsum North Shore, Former
Wantsum Channel and Ash Level Character Areas would introduce a larger, more
dominant linear development in parallel with the PY overhead line. The landscape is
assessed as medium sensitivity and of medium landscape condition, with a predicted
low-medium magnitude of change, resulting in minor-moderate adverse effects on
the Character Areas.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.31 It is considered that the magnitude of effect on the landscape setting of heritage
assets including those at Monkton and Minster arising from alignment 2 would be
minor-moderate. This is due to the contrasting appearance of the T-pylon 400kV line
and the PY lattice overhead line and the less effective backgrounding of the T-pylon.
However the T-pylon would be lower in height and would be less perceptible from
more distant views. It is considered that there would a minor-moderate adverse
residual effect.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.32 It is considered that the effects on landscape character and features would be
comparable to that of Alignment 1, however Alignment 3 runs in closer proximity to
Richborough Castle, and a new 400kV overhead line would result in a slightly greater
minor adverse magnitude of change on a high sensitivity receptor, the overall
residual effect would be minor adverse.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.33 It is considered that there would be the similar effects to Alignment 2, with a minor
adverse residual effect on Richborough Castle.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.34 An underground cable route would have direct adverse effects on the landscape
resource.
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10.35 During construction an underground cable route in Section D would have a moderate
adverse magnitude of effect (scale of change) on landscape character and value
reducing to a negligible magnitude of effect (scale of change) on the landscape
following reinstatement and re-establishment.
Potential for Mitigation
10.36 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
Overhead line
10.37 Additional mitigation by restoring and strengthening field margins and conserving the
remnants of grazing marsh adjacent to ditch systems would be in keeping with the
existing landscape character and could also assist in reducing potential effects.
Underground cable
10.38 The use of directional drilling techniques could be used to minimise adverse effects
during construction.
Summary
10.39 Overall the landscape is in good condition and whilst the pattern of the landscape is
coherent, there is limited tree or shrub cover.

The sensitivity of the landscape

character is lessened by already being subject to wider views which include industry
and strong vertical infrastructure such as the wind turbine and existing lattice pylons.
Therefore there is a low magnitude of effect (scale of change) from a potential new
overhead line across this section of the route corridor. The capacity of the landscape
is assessed as ‘medium’ and the landscape is of moderate vulnerability to change.
10.40 Steel lattice pylons are consistent with the retained PY overhead line infrastructure
visible across the Ash Levels and would give rise to fewer adverse effects than Tpylons due to permeability of the structures and less visibility when viewed against
the sky. However, the standard steel lattice pylon would tend to be visible for a
greater distance due to its increased height, compared to the T-pylon. However, the
T-pylon would tend to be more prominent than the standard steel lattice pylon where
there is no backgrounding. This is a result of the thicker steel, solid central column
and cross beam making them more visible against the sky as currently seen with
reference to the wind turbine at Ebbsfleet at the site of the former Richborough power
station, although the girth of the turbine’s monopole would be greater than that of a
T-pylon.
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10.41 Alignments 1 and 2 allow greater physical separation from the highly sensitive
receptor, Richborough Castle and could give rise to a slightly reduced magnitude of
change within the setting of Richborough Castle although the difference between
these two options would be slight. Underground cabling would result in a neutral or
slight positive change to the setting of the Church of St Mary in Minster and
Richborough Castle as a result of the removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead
line.

Any positive change would, however, be limited as the existing 132kV PY

overhead line will be retained.
10.42 The standard steel lattice pylon alignment option 1 in Section D is considered to
perform better across the Ash Levels.

This preference is primarily because the

existing overhead lines in this landscape are carried on steel lattice pylons and the
alignment to the north of the 132kV overhead lines allows a greater separation from
the setting of Richborough Castle.
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Visual Amenity
Baseline Conditions – Refer to Figures 4C and 4D
10.43 Section D comprises the expansive flat landscape of the Ash Levels. There are wide
and open views across the Levels with varying degrees of filtering provided by ditch
and hedgerow trees and vegetation. The chalk slopes of the Isle of Thanet provide
backgrounding in some views north, whilst views to the south have the North Kent
Downs rising in the far distance.
10.44 Section D crosses the floodplain of the River Stour and includes a number of features
visually prominent in the open and flat landscape. These include Richborough Castle
(Roman Fort and SAM), the former Richborough Power Station, wind turbine and
communications masts at Ebbsfleet and the large scale commercial and industrial
works at Great Stonar.
10.45 The existing 132kV overhead lines (PX and PY routes) run closely in parallel across
the Ash Levels with pylon positions synchronised all the way. These structures are
visible across a great distance in this flat, low lying landscape.
10.46 The main public views of the route corridor and existing overhead lines are
experienced by visual receptors using long distance routes, public rights of way,
cycle routes (Sustrans Route 1) and roads. From these receptors, the route corridor
generally appears in middle and distant views where the PX and PY pylons are
viewed against the sky or partially backgrounded; the permeable lattice structure
allowing them to recede against the background. Near views are only available from
the Saxon Shore Way, regional trail, which follows the course of the River Stour and
which crosses the route corridor in the vicinity of the Southern Water Waste Water
Treatment Works at Boxlees Hill and at the very eastern end of Section D at
Richborough.
10.47 Public views from roads to the north of the corridor are distant and generally
elevated, affording wide views down and across the Ash Levels. From the A299 the
viewing distance is between 2-3km and a large proportion of the route corridor is
visible in the view at the same time. Spans of the existing PX and PY overhead lines
are seen, backgrounded by the agricultural and horticultural land, to the south,
around Preston and Ash. From the A256 and the new East Kent Access Road (EKA)
views of the route corridor are less frequent due to the oblique angle of view and
intervening development, structures and landform.
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10.48 There are a number of recreation facilities and tourist attractions in Section D.
Richborough Castle occupies an elevated site 1.5km south of the corridor and
visitors’ views to the north include lines of trees and hedgerows dividing marsh and
grazing land with distant views of vertical structures, such as the 132kV overhead
lines, wind turbine and communication masts. To the east the chimney stacks and
industrial works buildings at Great Stonar are seen in the distance beyond the
historic monument.
10.49 There are two caravan parks in Section D, Foxhunter Park in Monkton and Wayside
Caravan Park at Way. Wayside is 2.5km north of the route corridor and has no
visual connection with the route. Foxhunter Park lies 700m from the route and has
some filtered views of the existing PX and PY overhead lines, in the middle distance
beyond the railway line. There are two golf courses in Section D (Stonelees and St
Augustine’s) and a country park (Pegwell Bay) located to the north east of the route
corridor but these are physically and visually separate from the route corridor.
10.50 There are no settlements or properties either within or with near views of the route
corridor in Section D. Middle distance, filtered views are likely from properties on
Sheriffs Court Lane which is 700m from the northern edge of the corridor and
separated from it by the railway line.
10.51 Other views from settlements in Section D are from the southern edge of Minster and
Monkton.

Views from properties away from the settlement edge are generally

obscured by intervening built form and vegetation. Properties on the southern edge
of Minster and Monkton have filtered and partial middle and distant views of the route
corridor with the PX and PY overhead lines partially visible crossing the view, seen
beyond and above railway trackside vegetation.
10.52 Residential receptors south of the route corridor have distant low lying views to the
north with lines of trees and hedgerows intercepting and filtering views of the corridor
and the existing 132kV overhead lines being only partially visible.
10.53 Given the scenic qualities of the landscape and the commonplace nature of the
views, views within Section D are generally local and of moderate importance.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
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10.54 The greatest negative effects on views would be experienced by high sensitivity
visual receptors using public rights of way located within and alongside the route
corridor.
10.55 Views from the Saxon Shore Way regional trail would experience moderate negative
effects where the PX overhead line is removed from the view and replaced by the
400kV overhead line on a parallel but northerly alignment. The magnitude of effect
will vary along the route as the public right of way would vary in distance from the
new overhead line, as it follows the meandering course of the River Stour. The
conductors (wires) oversail the path in two locations and the greatest negative effect
would be experienced when the receptor is in closest proximity to the overhead line.
The effect arises because the 400kV pylons would occupy a larger proportion of the
view, although the visually permeable nature of the steel lattice structure when
viewed against a background would help to reduce the overall visual effect in some
views. The retained PY route and the proposed 400kV overhead line would have
different spans giving rise to pylons that would not be synchronised as they cross the
levels. The pylons would also be different heights giving rise to a less balanced
visual appearance than the baseline condition.
10.56 Other local public rights of way which cross the Ash Levels typically on a north-south
alignment would experience moderate negative effects when in close proximity to the
overhead line, reducing to low negative effects when viewed in middle and distant
views.
10.57 A low negative magnitude of effect would be experienced by visitors to Richborough
Castle where the proposed 400kV overhead line would be visible in the distance
across the relatively open, and lower lying foreground. The larger lattice pylons
would appear slightly more prominent in the view but would be consistent in
appearance with the PY pylons also in the view.
10.58 Public views from main roads such as the A299 and the A566 would experience low
negative visual effects. The larger pylons and greater span length of the proposed
400kV overhead line would be marginally more prominent in the distant view. The
pylons would be partly backgrounded in some views helping to reduce the visual
effect. There would be no discernible change to the view from the EKA due to the
filtering and screening effect of intervening structures and vegetation, and the oblique
and transient nature of the view.
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10.59 Similarly, a negligible to neutral effect would be experienced by public receptors on
the Sustrans cycle route 1 and 15 due to the distance of the view and the filtering and
in some cases screening effect of intervening vegetation and buildings.
10.60 There would be a moderate to low negative magnitude of effect on a small number of
private views from Sheriffs Court where the PX overhead line would be removed from
the view and replaced by the 400kV overhead line on a parallel but slightly closer
alignment. The larger pylons would appear larger in the filtered, middle distance
view but would be consistent in their appearance with the PY lattice pylons.
10.61 There would be a negative magnitude of effect on private views from a relatively
large number of residential properties on the southern edges of Monkton and
Minster, including the Foxhunter Caravan Park. The effects are similar to those
described for Sheriffs Court but the greater viewing distance and the oblique
alignment reduces the overall visual effect to low, and for the most distant receptors,
to negligible.
10.62 There would be low to negligible effects on views from distant residential properties
at Westmarsh and Richborough, 2-2.5km south of the route corridor. The viewing
distance, across the Ash Levels with intervening lines of trees and some hedgerows
would render the change imperceptible.
10.63 There would be no effect on views from the sports and recreation receptors in
Section D, (two golf courses and Pegwell Bay Country Park) due to the physical and
visual separation from the route corridor.
Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.64 In near distance views the T-pylon is more prominent due to its solid central column
and closer configuration of conductors. In middle and distant views, particularly in a
large-scale flat landscape such as in Section D, the T-pylon would tend to be visible
for a shorter distance than the lattice pylon due to it being 12m lower.
10.65 When the T-pylon appears in the same view as the PY lattice pylon their heights are
more comparable than that of a PY lattice and a standard 400kV lattice pylon,
although its appearance is less coherent.
10.66 Near views from the public rights of way, including the regional trail would experience
moderate-high negative effects due to the incoherent appearance of T-pylon and
steel lattice pylon aligned in close proximity and occupying a large proportion of the
view.

Middle and distant views from the public rights of way would experience

!
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moderate-low negative effects where the similarity in height between the T-pylon and
the PY lattice pylons would be more evident and the monopole structure less visually
prominent.
10.67 There would be a moderate negative magnitude of effect on a small number of
private views from Sheriffs Court where the T-pylon and PY lattice pylon are seen
together in the filtered, middle distance view.
10.68 Middle distance receptors at Monkton and Minster would experience low to moderate
negative effects where the T-pylon would be seen alongside the PY lattice pylons,
with intervening vegetation filtering views and reducing the effect.
10.69 A low to moderate negative effect would be experienced by visitors to Richborough
Castle where the elevated view of the T-pylons would appear somewhat incoherent
alongside the PY route, adding to the cluster of vertical structures (wind turbine and
communications masts) evident in the distant view.
10.70 The public view from the A299 and the A566 would experience low negative effects
on visual amenity with the contrasting support structure giving rise to a slightly
greater magnitude of change than Alignment 1.
10.71 Distant visual receptors such as residential properties at Westmarsh and
Richborough, and public receptors on the Sustrans cycle routes would all likely
experience negligible effects on views arising from Alignment 2 as the T-pylons and
PY overhead line would be barely perceptible.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.72 It is considered that the effects on visual amenity would be comparable to that of
Alignment 1 due to the similarity in the alignments and proximity to receptors, with
the exceptions noted below.
10.73 Alignment 3 would give rise to a marginally greater magnitude of effect on public
views from Richborough Castle due to its slightly closer proximity; with low to
moderate negative effects arising.
10.74 Alignment 3 would give rise to marginally smaller magnitude of effect on private
views from Sheriffs Court due to the greater distance between receptor and
alignment; with low negative effects arising.
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Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.75 It is considered that the effects on visual amenity would be comparable to that of
Alignment 3, with a moderate negative effect on public views from Richborough
Castle and moderate negative effects on private views from Sheriffs Court.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.76 An underground cable route would avoid the negative effects on views associated
with an overhead line in Section D. An underground cable route would lead to long
term positive effects on views from all receptors where the PX overhead line is
present in the view. Public rights of way receptors would have a higher positive
magnitude of effect where the existing overhead line is in foreground views.
10.77 The siting of cable sealing end compounds would lead to some localised effects on
visual amenity.
Potential for Mitigation
10.78 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
10.79 Supplementary planting to property boundaries, subject to landowner agreement,
would be in keeping with the existing local character and could assist in reducing
potential effects on views from Sheriffs Court.
10.80 With regard to underground cabling, the use of directional drilling techniques to cross
the River Stour and other watercourses would minimise effects on these features and
associated vegetation.
Summary
10.81 With regard to the effect on views and visual amenity in Section D there is very little
to differentiate between the alignments to the north of the PY overhead line
(Alignments 1 and 2) and those to the south of the PX overhead line (Alignments 3
and 4). A marginal preference would be for the northernmost alignment (Alignment 1
and 2) due to its greater distance from Richborough Castle.
10.82 The steel lattice pylon performs better than the T-pylon due to the close proximity
and visible presence of other overhead lines on lattice support structures in the view.
The use of consistent lattice supports in this situation is considered to outweigh the
benefits associated with the lower height T-pylon, which is generally visible for a
shorter distance in a large, flat landscape such as in Section D, and despite it being
closer in height to the pylon supports of the retained parallel PY line.
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10.83 All overhead line alignments give rise to residual negative effects on the Saxon
Shore Way regional trail and other local public rights of way, where the paths pass
through and alongside the route corridor throughout the Section. Alignments 2 and 4
have greater negative effects where T-pylons are more prominent in near views and
where they appear incoherent with other overhead lattice pylons that are visible.
10.84 An underground cable route, Alignment 5, would result in a positive effect on visual
amenity in Section D with localised negative effects in the vicinity of any sealing end
compounds.

The magnitude of effect of underground cabling is not as great in

Section D as it is in other Sections because the PY overhead line would remain in the
view.
10.85 Overall it is considered that from a visual amenity standpoint an alignment to the
north, supported by steel lattice pylons would perform best through Section D.

#
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Historic Environment
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 5D
10.86 There no listed buildings within the route corridor in Section D. There are several
listed buildings within 1km of the route corridor, including Sherriff’s Court (Grade II),
11 Grade II listed buildings at Monkton (these are within the settlement but outwith
the conservation area which is discussed in Chapter 9 for Section C), three Grade II
listed buildings at Hoo, and the Grade II listed Dog and Duck cottage at Pluck’s
Gutter. The Minster conservation area, which contains 34 Grade II listed buildings,
the Grade I listed Minster Abbey and Church of St Mary, is approximately over 1.2km
from the route corridor, but has been considered because the spire of St Mary’s,
Minster is a clearly visible local landmark in views across the marshes. These
heritage assets are of high (Grade II and conservation area) and very high (Grade I)
significance.
10.87 There are no scheduled monuments within the route corridor or within 1km of it in
Section D.

The Saxon Shore fort, Roman port and associated remains at

Richborough (popularly Richborough Castle) is located approximately 1.6km south of
the proposed route corridor and has been considered on the basis of its potential
sensitivity and as a receptor that has been specifically identified in previous
consultation exercises. This asset is of very high significance
10.88 There are no conservation areas, Registered Battlefields or Registered Parks and
Gardens within or within 1km of Section D.
10.89 There are known non-designated heritage assets in the route corridor within Section
D which include:
•

undated enclosures which are likely to relate to post-medieval agriculture and be
of low significance, but which may also represent survival of earlier features;

•

medieval sea and flood defences and salt workings, which are likely to be of
medium significance depending on their preservation;

•

medieval and post-medieval agricultural features such as hay stack stances,
which are likely to represent widely dispersed heritage assets of low significance;

•

Second World War defensive earthwork structures, which are likely to be of low
significance; and

•

Richborough Port, a former military depot which is likely to be of low significance.

#
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10.90 Some of these features are suggestive of the presence of more extensive
archaeological heritage assets, while others (primarily agricultural and military
features) represent elements of more widely dispersed heritage assets.
10.91 The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation has not identified any areas of specific
historic landscape significance.
10.92 No non-designated heritage assets have been identified where the potential for
indirect effects is sufficient to give rise to any material consideration in the selection
of a preferred route.
10.93 Heritage asset classes representing the reclaimed nature of the landscape are more
prevalent within this section of the route corridor, which becomes increasingly
industrial in character toward the east.
Assessment of Effects
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.94 Alignment 1 would not affect the settings of listed buildings in Monkton outside the
conservation area. These buildings are in a clearly defined village context and views
to the south are screened by intervening development and hedgerow planting.
Similarly, there are no views towards the proposed alignment from the listed
buildings at Hoo or Sheriff’s Court; screening from shelter planting and intervening
buildings mean that Alignment 1 will not be perceptible from these assets.
10.95 Alignment 1 would be perceptible on the approach to Richborough Castle scheduled
monument and in views to the north and north west from the northern edges of the
scheduled monument. In these views, the alignment would be seen alongside other
modern features, including the two communication masts and a wind turbine at the
former Richborough Power Station site, as well as the existing PX, PY and PHA
overhead alignments passing to the north west and southwards from Richborough
substation. These existing views combine with views to the industrial area at Great
Stonar to the east and north, contributing to a sense of the setting of the asset to the
north and east as primarily industrial. This perception is reinforced by noise from the
railway and the A256 to the east, which is clearly perceptible from the monument and
from the path along the eastern boundary.
10.96 The existing PX and PY 132kV overhead lines are clearly visible from the approach
to the monument looking north/north west and from the outside of the northern
defensive wall. Alignment 1 could potentially result in a negligible adverse change in
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the setting of the monument, appearing in views from the approach to the asset from
the south, and from parts of the asset as a distant background element in views to
the north from the fort; less prominent than the larger structures at Richborough and
more distant than those at Great Stonar, but larger than the existing 132kV overhead
line that would be removed (PX) and that which would be retained (PY).
10.97 Alignment 1 would have a neutral effect on Dog and Duck Cottage (Grade II) at
Plucks Gutter. The existing 132kV overhead lines are perceptible in distant views to
the north east, at a distance of over 1.3km. Alignment 1 would be over 200m further
north and despite using taller pylons is unlikely to give rise to perceptible change
from the existing 132kV overhead line.
10.98 Alignment 1 would not have any effect on the conservation area or listed buildings
within it, other than on the setting of the Grade I Church of St Mary. Views from the
conservation area at ground level southwards are precluded by buildings and
hedgerow planting. The pylons of this alignment would be visible in some longer
views in which the tower of the Church of St Mary is also visible. The magnitude of
this change will be negligible to low; this intervisibility will only affect long views
(approximately 2km from the church and greater) in which the existing 132kV
overhead lines already intervene, and where the prominence of the spire is
substantially reduced by distance and by appearing over a horizon which is broken
by trees and other vertical elements such as local overhead lines on wood poles or
street lights.
10.99 Previously identified archaeological heritage assets which would be affected by the
proposed scheme comprise:
•

possible medieval saltmounds;

•

possible medieval to post-medieval enclosures;

•

medieval and later sea defences, boundary ditches and other agricultural
features;

•

Second World War defensive features;

•

elements of Richborough Port military depot; and

•

deposits of geoarchaeological and/or palaeoenvironmental significance.

10.100 These assets are of low to medium significance and would be subject to a negligible
to low magnitude effect.
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Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV overhead line)
10.101 Alignment 2 would give rise to comparable but greater direct effects as for Alignment
1 as a result of the increased need for associated groundworks.
10.102 Alignment 2 would give rise to a greater magnitude of change in the settings of
heritage assets than Alignment 1. While the reduced height of the T-pylons could be
expected to reduce any sense of these structures competing with the spire of the
Church of St Mary in Minster, it is likely that the reduced visual permeability of these
structures compared to steel lattice pylons could actually increase any adverse effect
arising from these structures intervening in views of the asset. In addition, the direct
juxtaposition of different technology types resulting from the proposed 400kV
overhead line running alongside a retained 132kV overhead line would not present a
coherent appearance, increasing teh magnitude of any perceptual change in the
setting of Richborough Castle.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.103 Effects arising from Alignment 3 would be directly comparable to those arising from
Alignment 1. It is possible that indirect effects arising on Richborough Castle would
be slightly greater, but at the distance involved, the reduced separation to the asset
is unlikely to make any discernible difference to the magnitude of change presented
by Alignment 1. Conversely, any effect on the setting of the Church of St Mary in
Minster, could be slightly reduced, but not to a degree which would change the
characterisation of this effect.
Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV overhead line)
10.104 Effects arising from Alignment 4 would be directly comparable to those arising from
Alignment 2.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.105 Underground cabling would result in a neutral or slight positive change to the setting
of the Church of St Mary in Minster and Richborough Castle as a result of the
removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead line. Any positive change would,
however, be limited as the existing 132kV PY Richborough-Thanet overhead line
would be retained. Similarly, other prominent modern elements visible in views of
and from Richborough Castle, notably the radio masts and turbines at Richborough
and the Great Stonar industrial complex, would also remain.
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10.106 Underground cabling installed by open cut methodologies is likely to give rise to
medium to high adverse effects on the identified archaeological receptors.
Potential for Mitigation
10.107 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
10.108 The nature of the archaeological remains in Section D, which are characterised by
the survival of sparsely distributed features, provides opportunities for mitigation of
adverse effects on archaeological heritage assets arising from the construction of
overhead lines by detailed design and micro-siting of intrusive works. Some more
extensive assets, comprising deposits of palaeoenvironmental or geoarchaeological
significance, will be harder to avoid and archaeological intervention provides the only
realistic option for mitigation.

The nature of cabling operations means that the

potential for mitigation by design would be limited.
10.109 Mitigation of indirect effects will be very difficult to achieve given the nature of the
landscape within Section D.
Summary
10.110 In terms of potential effects on the historic environment, steel lattice pylon technology
(Alignments 1 and 3) would perform best due to the reduced magnitude of both direct
and indirect effects on heritage assets. The northern alignment (alignment 1) could
give rise to a slightly reduced magnitude of change within the setting of Richborough
Castle although the difference between the two route options would be slight and no
specific recommendation has been made in this respect.
10.111 The potential direct effects on archaeological heritage assets are comparable across
all overhead line options, but slightly greater for T-pylons as a result of the increased
need for associated groundworks. Similarly, indirect effects arising from either steel
lattice pylon alignment are comparable, although T-pylon technology would appear
less coherent in views of and from the identified heritage assets giving rise to a
greater magnitude of adverse change.
10.112 The cable technology option would give rise to an increased potential for harmful
effects on buried archaeological heritage assets which, by virtue of their magnitude,
would be difficult to mitigate. Any indirect effects would be reduced in comparison to
overhead line technology options.
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Ecology
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 6D
10.113 A single KLWS site (County value) is situated within the route corridor in Section D.
Ash Levels and South Richborough Pasture KLWS comprises a large expanse of
grazing marsh (much of which has been converted to argricultural use), botanicallyrich ditches, mature hedgerows and unimproved grassland. It supports a range of
notable plants, invertebrates, mammals, herpetofauna and a variety of bird life,
including a good range of small passerine species and waterbirds such as mute
swan and mallard. In addition, suitable habitat may support breeding marsh harrier
and barn owl.
10.114 The River Stour (County value) also crosses Section D, flowing from west to east,
with numerous associated smaller watercourses and ditches.

The River is tidal

through all of Section D. As well as supporting a varied assemblage of breeding and
wintering waterbirds, the river and associated watercourses may support water vole,
white clawed crayfish and otter (though these are not common in Kent).
10.115 A single SSSI site (National value) is situated immediately adjacent to the route
corridor.

Sandwich Bay to Hacklinge Marshes SSSI comprises grazing marsh

habitats within Minster Marshes and often supports large wintering populations of
waders, some of which regularly reach levels of National importance.

Other

component areas within the site contain the most important sand dune system and
sandy coastal grassland in South East England and a wide range of other habitats
such as mudflats, saltmarsh, chalk cliffs, freshwater grazing marsh, scrub and
woodland. Associated with the various constituent habitats of the site are outstanding
assemblages of both terrestrial and marine plants and invertebrates.
10.116 Three sites of international value (the same sites identified in Chapter 9 Section C)
are located within a potential zone of influence – for the purposes of this assessment,
a 20km buffer has been adopted.
•

Thanet Coast & Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar/SAC/SSSI lies approximately 0.4km
from the route corridor: The site holds important numbers of turnstone and is also
used by nationally important numbers of golden plover and large numbers of
migratory birds; the SAC component is designated for its dune systems.

•

Stodmarsh SPA/Ramsar/SSSI lies approximately 17.3km from the route corridor:
The site is especially notable in winter for supporting significant numbers of hen
harrier and bittern and provides wintering habitats for wetland bird species.
#
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•

The Swale SPA/Ramsar/SSSI lies approximately 0.42km from the route corridor:
The site supports important numbers of waterbirds throughout the year.

In

summer, the site is of importance for marsh harrier, breeding waders and
Mediterranean gull. In spring and autumn migration periods, as well as during
winter, the Swale supports very large numbers of geese, ducks and waders.
10.117 Section D comprises a complex of agricultural land and grazing marsh. The present
field pattern is fairly small and regular, described by a network of drainage ditches,
dykes and flood control banks with farmland the predominant land use. This network
and the associated grasslands are of local value, although if they support protected
or notable species, this value may increase.

Hedges are present, though less

frequently than in the western reaches of Section D. As a network, the hedgerows
have the potential to support badger, birds, bats, dormice and great crested newts,
amongst other species, and overall, is valued as local. Old drove roads are a feature
of the marshland landscape, and support typical grazing marsh vegetation.
10.118 Section D supports a number of rare plant species, water voles, foraging areas for
bats and provides wetland habitat for the shining ram’s-horn snail. Section D also
supports breeding bird assemblages associated with reed-fringed drainage ditches
and farmland habitats, including marsh harrier, barn owl and Cetti’s warbler
(Schedule 1 species) as well as reed bunting, reed warbler, mute swan and mallard;
in addition, the fover-wintering species include teal, which are associated with ditch
habitats, and lapwing and golden plover associated with the agricultural land.
Assessment of Effects
10.119 All overhead alignment options have the potential to directly or indirectly affect a
number of areas of high biodiversity value, including qualifying interest species for
three SPAs located within a potential zone of influence, a SSSI, two LWSs, badger,
bats, great crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, dormouse,
breeding birds, priority and notable habitats and species.
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
10.120 This alignment option has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of
areas of biodiversity value, including ~2.4km of the alignment located within the Ash
Level and Richborough Pasture LWS, and thus direct negative effects to the site will
occur. Construction effects will result in negative, temporary and short term damage
to, and disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of the alignment, as well as potential

#!
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disturbance to legally protected and priority habitats and species, including great
crested newts, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, breeding and wintering
birds and dormouse.

In respect of terrestrial species, effects are likely to be

negative, short term, and low to moderate level mostly confined to the construction
periods. Effects may be minor or moderate in level depending on the final locations
of pylons and associated working areas. The construction method of T-pylons will
result in marginally greater construction phase effects than the equivalent steel lattice
pylon, particularly in the more sensitive wetland habitats of the LWS. This as a result
of the need for additional associated groundworks required to gain working access
for the plant required to build and maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is
likely to be slightly greater.
10.121 Predicted effects to wetland habitats i.e. reed-fringed drainage ditches (which support
the assemblage of breeding songbirds such as reed bunting and reed warbler) would
be largely avoided through suitable micro-siting of pylons.

However, loss of

secondary habitats such as scrub, trees and hedgerow would potentially affect
nesting birds, but without resulting in a loss of integrity of the sites interest features.
This loss of habitat is likely therefore to have a low negative, short-term magnitude of
effect on the associated breeding bird interest. Both pylon design options would also
result in intermittent minor habitat loss during maintenance visits, which would have a
low negative, temporary magnitude of effect on the associated breeding bird interest
within the KLWS.
10.122 There

is

potential

for

limited

effects

to

foraging

habitat

and

potential

disturbance/displacement effects to over-wintering birds, notably golden plover. In
the absence of further baseline data, potential construction phase effects are
considered likely, given the regular foraging habitat within the vicinity of Section D;
albeit with extensive alternative foraging habitat in the wider area.

Construction

effects have the potential to result in negative, temporary and short term disturbance
to foraging golden plover utilising habitat within the alignment.
10.123 The overhead line is located north west of Thanet Coast SPA/Ramsar/SSSI and
bisects functionally linked habitat to the north and south of Section D, leading to
potential risk of collision and displacement resulting from barrier effects for golden
plover, which are present within the wider area in nationally important numbers.
However, given the likely habituation to the two existing overhead lines collision risk
and barrier effects are likely to be reduced. In the absence of further mitigation, the

#
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risk of collision is likely to be low to moderate negative magnitude of effect on the
associated over-wintering golden plover at least in the short term.
10.124 For both pylon design options in Section D, construction phase effects to qualifying
interest species for Stodmarsh SPA are likely to be negligible. Whilst hen harrier is a
wide ranging species, they are unlikely to utilise habitats within the alignment with
any regularity. In addition to which, no suitable breeding or wintering bittern habitat is
present within this section (this species is generally confined to reedbed habitats).
For both pylon design options in Section D, operation phase effects to qualifying
interest species are likely to be low and the risk of collision with the overhead line for
both qualifying species is therefore likely to be negligible.
10.125 For both pylon design options in Section D, no construction phase effects are
predicted for qualifying interest species of the Swale SPA, given the distance from
site and lack of suitable habitat. In addition to which, operation phase effects are
likely to be negligible based on the distance between the Swale SPA, Section D and
Thanet Coast SPA.
10.126 For both pylon design options, the close proximity to the Minster Marshes presents a
risk of collision with the overhead line for swans; this area has seen heavy mortality
of large these birds and through consultation with Kent Ornithological Society would
require suitable mitigation measures necessary to minimise mortality at key locations.
Prior to mitigation, this is likely to result in a low to moderate negative, long-term
magnitude of effect.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
10.127 This alignment option has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of
areas of biodiversity value, including ~2.8km of the alignment located within the Ash
Level and Richborough Pasture LWS, and thus direct negative effects to the site will
occur. The extent of the alignment through the LWS is greater than for Alignments 1
and 2 and in addition, a stretch of undergrounding is likely to be required to allow the
proposed alignment to cross the existing 132kV overhead lines, within the LWS (not
required for Alignments 1 and 2).

Construction effects will result in a negative,

temporary and short term damage to, and disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of
the alignment, as well as potential disturbance to legally protected and priority
habitats and species, including badger, bats, great crested newts, otters, water voles,
white clawed crayfish, birds and dormouse. In respect of these terrestrial species,
effects are likely to be negative, short term and low to moderate level, mostly
#
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confined to the construction periods. Effects may be minor or moderate in level
depending on the final locations of pylons and associated working areas. The
construction method of T-pylons will result in marginally greater construction phase
effects than the equivalent steel lattice pylon, particularly in the more sensitive
wetland habitats of the LWS. This as a result of the need for additional associated
groundworks required to gain working access for the plant required to build and
maintain T-pylons, so any localised disturbance is likely to be slightly greater.
10.128 Given the similarity in alignments and likely effects, both options have the potential to
directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of ornithological value in the same
manner as those predicted for Alignments 1 and 2 (See paragraphs 10.122- 10.126).
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.129 The cable option has the potential to directly or indirectly affect a number of areas of
high biodiversity value, including the Ash Level and Richborough Pasture LWS,
through which ~2.7km of the alignment runs, and thus direct negative effects on the
site will occur. The extent of the alignment through the LWS is greater than for
Alignments 1 and 2, and comparable with Alignments 3 and 4. Most effects would be
associated with the pre construction and construction phases, trenching, spoil
storage and accesses.

This will result in negative, temporary to medium term,

moderate level damage to, and disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of the
alignment, as well as potential disturbance to legally protected great crested newts,
badger, bats, otters, water voles, white clawed crayfish, birds and dormouse, priority
habitats (in particular boundary features such as hedgerows and ditches) and
species. Given that open trenching is expected to be adopted as the construction
method for most of the alignment, effects are likely to be negative, short to medium
term and moderate level.
10.130 Underground cabling has the potential to result in adverse effects to ornithological
interest features (primarily the breeding bird interest of the reed-fringed drainage
ditches) given the extent of working area and level of excavations required for
installation. Construction effects will result in negative, temporary to medium term,
moderate level damage to, and disturbance of, habitats in the vicinity of the cable
alignment, as well as potential disturbance to Schedule 1 species. Given that open
trenching is expected to be adopted as the construction method for most of the
alignment, effects are likely to be negative, short to medium term and moderate level.
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Potential for Mitigation
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon and Alignment 2 – T-pylon (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
10.131 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
10.132 Given the extent of the alignment within the Ash Level and South Richborough
Pasture LWS, it will not be possible to totally avoid effects on the locally designated
site.

The extent of the alignment through the LWS is however less than for

Alignments 3 and 4, which mitigates some effects. Detailed design, should aim to
micro-site works away from the more sensitive habitat and species receptors,
particularly boundaries, including ditches and hedgerows, as well as wetland
features, which will consequently limit effects on associated species interest. Given
the discrete nature of the pylon sites and the relatively restricted development
footprint associated with overhead lines, dismantling and both lattice and T-pylons,
this will limit these effects to a level of minor significance.
10.133 Remaining effects will be partially offset with appropriate restoration planting of the
new build working areas and 132kV dismantling sites, in particular to ensure that
wildlife corridors are maintained. Residual effects will be of low level, temporary to
short term, and of minor significance. If breeding habitat or significant populations of
species are affected, localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still
occur.
10.134 Collision risk effects may be able to be successfully mitigated, through the
conspicuous marking of lines and pylons. Installation of bird diverters within the Ash
Level and South Richborough Pasture LWS would be considered on the basis of
evidence of collision risk to golden plover, other waders and water birds (including
swans) and how efficient diverters would be as a solution. At this stage, in the
absence of ongoing baseline data on which to inform this assessment, some minor
adverse (low magnitude) effects might be expected to remain, at least in the short
term.

However, there is unlikely to be any significant adverse effect upon the

integrity of golden plover population, assuming successful implementation of the
proposed mitigation measures.
10.135 Low level disturbance could be mitigated through standard protection measures if
required including seasonal restrictions on the most disturbing elements of working
(September to March). Where specific disturbing construction works are unavoidable
during the winter period, consideration should be given to avoiding periods of highest
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utilisation by golden plover (November and December). As construction works are
likely to be outside this period (to avoid wet winter ground conditions), peak numbers
would be avoided, but localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still
occur.
10.136 In addition to which, sensitive wetland habitats within the LWS can be avoided
through careful placement of the pylons and consideration of span alignment. It
should also be possible to avoid suitable nesting bird habitat associated with
drainage ditches and small linear reedbeds along the LWS. Construction effects are
likely to be limited, would result in negative, temporary and short term disturbance to
breeding birds in the vicinity of the alignment and can readily be mitigated through
standard protection measures.
10.137 Construction phase effects to Schedule 1 nest sites are also expected to be
mitigatable. A construction works programme should identify all Schedule 1 nests
and avoid or reduce works during sensitive periods i.e. breeding season.
Specifically, construction within 500m of marsh harrier nest sites would be timed to
avoid active nests until young fledge (March - August); within 150m of barn owl nest
sites would be timed to avoid active nests until young fledge (March – August); and
within 50m of kingfisher and Cetti’s warbler nest sites would be timed to avoid
breeding season (March – August).

That said, for all breeding birds, should

construction works be unavoidable and damage, or in the case of Schedule 1
species only, disturbance, be possible, it would be necessary to obtain a derogation
licence to proceed. In this instance, phased removal of vegetation would be required
prior to this period, construction works would be carried out under a behavioural
method statement and if necessary, suitable screening around working areas would
avoid significant human disturbance. Through successful implementation of this
mitigation, there would be no contravention of WCA legislation and no net adverse
effect upon nesting birds.
Alignment 3 – steel lattice pylon and Alignment 4 – T-pylon (south of the 132kV
overhead line
10.138 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
10.139 Given the extent of the alignment within the Ash Level and South Richborough
Pasture LWS, it will not be possible to totally avoid effects to this locally designated
site. Further, as the extent of the alignment through the LWS is greater than for
Alignments 1 and 2, they are recommended as they will result in lesser direct effects.
Detailed design, should aim to micro-site works away from the more sensitive habitat
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and species receptors, particularly boundaries, including ditches and hedgerows, as
well as wetland features, which will consequently limit effects on associated species
interest. Similarly, the position of the undergrounding section within the LWS should
be sited to limit impact. Subsequently, the discrete nature of the pylon sites and the
relatively restricted development footprint associated with overhead lines, dismantling
and both lattice and T-pylons, will limit these effects to a level of minor significance.
10.140 Remaining effects will be partially offset with appropriate restoration planting of the
new build working areas and 132kV dismantling sites, in particular to ensure that
wildlife corridors are maintained. Residual effects will be of low level, temporary to
short term, and of minor significance. If breeding habitat or significant populations of
species are affected, localised negative effects of minor to moderate level may still
occur.
10.141 Given the similarity in alignments and likely effects, both options would require similar
mitigation proposed for Alignments 1 and 2 (See Section 10.133 - 10.137).
Alignment 1- steel lattice pylon, Alignment 2 – T-pylon, Alignment 3 – steel lattice
pylon, Alignment 4 – T-pylon
10.142 For all overhead line options, T-pylons are expected to result in marginally greater
construction phase effects (as a result of the need for additional associated
groundworks) than the equivalent steel lattice pylon, and thus the latter would mean
fewer construction effects.

There is no difference in performance between the

overhead line options in terms of operational effects to ornithological interests.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.143 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
10.144 Overhead line technology is preferred as a method of minimising the main effects on
this section, and whilst there would be residual effects these would be limited, and
unlikely to be significant. Cabling has the potential to have locally high negative
effects on terrestrial ecology interest, given the extent of working area through the
LWS and level of excavations required for cable installation and associated working
zones. If directional drilling (horizontal or traditional) or cable bridges, including key
boundaries when road ducting, along with some minor amends to route alignment
and siting of associated works can be employed, it should be possible to reduce
effects to some particularly sensitive sections of the site (e.g. hedgerow and
watercourse crossings), but moderate ecological residual effects to the LWS are
likely to remain given habitat recovery times.

If breeding habitat or significant
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populations of species are affected, localised negative effects of minor to moderate
level may still occur.
10.145 If directional drilling or cable bridges, along with some minor amends to route
alignment and siting of associated works can be employed, it should be possible with
this alignment to avoid all significant ornithological effects to these important sites,
with a limited negative residual effect, given the discrete nature of the site.

If

traditional open trenching is undertaken and avoidance of key receptors is not
possible, the potential exists for more significant but not material ornithological
impacts, of a minor to moderate level.
Summary
10.146 The overhead alignments avoid significant effects to the LWS, although discrete
areas of habitat damage and disturbance would occur, which can largely be
mitigated. Where hedgerows or other boundary features are affected, these can be
compensated or fully mitigated. Temporary disturbance to protected and notable
species is expected to be limited, minor in effect; occasional local moderate effects
may occur if notable populations are present.
10.147 The underground cable alignment would result in removal of boundary features at
route crossings, which would fragment the existing network of wildlife corridors in a
temporary – short term timescale and affect interim habitats in the medium term,
although working methods can be adopted to reduce these impacts. Restoration
planting would compensate, and mitigate in the medium term. Temporary
disturbance to protected and notable species is expected to be limited, minor in
effect; occasional local moderate effects may occur if notable populations are
present.
10.148 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity.

However, the northern overhead alignments (1 and 2) are

recommended as they would have least impacts, with a minor negative residual
effect following mitigation. The southern overhead alignments (3 and 4) have greater
impact due to the longer alignment through the LWS and the need for a section of
undergrounding where the existing transmission line is crossed. This would result in
a minor/moderate negative residual effect following mitigation. The cabling alignment
(5) would have most impact given the extent of habitat damage through the LWS,
with moderate negative effect following mitigation.
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10.149 T-pylons would result in a slightly greater negative impact on habitats and terrestrial
species in the pre construction and construction phases, and thus steel lattice
performs better. There is no difference in performance between the overhead line
options in terms of operational effects to ornithological interests.
10.150 At this stage, assuming that this mitigation is implemented, including the installation
of bird diverters within Ash Level and South Richborough Pasture LWS,
ornithological constraints would not be material in the selection of either alignment as
the recommended route. Whilst collision risk cannot be completed avoided without
the installation of underground cabling, in the absence of further baseline data, it is
predicted that effective mitigation would reduce effects to a minor adverse level at
least in the short term. The implications of this option on the wintering golden plover
population are likely to be negative but not a material consideration.
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Socio-Economics
Baseline Conditions – refer to Figure 7D
10.151 Section D is characterised by a mix of arable and grazing farmland. The quality of
this land varies with land of Grade 2 in the western section of the route corridor and
land of grade 3 in the eastern area.
10.152 The settlements of Monkton and Minster are located within Section D; however these
are located approximately 0.8km and 1.2km north of the route corridor respectively.
10.153 The South Eastern Railway’s Ashford line runs north to south in the east of Section
D.
10.154 Due to the rural nature of the Ash Levels there are no major economic receptors
aside from the agricultural uses. A large part of the route corridor was identified in the
Kent Minerals Local Plan (1993) as having the potential for limestone mining.
However, the potential of this area has not been realised to date and in the most
recent Pre-Submission consultation Minerals and Waste Local Plan (2013-2030) the
area is no longer identified for safeguarding. The potential impact on this resource
has not therefore been considered a differentiator as part of this appraisal.
Assessment of Effects
10.155 With all options, the construction phase would bring short-term benefits to the local
economy in terms of increased spend by the construction workforce and additional
spend and therefore income at local suppliers.
10.156 The construction phase would also bring a number of short-term effects to the local
communities of Sarre and Gore Street, local businesses and visitors to the area.
These effects are associated with the increase of construction traffic on local roads
and visual and noise effects of construction works.
10.157 Alongside this, all options need to cross the South Eastern Railway’s Ashford line.
The need to work across and in the vicinity of this infrastructure has the potential to
effect users of the transport network through disruption and delays.
10.158 In the centre of Section D all options cross the Saxon Shore Way Long Distance
Walk which is likely to lead to a need to temporarily close and divert a section of the
route during construction, potentially affecting users of the Public Right of Way.
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10.159 None of the options within the Ash Levels conflict with local land use designations
and all options include the potential benefit offered through removal of one of the
existing 132kV lines running through this area (the PX overhead line).
10.160 Given the limited socio-economic activity within the Ash Levels and the proximity of
the overhead line options, it is considered there is little to differentiate the options.
The effects of all overhead alignment options have therefore been considered
collectively below.
10.161 The appraisal in Section D has not considered the technology type (steel lattice or Tpylon) to present a differentiator in terms of socio-economic effects over and above
conclusions drawn in the landscape and visual appraisal. The appraisal therefore
considers the route options without reference to technology type.
Alignments 1 and 3 - steel lattice pylon and 2 and 4 - T-pylon
10.162 All overhead alignment options present the potential for localised effects on
agricultural land associated with both construction and operation. Loss of land would
be associated with the footprint of the pylons and in both cases (steel lattice and T–
pylon) effects are anticipated to be minor given the small quantum of land lost. Both
overhead alignment options result in potential land take within both Grade 2 and 3
agricultural land and it is not considered therefore that the potential effect on land use
allows for differentiation between overhead alignment options.
10.163 All overhead alignment options cross the Saxon Shore Way Long Distance Walk and
the South Eastern Railway’s Ashford line and there is potential for effects on users of
the public right of way network and the railway network.
10.164 Given the lack of other socio-economic receptors, the distance between the options
and nearby settlements, and the existing electricity transmission infrastructure in the
landscape, it is not considered that socio-economic considerations offer a
differentiator between overhead alignment options.
10.165 Alignments 3 and 4 take the overhead line slightly further from the settlements of
Minster and Monkton, however, this benefit is not considered sufficient to differentiate
from a socio-economic perspective.
Alignment 5 - underground cable
10.166 The cable route option routes along a similar alignment to the overhead alignments
and therefore presents the potential to affect grade 2 and 3 agricultural land.

!
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10.167 This underground option would lead to some greater construction effects when
compared to the overhead alignment options due to the necessary construction
swathe and longer duration of construction activities, although these effects would be
temporary in nature.
10.168 Construction effects would include both negative effects associated with construction
traffic on local roads, temporary land take and potential for noise and amenity issues,
as well as positive effects associated with local construction jobs and supply chain
benefits.
10.169 During operation, the cable sealing end compounds required would result in
permanent loss of an area of agricultural land; however, this is unlikely to affect the
long-term viability of farm based businesses that will also potentially benefit from the
land gained via removal of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.
10.170 The cable route option would result in minor long-term amenity benefits for the local
population and visitors attracted to the area, however, this benefit is not considered
to be significant enough to differentiate a cable option above an overhead alignment.
Potential for Mitigation
10.171 General mitigation measures are considered in Appendix D.
Summary
10.172 Aside from agricultural land, the Ash Levels does not contain any other major
economic receptors. All options have the potential to affect agricultural land during
both construction and operation and therefore this effect does not provide a
differentiating factor.
10.173 Overhead alignment options 3 and 4 route further from the settlements of Minster
and Monkton but given the distance to these settlements and the existing
transmission infrastructure within the area this is not considered to be sufficient to
differentiate the overhead alignment options.
10.174 Given the context of Section D with the existing 132kV infrastructure it is not
considered that the underground cable option provides sufficient benefit to
differentiate it from the overhead alignment options. The underground alignment
option does not therefore present sufficient socio-economic benefit to outweigh
effects of the overhead alignment options.
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Section D: Summary of Findings
Landscape and Visual
10.175 The landscape and visual amenity appraisal concludes that Alignment 1 performs
best through Section D, due to the close proximity and visible presence of other
overhead lines on lattice support structures in the view. Due to the low lying and flat
nature of the Ash Levels there is a lack of visual and physical enclosure. The use of
consistent lattice supports in this situation is considered to outweigh the benefits
associated with the lower height T-pylon, which is generally visible for a shorter
distance despite it being closer in height to the pylon supports of the retained parallel
PY overhead line. Alignment 1 also offers greater physical separation from the highly
sensitive receptor, Richborough Castle.
10.176 An underground cable route, Alignment 5, would result in a positive effect on visual
amenity in Section D with localised negative effects in the vicinity of any sealing end
compounds.

The magnitude of effect of underground cabling is not as great in

Section D as it is in other Sections because the PY overhead line would remain in the
view.
Historic Environment
10.177 Within Section D, there is a recommendation for a northern alignment which would
result in a slightly greater separation from the scheduled monument at Richborough
Castle, although the benefit over a southern option is small.
10.178 There is steel lattice pylon options would perform better than T-pylon.

Adverse

indirect effects are anticipated to arise as a result of relatively short distance views in
which the prominence of steel lattice pylons would be reduced by their visual
permeability, and steel lattice pylons would accord better with retained overhead line
infrastructure in more distant views.

Cabling options are likely to give rise to

considerable disturbance of buried archaeological features which would be difficult to
mitigate effectively but would reduce any indirect effects.
Ecology
10.179 All five alignment options have the potential to result in negative effects on
biodiversity. However, the northern overhead alignments (1 and 2) would have least
impacts, with a minor negative residual effect following mitigation. T- pylons would
result in a slightly greater negative impact on habitats and terrestrial species in the
pre-construction and construction phases, and thus steel lattice performs better. The
#
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southern overhead alignments (3 and 4) have greater impact due to the longer
alignment through the LWS and the need for a section of undergrounding where the
existing transmission line is crossed. This would result in a minor/moderate negative
residual effect following mitigation.
10.180 There is no difference in performance between the overhead line options in terms of
operational effects to ornithological interests. The implications of this option on the
wintering golden plover population are likely to be negative but not a material
consideration.

As such, assuming that mitigation is implemented, including the

installation of bird diverters within Ash Level and South Richborough Pasture LWS,
ornithological constraints would not be material in the recommendation of either
alignment.
10.181 Whilst the cabling alignment (5) would remove collision risk, it would have most
impact given the extent of habitat damage through the LWS, with moderate negative
effect following mitigation.
10.182 Consequently, the recommended route option for biodiversity would be to the north of
the PX and PY overhead lines.

Overall, the steel lattice overhead line option

(Alignment 1) performs better in Section D.
Socio-economics
10.183 From a socio-economic perspective there is little to differentiate the alignment
options in Section D. All alignments will result in effects on agricultural land during
both construction and operation and the Section contains no other socio-economic
receptors of significance.
Overall conclusions
10.184 In terms of the appraisal for Section D, all topics recommend an alignment to the
north of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.
10.185 In addition, all topics considered that the steel lattice pylon performed better than the
T-pylon in this section as they are consistent in appearance with the retained PY
overhead line infrastructure visible across the Ash Levels. T-pylons would be more
prominent in near views and where they appear incoherent with other overhead
lattice pylons that are visible.
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10.186 In consideration of a southern route preference for Section C (see Chapter 9), further
examination has been given to a potential cross-over of route alignment near the
boundary of Sections C and D.
10.187 There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in terms of
reduced effects to ornithological interests but bird diverters are likely to be required in
appropriate areas.
10.188 In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the proposed
connection would be set, together with the additional costs, archaeological,
ecological and socio-economic consequences of undergrounding.
10.189 The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and whilst it
would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered sufficient to
differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments or to justify the
additional costs. Overall, it is not considered that any landscape and visual receptors
are sensitive enough that it would necessitate undergrounding in Section D.
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11 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Conclusions by Sections
11.1

This appraisal has been guided by National Policy Statements EN-1 (Overarching
Energy) and EN-5 (Electricity Networks), relevant planning policies at national and
local level and by National Grid’s Approach to the Design and Routeing of New
Electricity Transmission Lines4 and the Approach to Options Appraisal5 which were
published in 2012.

11.2

It has considered the potential effects of four overhead and one underground cable
alignments across the preferred route corridor, divided into four Sections (A-D)
according to landscape character descriptions.

11.3

The overhead alignments considered the potential effects of the traditional steel
lattice pylon and the more recently available T-pylon designs.

11.4

Having considered the main issues for each Section along with earlier consultation
responses, it is concluded that there is not sufficient justification, in relation to
environmental matters or cost, for any undergrounding and that an overhead
connection is recommended to be taken forward.

11.5

Whilst there would be some temporary negative effects associated with the removal
of the 132 kV PX overhead line, the long term benefits outweigh these, and for all
topics, this is a beneficial effect of the project.

11.6

This report recommends that the following draft alignments are taken forward for
each of the route Sections:
•

Route Section A – Stour Valley: Alignment 1 or 2 (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
o

Within Section A, as the overhead alignment options 1, 2, 3 and 4 primarily
follow the same route, there is no one recommended route option.

o

All topics consider that the steel lattice pylon performs better than the T-pylon
in this section. This is due in part to the fact the new overhead line would be
consistent in appearance to the existing lattice overhead transmission
infrastructure which is considered to outweigh the benefits of the lower height
of the T-pylon and their greater visual permeability. This is of relevance to
the landscape and visual and historic environment appraisals.
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o

In the second half of Section A, where no other overhead lines are present,
the preference for lattice over T-pylon is less pronounced.

o

In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the
proposed connection would be set, together with the additional costs,
archaeological,

ecological

and

socio-economic

consequences

of

undergrounding.
o

While the underground alignment option (5) offers minor long-term amenity
benefits to the local communities of Broad Oak and Sturry, this is not
considered sufficient to differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line
alignments or to justify the additional costs. Overall, it is not considered that
an overhead alignment would result in such a substantial change to
landscape and views that it would necessitate undergrounding.

•

Route Section B – Sarre Penn Valley: Alignment 1 or 2 (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
o

In terms of an overhead alignment in Section B, with the exception of the
ecological appraisal, the alignments to the north of the 132kV overhead line
(1 and 2) away from the residential areas of Hersden and Upstreet are
generally recommended.

o

From a landscape standpoint, Alignment 2 with the T-pylon performs best
within the Sarre Penn Valley. However, for the other appraisal topics, the
steel lattice generally performed better as it is more visually permeable in
views and would require slightly less ground disturbance than the T-pylon
option.

There is no difference in performance between T-pylon or steel

lattice pylons in terms of reduced effects on ornithological interests such as
collision risk.
o

In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the
proposed connection would be set, together with the additional costs,
archaeological,
undergrounding.

ecological

and

socio-economic

consequences

of
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o

The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and
whilst it would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered
sufficient to differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments
or to justify the additional costs.

Overall, it is not considered that any

landscape and visual receptors are sensitive enough that it would necessitate
undergrounding in Section B.
•

Route Section C – Chislet Marshes: Alignment 3 or 4 (south of the 132kV
overhead line)
o

In terms of the appraisal for Section C, all topics recommend an alignment to
the south of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.

o

In addition, all topics considered that the steel lattice pylon performed
marginally better than the T-pylon in this section due to the permeability of
the lattice structure, the benefit of backgrounding, and particularly at the
eastern end of the section, where they present a coherent appearance
alongside the existing steel lattice pylons of the PY route.

o

In consideration of a northern route preference for Section B (in Chapter 8),
further examination has been given for a potential cross-over of route
alignment near the boundary of Sections B and C (see Section 11.7).

o

There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in
terms of reduced effects to ornithological interests but bird diverters are likely
to be required in appropriate areas.

o

In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the
proposed connection would be set, together with the additional costs,
archaeological,

ecological

and

socio-economic

consequences

of

undergrounding.
o

The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and
whilst it would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered
sufficient to differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments
or to justify the additional costs.

Overall, it is not considered that any
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landscape and visual receptors are sensitive enough that it would necessitate
undergrounding in Section C.
•

Route Section D – Ash Levels: Alignment 1 or 2 (north of the 132kV
overhead line)
o

In terms of the appraisal for Section D, all topics recommend an alignment to
the north of the existing 132kV PX overhead line.

o

In addition, all topics considered that the steel lattice pylon performed better
than the T-pylon in this section as they are consistent in appearance with the
retained PY overhead line infrastructure visible across the Ash Levels. Tpylons would be more prominent in near views and where they appear
incoherent with other overhead lattice pylons that are visible.

o

In consideration of a southern route preference for Section C (see Chapter
9), further examination has been given to a potential cross-over of route
alignment near the boundary of Sections C and D (see Section 11.7).

o

There is no difference in performance for T-pylon or steel lattice design in
terms of reduced effects to ornithological interests but bird diverters are likely
to be required in appropriate areas.

o

In line with National Policy Statement EN-5, National Grid has considered the
benefits of undergrounding in the context of the landscape in which the
proposed connection would be set, together with the additional costs,
archaeological,

ecological

and

socio-economic

consequences

of

undergrounding.
o

The underground alignment option (5) would likely give rise to considerable
disturbance of buried archaeological features and ecological receptors and
whilst it would bring minor long-term benefits, these are not considered
sufficient to differentiate this option from the lattice overhead line alignments
or to justify the additional costs.

Overall, it is not considered that any

landscape and visual receptors are sensitive enough that it would necessitate
undergrounding in Section D.
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The Draft Route Alignment
11.7

The conclusions from this options appraisal are that alignments to the north of the
existing 132kV overhead line through Sections A, B and D and to the south of it
through Section C are recommended to form an overall draft route alignment.
Further consideration has been given to the most appropriate locations to transition
between the northern and southern alignments in Section C taking into account the
need to cross the 132kV overhead line. This draft route alignment is shown on
Figure 8.

11.8

In Section C, the draft route alignment initially follows alignment 1, maximising its
distance from the historic environment features at Wall End Farm. The location for
crossing the 132kV PX overhead line has been sited close to an existing angle pylon
on the PX route, from where the works to establish a temporary crossing can take
place. By crossing the A28 (south west of Sarre) on the angle shown this would
reduce the extent of scaffolding and potentially tree removal required. By crossing
the PX overhead line in this vicinity, the alignment can then cross to alignment 3
(south of the PX route) at a greater distance from Sarre and Gore Street.
Next Steps

11.9

On the basis of the draft route alignment as put forward by this appraisal, there is a
need for National Grid to undertake further work looking at both the lattice and Tpylon design whilst developing the detailed design of the overhead line. National Grid
will engage with the public, stakeholders and other interested parties through the
Summer of 2014, before section 42 and 47 consultation on the proposed application
in early 2015.

11.10 This outcome is based on National Grid’s view that whilst this draft route alignment
best balances all of the information available to us at this time, further input is needed
to inform the important decision on pylon type. This view will be reviewed throughout
the development of the project and following consultation with statutory consultees
and local communities.

During consultation statutory consultees and local

communities will have the opportunity to comment upon all the options considered
and have these views taken into account as part of the formal consultation under
sections 42 and 47 of the Planning Act 2008 in early 2015.
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APPENDIX A – HOLFORD RULES
1.

Rule 1: Avoid altogether, if possible, the major areas of highest amenity value, by
so planning the general route of the first line in the first place, even if the total
mileage is somewhat increased in consequence.

2.

Rule 2: Avoid smaller areas of high amenity value, or scientific interests by
deviation; provided that this can be done without using too many angle towers, i.e.
the more massive structures which are used when lines change direction.

3.

Rule 3: Other things being equal, choose the most direct line, with no sharp
changes of direction and thus with fewer angle towers.

4.

Rule 4: Choose tree and hill backgrounds in preference to sky backgrounds
wherever possible; and when the line has to cross a ridge, secure this opaque
background as long as possible and cross obliquely when a dip in the ridge
provides an opportunity. Where it does not, cross directly, preferably between belts
of trees.

5.

Rule 5: Prefer moderately open valleys with woods where the apparent height of
towers will be reduced, and views of the line will be broken by trees.

6.

Rule 6: In country which is flat and sparsely planted, keep the high voltage lines as
far as possible independent of smaller lines, converging routes, distribution poles
and other masts, wires and cables, so as to avoid a concentration or ‘wirescape’.

7.

Rule 7: Approach urban area through industrial zones, where they exist; and when
pleasant residential and recreational land intervenes between the approach line
and the substation, go carefully into the comparative costs of the undergrounding,
for lines other than those of the highest voltage.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES

8.

Residential Areas - Avoid routeing close to residential areas as far as possible on
grounds of general amenity.

9.

Designations of County, District and Local Value - Where possible choose
routes which minimise the effect on Special Landscape Areas, areas of Great
Landscape Value and other similar designations of County, District or Local value.

10.

Alternative Tower Designs - In addition to adopting appropriate routeing, evaluate
where appropriate the use of alternative tower designs now available where these
would be advantageous visually, and where the extra cost can be justified.
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APPENDIX B – LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY PRINCIPLES
Richborough Connection project
Pylon Design – Landscape and Visual Amenity Principles
1.

This note sets out some principles relevant to considering the potential effects of
the transmission pylon designs that may be used for the Richborough Connection
project: the standard steel lattice pylon and the T-pylon. These principles consider
the effects on landscape and visual amenity that may arise if each pylon type is
used in different landscape types and where there are different receptors along the
route of the proposed 400kV overhead line.
Description of pylons

2.

The T-pylon is a monopole support whereas the standard steel lattice pylons are
constructed from steel members bolted together in a ‘lattice’ design.

Further

information was provided in Chapter 5. Further information of relevance to the
landscape and visual options appraisal is given below.
Materials and Colour
3.

The standard steel lattice pylons are painted light grey. For the purpose of these
principles it has been presumed the T-pylon would be of a similar painted finish.

4.

The supports for the double diamond described are lower than the standard steel
lattice tension pylon but this is likely to be the most prominent form of support on
the occasions it is used due to the two separate solid columns of considerable
width positioned at approximately 30m centres.

5.

The section below considers the pylon designs in the context of the Richborough
Connection Options Report appraisal topics of landscape and visual amenity, but
first considers the Holford Rules relevant to landscape and views.
The Holford Rules

6.

The Holford Rules as set out in National Grid’s ‘Approach to the design and
routeing of new electricity lines’ provide guidance on selecting and assessing
potential route corridor options and alignments. The seven rules seek to minimise
landscape and visual amenity effects in routeing overhead lines and are applicable
whatever pylon type is used. Rules 4, 5 and 6 are particularly relevant to
considering the possible landscape and visual effects that may arise from using the
standard steel lattice pylon or the T-pylon. Rules 4 and 5 consider working with the
characteristics of the landscape to minimise landscape and visual amenity effects.
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Rule 6 considers the approach to planning new routes near to existing overhead
line infrastructure. The relevance of these rules is detailed under each section
below. The other rules consider more strategic issues regarding route corridor
planning.
Principles
7.

A taller object is more visible than a shorter object.

The effect of the earth’s

curvature in a completely flat and open landscape would mean that a taller object
would be visible over a greater distance than a shorter object.

Vast, flat and

completely open landscapes are very rare and shorter objects are more effectively
screened or obscured completely or partly (filtered) by intervening vegetation, built
form and other structures. It is this effect which tends to limit the visibility of vertical
objects in the landscape.
8.

The bulking or ‘mass’ of an object also affects the extent to which it is visible with
wider and solid objects being more visible than those which are narrower or of a
more open construction.

9.

These matters influence the extent to which different pylon designs ‘fit’ or are
accommodated in a landscape and how they affect views. Other factors related to
the character of landscape, features present, topography and the relationship of the
viewer are also influences.

10.

The principles below consider these matters in regard to the proposed route
alignment for the Richborough Connection Project.

11.

The principles are intended to assist in forming and explaining judgements
regarding how different pylon designs may affect landscape and views.

12.

Principles for considering the potential effects of different solutions and informing
the choice between the standard steel lattice pylon and the T-pylon have been
based on six criteria used in assessing effects on landscape and views. These
include:
•

Landscape type;

•

Filtering and screening of views;

•

Backgrounding;

•

Visibility of other overhead lines

•

Distance from visual receptor; and
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•
13.

Angle of view and elevation.

Each of these criteria is discussed below.
Landscape type

14.

When considering the potential effects of different pylon designs in the landscape
the characteristics of the landscape type should be considered. This includes the
scale of the landscape, particularly in relation to vertical features; degree of
openness or enclosure; nature of the skyline; and the level, nature and pattern of
tree, hedge and woodland cover.
Flat landscape

15.

In a large-scale flat landscape, such as the Chislet Marshes and the Ash Levels, it
is considered that the T-pylon would tend to be visible for a shorter distance than
the standard steel lattice pylon due to the T-pylon being 12m lower combined with
screening by intervening hedgerow and trees.
Ridge/hill landscape (looking up to)

16.

On ridges and hill landscapes, such as that in the vicinity of Upstreet, it is
considered that the T-pylon would tend to be more dominant than the standard
steel lattice pylon due to it having a solid central column and cross beam as
opposed to the more open lattice steel design, which benefits more from ridge
backgrounding.

17.

On and near the top of a ridge, the T-pylon would tend to be less visible than the
steel lattice pylon due to its lower height.
Ridge/hill landscape (looking down from)

18.

Looking down from a ridge landscape towards an overhead line it is considered
that in near distance views the T-pylon would tend to appear more prominent due
to it having a solid central column and cross beam as compared to steel lattice
designs. Steel lattice pylons would potentially benefit more from backgrounding by,
for example, Blean Woods, when looking down from a ridge landscape such as
within Section A of the Stour Valley, however the standard steel lattice pylon would
be 12m taller.

19.

In distant views, the T-pylon would tend to be less visible and for a shorter distance
than the standard steel lattice pylon due to their lower height and the effect of
intervening hedgerow and tree screening.
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Filtering and screening
20.

Rule 5 of the Holford Rules advises that when routeing an overhead line
moderately open valleys with woods are preferred where the apparent height of
pylons will be reduced and views of the line will be broken by trees. Background
and foreground features should be utilised to reduce the apparent height and
domination of pylons in views and to minimise the exposure of numbers of pylons
on prominent ridges and skylines. The opportunities for topography and trees to
reduce the apparent height of an overhead line need to be considered along with
how each pylon appears in the landscape and views.
No filtering or screening

21.

Where no filtering or screening is available, preference between pylon types is
largely dependent on other factors such as topography and distances from
receptors, however the standard steel lattice pylon would tend to be visible for a
greater distance due to increased height, compared to the T-pylon, although the
standard steel lattice pylon’s conductors would become more recessive at shorter
distances than for the T-pylon.
Partially filtered or screened

22.

Where there is partial screening or filtering in views by for example hedgerow and
trees, landform or built form, visibility of the T-pylon would be less compared to the
standard steel lattice pylon, due to their lower heights.
Filtered or screened

23.

Generally, the T-pylon will be more readily screened entirely than the taller
standard steel lattice pylon where the same amount of cover would lead to only
partial screening of the standard steel lattice pylon (see paragraph 36 below).

24.

Where the 26.4m high steel lattice pylons of the existing 132kV overhead line on
the proposed route are completely filtered or screened, for example by hedgerow
and trees, built form or landform, the T-pylon is considered to be less visible (if at
all), compared to the standard steel lattice pylon which would be more visible in
certain circumstances.
Backgrounding

25.

Rules 4 and 5 of The Holford Rules are particularly relevant regarding
‘backgrounding’, meaning the effect of landform or other features behind a pylon so
that none or only part of it appears against the sky.
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26.

Rule 4 considers using tree and hill backgrounds as a means of reducing the visual
effects of pylons in the landscape, in preference to sky backgrounds.

The

opportunities for backgrounding need to be considered when planning the route of
an overhead line and selecting the type of pylon to be used in the landscape. In
particular when the line has to cross a ridge, backgrounding should be secured as
long as possible through utilising landform and trees.
27.

As outlined above Rule 5 highlights the importance of utilising background and
foreground features to reduce the apparent height and domination of pylons in
views and to minimise the exposure of numbers of pylons on prominent ridges and
skylines.
No backgrounding

28.

In general pylons are more prominent where there is no backgrounding and they
are viewed against sky backgrounds.

The T-pylon would tend to be more

prominent than the standard steel lattice pylon where there is no backgrounding.
This is a result of the thicker steel, solid central column and cross beam making
them more visible against the sky.
Partial backgrounding
29.

Steel lattice pylons benefit from backgrounding because the thin steel members in
an open structure make background features visible beyond. The T-pylon would
tend to benefit less from backgrounding due to the solid central column being
considerably thicker and visually impermeable compared to the steel lattice.
Effects of partial backgrounding depend on the extent of backgrounding and the
extent of pylon visible above against the sky.
Full backgrounding

30.

Full backgrounding reduces visibility of the steel lattice pylon designs. The T-pylon
does not benefit from backgrounding to the same extent as the lattice pylons due to
its solid massing.
Other overhead lines visible

31.

Other steel lattice overhead lines cross the selected route corridor and are visible
including 132kVand 400kV overhead lines which run north and south from
Canterbury.

32.

Rule 6 of the Holford Rules considers that where land is flat and sparsely planted, a
new high voltage line should be kept as far independent as possible from other
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smaller lines to avoid the clutter of ‘wirescape’. The Supplementary Note to Rule 6
refers to planning wherever practicable parallel or closely related routes with pylon
types, spans and conductors forming a coherent appearance. This rule has
particular application when considering the introduction of a T-pylon where existing
high voltage steel lattice pylons are close to and visible within and near the route
corridor. Introducing a different pylon structure near an existing steel lattice pylon
would be a greater change than introducing a series of similar structures and may
produce an incoherent appearance. However each overhead line shares similar
characteristics of being a linear development comprising conductors suspended
from arms on supports, notwithstanding any differences between types of support.
33.

The presence of existing overhead lines with steel lattice pylons generally would
reduce the significance of effect resulting from a new overhead line using steel
lattice pylons because although the magnitude of effect is similar, the landscape is
likely to have lower sensitivity to a new steel lattice pylon overhead line, compared
to the effect experienced if there was no existing infrastructure. Steel lattice pylons
are existing structures in the landscape. Where existing steel lattice overhead lines
are in a view a new steel lattice pylon overhead line may result in an overall lower
scale of change. The T-pylon would be a new landscape feature; however the Tpylon is not totally uncharacteristic compared to existing overhead lines. Where
there would be steel lattice pylons remaining in the landscape, there may be a
preference to use a steel lattice pylon design for the new overhead line.
Distance from receptor (person(s) having a view)

34.

Distance in a receptor view should be considered. The proximity of an object to a
receptor influences the extent to which an object will be visible. In a completely flat
and open landscape the closer a receptor is to an object the more visually
prominent an object will be and the greater visual effect it will have on a receptor’s
view. However vast, flat and completely open landscapes are very rare. A solid
structure would be more prominent than a lattice structure of the same size and
constructed of the same material when viewed from the same distance.

35.

The following distances outline typical effects a new overhead line would have on
receptors. These typical distances should be used to help determine visual effects
of different pylon types.

When making a judgement on visual effects a pylon

design would have on receptor views distance should be considered alongside
landscape type, filtering and screening of views, and backgrounding.
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Near distance views
36.

In near distance views of an overhead line (typically less than approximately 250m)
where pylons are visible in views along the line the T-pylon is considered to be
more prominent than the standard steel lattice pylon. This is due to the T-pylon’s
solid central column and cross beam and because the ‘diamond’ configuration of
conductors are closer together, form a larger element in the view and would tend to
be visible over a greater distance than the separate bundles suspended from the
standard steel lattice pylon.

However the T-pylon is of lower height and is

considered to be visible for a shorter distance than a standard steel lattice pylon
due to the potential for screening by intervening features such as hedgerows, trees
and built form.
Middle Distance Views
37.

Overhead line routeing seeks to maximise separation from sensitive receptors such
as dwellings on the grounds of amenity. Many visual receptors have views of an
overhead line from beyond 250m. In middle distance views from the proposed
overhead line (typically between approximately 250m and 1km), the T-pylon is
considered to become less visible than the standard steel lattice pylon due to the
lower height of the pylon and the effects of filtering, screening and backgrounding.
At these distances the difference in conductor configurations would be less
perceptible.
Distant Views

38.

In more distant views from an overhead line (typically over approximately 1km) the
T-pylon would tend to be visible for a shorter distance and benefit more readily
from complete screening and backgrounding compared to the standard steel lattice
pylon due to the T-pylon support being 12m lower. At this distance the different
conductor configurations would not be visible on any of the pylon supports.
Angle of view and elevation
Front elevation

39.

The front elevation of the T-pylon would tend to be more dominant than the
standard steel lattice pylon and the low-height steel lattice pylon due to the solid
central column and cross beam and its greater overall width of 11.4m. However,
the lower height of the T-pylon reduces its dominance to some extent, particularly
at greater distances.
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Side elevation
40.

The side elevation of the T-pylon would tend to be less dominant (despite the solid
mass of the central column) than the standard and low-height steel lattice pylons as
the width is no greater than 2m, being 5.1m narrower than the standard steel lattice
pylon at the widest point.
Conclusions

41.

There are principles which can be considered when assessing and describing the
comparative effects of different pylon designs on landscape character and on
views. National Grid’s eventual expression of preference for one type of overhead
line support over another in each circumstance generally will be influenced by the
results of engagement and consultation with interested parties including local
planning authorities where a line is proposed. The considerations above can be
used as the basis for judgements to express reasons for preferring one pylon type
over another (in each section of the proposed connection) with regard to effects on
landscape and on views and visual amenity. Other factors, including those arising
from engagement and consultation, will also be relevant and used as part of a
comprehensive assessment process in line with EIA and National Grid’s Options
Appraisal process, in reaching a conclusion.

!
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APPENDIX C – OUTLINE ENVIRONMENTAL METHODOLOGIES
Landscape
1.

The landscape assessment has been undertaken in accordance with best practice,
as outlined in The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment – Third
Edition, Landscape Institute (LI) and Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (IEMA), 2013 (GLVIA3).

2.

The main objectives of the Landscape Assessment are to describe the landscape
character of each of the route corridor Sections (A-D), evaluate its sensitivity to
change and assess the magnitude of change the route options, pylon types and
cable options would have on the local and wider landscape character. The
Landscape Assessment also identifies landscape elements and components within
the route corridor, evaluates their sensitivity to change and the potential effect the
route and pylon/cable options would have on landscape elements.

3.

The assessment of landscape character commenced with a review of existing
landscape designations and county and district level landscape character
assessments. Desk based studies have been supplemented by field assessment of
both landscape character and assessment of existing features which shape the
character of the landscape.

4.

The landscape appraisal starts by considering the baseline conditions of the
landscape with reference to the relative value that is attached to the landscape.
Highly valued landscapes are typically identified by national level designations,
such as National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Recent

government guidance advocates an approach to landscape protection and
enhancement which avoids designation at the local planning authority level, but
rather favours an approach where local landscape character assessments identify
value and where pertinent this is referred to.

Reference will be made to the

National Landscape Character Assessment, produced by the former Countryside
Agency (now Natural England) in 2005 as well as county-level landscape character
assessments, conducted by Kent County Council and the district landscape
character assessments for Dover, Thanet and Canterbury.
5.

Other factors contributing to the value of the landscape include historic environment
designations such as conservation areas and listed buildings, Historic Parks and
Gardens and areas with published literature or promoted views.
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6.

The baseline conditions also make reference to landscape condition or quality; that
is a factual description is provided of the physical state of the landscape and how
intact it is from visual and functional perspectives.

7.

The baseline conditions also consider landscape sensitivity, which considers the
susceptibility to change of the landscape from the proposed development without
suffering detrimental effects on its character.

This can vary depending on the

existing land use, pattern and scale of the landscape, visual enclosure or openness
and the landscape’s value.

In accordance with paragraph 5.39 of GLVIA3

landscape sensitivity combines judgements of the landscape’s susceptibility to
change to the type of development proposed (i.e. the degree to which the
landscape can accommodate the proposed change without suffering detrimental
effects on its character), and the value attached to the landscape. A landscape’s
sensitivity to a proposed development is dependent on the characteristics of the
receiving landscape and the type and nature of the proposed development. For
example, a large scale landscape with blocks of woodland may be more able to
accommodate a large building without detrimentally affecting its character,
compared to a smaller scale or more intimate landscape, such as a narrow river
valley.

A judgement on the sensitivity of the landscape (in each Section) to a

400kV overhead line is provided with the landscape baseline. Levels of sensitivity
are considered as follows:
Landscape
Sensitivity

High

Typical Criteria
The landscape has a high susceptibility to change and
has national, regional or local value; or
The landscape has a medium susceptibility to change
and has national value.
The landscape has a high susceptibility to change and
has local value; or

Medium

The landscape has a medium susceptibility to change
and has local and or regional value; or
The landscape has a low susceptibility to change and
has national value.

Low

8.

The landscape has a low susceptibility to change and
has local, regional and or national value.

Within the assessment of landscape effects, reference is made to magnitude of
effect or scale of change. Magnitude considers the scale of change that would

#
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arise through the proposed development compared to the baseline landscape (i.e.
whether it is high, moderate or low), its nature (negative, neutral or positive) and its
duration (short, medium, long term or temporary). These considerations result in a
judgement of high, moderate, low or negligible scale of change and the typical
criteria of each judgement is identified below:
•

High - major alteration to key features or characteristics in the existing
landscape

and/or

the

introduction

of

elements

considered

totally

uncharacteristic. Typically this would be where there would be a great scale of
change to the character of a landscape;
•

Moderate - partial alteration to key features or characteristics of the existing
landscape and/or the introduction of prominent elements. Typically this would
be where there would be a perceivable scale of change to the character of a
landscape;

•

Low - minor alteration to key features and characteristics of the existing
landscape and/or the introduction of features which may already be present in
the landscape. Typically this would be where there is a low scale of change to
the character of a landscape; and

•

Neutral - a very minor alteration to key features or characteristics of the existing
landscape. Typically this would be where the scale of change on the baseline
landscape character would be barely perceptible.

9.

This assessment assists in determining whether the potential effects of a route
corridor on each landscape receptor within the Section assessing the nature of
effect as positive, negative or neutral, as follows:
Negative = sufficiently adverse residual effect on a receptor to represent a material
consideration to option selection;
Neutral = either some adverse or beneficial residual effect anticipated but not
sufficient to represent a material consideration to option selection, or no significant
effect anticipated; and
Positive = sufficiently beneficial residual effect on a receptor to represent a material
consideration to option selection.

10.

This is not an absolute scale but is a judgement based on the magnitude of the
considered effect (or scale of change), the value and condition of the landscape
and the sensitivity of the landscape to the particular development.
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11.

Best practice in the assessment of the effects of development requires that the
significance of potential effects be assessed, mitigation proposals identified and the
residual effect (with mitigation in place) then reassessed to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the mitigation proposed.
Visual amenity

12.

The main objectives of the visual amenity assessment are to identify potential
visual receptors (i.e. people who would be able to see the overhead line), evaluate
their sensitivity to change and taking into account the magnitude of change assess
the effect that the different route and pylon/cable options would have on visual
amenity. The visual amenity appraisal starts by considering the baseline views.
That is the extent and nature of existing views within each Section of the route
corridor. The visual assessment (appraisal) has been carried out on the ground
from publicly accessible locations.

13.

Desk study and field survey work undertaken between November 2013 and
February 2014 has also been used as the basis for defining the area from where
the proposed 400kV overhead line would potentially be visible and in identifying
visual receptors. Site assessment of the Preferred route corridor has involved visits
to the area by car and on foot and views have been considered from publicly
accessible locations. Where views from private properties have been considered,
the assessment has been based on the nearest publicly accessible viewpoint.

14.

The baseline and assessment of visual effects also makes reference to the
sensitivity of visual receptors and the general importance of views. Representative
viewpoints have been used in the assessment to represent different visual receptor
groups at various distances and directions from the route corridor.

15.

The land use planning system considers that public views are of greater importance
than private views from private property. In this assessment, users of PRoW, and
particularly long distance footpath routes, and public open spaces are considered to
be of high sensitivity. Private residents are also considered to be of high sensitivity.
Workers, motorists, rail passengers and people playing outdoor sports are generally
considered to be of lower sensitivity.

16.

A judgement is made as to the importance and value of views, in general, in each
Section. The importance of views is considered in the context of the value placed
on the scene, alternatives available and relative scenic quality of the view.
Reference to a view in a guidebook or in a tourist map indicates a view of greater
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importance, which can be experienced by many people. Levels of sensitivity are
considered as follows:
Visual
Sensitivity
High

Includes occupiers of residential properties and users of public
rights of way and POS

Medium

Includes people engaged in outdoor sporting facilities and people
travelling through the landscape on roads and trains

Low

17.

Typical Criteria

Includes people at place of work e.g. industrial and commercial
premises

Within the assessment of visual effects reference is made to magnitude of effect or
scale of change. Magnitude considers the scale of change to the view that would
arise through the proposed development compared to the baseline view (i.e.
whether it is high, moderate or low), its nature (negative or positive) and its duration
(short, medium, long term or temporary). Magnitude of effect takes into account
factors such as distance, angle of view, proportion of view affected, filtering effects,
backgrounding effects and the degree of change compared with the baseline.
These considerations result in a magnitude of effect judgement of high, moderate,
low or negligible scale of change and the typical criteria of each judgement is
identified below:
•

High - alteration to the existing view and/or the introduction of elements
considered totally uncharacteristic in the view. Typically this would be where a
development would be seen in close proximity with a large proportion of the
view affected with no/minimal filtering or backgrounding and there would be a
great scale of change from the present situation;

•

Moderate - partial alteration to the existing view and/or the introduction of
prominent elements in the view. Typically this would be where a development
would be seen in views where a moderate proportion of the view is affected.
There may be some screening or backgrounding which minimise the scale of
change from the present situation;

•

Low - low alteration to the existing view and/or the introduction of features which
may already be present in views. Typically this would be where a development
would be seen in distant views; where only a small proportion of the view is
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affected;

where the effect is reduced due to a high degree of filtering or

backgrounding or where there is a low scale of change from the existing view;
and
•

Neutral - very low alteration to the existing view. Typically this would be where
a development would be barely perceptible within a long distance panoramic
view and or where a very small proportion of the view is affected. The scale of
change from the existing view would be barely perceptible.

18.

In the assessment of visual effects a judgement is made on the likely effect of the
option on visual amenity and the nature of the effect (positive, negative or neutral)
as follows:
Negative = sufficiently adverse residual effect on a receptor to represent a material
consideration to option selection
Neutral = either some adverse or beneficial residual effect anticipated but not
sufficient to represent a material consideration to option selection, or no significant
effect anticipated
Positive = sufficiently beneficial residual effect on a receptor to represent a material
consideration to option selection

19.

This is not an absolute scale but is a judgement based on the magnitude of the
considered effect (or scale of change), the sensitivity of visual receptors and the
importance of views. The assessment of effects on visual amenity considers these
effects prior to mitigation.

20.

Hedges of value are protected under Hedgerows Regulations; woodlands are often
protected by legislation; and trees and tree groups of amenity value can be protected
by Tree Preservation Orders. Accordingly, where reference is made to vegetation in
views, these are considered to be relatively long-standing features in the landscape
which will continue to perform a similar function for the majority of the lifetime of the
proposed connection.

21.

Effects on trees and woodland have been considered in the landscape and visual
amenity appraisal, and consideration of trees and woodlands protected by Tree
Preservation Orders has been given in the ecology appraisal.

22.

In the design of overhead line connections it can be assumed that pylon positions will
seek to minimise overall the landscape and visual effects. This has been taken into
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account in the assessment of effects, as part of ‘embedded mitigation’, rather than as
an additional mitigation measure.
23.

Best practice in the assessment of the effects of development requires that the
significance of potential effects be assessed, mitigation proposals identified and the
residual effect (with mitigation in place) then reassessed to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the mitigation proposed. There is potential for mitigating the effects
on landscape and visual amenity of an overhead line connection by way of screening
planting. However, this would be subject to the agreement of landowners and would
need to be carefully managed and monitored to ensure successful establishment.
Given the lack of certainty that such measures will be feasible in every instance, the
assessment of effects on views has been judged without these mitigation measures
in place.

24.

However, in the assessment of landscape and visual effects of an underground cable
connection it has been assumed that the reinstatement of agricultural land would take
place, as part of ‘in-built mitigation’, rather than as an additional mitigation measure.
Historic Environment
Data Sources

25.

The Historic Environment Appraisal has obtained information from the Kent County
Historic Environment Record, The National Monuments Record, English Heritage
Spatial datasets. This information includes:
•

Designated Heritage Assets (World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments,
Listed

Buildings,

Registered

Parks

and

Gardens,

Historic

Battlefields,

Conservation Areas);

26.

•

Location of non-designated heritage assets and other archaeological features;

•

Location and findings of previous archaeological interventions;

•

Historic Landscape Characterisation data; and

•

Aerial photographic interpretation (National Mapping Project data).

The desk-based assessment was supplemented by site visits to identified receptors
carried out from publicly accessible land.
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Establishing the Baseline
27.

For the purposes of the appraisal, the existing 400kV and 132kV overhead lines
within and adjacent to the route corridor have been considered as part of the
baseline, as is the existing extent of woodland, hedgerow and shelter planting.
Identification of potential heritage assets

28.

The nature of archaeological remains means that not all archaeological heritage
assets are currently known, and those which are known may represent only a small
proportion of the assets which are actually present. Conversely, the Historic
Environment Record lists a number of features which could not be considered
heritage assets (e.g. assets which have subsequently been destroyed, or chance
finds of archaeological material). Consequently, the appraisal has been informed by
an understanding of the potential presence of previously unrecorded archaeological
heritage assets in addition to the recorded presence of archaeological remains.
Valuation of heritage assets

29.

In order to allow the potential effects on heritage assets to be weighed and to reflect
policy concerns as set out in NPS-EN1 and NPPF, heritage assets have been
categorised according to heritage significance.
•

Very High Significance: World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I
and II* Listed Buildings, Grade I and II* Registered Parks and Gardens and
designated historic battlefields;

•

High Significance: Other designated heritage assets and non-designated heritage
assets of equivalent heritage significance;

•

Medium Significance: non-designated heritage assets of regional heritage
significance;

•

Low significance: non-designated heritage assets of local heritage significance;
and

•

Negligible significance: recorded features of note but of minimal or no heritage
significance.

Potential for Harm
30.

Development can harm heritage assets either directly or indirectly. These effects can
be adverse or beneficial

31.

Direct effects arise from physical demolition, damage or disturbance.
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32.

Indirect effects arise from change which does not physically affect a heritage asset.
These effects arise primarily from change to the setting of heritage assets which
either diminishes or diminishes the ability to appreciate the heritage significance of
any asset. It should be noted that what is assessed is not the change to the setting,
but the effect that this change has on the heritage significance of an asset. Guidance
and policy makes it clear that setting is not a purely visual concept, but relies on the
perceptual experience of a heritage asset.

33.

Heritage assets are recognised in policy

as a non-renewable resource.

Consequently, the preferred option for mitigation is avoidance, either of areas of
specific heritage significance or of development which could affect the settings of
heritage assets. Where avoidance of any adverse effects cannot be achieved,
mitigation measures can be used to reduce the effect of development, although it is
likely to be difficult to fully mitigate any and all potential effects. The potential for
mitigation and its effectiveness has been discussed in the appraisal.
Magnitude of effect
34.

For the purposes of the appraisal, effects have been classified under four categories
of magnitude:
•

High – substantial change to the significance of an asset;

•

Medium – change to the significance of an asset;

•

Low – minor change to the significance of an asset which does not affect the key
contributing elements of its significance;

•

Negligible – change to an asset which is barely discernible.

Reaching a Conclusion
35.

The appraisal of each section of the proposed route considers the potential effects of
the scheme arising from each alignment option and the potential for any adverse
effects to be avoided or mitigated. This appraisal is summarised in a concluding
section which sets out a preferred route option for that section on the basis of the
appraisal. Where there are no distinguishing factors between the alignment options
or where the decision is balanced, this judgement is set out and no preference is
noted.
Ecology

36.

The ecological appraisal of the pylon options has been carried out using desktop
records including wildlife site designations, TPO data, species records and habitat
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inventory data, in combination with Phase 1 habitat survey data gathered in the field
and supplemented with mapping data and satellite imagery.
37.

The ecology appraisal starts by considering the baseline conditions within each study
area with reference to the relative value attributed to ecological receptors. A receptor
can refer to a habitat type, a species, a wildlife site or can be a combination of these.

38.

The value of certain receptors can be determined by associated legislation or policy.
For example Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) are designated nationally and
are valued at the national level, whereas Local Wildlife Sites or County Wildlife Sites
(CWS or LWS) are designated by the County Council and are valued at the county
level. However, this is not always the case, for example while badgers are protected
under national legislation, this is predominantly for welfare reasons, and as they are
relatively abundant in many areas, a badger sett would not be valued at the national
level.

Similarly while great crested newts are a European protected species, a

population within the Route Corridor is not automatically of European importance.
39.

The approach taken is to determine the value of the development site for the
receptor under consideration, rather than the biodiversity conservation importance of
the receptor itself. The value of the site for each receptor takes account of factors
such as status, rarity, uniqueness, quality and abundance, and is assigned according
to the following scale: local, district, county, regional, national and international,
as defined in Table C1. Therefore, the presence of a small population of great
crested newts may mean that the site is anywhere between local or international
value for this species

40.

Relevant published evaluation criteria form an important basis for determining value
for sites, species and habitats. Value can be intrinsic but can also be linked to the
function of a receptor. For example, a species-poor hedgerow of intrinsic low value
may have a high value due to its role in connecting two important dormouse
woodlands or providing a commuting route between a rare bat roost and bat foraging
grounds. The ecological appraisal takes a broad and precautionary approach to
considering the value of receptors.

!
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Table C1 Examples of the criteria used to define the value of ecological
receptors (adapted from IEEM 2006)

41.

Level of Value

Examples

International

An internationally important site e.g. Special Protection Area
(SPA), Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Ramsar (or a
site considered worthy of such designation);
A viable area of a habitat type listed in Annex 1 of the
Habitats Directive, or smaller areas of such habitat which
are essential to maintain the viability of a larger area;
A regularly occurring population of an internationally
important species (listed on Annex IV of the Habitats
Directive) for which an SAC/SPA has been designated.

National (UK)

A nationally designated site e.g. Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI), or a site considered worthy of such
designation;
A large area of a priority habitat type or smaller areas of
such habitat which are essential to maintain the viability of a
larger area;
A regularly occurring, large population of a nationally
important species, e.g. listed on Schedules 5 and 8 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended); and/or
priority species.

Regional

Areas of internationally or nationally important habitats
which are degraded but could be restored;
A regularly occurring, locally significant number of a
regionally important species.

County

A viable area of a priority habitat type identified in the Local
BAP or of smaller areas of such habitat which are essential
to maintain the viability of a larger area;
A site designated as a non-statutory wildlife site for its
county value i.e. Local Wildlife Site (LWS);
A regularly occurring substantial population of a species
listed on the Local BAP.

District

Limited but representative areas of key habitat identified in
the Local BAP;
An pristine example of a common or widespread habitat;
Nationally important species which are present regularly but
not in significant numbers.

Local (site and its
vicinity,
including
areas of habitats
contiguous with or
linked to those on
site)

Areas of internationally or nationally important habitats
which are degraded and have little or no potential for
restoration;
A good example of a common or widespread habitat in the
local area;
Species of national or local importance, but which are only
present very infrequently or in very low numbers within
subject area.

Within the assessment of ecology effects, reference is made to magnitude of effect.
This considers the scale of the change that would arise through the proposed
development compared to the baseline (i.e. whether negligible, low, medium or high),
its nature (negative or positive) and its duration (temporary, short, medium or long
term). Further detail is given in Table C2.
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Table C2 Definition of Magnitude Table

42.

Magnitude

Definition

High

A permanent or long-term effect on the integrity of a site or
conservation status of a habitat, species assemblage/community,
population or group. If adverse, this is likely to threaten its
sustainability; if beneficial, this is likely to enhance its conservation
status.

Medium

A permanent or long-term effect on the integrity of a site or
conservation status of a habitat, species assemblage/community,
population or group. If adverse, this is unlikely to threaten its
sustainability; if beneficial, this is likely to be sustainable but is unlikely
to enhance its conservation status.

Low

A short-term but reversible effect on the integrity of a site or
conservation status of a habitat, species assemblage/community,
population or group that is within the range of variation normally
experienced between years.

Negligible

A short-term but reversible effect on the integrity of a site or
conservation status of a habitat, species assemblage/community,
population or group that is within the normal range of annual variation.

[1]

15

This information on magnitude is combined with the value of the receptor to
determine the overall impact on the receptor. Impacts upon receptors of higher value
are given greater weight than impacts upon receptors with a lower value. These
considerations result in an overall judgement of either minor, moderate or major
scale of effect on ecology for each option. The assessment of effects on ecology
considers these effects prior to mitigation. Mitigation measures are then described
and the effects are reassessed in the summary taking mitigation into account.

43.

In some instances, mitigation in the form of planting or habitat creation, within or
outside the permanent easement of the connection is described in the mitigation
section. Securing this mitigation would be subject to landowner agreement. Given
the lack of certainty that such measures would be feasible in every instance; the
summary assessment of effects on ecology has not included all these measures, and
is based only on restoration of lands directly affected.
Determining the scale of effects

44.

In reporting the effects associated with an option, a scale has been used which
differentiates between positive and negative effects and, in each case, the degree of
effect. For negative effects, the following scale has generally been used as a guide:

.
15

‘Integrity’ is the coherence of the ecological structure and functions of a site or habitat that enables it to sustain
its plant and animal communities and populations. ‘Conservation status’ is the ability of a habitat, a plant or
animal community or population to maintain its distribution and/or extent/size. Conservation status is therefore
largely determined by the extent to which integrity is maintained
#
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•

Major negative effects could arise as a result of a high magnitude of effect (scale
of change) to receptors, or effects on receptors of national and/or international
importance, for which reliable and effective mitigation cannot be guaranteed;

•

Moderate negative effects could arise as a result of a moderate magnitude of
effect (scale of change) to receptors, or effects on receptors of regional
importance.

Potential negative effects remain for some sensitive receptors

despite mitigation;
•

Minor negative effects could arise as a result of a low magnitude of effect (scale
of change) to receptors or effects on receptors of local importance. Potential
negative effects remain for some sensitive receptors despite mitigation.

Socio-economics
45.

The socio-economic assessment has aimed to identify socio-economic receptors
within the vicinity of the various route alignments; such receptors have been
considered for potential direct and indirect impacts arising as a result of the proposed
new connection with potential mitigation measures outlined.

46.

The methodology has been developed to be compliant with HM Treasury’s Green
Book appraisal guide. 16 In areas where there is an absence of any published
guidance on assessing socio-economic impacts of development, the methodology
adopted is consistent with established best practice and guidance available for
specific types of receptors. For example, for the assessment of outdoor recreation
receptors the Scottish Natural Heritage guidance17.

47.

Direct socio-economic impacts relate to landtake arising as a result of the proposed
connection, either temporarily during the construction phase or permanently during
the operation phase. Indirect socio-economic impacts relate to amenity issues arising
as a result of noise, visual and construction transport impacts from the proposed
connection along with development viability of planned or proposed development.
When assessing for amenity, baseline conditions are taken into account.

48.

The assessment of agricultural land takes into account the quality of land, based on
Natural England data on Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) Grade. Within this
classification, The Best and Most Versatile (BMV) agricultural land is defined as
Grades 1, 2 and 3a. The assessment highlights BMV land which each alignment
intersects.

16
17

HM Treasury (2003), The Green Book: Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government
Scottish Natural Heritage (2006), A Handbook on Environmental Impact Assessment
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49.

Data used in the establishment of the baseline and appraisal has been taken from a
number of sources including:
•

Field surveys to identify potential socio-economic receptors within the route
corridor;

•

Demographic data from the Office for National Statistics;

•

Natural England data on Agricultural Land Classification;

•

A range of publications relating to the economic impact of tourism;

•

Information on regional and national recreational routes (www.sustrans.org.uk,
http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure_and_culture/countryside_and_coast/walking/long_
distance_walks.aspx and http://www.ldwa.org.uk

•

Kent County Council Minerals and Waste Plan and Canterbury District emerging
Draft Local Plan;

•

Information in relation to aviation and airfields (http://www.nats-uk.eadit.com/public/index.php%3Foption=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=6&Itemid
=13.html

and

http://www.content-

delivery.co.uk/aviation/airfields/regional/Kent.html)
50.

Given the stage of the assessment of the proposed new connection, the following
caveats apply to the assessment:
•

Consideration of traffic and transport issues were based on a review of the most likely
construction routes in the absence of finalised information;

•

Development allocations included within the Draft Canterbury District Local Plan (2013)
have been assessed as adopted;

•

In terms of walking and cycling routes, assessment of routes has been restricted to
regional and national routes (e.g. Long Distance Paths and National Cycle Network).

Determining the scale of effects
51.

In reporting the socio-economic effects associated with an option, a scale has been
used which differentiates between positive and negative effects and, in each case,
the degree of effect. For negative effects, the following scale has generally been
used as a guide:
•

Major negative effects could arise as a result of a high magnitude of effect to
receptors, or effects on receptors of national and/or international importance, for
which reliable and effective mitigation cannot be guaranteed. For example, the
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direct impact of the proposed connection on a business is such that is expected
to cease to operate;
•

Moderate negative effects could arise as a result of a moderate magnitude of
effect to receptors, or effects on receptors of regional importance.

Potential

negative effects remain for some sensitive receptors despite mitigation. For
example, the direct impact of the proposed connection on a business is such that
is expected to have a material impact on business operations;
•

Minor negative effects could arise as a result of a low magnitude of effect to
receptors or effects on receptors of local importance. Potential negative effects
remain for some sensitive receptors despite mitigation. For example, the direct
impact of the proposed connection on a business is such that is expected cause
minor disruption but no material impact on business operations is anticipated.
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APPENDIX D - GENERAL MITIGATION MEASURES
This Appendix sets out general mitigation principles that will be examined further at
the detailed design stage and EIA and, if required, will be identified.
Landscape
Overhead lines
1.

Siting pylons to maximise backgrounding by higher ground or woodland and by
avoiding or minimising sharp changes in direction would assist in reducing potential
negative effects and has been used in all route options.

2.

Additional mitigation by way of additional hedgerow and woodland planting in the
vicinity of a new overhead line, depending on land owners’ consent being granted,
would be in keeping with the existing landscape character and could also assist in
reducing potential effects.
Underground cables

3.

There would be some unavoidable loss of hedgerows (including hedgerow trees)
resulting from of an underground cable route. Trees and hedgerow loss would be
minimised through the reduction of the working width of the cable swathe at
hedgerows and replacement hedgerow planting within the cable swathe will be
implemented subject to landowner agreement.

4.

The negative landscape effects of a cable sealing end compound would be
minimised through careful siting and the addition of planting to minimise effects by
screening and assimilating the structure into the landscape.
Visual amenity

5.

For both the overhead and underground options it would be possible to minimise
negative effects on views through careful planning of access to avoid the need for
road improvements to the local lane network, by utilising existing gaps in hedgerows
and by reinstating roads to their original condition once construction is complete.
Some short term negative visual effects would be unavoidable until re-establishment.
Overhead lines

6.

Mitigation by way of additional hedgerow and tree belt planting in the vicinity of a new
overhead line, subject to landowner agreement, would be in keeping with the existing
landscape character and could assist in reducing potential effects on views.
Underground cables
7. The visual effects of an underground cable route would largely be temporary, subject
to the avoidance of woodland through routeing. Loss of some trees and hedgerow
would be minimised through careful routeing and replacement hedgerow planting
within the cable swathe and compensatory tree planting outside the cable swathe,
subject to landowner agreement, could assist in lessening potential effects.
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8.

The negative visual effects of cable sealing end compounds could also be minimised
through careful siting and the addition of new hedgerow and woodland planting
around the sites.
Historic Environment
Direct Effects

8.

Mitigation of direct effects on archaeological features can be minimised through
measures designed to minimise any intrusive works in areas of specific
archaeological sensitivity.

9.

Avoidance could include measures such as micro-siting pylon and other work
locations, the use of floating access tracks or trackway.

10.

Any measures intended to avoid archaeological features would be based on an
appropriately detailed understanding of the location and nature of any archaeological
features.

11.

Where disturbance of archaeological features cannot be avoided entirely, an
appropriate level of archaeological investigation, recording and dissemination would
allow any loss of archaeological interest to be at least partially mitigated.
Indirect effects

12.

Effects arising through change in the settings of heritage assets are anticipated to
arise primarily through the visibility of new towers in views of and from identified
heritage assets and within the wider landscape as those heritage assets are
experienced in their wider context. Consequently, mitigation measures identified for
visual amenity and landscape topics would offer appropriate mitigation of any harm to
the significance of heritage assets.
Ecology
General
•

Works would take place between dawn and dusk, and seasonal restrictions
would be implemented where appropriate;

•

Working areas would be minimised throughout the proposed development;

•

Habitat connectivity would be retained wherever possible e.g. hedgerows,
watercourses.

Where effects on connectivity are unavoidable, it may be

artificially supplemented as appropriate e.g. by creation of temporary brash
hedges;
•

Translocation of valuable habitats to appropriate alternative locations should be
considered ahead of or as well as compensatory replanting, if required;
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•

A minimum stand-off in line with regional EA requirements, or 5m (whichever is
greater) from all watercourses and waterbodies would be adopted if possible,
excluding required access crossing points;

•

Appropriate fencing would be installed around retained valued habitat features
within the construction area to protect them from direct impacts during the works.
Fencing would be modified to avoid isolation/obstruction of protected species as
necessary;

•

Where valued habitat loss is unavoidable, habitat removal would be timed and
phased to minimise potential effects, and compensatory habitat created, or
existing habitat enhanced in advance of the works;

•

Where effects on valued terrestrial habitat are unavoidable, top soil (and thus the
associated seed bank) would be appropriately stored and either reinstated
following works or used at an alternative suitable location to preserve that seed
bank;

•

Best practice pollution prevention measures would be implemented including the
use of buffer zones around water bodies, and adherence to the Environment
Agency’s Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs);

•

Any trenches/excavations would be back-filled/covered at the end of each
working day; If this is not possible, a means of escape would be provided e.g.
ramped sides/plank;

•

Obvious badger/mammal pathways would be left clear of construction;

•

If security lights are required during the works, these would avoid areas of value
to sensitive protected species, in particular roosting or foraging bats, and would
be installed with reference to Bat Conservation Trust guidelines18;

•

Topsoil, materials, plant and equipment would be stored in areas of negligible
value, and off the ground where appropriate (e.g. skips, pallets) to avoid creating
refuges for protected species;

•

Where works are required within watercourses, the channel would be left clear
from obstruction at the end of each day or alternative temporary channel created;

•

Measures would be taken to minimise the risk of spreading invasive plants listed
on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act;

18

Bat Conservation Trust (2009) Bats and Lighting in the UK. Bat Conservation Trust, London.
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•

Consideration of the requirement for licences would be given to those elements
of proposed work with potential to affect protected species. Where potential
effects may be sufficiently mitigated by the implementation of non-licensed
mitigation measures, works would proceed under specific Method Statements;

•

Consideration of the requirement for Habitats Regulations Assessments would be
given to those elements of the proposed work with potential to affect European
designated sites;

•

Consideration of the requirement for assent from Natural England would be given
to those elements of the proposed work with potential to affect SSSIs;

•

Consideration of

the requirement for assent from the Marine Management

Organisation would be given to those elements of the proposed work with
potential to affect tidal waters;
•

Protected species surveys will be updated at appropriate intervals e.g. prior to
each phase of works;

•

Working areas would be scan-searched prior to each work shift; and

•

If evidence of any protected species is observed within the working area at any
time, works would immediately cease and the Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW)
would be contacted for further advice.

Access and construction stand-off
•

For all options, existing field access points and watercourse crossings would be
used for works traffic wherever possible. Where this is not feasible, Trackway
panels would be used in preference to stone roads;

•

Any new access routes would avoid sensitive habitats or key areas of value to
protected species wherever possible;

•

The width of any new access routes/watercourse crossings would be minimised;

•

Should a new access over a watercourse be required, open-span bridges would
be installed in preference to culverts;

•

Standard environmental protection measures implemented including the timing of
works to avoid sensitive periods the prevention of encroachment of works
activities onto retained habitats and implementation of pollution control methods;

•

The ECoW would supervise site clearance activities as appropriate;

!
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•

Where there is potential for protected species to be present, vegetation clearance
would be carried out under licence or Method Statement as appropriate in a
phased manner under supervision of the ECoW;

•

Where possible, vegetation clearance would be timed to avoid nesting bird
season (that is March – August inclusive). Where this is not possible, clearance
of or disturbance to potential nesting habitat (trees, woodland, scrub or emergent
vegetation) would only be undertaken once surveys have shown that nests are
absent, or that the young of any breeding birds have fledged from the areas to be
cleared;

•

Wherever possible, construction within 50m of kingfisher and Cetti’s warbler nest
sites would be timed to avoid breeding season (that is March – August inclusive).
If this is not possible, suitable screening around working areas would be
necessary in order to reduce human disturbance;

•

Wherever possible, construction within 150m of barn owl nest sites would be
timed to avoid breeding season (that is March – December inclusive). If this is
not possible, suitable visual screening around working areas would be necessary
in order to reduce human disturbance; and

•

Wherever possible, construction within 500m of Schedule 1 birds of prey (marsh
harrier and hobby) nests would be timed to avoid active nests until young fledge
(that is April – August inclusive for marsh harrier; and April-June inclusive for
hobby). If this is not possible, suitable screening around working areas would be
proposed in order to reduce human disturbance.

•

For all breeding birds, should damage, or in the case of schedule 1 species only,
disturbance, be unavoidable, it may be necessary to employ a derogation licence
to proceed. National Grid’s organisational licence and associated procedures
would be invoked in this instance.

Phased removal of vegetation would be

required prior to this period, construction works would be carried out under a
behavioural method statement and if necessary, suitable screening around
working areas would avoid significant human disturbance.
Overhead lines
•

Micro-siting pylons and span alignment would be implemented to avoid sensitive
habitats or key areas of value to protected species wherever possible;
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•

Where tree loss is required to achieve electrical safety clearances, pollarding or
coppicing (where regrowth would occur within a season) would be used to avoid
total loss of habitat where possible.

•

Where complete tree removal is required, replacement tree planting would be
undertaken outside the overhead line easement subject to landowner agreement
at an appropriate replacement ratio. However, due to the uncertainty of securing
landowner agreement for works outside the easement this form of mitigation has
not been taken into account in the assessment of effects beyond that of direct
restoration;

•

Areas of replacement tree planting would be subject to an aftercare programme
for a agreed period , during which any trees lost would be replaced; and

•

Areas affected by tree-loss and where the existing 132kV line is removed would
be re-planted with complimentary scrub species selection.

•

Installation of bird diverters will be considered on the basis of evidence of
collision risk and how efficient diverters would be as a solution. The use of bird
diverters will be proposed where it will result in the avoidance of an adverse
effect on statutory interests (sites or species). The design and the positions of
diverters on the earthwire will be specified taking account of the species
concerned and the availability and suitability of different styles of diverter..

•

Where available evidence suggests that collisions may occur, but there is
uncertainty over whether statutory interests would be affected, National Grid will
consider a period of post-construction monitoring of the overhead line leading to
a possibility that diverters may need to be retrofitted. A protocol for monitoring
will be included in the application so that it is clear that installation of diverters
may be an outcome of the consent.

Underground cables
•

Micro-siting of cable routes would be implemented to avoid sensitive habitats or
key areas of value to protected species wherever possible;

•

Working areas would be minimised when crossing valued habitat features to
avoid or reduce impacts, habitats within the permanent easement would be
reinstated on completion of works (with the exception of trees), although varying
establishment periods will apply and the loss of mature trees cannot be mitigated
within a reasonable timeframe;
#
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•

Measures would be taken to ensure that drainage conditions outside the
permanent easement are unaltered, which would be particularly important where
the route runs adjacent to ponds and field drains;

•

Directional drilling or cable bridges would be used wherever possible in
preference to open trenching to avoid areas of biodiversity value such as
designated sites or watercourses; and

•

Since planting of woodland or scrub cannot take place over cable easements,
habitat “bridges” (planting on a shallow “floating” platform, or with appropriate root
barriers in place placed over the line of easement) would be considered where a
section of habitat network has been removed.

Socio-Economics
12

There are a number of measures that could be put in place to mitigate the temporary
effects of construction works on the local population and visitors to the area. These
include:
•

careful programming of construction activities to avoid peak tourism periods;

•

careful programming of construction activities and routeing of construction traffic
to minimise effects on local businesses, the local population and visitors;

•

where construction of alignments has the potential to disrupt PRoWs, alternative/
diversionary routes would be provided and clearly signed;

•

good construction practice would be employed to minimise noise and dust
generation; and

•

local socio-economic benefits would be maximised by seeking to appoint local
contractors and source materials locally wherever possible and sustainable.

13

For all alignment options, any improvement works required to the local highway
network for construction of the new 400kV line would be planned to be reversible
where necessary. Where construction affects verges, or temporary access points are
required, these would be re-instated in their previous condition post construction.

14

Any diversions to the PRoW network would seek to minimise additional distances for
users wherever possible and signage would be installed at appropriate diversion
points.
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15

Land use mitigation measures would include restoration of agricultural land disturbed
during construction back to productive quality. This is particularly important in the
areas where the existing 132kV line is removed.

16

During operation visual screening of surface infrastructure could reduce the potential
for visual effects on recreational receptors.

17

Where possible pylons should be located in areas of poorer quality agricultural land
(Grade 3, 4 and 5).
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Figure 1:

Route Corridor Index Plan and Section Boundaries

Figure 1A

Section A – Indicative alignment options

Figure 1B

Section B – Indicative alignment options

Figure 1C

Section C – Indicative alignment options

Figure 1D

Section D – Indicative alignment options
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Figure 2:

Dimensions of the standard lattice and T-pylon suspension pylons
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Figure 2
Dimensions of the Standard Lattice
and T-Pylon Suspension Pylons
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Figure 3:

Typical dimensions of the terminal Double Diamond T-pylon
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Figure 3
Typical Dimensions of the Terminal
Double Diamond T-Pylon
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Figure 4.A

Landscape Designations

Figure 4B

Landscape character areas with Section Boundaries

Figure 4C

Topography

Figure 4D

Visual appraisal
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Section A Biodiversity Information
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Contact us
Visit our project website:
www.richboroughconnection.co.uk
Send an email to:
richboroughconnection@communitycomms.co.uk
Write to our freepost address at:
FREEPOST RICHBCONNECTION
Call our freephone number:
0800 157 7878
Follow us on Twitter:
@NGRichborough

